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Abstract
The Jo¯mon culture is a tradition of complex hunter-gatherers which rose in the
Japanese archipelago at the end of the Pleistocene (ca. 13,000 cal BP) and lasted
until the 3rd millennium cal BP. Recent studies increasingly suggest how this long
cultural persistence was characterised by repeated episodes of change in settle-
ment pattern, primarily manifested as cyclical transitions between nucleated and
dispersed distributions. Although it has been suggested that these events corre-
late with population dynamics, shifts in subsistence strategies, and environmental
change, to date there have been very few attempts to provide a quantitative anal-
ysis of spatio-temporal change in Jomon settlement and its possible causes.
This thesis is an attempt to fill that lacuna by adopting a twin-track approach
to the problem. First, two case studies from central Japan have been examined us-
ing a novel set of methods, which have been specifically designed to handle the
intrinsic chronological uncertainty which characterises most prehistoric data. This
facilitated the application of a probabilistic framework for quantitatively assessing
the available information, making it possible to identify alternating phases of nu-
cleated and dispersed pattern during a chronological interval between 7000 and
3300 cal BP.
Second, computer simulation (by means of an agent-based model) has been
used to carry out a formal inquiry into the possible underlying processes that
might have triggered the observed changes in the settlement pattern. The aim of
this simulation exercise was two-fold. First, it has been used as a theory-building
tool, combining several models from behavioural ecology and cultural transmis-
sion theory in order to provide explicit expectations in relation to the presence and
3
4absence of environmental disturbances. Second, the outcome of the simulation has
been used as a template for linking the observed patterns to possible underlying
socio-ecological processes suggested by the agent-based model. This endeavour
has shown how some of the largest changes in the empirically observed settlement
patterns can be simulated as emerging from the internal dynamics of the system
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This thesis aims to investigate the generative process behind hunter-gatherer set-
tlement change. It seeks to understand the relationship between forces external to
the system of interest (such as the onset of climatic events) and forces rooted in the
evolutionary history of the system itself that might —jointly or in isolation— play
a fundamental role in the transformation of settlement patterns.
A unidirectional vision of human history led people to believe for many decades
that pre-agricultural societies slowly developed increasing complexity, progress-
ing from mobile to sedentary lifestyles, with a linear change in settlement pat-
tern. Recent studies have been increasingly providing evidence that such a vi-
sion can no longer be supported and that the evolutionary trajectories of hunter-
gatherers is multilinear, with episodes of rapid changes alternating with stasis,
and multiple instances of reversions rather than unidirectional stepwise develop-
ments (Rowley-Conwy 2001). The presence of reversions is particularly notewor-
thy; hunter-gatherers can adopt agriculture or herding and then revert to their
original subsistence strategies (Schrire 1980, Oota et al. 2005), become sedentary
and then exhibit a return to a mobile settlement pattern (Habu 2002, Chatters and
Prentiss 2005, Rosen and Rivera-Collazo 2012), and more in general show transi-
tions in all directions, more generally from simple to complex and from complex
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to simple (see examples in Rowley-Conwy 2001). These transformations are trig-
gered by different underlying processes, but share the same structure of a return to
patterns and configurations that have been already exhibited in the past. Further-
more, these reversions are never instances of a complete reoccurrence of previously
adopted traits, and subtle differences, innovations, and social memory of past cy-
cles lead to divergences in the evolutionary trajectory (Holling 2001, Rosen and
Rivera-Collazo 2012).
How do we explain these cyclical patterns? Are they result of adaptive re-
sponses to reoccurring selective forces? And if so, what are these forces? Are they
originating from convergence in the internal dynamics of the system, by the onset
of similar external forces (such as the presence of similar climatic conditions), or
by complex interactions between the two?
1.1.1 Jo¯mon Settlement Pattern
The prehistoric Jo¯mon hunter-gatherers of Japan were characterised by distinct
features, including the adoption of pottery (Kuzmin 2006), presence of year-round,
permanent villages (Pearson 2006), and the development of resource management
strategies which shared many similarities to those adopted by early agricultural
communities (Crawford 2011). The most striking feature is perhaps the mainte-
nance of the same set of cultural traits for over 10,000 years (Pearson 2007), an
absolute time-span starting during the last few millennia of the Pleistocene and
ending about 2,500 years ago. While in other parts the world we see transitions
to agriculture, the adoption of metallurgy, and the rise and fall of early states and
empires, the Japanese archipelago was characterised by the persistence of the same
economic system based on hunting, fishing, and gathering.
The homogeneity of Jo¯mon culture hides, however, a remarkable series of al-
most cyclical changes; population level rose and fell (Imamura 2010), subsistence
strategy exhibited shifts in primary resources (Imamura 1999a), and settlement
pattern showed the disappearance and the reappearance of specific features (Taniguchi
2005) along with repeated changes in its distributional properties (Kani 1993, Uchiyama
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2006).
The evolutionary changes observed in the settlement pattern are perhaps one
of the most prominent aspects of the Jo¯mon culture that testifies to its heterogene-
ity and cyclical nature. The exact combination of traits and their association with
other features, such as subsistence and demography, varied in space and time,
and this led many scholars to develop specific regional theories, often focusing on
single transitional episodes (see Habu 2001, Nishimoto et al. 2001, Tsumura et al.
2002a;b; 2003). Despite this fragmentation, an overarching sense of repeated sim-
ilarities over time is shared by many authors (see examples in Suzuki and Suzuki
2010), and has been synthesised fews years ago by Uchiyama’s distinction between
clumped and dispersed settlement patterns (2006, 2008). The former refers to in-
stances where there are few large sites and many smaller settlements, while the
latter refers to the opposite pattern, characterised by a much more uniform distri-
bution of sizes. Uchiyama hypothesised that these two types of settlement pattern
occurred multiple times in a cyclical fashion and that their occurrence were re-
lated to different types of land-use, possibly in relation to modified environmental
conditions.
To date, no attempt to formally and quantitatively test this hypothesis has been
proposed. The distinction between different settlement forms has been often based
on qualitative descriptions, and the chronological definition confined to a relative
framework defined by pottery phases. Moreover, formal models, aiming to de-
scribe how these forms emerged and how they transformed, have not been pro-
posed. The most commonly adopted explanations (see for example Matsugi 2007,
Suzuki 2010b) are based on the notion that there was one ideal shape to Jo¯mon
settlement pattern (usually what Uchiyama would refer to as clumped pattern) be-
coming suddenly unsustainable due to changes in the environmental conditions,
ultimately leading to the formation of alternative settlement strategies. Details on
how and why these changes occurred are rarely discussed, and in most cases re-
duced to few lines of suppositions.
The long time-span of the Jo¯mon culture was undoubtedly characterised by
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climatic changes with a global scale impact (Kudo 2007), but as Anderson and
colleagues have recently pointed out, ”correlation between climate and culture
change, of course, does not prove they are related” (Anderson et al. 2007: 12).
Settlement pattern could thus change without the onset of a climatic event, and
modified environmental conditions do not necessarily determine transformations
in the spatial configuration of residential units.
1.2 Research Questions
The archaeological record of the Jo¯mon culture offers an ideal laboratory for ex-
ploring the long-term evolution of human settlement patterns. The maintenance of
the same economic system for an extremely long time-span, characterised by both
intervals of stability and changes in the climatic conditions, can in fact provide in-
sights on how changes in the interaction between individuals and their surround-
ing physical environment become manifest in a cyclical alternation of settlement
forms. In the chapters that follow, this over-arching research agenda is addressed
via the following three research questions
1. Can the claim of repeated cycles between clumped and dispersed settlement
patterns be supported by a formal and quantitative assessment of the Jo¯mon
archaeological record?
2. In principle, can shifts between these two patterns be explained without ref-
erence to environmental change or is the latter always the main cause ?
3. In practice in the Jo¯mon case, what are the expected effects of environmental
change on settlement patterns? Does the observed change in the empirical
record conform to these expectations?
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1.3 Aims and Objectives
The first of the above research questions will be approached through the spatial
analysis of Jo¯mon residential units. This will be based on a series of statistics that
will seek to formalise the description of the settlement size distribution, hence of-
fering a direct and quantitative measure for distinguishing clumped and dispersed
patterns. A crucial role will be played by the treatment of temporal data and
its intrinsic uncertainty. This will be tackled by the adoption of a novel method
specifically designed to use the fine-grained pottery-based chronology available in
the Jo¯mon datasets, and will result in probabilistic outputs based on Monte-Carlo
methods.
The second research question is theory-building in nature, and will be ad-
dressed by means of a computer simulation. This will seek to merge two sets of
ecological theories. The first focuses on the relationship between metapopulation
structure and resource distribution (e.g. Fretwell and Lucas 1970), and the second
on group formation dynamics and frequency dependent fitness (Sibly 1983, Clark
and Mangel 1986). These will be unified and integrated into an agent-based model
(ABM), which will help to determine whether transition between clumped and
dispersed patterns could occur without external forces acting on the system and
under what circumstances.
The third research question will be first approached by extending the agent-
based model developed for the previous question. This will be conducted by in-
tegrating two possible scenarios of environmental change. The first will address
the consequences of overexploitation, while the second will explore the effects de-
rived by a general decline of resource availability. The simulation output will then
be used as a template for reassessing the analysis of the empirical data (conducted
for research question 1) in relation to the results of existing palaeoenvironmental
studies.
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1.4 Scope and Limits
The study of Jo¯mon settlement conducted here will be confined to the interval be-
tween the Early and Late Jo¯mon periods (7000-3220 cal BP; Kobayashi 2008). This
will ensure the exclusion of chronological intervals where the socioeconomic fea-
tures were transitional and too closely resembling the adjacent Palaeolithic and
Yayoi periods. The spatial extent of the analysis will be limited to two case stud-
ies in central Japan (Chiba and Gunma), and primary confined to the spatial and
temporal distribution of 2,850 residential units (1,418 units for Chiba and 1,432
for Gunma). The choice has been driven by the substantial diversity in the envi-
ronmental settings of the two areas (coastal tableland vs. inland river valley) and
the presence of a high number of emergency excavations, which have yielded a
rich archaeological record and a large corpus of existing regional studies on Jo¯mon
settlement pattern (Kano 2002, Ishizaka 2002, Nishino 2005).
1.5 Thesis Outline
Chapter 2 will provide an outline of the main features of Jo¯mon hunter-gatherers
and their archaeology, with a particular emphasis placed on existing studies and
models concerning settlement history, population dynamics, and subsistence. This
will provide the necessary background information for the two case studies, and
the basis for developing the core assumptions for the computational model build-
ing. The chapter will also briefly discuss the relative chronology adopted in this
thesis and the palaeoenvironmental studies relevant to the two case studies.
Chapters 3-4 work together on the analysis of the empirical data required for
answering the first research question. The former will present the theoretical back-
ground of the spatial and temporal analysis, the quantitative formalisation of the
distinction between clumped and dispersed patterns, and details of a novel method-
ology developed specifically to overcome the problem of spatial and temporal un-
certainty. Chapter 4 will illustrate the results of the analysis applied to the two case
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studies along with a discussion pertaining to the first research question.
Chapters 5-7 will be dedicated to building and exploring of the computer sim-
ulation model. Chapter 5 will first provide a review of existing ecological theories
on group formation dynamics, followed by an extensive description of the agent-
based model. Chapter 6 will present the results of the computer simulations, and
discuss these in relation to the second research question. Chapter 7 will briefly in-
troduce two models of environmental change, and then explore their implications
by means of additional modules in the agent-based simulation.
Chapter 8 will review the results of the spatial analysis presented in chapter 4,
this time in relation to the palaeoenvironmental data discussed in chapter 2 and
within the comparative template offered from the results of the agent-based sim-
ulation (chapters 6-7). This will answer the last research question, offering at the
same time grounds for a discussion of the wider implications of this thesis. Chap-
ter 9 will then summarise the main outputs of the work, and highlight its limita-
tions and future perspectives.
Figures and tables, along with four appendices, will be provided on a separate
volume. Appendix A will provide the spatial data-set used for the analysis of the
two case study areas; appendix B will offer a technical summary of the agent-based
model; appendix C will present the computer code of the simulation; appendix D
will provide the entire set of graphics from the simulation outputs.
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Chapter 2
Jo¯mon Culture of Japan
Jo¯mon culture has been regarded as ” [...] the best researched complex hunter-
gatherer tradition known to archaeology [...] ” (Rowley-Conwy 2001 : 59). There
are at least two different sets of evidence that support this statement: 1) the amount
of data collected by an astonishingly large number of emergency excavations; and
2) the availability of an unparalleled, fine-grained, pottery-based chronological se-
quence. While both provide an extraordinary quantitative and qualitative frame-
work for the Jo¯mon archaeological record, the bias they introduce to the data
should also be taken into account. The quantity of the available cultural resource
management data presents unquestionably large figures (an average of over 8,500
excavations per year between 1990 and 2003; Okamura 2005a), but is also heavily
correlated with modern urbanisation, and as such different parts of the archipelago
are unevenly investigated, which results in a patchy quality of evidence. Sim-
ilar problems can be observed for the pottery-based chronology. In some spe-
cific spatio-temporal contexts, recent increase in scientific dating techniques has
allowed cross-dating to absolute chronological sequences, offering temporal reso-
lutions at the sub-century level (e.g. Kobayashi 2004; see also table 3). However, in
other regions, pottery studies have been less intense and only relative sequences
with a coarse, millennium-scale matching to absolute dates are currently available.
Despite such a fragmentary vision of the past, the amount of available data pro-
vides a sufficiently detailed description of many aspects of the Jo¯mon culture with
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an overwhelming number of papers and books published since the end of the 19th
century.
In a recent review paper, Richard Pearson (2007) stated that three aspects of the
Jo¯mon culture are particularly relevant from a world-wide comparative perspec-
tive: 1) the early beginning and the long persistence of its main traits; 2) the early
onset of sedentism; and 3) the development of an intensive management of plant
resources with socio-economic traits similar to those expected for agricultural com-
munities.
Perhaps one of the most intriguing aspects among those listed by Pearson is
the extremely long duration of Jo¯mon patterns over time. In fact, if we accept the
traditional chronology and mark its beginning with the adoption of pottery (ca 17th
millennium cal BP; Kuzmin 2006), and its ending with the spread of farming and
metallurgy from mainland Asia (early 3rd millennium cal BP; Harunari et al. 2003),
the entire temporal length of the Jo¯mon period will be over 10,000 years.
Labelling such an extremely long length of time with a single name should not
lead to an unquestioned assumption of a homogenous culture. As a matter of fact,
although most defining traits (e.g. use of pottery, subsistence orientation, level
of sedentism, etc.) can be regarded as constant, several authors acknowledge a
substantial diversity over space and time. From a purely temporal perspective,
alternatives to the traditional periodisation in six stages (Incipient, Initial, Early,
Middle, Late, and Final Jo¯mon, see section 2.2.1) have been proposed by schol-
ars who acknowledged such an internal diversity within the 10,000 years time-
span. Sasaki (2010) has recently reviewed and compared 17 of these and noticed
that most authors seem to agree in drawing a threshold between Initial and Early
Jo¯mon period and a few others between the Middle and Late Jo¯mon periods. The
former is due to the lack of some typical Jo¯mon features during the Incipient and
Initial stages, such as the high degree of sedentism and large population sizes (but
see Pearson 2006). Imamura (2002), for example, defines the Incipient Jo¯mon as
”Palaeolithic with a pottery tradition”, and the Initial Jo¯mon as ”Mesolithic”, be-
fore binding the remnant stages under the label of ”Arboreal Neolithic”. The latter
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threshold (between Middle and Late Jo¯mon periods) is mainly linked to the possi-
bly largest population decline observed during the Jo¯mon period, which occurred
towards the end of the Middle Jo¯mon stage in many parts of Japan (see section
2.2.3). Several authors suggest that the cultural response that occurred in the af-
termath of such a large-scale phenomenon generated a radically different society.
Sasaki (2000, 2010) labels the interval between the second half of Early Jo¯mon and
the second half of Middle Jo¯mon as the ”development stage” (hatten-ki), the end of
the Middle Jo¯mon to the beginning of the Late Jo¯mon as the ”transformation stage”
(henshitsu-ki), and the second half of the Late Jo¯mon to the end of Final Jo¯mon as
the ”apex stage” (ranjuku-ki).
Imamura’s use of the term ”Arboreal Neolithic” should lead us to question how
to contextualise the Jo¯mon culture within a worldwide comparative perspective.
Many of its features (e.g. use of pottery, high degree of sedentism, large population
density etc.) are generally considered as typical traits of Neolithic communities,
but the substantial lack of agriculture (but see Crawford 2011, and section 2.2.2)
and husbandry (but see section 2.2.2) has pushed several authors to dismiss such a
label for the Jo¯mon. Others have instead proposed that the concept of ”Neolithic”
should be revised, pointing out that what happened in Japan was the development
of ”another Neolithic” (Nishida 2002).
The most common label associated with the Jo¯mon culture either gives empha-
sis to its socio-political and organisational traits (i.e. ”complex hunter-gatherers”
as in Price 1981, Rowley-Conwy 2001) or to the environmental richness of the
Japanese archipelago (i.e. ”affluent foragers” as in Koyama and Thomas 1981).
Such nomenclature has been often applied in comparative studies with cultures
such as the Baltic Mesolithic and Neolithic (see Price 1981, Aikens et al. 1986), the
woodland culture in Northeast America (Aikens et al. 1986), and most notably the
Pacific Northwest Coast and the Californian Indians (Aikens 1981, Cohen 1981,
Aikens and Dumond 1986, Aikens et al. 1986, Watanabe 1992). The historic com-
munities of the Northwest coast and California have also been used, along with the
modern Ainu population of Hokkaido¯ (see Watanabe 1990), as the most common
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ethnographic analogy for the Jo¯mon culture, due to comparable environmental set-
tings (see Olson et al. 2001), the availability of similar resources (e.g. acorns and
salmon, see Yamanouchi 1964), and the existence of several shared traits, includ-
ing high population density, sedentism, and the presence of a prestige economy
(Watanabe 1992). Perhaps the most common outcome of these comparative stud-
ies has been the (too often uncritical) claim (e.g. Watanabe 1990, Kobayashi 1992)
that Jo¯mon culture exhibited high levels of ”social complexity” (see section 2.2.5
for details) similar to those observed in these ethnographic groups.
This chapter will illustrate some of the main features of the Jo¯mon culture, rel-
evant for the aims and the objectives of the thesis. I will sporadically refer to the
Jo¯mon using the term ”complex hunter-gatherer”, despite the recent controversy
on its definition (see section 2.2.5). While doing this, I acknowledge that using such
a categorical definition is a dangerous exercise, especially when the term leads to
the assumption of the existence (or not) of specific sets of traits. For example, the
presence of agriculture is by definition quarantined from hunter-gatherer societies,
but an increasing number of studies and discussions have questioned whether
Jo¯mon communities practiced it or not (see section 2.2.2), with some undeniable
evidence in support of the former argument. In this case the categorisation of
Jo¯mon as ”hunter-gatherers” might have played a role in limiting the acceptance
of such a evidence. Nonetheless, the label ”complex hunter-gatherers” helps by
pointing to a broad combination of features; in this thesis the term will imply the
predominance of a specific subsistence mode (without denying the existence of
possible alternative strategies) in association with some traits (e.g. use of pottery,
sedentism) usually linked to Neolithic and other later societies.
Section 2.1 will introduce the geographical and the environmental settings,
with a brief review of the most recent and updated palaeoenvironmental recon-
struction of the interval between ca 7000 and 3220 cal BP, which covers the tem-
poral scope of this thesis. Section 2.2 will provide a detailed account of the main
features of the Jo¯mon culture, by firstly introducing its chronological framework
and then by focusing on certain aspects (e.g. subsistence, demography, and settle-
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ment pattern) which are relevant to the research questions. The subsequent section
(2.3) will offer an overview of the prehistory of the two case study areas (Chiba
and Gunma), again looking at the interval between 7000 and 3220 cal BP. The last
section (2.4) will then offer a retrospective on what explanations have been pro-
posed so far about the major changes in demography, subsistence, and settlement
patterning in the case study area. This will also provide a summary of the top-
ics that have been introduced in the preceding sections and will help defining the
methodological and the theoretical directions to be undertaken in the subsequent
chapters.
2.1 Geographical Settings and Environment History
Geographical Settings
Japan is an archipelago composed of over 6,000 islands, with the four main islands
(Hokkaido¯, Honshu¯, Kyushu¯ and Shikoku) representing ca 97% of its territory (fig.
1). The geographical setting of these islands can be summarised in three main fea-
tures: 1) long latitudinal extent; 2) high diversity in elevation; and 3) narrow shape
and distribution of the main islands. These three features result in a relatively high
degree of environmental diversity, which suggests that the geographical and en-
vironmental setting of the Jo¯mon culture should not be viewed as homogenous
despite its relatively small spatial extent.
The long latitudinal length of the Japanese islands (between the 20◦25′ and
45◦31′, over a distance of 2,400 km) is one of the main causes of its high diversity
in temperature, with a maximum difference of ca 10 ◦C (the present-day annual
mean temperature of Sapporo city in Hokkaido is 8.9 ◦C, in contrast to the 23.1 ◦C
of Naha in Okinawa1; figure 2-b). The presence of high mountain ranges and vol-
canoes across the entire length of Honshu¯ island (figure 2-c), combined to such a
latitudinal extent promote a wide variety of climatic settings. Olson and colleagues
1Data retrieved from Japan Meteorological Agency
(http://www.data.jma.go.jp/obd/stats/data/en/normal/normal.html).
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(2001) place the Japanese archipelago in the Palearctic zone (with the exception of
the Okinawa islands, identified as part of the Indo-Malay ecoregion), but identifies 7
ecoregions: 5 different types of temperate broadleaf and mixed forests and 2 different
regions of temperate conifer forests (see figure 2-a). Figure 2 shows how diversity
in the environmental settings are present in both north-south and east-west axes.
While the former is mainly due to the difference in latitude, the latter is a combi-
nation of different factors, namely the high mountain range separating the effects
derived by the oceanic currents from the Pacific (the Oyashio and the Kuroshio cur-
rents) and the climatic influence from mainland Asia. These two forces essentially
split Honshu¯ island between its western shores (Nihonkai evergreen forest ecoregion)
and its eastern shores (Taiheiyo¯ evergreen forest ecoregion) with a deciduous forest
ecoregion in the middle.
The orographic nature of the Japanese archipelago, coupled with its distinctive
shape, influence its hydrographical properties, characterised by a large number
of small rivers with steep gradients and short length. The absence of large rivers
(Shinano river is the longest with a length of 367 km, while Tone river has the
highest drainage area of 16,840 km2) has created very few plains, with the largest
— the Kanto¯ plain — occupying ca 17,000 km2. The direct consequence of this
combination of settings is that habitable zones in present-day Japan are relatively
small and fragmented.
Environment History between 7000 and 3220 cal BP
Two key climatic shifts characterised the environmental history of the Japanese ar-
chipelago between 7000 and 3220 cal BP. The first one occurred at ca 5900 cal BP,
at the end of the Early Jo¯mon period, and the second at ca 4500 cal BP, towards
the end of the Middle Jo¯mon period (Kudo 2007). The relationship between these
events and changes in archaeological patterns has been pointed out by several au-
thors (e.g. Imamura 2002, Kudo 2007, Habu 2008, Crema 2012) and suggests how
detailed analyses of the precise nature of these episodes are of primary interest
for understanding the dynamics of the Jo¯mon period. The number of studies are
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relatively rich in this regard, but most still rely on uncalibrated data, which heav-
ily reduces the possibility to correlate these events with archaeologically observed
patterns. The following paragraphs will summarise the few studies providing cal-
ibrated dates (see also figure 3), with a particular focus on the 4,000 year time-span
between the Early and the Late Jo¯mon period.
Prior to the Early Jo¯mon (7000-5470 cal BP, see section 2.2.1), during the first few
millennia after the onset of the Holocene, the entire archipelago was characterised
by a relatively cool climate. Adhikari and colleagues’ (2002) analysis of the diatoms
at Lake Aoki (Chu¯bu area) points to a cooling stage between 8,800 and 8,350 cal BP,
while Wang and colleagues (2005) have indicated, based on oxygen isotope records
at Dongge Cave in southern China, the presence of weak Asian monsoon events
between 8400 and 8000 cal BP. Both studies are correlated with the so-called 8.2
kyr event (Kobashi et al. 2007), or the Bond Event 5 (ca 8100 cal BP; Bond et al.
1997), when a sudden decrease of temperature has been recorded on a global scale.
From a palynological perspective, this phase roughly corresponds to the second
half of Tsukada’s (1986) zone RI (10000 - 7000 14C BP; ca. 11500 - 7800 cal BP ),
characterised by a dominance of broadleaf deciduous forests.
Notable environmental events associated with the Early Jo¯mon period are the
Holocene Climatic Optimum (HCO), the so-called Jo¯mon or Yu¯rakucho¯ Transgres-
sion, and the Akahoya eruption of the Kikai caldera (K-Ah). The first, also known
as ”hypsithermal” or ”altithermal”, refers to warming conditions which affected
several regions in mid- and high-latitudes (Wanner et al. 2008); the second is a cor-
related event where the sea level rose and reached its Holocene maximum in the
Japanese archipelago (Stewart 1982); while the effects derived from the third seems
to be restricted to Kyu¯shu¯ and southwest Japan (the volcano is located at about 200
km south of Kyu¯shu¯).
The impact of the HCO varied considerably, with different timings of its onset,
duration, and magnitude (Renssen et al. 2009). The timing of its onset in Japan is
still discussed with several conflicting pieces of evidence. Schone and colleagues’
(2004) study on the intra-annual growth patterns and the oxygen isotope ratios of
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Phacosoma japonicum clams suggests the presence of a warm climate at 6120-5590
cal BP, with evidence of cooler and dryer climate before (7390-6770 cal BP) and
after (3869-3420 cal BP), while the diatoms of lake Aoki suggest a slightly earlier
occurrence of the HCO, between 7250 and 6150 cal BP (phase HW4, Adhikari et al
Adhikari et al. 2002).
The HCO determined major changes in flora, and marks the beginning of a
new pollen zone in several studies. Tsukada (1986) describes the pollen zone RII
(7,000-4,000 14C BP; ca. 7800 - 4500 cal BP) as being characterised by the expansion
of Cyclobalanopsis and then of Castanopsis forests from southern to northern Japan,
a trend that supports the claim of a general increase in temperature. Inoue and col-
leagues’ (2012) pollen analysis at Soni Plateau in Kansai seems to support a more
recent onset of the HCO (supporting the chronology suggested by Schone et al.
2004), with the pollen zone OKM-2 (6500-5500 cal BP) marked by species adapted
to warmer climate (such as Cyclobalanopsis and Castanea/Castanopsis) than the pre-
vious OKM-1 (7500-6500 cal BP), characterised by deciduous broadleaf forests of
Lepidobalanus, an indicator of cooler conditions.
The second major environmental change associated with this period is the in-
crease of sea level, which reached its maximum of +2 to +6 meters above the cur-
rent level in some parts of Japan (Habu 2004: 45). The exact timing of this marine
transgression is controversial, although there seems to be an agreement that its on-
set was between the second half of the 8th and the end of the 7th millennium cal BP
(7400-5900 cal BP, according to Habu 2004; 7300-6500 cal BP according to Ishikawa
et al. 2009).
The third major event, the Akahoya eruption, occurred at ca 7300 cal BP (Kita-
gawa et al. 1995). Both archaeological evidence (Kuwahata 2002) and phytolith
analysis (Sugiyama 2002) indicates a major impact on the flora of southern Japan,
notably the temporary disappearance of lucidophyllous forests (e.g. Castanopsis
and Lauraceae) for ca 600-900 years.
By the end of the Early Jo¯mon period, after the Jo¯mon Transgression and the
HCO, several lines of evidence suggest a series of climatic changes and cooling
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events. This period corresponds to the beginning of Kudo’s (2007) stage VI (5900-
4500 cal BP), and to the Bond Event 4 (ca 5900 cal BP; Bond et al. 1997), and evidence
of a slight decrease in temperature has been recorded in several locations around
the globe. At Lake Aoki, this period presents evidence of cooling (HC4; 6150-5250
cal BP), although several shorter intervals of warming have also been identified
(Adhikari et al. 2002). Other proxies include a peak in the weak Asian monsoon
events at ca 5500 cal BP (Wang et al. 2005), and a more general phase of rapid
climatic change between 6000 and 5000 cal BP (Mayewski et al. 2004). While the
temperature reduction of this phase did not cause major modification of the flora,
the coastal areas saw a relatively rapid phase of marine regression between 5800
and 5200 varve years BP (Fukusawa et al. 1999).
The interval between the latter half of the 6th millennium cal BP and the first
half of the subsequent millennium was characterised by relatively stable condi-
tions. Sediments of Lake Aoki indicate a stable warmer stage between 5250 and
4000 cal BP (Adhikari et al. 2002), while marine biogenic production between 5900
and 4000 reached its peak near Sannai-Maruyama in northern To¯hoku (Kawahata
et al. 2009).
This stable phase saw an abrupt end towards the second half of the 5th millen-
nium cal BP. Several studies suggest that a rapid environmental change occurred
during this period in correspondence to the Bond Event 3 (ca 4300 cal BP; Bond
et al. 1997) and to the rapid climatic changes recorded at a global scale between
4200 and 3800 cal BP (Mayewski et al. 2004). Marine regression increased in in-
tensity between 4500 and 3600 varve BP (Fukusawa et al. 1999) and weak Asian
monsoon events have been recorded for the interval between 4500 and 4000 cal BP
(Wang et al. 2005). Cooling has been suggested by shell samples from Tokyo Bay
(dated between 4600 and 4400 cal BP; Miyaji et al. 2010) and the diatoms record at
Lake Aoki (between 4000 and 3050 cal BP; Adhikari et al. 2002), while at Sannai-
Maruyama a decreased biogenic productivity has been identified at ca 4100 cal BP
(Kawahata et al. 2009).
While the previous Bond event did not lead to significant changes in the flora,
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the mid-5th millennium cal BP event did cause some major transformations. Tsu-
kada (1986) marks the beginning of the pollen zone RIII at 4000 14C BP (ca. 4500
cal BP), and describes this as characterised by a decline of laurilignosa forests
and a rise and expansion of Fagus, both providing additional evidence of cooling.
Kudo (2007) indicates how in Kanto¯ a substitution of Castanea crenata with Aesculus
turbinata took place along with an expansion of Cryptomeria. Similarly, at Sannai-
maruyama this stage correspond to a return of broad-leaved deciduous forests af-
ter an interval characterised by groves of Castanea and Juglans which started at 5900
cal BP (Miyaji et al. 2010).
Finally, the 4th millennium cal BP was characterised by a period of relative sta-
bility (Kudo 2007), associated with a moderately cool climate (Adhikari et al. 2002,
between 4000 and 3050 cal BP). However, some studies suggest the presence of
rapid climatic changes during the second half of the millennium (3500-2500 cal BP,
Mayewski et al. 2004), but these are in most cases outside the temporal scope of
this thesis.
A graphical summary of the environmental history described in this section
is shown on figure 3. While the presence of two major clusters of environmen-
tal change can be roughly identified in the interval between 7000 and 3220 cal BP,
precise chronological definition of their occurrence is still difficult to determine.
Nonetheless, figure 3 shows an alternation between intervals of relatively stable
climatic conditions (7000-6100 cal BP; 5000-4600 cal BP) and episodes where con-
current changes in environment are recognised (6100-5000 cal BP, 4600-3220 cal
BP).
2.2 Main Features of Jo¯mon Culture
2.2.1 Chronology and Chronometry
Pottery based relative chronology has been adopted as the main chronological
framework of the Jo¯mon period (Imamura 2005), and despite the increasing avail-
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ability of absolute dates it is still widely, and often exclusively, used by most
Japanese scholars.
As mentioned earlier, the use of pottery itself marks the beginning of the Jo¯mon
period, with the most recent studies suggesting its adoption towards the early 17th
millennium cal BP (16800-15600 cal BP, Kuzmin 2006). Such an early beginning
for the Jo¯mon period sparked an initial controversy amongst the Jo¯mon scholars,
leading to a disbelief in scientific dating techniques during the 60s and the 70s
(Keally 2004). The most notable example of this attitude is the ”Natsushima shell-
mound controversy”, in which leading scholars such as Yamanouchi dismissed
radiocarbon dating as ”too old” (Yamanouchi and Sato 1962) on the basis of cross-
comparisons with the archaeology of the mainland China. The attitude towards
radiocarbon dating became even more conservative after this episode, leading to a
shared belief that pottery-based chronometry was more efficient and precise, and
with a complete dismissal of absolute dating for over 30 years (Keally 2004). The
increasing recovery of Pleistocene pottery in Japan has slowly changed this picture,
with a wider acceptance of the earlier beginning of the Jo¯mon period. Furthermore,
comparisons with other calibrated dates of the earliest pottery in Far East Asia
(Kuzmin 2006), has recently showed how the early emergence of pottery is far from
unique to the Japanese archipelago, dismissing definitively Yamanouchi’s thesis.
As mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, the internal subdivision of the
Jo¯mon period is based on six distinct stages (Incipient, Initial, Early, Middle, Late
and Final Jo¯mon periods). The start of the first stage and the end of the last one
are defined by key cultural events (introduction of pottery on the hand and the
adoption of rice and metallurgy on the other) while other internal subdivisions are
exclusively based on the pottery-based chronological sequences.
The creation, development, and continuous update of such a chronological
framework have been traditionally the primary concern of Jo¯mon archaeology.
The number of different pottery phases are extremely large (the total number is
approaching, and likely going to exceed, two hundred units; Imamura 2005) and
continuously refined by new subdivisions in subphases. When cross-dating to ab-
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solute sequences is possible, the chronological resolution of these sub-phases can
sometimes be below the threshold of 50 years (e.g. as in Kobayashi 2004); a tem-
poral framework unavailable for other prehistoric hunter-gatherer cultures.
Imamura (2005) identifies three core reasons why this development was pos-
sible: 1) the extremely large number of emergency excavations providing a rich
archaeological record; 2) the high variety of decorative traits in Jo¯mon pottery;
and 3) the long-lasting and abundant use of pottery for over 10,000 years. Tradi-
tional methods for the creation of pottery sequences rely primarily on the study of
stratigraphic relationships of the contexts where diagnostic potsherds have been
recovered. In most cases, these studies have been focused on shell-midden lay-
ers, with occasional but increasing reliance on the filling deposit of abandoned
pithouses. Other methods, including seriation, have been rarely applied and the
already-mentioned reluctance in adopting scientific methods (e.g. radiocarbon
dating, thermoluminescence, etc.) has restricted the range of options and the de-
velopment of absolute chronological sequences. The rare presence of radiocarbon
dates from excavation reports (with the few exceptions often confined to uncali-
brated dates) and the fact that chronological references in the literature are in most
cases restricted to pottery phases, provide evidence of the most common attitude
towards time and chronometry.
The floating relative chronology of the Jo¯mon pottery sequence has clear limits,
with the most notable ones being:
• Reduced capabilities for comparative analysis with datasets based on differ-
ent systems of dating. This includes climatic and environmental data, but
also large-scale comparison of archaeological records based on different dat-
ing materials and different relative chronological sequences.
• Reduced spatial extent where the same pottery sequence can be applied.
Large-scale analysis have to rely on cross-dating between relative chrono-
logical sequences, and its precision will most likely be negatively correlated
with the spatial scale of observation.
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• The unknown absolute duration of the actual phases, leading cross-temporal
comparative analysis to be potentially biased.
The awareness of such limits has recently pushed a number of authors to ”cali-
brate” the relative pottery-based chronological sequence with absolute dating de-
rived from scientific methods. Early attempts were proposed by Tsuji (1999), who
successfully matched the pottery sequence of the Sannai-Maruyama site in north-
ern Japan to an absolute chronological framework.
More recently, Kobayashi (2008) proposed a detailed pottery sequence of the
entire Jo¯mon period for central Japan, using a dataset based on a calibrated series
of 680 AMS radiocarbon dates. These had been obtained from carbonised organic
materials found in many Jo¯mon pottery and has been cross-matched to the exist-
ing relative sequences 2. The result has highlighted a mismatch with the absolute
chronology adopted in earlier studies, suggesting a substantial difference in the
timing of key archaeological events (e.g. fig.1 and fig.7 in Crema 2012).
The chronological sequence used in the current study will be based on this
work (see table 1 for the major pottery phases between Early and Late Jo¯mon pe-
riod), with some updates and revisions for the relative sequences of the Early (ta-
ble 2) and the Middle Jo¯mon (table 3) periods. These updates are mainly due to
the presence of two slightly different sequences between the two case study re-
gions (Chiba and Gunma) and by the fact that Kobayashi’s sequence is primarily
focused on the pottery assemblages from southwestern Kanto¯.
For the Early Jo¯mon period (table 2), the Gunma sequence conforms with the
one used in southwest Kanto¯, while Chiba has its own sequence, with Futatsuki
phase parallel to Sekiyama I (Ogawa 1996a), Ario to Kurohama (Mikami 1996), and
Morosio to Ukishima (Ogawa 1996c) and Okitsu phases (Ogawa 1996b). Kobayashi
does not provide an absolute chronological relationship between Hanazumi Kaso¯
2Notice that Kobayashi defined the absolute start and end date of each pottery phase by exam-
ining the overlap of calibrated probability distributions of radiocarbon dates from organic remains
associated with diagnostic potsherds. A more robust approach (capable of computing the uncer-
tainty associated with the start and the end date of each phase) would have been the use of Bayesian
inference (see for instance Buck et al. 1992, Ziedler et al. 1998)
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and Sekiyama, thus for the present work the two phases has been combined to-
gether, with a start date at 7000 cal BP and an end date at 6450 cal BP.
The revision of the Middle Jo¯mon sequence is slightly more complex, with at
least four parallel sequences identifiable from the pottery assemblage recovered
in the two case studies. Kobayashi offers a detailed account of the matching be-
tween the so-called Shinchihei sequence (Kobayashi 2004) and other major pot-
tery sequences in the Kanto¯ region (see table 3). This can be further updated by
the works of Ouchi (2008) for the Kasori E phases, and of Tozawa (1996) for the
Yakemachi phases, while the local Miharada pottery of Gunma appears to have been
used from the Yakemachi phase to the end of Kasori EI phase (Ishizaka S., personal
communication). The Late Jo¯mon cross-dating proposed by Kobayashi has instead
been left unchanged, and is applicable for both case studies.
2.2.2 Subsistence Pattern
Subsistence studies have been traditionally the second most common topic within
Jo¯mon archaeology. Despite such a strong interest, most works have been strongly
affected by the poor preservation of human and animal remains, due to the highly
acid soil of volcanic origins (Imamura 1996), and by the infrequent use of flotation
and wet-sieving (Crawford 1983, Matsui 1996). These limits restricted archaeolog-
ical interpretations to particular types of sites where the level of preservation is
generally higher (e.g. water-logged sites and shell-middens) and produced sam-
pling biases towards remains with higher archaeological visibility (e.g. larger mast
seeds rather than smaller plant seeds). However, the increasing awareness of such
biases, the availability of new methods (e.g. isotope analysis), the wider adoption
of existing ones (e.g. flotation), and the generally higher number of emergency ex-




The two most common faunal remains in Jo¯mon sites are the Sika deer (Cervus nip-
pon) and the wild boar (Sus scrofa). A study conducted by Nishimoto (1991) on 60
Incipient to Final Jo¯mon sites has shown that these two species represent about the
68% of the total sample (37% for the wild boar, and 31% for the sika deer). The rem-
nant 30% are generally composed by smaller animals, usually racoons (Nyctereutes
procyonoides), monkeys (Macaca fuscata) and hares (Lepus brachyurus). Occasion-
ally, the proportion of these smaller mammals can be slightly higher (Nishimoto
1995, Ito 1999) but the general dominance of deer and boar is the most commonly
observed pattern. Dogs (Canis lupus) are also extensively recovered from Jo¯mon
sites, often from burial contexts, and were likely domesticated and used to sup-
port hunting activities rather than being consumed (Nishimoto 1983).
Indirect evidence of hunting is supported by the presence of arrowheads and
scrapers (Suzuki 1982; 1991) and by numerous remains of pit traps (Imamura 1983;
1996, Sato 2005). The latter suggests different types of strategies, ranging from
communal ”drive-hunting” where prey are chased and driven towards locations
where the pits are located, to ”trap-hunting”, where hunters wait for prey to fall in-
side hidden pits. The two types of hunting systems (potentially identifiable by the
location, distribution, and the structural properties of the pits; Sato 2005) suggest
the existence of different types of subsistence organisation, and possibly indicate
some form of territoriality linked to the allocation and maintenance of the traps.
Remains of wild boar have often been associated with some form of intensive
management resembling husbandry. The claim has been proposed by Nishimoto
(2003), and has only been supported by indirect evidence such as burials with
dogs, the presence of boar figurines, and the recovery of remains in geographic
locations (such as Hokkaido¯) where wild boar did not naturally exist (indicating
possible transportation by humans). Recent works by Hongo and colleagues (2007)
on the metrical analysis of bone remains and evaluation of kill-off patterns do not
support such a hypothesis, although local diversity should also be taken into ac-
count (Dobney et al. 2007) before any conclusive statement is made.
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Aquatic resources
Soil acidity also affects aquatic resources from riverine and maritime environ-
ments. The presence of fish bones is in fact almost exclusively confined to shell
middens, providing a biased vision of aquatic subsistence activities towards coastal
environments, and heavily reducing our ability to evaluate the impact of inland
riverine fisheries.
Traditionally, Japanese archaeologists considered salmon (anadromous salmonids
of the genus Oncorynchus) as a staple resource of the Jo¯mon culture. This no-
tion forms the basis of the ”salmon/acorn hypothesis”, suggested by Kazuo Ya-
manouchi (Yamanouchi 1964; see Matsui 1996 for a detailed review). The central
idea of the hypothesis is that several hard mast species (including different types of
acorns, horse chestnuts, chestnuts, and walnuts) and salmons were the two main
staple resources during the Jo¯mon period, and that the higher natural abundance
of the latter in cooler environments explains the higher number of sites recovered
in northeast Japan. However, despite the availability of an increasingly large ar-
chaeological record in northern Japan, the presence of salmonids remains are still
relatively poor. This could be the result of the way these fish were dried and
stored, the weak preservation level of their bones, or the way they were consumed.
Matsui’s (1996) extensive study proved that with careful attention to the recovery
methods (e.g. by adopting wet-sieving), a much larger quantity of salmon remains
could be recovered. Nevertheless, the adoption of these methods along with the
excavation of waterlogged sites have not, so far, provided sufficient evidence to
support Yamanouchi’s hypothesis (Habu 2004).
Other species of fish have been recovered in coastal areas, although specific de-
tails are locally variable. Broadly speaking in northern Japan the dominant species
are herrings (Clupea pallasii), rockfishes (Sebastiscus marmoratus), greenlings (Pleu-
rogrammus azonus) and flatfishes (Pleuronectidae), while in central-southern Japan
sea bream (Sparidae), sea bass (Lateolabrax), blowfish (Tetraodontidae), sardines (Clu-
peoidei), mackerels (Scombridae) and Caranginae are most commonly found (Toizumi
2005).
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Evidence of fishing is also supported by the presence of a rich variety of tools.
Unfortunately, many of these instruments were made of bones and hence are sub-
ject to the same preservation issues affecting animal remains. Despite this, Watan-
abe (1973) provided an extensive review and showed that Jo¯mon people used dif-
ferent types of fish-hooks and harpoons, and practiced some form of net-fishing, as
suggested by the recovery of net-sinkers made from pebbles and reused potsherds.
Archaeologically, the most prominent aquatic resources are undoubtedly fresh
and seawater shellfish, which are often recovered in large shell-mounds (Habu
et al. 2011). Over 3,000 shell-middens have been identified throughout the Japanese
archipelago, with the highest concentration in the Kanto¯ region, where about half
of them are located on the shores of Tokyo bay and at the mouth of the Tone
River (Suzuki 1989, Horikoshi 1992). The majority of these shell-middens are
composed of seawater species from different coastal environments, ranging from
sandy inter-tidal zones to rocky beaches (Matsushima 1982). In Kanto¯, the dom-
inant species of molluscs are Umbonium moniliferum, Meterix lusoria and Corbicula
sp., although their relative proportion varies considerably depending on their lo-
cal habitats along the Tokyo bay and the Tone River estuary (see fig. 9 in Toizumi
1999b).
From a nutritional point of view, much debate has focused on whether shellfish
were a dominant staple or a secondary additional resource. Suzuki (1986) provided
a volumetric analysis of the shell deposits approximating the daily caloric and pro-
tein consumption of three different shell-middens in Kanto¯, taking in account dif-
ferent hypothesis of occupation length and population sizes. The outcome showed
how large shell-mounds are likely the product of continuous occupation (rather
than a single extensive exploitation of shellfish) and that shellfish provided a small
caloric impact opposed to a fairly good protein contribution. Suzuki’s analysis
should be considered with care if we take into account the updated information on
pottery phase duration, but nonetheless provides a rough impression of the pos-
sible dietary impact of shellfish. Habu (2004) also indicates how non-residential
shell mounds have been increasingly recovered, indicating how the analysis of the
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nutritional contribution should not be restricted only to these residential sites.
The consumption rate of shellfish varied considerably over time, most likely
in correlation with marine regression events (Toizumi 1999b). In general terms,
episodes of strong regression are in fact associated with an abrupt reduction in
shell-middens, while their increase seems to be associated with stages of relative
stasis in the sea-level fluctuations. Regression events usually tend to reduce or shift
the extent of inter-tidal zones, where optimal habitats for shell beds are present.
Toizumi (1999b) acknowledges that the fluctuation of shell midden size and num-
ber are not just a function of these regression events, noticing how these correlate
with broad population dynamics occurring at inland locations as well. Collect-
ing pressure of seashell seems to have varied through time as well, occasionally
indicating episodes of overexploitation (Koike 1992b).
Plant resources
According to several scholars, the exploitation of plant resources was a key ele-
ment in the Jo¯mon subsistence system. Imamura (2002) defines most of the Jo¯mon
period as ”Arboreal Neolithic”, while Nishida (2002) points out how plant ex-
ploitation and silviculture facilitated the emergence of socio-economic properties
similar to those observed in early farming groups. The possible domestication, or
at least some form of controlled management of masts and other plants, has also
induced several scholars to suggest that the dualism ”hunter-gatherers vs. agricul-
turalists” (see also Smith 2001, Terrell et al. 2003) should be discarded for a better
understanding of the Jo¯mon culture (Crawford 2008).
The high impact of plant resources has been widely acknowledged since Ya-
manouchi’s ”salmon-acorn hypothesis”, and is further supported by different types
of evidence. Koyama (1996) analysed the late 19th century historical census from
northern Gifu (Chu¯bu region) and noticed how in some villages the caloric contri-
bution of mast trees were over 75%, and a single week of work by the members of
the whole village was sufficient to obtain the necessary yield of nuts. Such ethno-
graphic comparison led Koyama to conclude that a plant-based subsistence could
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easily sustain Jo¯mon economy, even when the population density was compara-
tively high.
Chestnut (Castanea crenata) and Japanese horse chestnut (Aesculus Turbinata)
were the dominant mast species (Kitagawa and Yasuda 2008), followed by minor
quantities of walnuts (Juglans), and different types of acorns, including Quercus
Lepidobalanus, Quercus Cyclobalanopsis and Castanopsis (Kokawa 1983). Some of
these required different forms of processing in order to make the mast edible, from
simple soaking in water to multiple soakings, boiling, and mixing with ash (see
Watanabe 1975, Takahashi and Hosoya 2002).
One of the most intriguing and debated hypotheses of Jo¯mon subsistence is
whether plant species were actively managed and whether this caused social, cul-
tural, and economic implications similar to those observed in agricultural com-
munities. Nishida (1983) was one of the first scholars to engage with this topic
by analysing modern rural villages and their local environments. He noticed that
these villages were surrounded by thin buffers of ”secondary” forests composed
by deciduous trees, a considerably different flora from the one observed in the
background environment, characterised instead by primary evergreen forests. These
secondary forests can be regarded as anthropogenic environments capable of mod-
ifying the selective pressure of certain species, ultimately leading to a higher con-
centration of edible plants3. Nishida suggested that similar processes might have
occurred during Jo¯mon period, since only a minor effort in plant management and
a relatively high level of sedentism are required to create these artificial environ-
ments.
Some palynological studies have focused on assessing whether these symbiotic
relationships between humans and local plant species existed during the Jo¯mon
period. Minaki (1994) examined chestnut remains recovered at Sannai-mauryama
site in the To¯hoku region, and concluded that observed growth in the mast size
over time is evidence of domestication. About a decade later, Sato and colleagues
3These active management of plant resources have been recently reviewed from the perspective
of niche construction theory (Odling-Smee et al. 2003) by Bleed and Matsui (2010, see also Smith
2011)
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(Sato et al. 2003) supported Minaki’s conclusion through the DNA analysis of chest-
nut samples recovered from the same site. On the other hand, Chino (1991) exam-
ined the palynological data from eight different sites concluding that while the ex-
istence of a modified plant composition can be supported, this was much smaller
than the extensive secondary forests of later historical periods.
Plant remains recovered at Sannai-maruyama have been further analysed by
different scholars. Kitagawa and Yasuda (2004, 2008) have pointed out how chest-
nuts were predominant in warm phases while Japanese horse chestnuts were dom-
inant in colder climatic stages. This is explained by the higher susceptibility to
disease of the former during episodes of colder climate, which could also explain
the switch to Aesculus despite the higher costs required for their processing. The
alternation between the adoption of Castanea and Aesculus in relation to climatic
changes is not necessarily visible in other sites, and recent data seems to provide
evidence that local contingencies played a crucial role in generating different his-
tories of nut exploitation (Kudo et al. 2007, Kitagawa and Yasuda 2008).
Other species of plants have also been recovered, including barnyard grass
(Echinochloa crus-galli), yams (Dioscorea japonica), bottle gourds (Lagenaria siceraria),
and different species of beans such as adzuki (Vigna) and soy (Glycine). Detailed
analysis at different sites from northern Japan is increasingly suggestive of the idea
that Jo¯mon food production should be regarded as an early form of agriculture
(Crawford 2008). Nevertheless, despite an increasing awareness of a more active
role of Jo¯mon communities as niche constructors (Bleed and Matsui 2010, Craw-
ford 2011), implications of these plant species are generally not considered as dom-
inant as those of mast-bearing species.
The widespread presence of storage pits in the archaeological record is un-
doubtedly the archaeologically most visible (although indirect) evidence of plant
exploitation in Jo¯mon economy. In some cases the contents of these pits have also
been recovered, showing how different species of masts (acorns, walnuts, buck-
eyes) were stored with layers of leaves, wood fragments, and clay (Habu 2004:
64-67). The consequence of this storage economy has been widely discussed in the
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hunter-gatherer literature (Testart 1982, Rowley-Conwy and Zvelebil 1989) and is
one of the key arguments presented in support of the high levels of sedentism in
Jo¯mon communities. Sakaguchi (2009) recently reviewed the spatial and temporal
variability of the Jo¯mon storage economy, showing that, in northern and eastern
Japan, the average volume of storage pits increased from the latter half of Early
Jo¯mon period till the Late Jo¯mon period, when a decline started to become evi-
dent.
Subsistence Diversity over Time and Space
Akazawa (1986) was one of the first scholars to address the spatial diversity of
Jo¯mon subsistence by examining different assemblages of procurement tools from
200 different Late Jo¯mon sites. The results of his quantitative analysis showed
a substantial diversity between four different macro-regions (western Japan, in-
land and coastal areas of Sea of Japan, coastal areas of To¯kai and Kanto¯, and the
coastal areas of To¯hoku and Hokkaido¯). More recently, stable nitrogen and carbon
isotope analysis of human remains (Minagawa and Akazawa 1992, Yoneda 2010)
has showed further evidence of diversity across space, with higher protein depen-
dency from large marine animals in northern Japan, a C3 plants/land mammals
orientation in southern Japan, and a mixed subsistence (meat, shellfish and fish)
in central Japan. Kaneko and colleagues (1982) approached the same problem by
examining the regional distribution of faunal remains. They identified four macro-
regions (northern Hokkaido¯; To¯hoku and southern Hokkaido¯; Kanto¯ and Chu¯bu;
Kansai, Chu¯goku, Kyu¯shu¯ and Shikoku) and subdivided each into a hierarchy of
zones, with a total of over 50 different subsistence areas.
Differences in subsistence at smaller spatial scales have been approached by
analysing other indirect evidence. For example, Imamura (1999a) identified a clear
east-west boundary in Kanto¯, separating the distribution of sites associated with
high number of storage pits from those where large quantities of chipped ground
axes (a possible indicator for the exploitation of wild yams) were recovered. Simi-
lar studies have been conducted for lithic assemblages, which showed how differ-
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ent prefectures in the same Kanto¯ region showed different proportions of arrow-
heads, chipped ground axes, and grinding stones (Nishino 1999).
Fewer studies of temporal change in subsistence strategy are present in the lit-
erature. Notable exceptions include the already mentioned alternation between
chestnuts and horse chestnuts, the fluctuation in shell exploitation, and several
studies confined to relatively short intervals or focused on the occupational his-
tory of individual sites. One of the few authors who recognised the existence of a
global trend was Imamura (1992), who claimed that towards the end of the Early
Jo¯mon period (Moroiso c - Ju¯sanbodai phase, see table 1), the Kanto¯ region showed a
marked increase in arrowheads suggesting a transition from a plant-based subsis-
tence to a game-based one. More recently, Imamura (1999a) noted how the Jo¯mon
period was possibly characterised by major subsistence shifts between hunting
oriented phases (e.g. end of Early Jo¯mon and Final Jo¯mon periods) and plant-
gathering oriented phases (e.g. Middle Jo¯mon period) which were in turn corre-
lated with major changes in population density (see also section 2.4).
2.2.3 Population Size
Estimates of Jo¯mon population size sparked interest from the 60s with the works of
Serizawa (1960) and Yamanouchi (1964). Both scholars derived their calculations
from ethnographic comparisons, the former with the Ainu of Hokkaido¯ and the
latter with the Californian Indians, and produced different estimates ranging from
120,000 to 300,000 individuals. Their conclusion ignored spatial variation in popu-
lation density, did not contemplate possible fluctuations during the Jo¯mon period,
and their justifications for the choice of the ethnographic analogy were heavily
affected by a strong degree of environmental determinism (Imamura 2010).
Shu¯zo¯ Koyama (1978, Koyama and Sugito 1984) undertook a more exhaustive
work that solved many of these issues and resulting in a detailed estimate of the
population density of nine regions of the Japanese archipelago (To¯hoku, Kanto¯,
Hokuriku, To¯kai, Kansai, Chu¯goku, Shikoku, Kyu¯shu¯, see fig.1 during all the ma-
jor Jo¯mon periods excluding the Incipient stage. The method used by Koyama
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4 has been criticised by several authors (e.g. Imamura 1997, 2010, Habu 2004),
due to some of its underlying assumptions, including a constant and high de-
gree of sedentism, an uniform settlement size distribution, and a fixed size ratio
of 1/7 to Haji period (250 to 1,250 AD) settlements. All assumptions are weakly
supported and sometimes have been contradicted by archaeological evidence (see
section 2.2.4). Nonetheless, Koyama’s analysis offers a general overview of Jo¯mon
population dynamics that is still used by some scholars (e.g. Okamura 2005b), and,
despite the above-mentioned problems, three points are particularly relevant and
worth mentioning here:
• Population size was variable over time.
• Population size was variable over space, with northern regions being charac-
terised by a generally higher density.
• Population dynamics were spatially diverse, with eastern Japan (To¯hoku,
Kanto¯, Hokuriku and To¯kai) characterised by a population peak at the Mid-
dle Jo¯mon, followed by a decline during the Late Jo¯mon, and western Japan
(Kinki, Chu¯goku, Shikoku and Kyu¯shu¯) by a population increase during the
same Late Jo¯mon period.
Koyama’s analysis thus appears to show how population dynamics were pro-
foundly variable, with different absolute values and even opposing dynamics over
time. Typically these diversities are explained by differences in subsistence strate-
gies and local environments (e.g. the spatial distribution of deciduous broadleaf




where P is the population estimate, t is an index value referring to the specific Jo¯mon period (e.g.
Initial Jo¯mon = 1, Early Jo¯mon =2 etc), and Jt is the total number of Jo¯mon sites dated to t. Koyama
then derived the population estimate of eighth century AD (Ph) from historically recorded data
on rice production, and two constants: k, which is the reciprocal of the ratio between a Jo¯mon
settlement and a Haji settlement (20 for Initial Jo¯mon, 7 for the other periods); and H , the total
number of Haji sites. Notice that the parameters varies between different regions, and that the
equation integrates the effects derived by the different intensity in the archaeological research by
assuming that the discovery rate of Jo¯mon and Haji sites were roughly equal.
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forest zone, see Imamura 1996 for discussions), although many of these claims re-
mains untested (but see Koyama and Sugito 1984 for a tentative approach based
on numerical simulation).
More recently, some authors have offered finer grained studies on Jo¯mon popu-
lation dynamics. These usually have smaller study regions, and sometimes shorter
temporal spans, but nonetheless follow the general trend proposed by Koyama,
depicting at the same time previously unseen patterns. Imamura’s (1997) work
on parts of Chu¯bu and Kanto¯ region was undoubtedly one of the most exhaus-
tive examples in this regard. The dataset (originally collected by Suzuki in the
mid-eighties and recently republished in Suzuki 2006) consisted of over 12,000 pit-
houses dated between Incipient and Final Jo¯mon periods, with varying degrees of
chronological resolution expressed in relative pottery-phase terms. The method
used by Imamura for handling temporal uncertainty was questionable (see Crema
2012) and the absolute chronological sequence proposed by Kobayashi (2008) was
unavailable at the time. Nevertheless Imamura identified several episodes of fluc-
tuations in the number of pithouses, confirming also the peak and decline between
Middle and Late Jo¯mon periods observed previously by Koyama.
A recent re-examination of the same dataset (Crema 2012), where the prob-
lem of temporal uncertainty has been approached quantitatively, and Kobayashi’s
(2008) absolute chronological sequence has been adopted, offered a quantitative as-
sessment of these patterns. The results, based on the analyses of the rate of change
in pithouse counts have highlighted the following points:
1. a substantial decrease in pithouse count towards the end of the Early Jo¯mon
(from 6,000 to 5,600 cal BP);
2. a significant increase observed at the beginning of the Middle Jo¯mon period
(ca 5,400 cal BP);
3. a fluctuation of pithouse count during the first part of the 5th millennium cal
BP
4. a sudden decrease in pithouse count at ca 4,500 cal BP;
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5. a much less significant decrease in pithouse count towards the end of the 5th
millennium cal BP.
At a smaller spatio-temporal scale, but with a refined chronological resolution,
Kobayashi (2004) assessed the population dynamics of the Musashino tableland in
Tokyo using the Shinchihei chronological sequence and deriving population size
from estimates of settlement sizes 5. The results confirmed again the peak observed
during the Middle Jo¯mon period, and showed that high population density was
maintained for a couple of centuries (instead of a single spark as described by
Imamura) before a sudden drop occurring sometime between 4,590 and 4,520 cal
BP.
While these data support Koyama’s results for the Middle to Late Jo¯mon tran-
sition, there is less information available for the possible smaller peaks of the Early
and Late Jo¯mon periods, with the exception of some hints provided by Imamura
(1997) and the re-analysis of his data (Crema 2012). Habu’s (1988) study on the set-
tlement pattern of western Kanto¯ provides a quantitative account of the possible
population dynamics during the Early Jo¯mon period. Habu examined the num-
ber of pithouses of the Moroiso phases (6050-5600 cal BP, Kobayashi 2008), which
were subdivided in 6 subphases (two phases for Moroiso a, three for Moroiso b, and
Moroiso c left unchanged). This showed that the peak was reached at the first sub-
phase of Moroiso b (78 pithouses), followed by a constant decline (46 and 15 for the
latter Moroiso b phases and 4 for Moroiso c). In later works Habu (2001, 2002) ex-
tended the sample size (including also parts of Chu¯bu region), but provided only
the total number of sites, rather than pithouses, using a coarser resolution based
on the traditional three sub-phase subdivision of the Moroiso phase. The Early
Jo¯mon decline was nonetheless confirmed with a peak during Moroiso b (631 sites
in southwest Kanto¯), followed by a decrease in the number of sites during Moroiso
c (278 sites).
5Kobayashi (Tsumura et al. 2002a, Kobayashi 2004) obtained his population estimates assuming
that a single pithouse was inhabited on average by five individuals. Then he classified Jo¯mon
settlements in three classes (large, medium, and small), and associated each with a rough estimate
of the number of concurrent pithouses (20,10, and 3). Finally, for each pottery phases he computed
the number of settlements of each class, and then calculated his population estimate from this.
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Other regions of the archipelago have been investigated to a much lesser de-
gree. Northern To¯hoku appears to show population dynamics similar to those
observed in Central Japan (Suzuki 2010a), although quantitative evidence of this is
restricted to the analyses of individual sites (e.g. Habu 2008) or shorter time-spans
(e.g. Tsumura 2002). Seguchi (2009, 2010) has recently assessed the population dy-
namics of Kansai, using both settlement counts and the total sum of pithouse areas.
The chronological subdivision of Seguchi’s analysis is, however, based entirely
on the relative pottery chronology (with each of the five major periods divided
in three sub-periods, e.g. early Early Jo¯mon, middle Early Jo¯mon and late Early
Jo¯mon) with no reference to absolute dates. Nevertheless, the updated dataset con-
firms the pattern depicted earlier by Koyama (1978), showing a rapid increase in
both settlement numbers and total residential area between middle Middle Jo¯mon
and late Middle Jo¯mon, with a marked decrease between middle Late Jo¯mon and
late Late Jo¯mon. If the broad correlation of the pottery sequences between Kanto¯
and Kansai were correct, the decreasing population dynamics observed in Kanto¯
would be matched by an opposite trend in Kansai.
2.2.4 Settlement Patterns
One of the primary characteristics of Jo¯mon archaeology is the large record re-
trieved from rescue projects and the extensive nature of these excavations. A look
at most publications and reports show how entire plans of settlements are un-
covered (see for instance Suzuki and Suzuki 2010), often with an extent of several
hectares. Both these properties, along with the fine-grained pottery-based chronol-
ogy, offer an unmatched data-set for the study of complex hunter-gatherer settle-
ment patterns.
At the smallest spatial scales, CRM excavations have highlighted the spatial
disposition of residential units along with other features, including burials, stor-
age pits, and large postholes of raised-floor structures. Early studies by Wajima
(1948, 1958, see Habu 2004) have already focused on the presence of the so-called
kanjo¯shu¯raku (”annular-layout settlements”), settlements characterised by the pres-
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ence of a central plaza surrounded by a large number of residential units (some-
times reaching several hundred units) and other features including storage pits
and graves. The central space is either left empty as in the case of Nanbori Shell
Midden in Kanagawa Prefecture (Wajima and Okamoto 1958) and the Kusagari-
shell midden in Chiba Prefecture (Suzuki 2010b), or occupied by burial pits such
as in the Nishida site in Iwate prefecture (Habu 2004). Wajima suggested that such
a spatial organisation was shaped by the presence of a ”social rule”, implying the
contemporary occupation of the residential units. While some form of planning
must have occurred, Wajima’s hypothesis of a single occupation has been rejected,
as pithouses were dated to different pottery phases.
Current debates in the literature seem to be separated into two opposing views.
On one hand, several authors have argued that these sites were indeed large in
their size and presented, at least at some moment in time, an annular layout (Taniguchi
2005). On the other, these spatial configurations are regarded as the result of
repeated multiple occupations (Nishida 1989, Kuroo 2009, Seguchi 2009). These
two divergent hypotheses form the core of further questions related to the size of
Jo¯mon settlements, the type of spatial interaction determining the annular layout
(between co-residents or between residents and remains of previously occupied
pithouses), and ultimately the relationship between different sites.
Taniguchi (2005) conducted the most extensive work on kanjo¯shu¯raku and iden-
tified two spatial properties, which he labelled ”ring structure” (ju¯taikouzo¯) and
”sector structure” (bunsetsukouzo¯). The former refers to the spatial allocation of dif-
ferent ”types” of features (e.g. burial pits, storage pits, etc.) along a series of rings
with the same centre (located in the middle of the central plaza) but with different
radii. For example, at the Nishida site in the To¯hoku region, the central plaza is
surrounded by an annulus of burial pits, then by an annulus of raised-floor struc-
tures with a larger radius, and finally by pithouses and storage pits. Taniguchi
suggested four typologies of concentric structures (Katsuzaka-type, Nishida-type,
Shimousa-type and Uetsu-type), defined by the presence/absence of long-houses,
features in the central plaza, and the location of residential units in relation to
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storage and burial pits. While the ”ring structure” is a common characteristic of
almost all kanjo¯shu¯raku, the ”sector structure” is less evident and its evaluation is
often based on subjective impressions, in most cases without the support of any
quantitative analysis. This property can be identified by the presence of two or
more spatial clusters of features, sometimes with similarities in the shape of the
pithouse plan, the type of hearth, or even the decorative styles of recovered pot-
sherds (Taniguchi 2002).
Taniguchi (2002, 2005) compared these settlements with some ethnographic
cases and deduced that these two properties might be the physical manifestation of
the underlying social structure. As a typical example, he mentioned the case of the
Bororo hunter-gatherers of western Brazil, who constructed annular layout settle-
ments with two main sectors and further sub-sectors based on the kin relationship
between different households.
The analysis of the spatial structure of kanjo¯shu¯raku presented so far clearly as-
sumes that a relatively large number of residential units were occupied at the same
time. However, scholars who support the alternative viewpoint provide evidence
which shows how these large settlements might have been purely a product of
continuous re-occupations of a very few number of residential units (Doi 1991).
If so, the annular pattern might perhaps be the continuous application of simple
rules in the choice of residential location (e.g. the avoidance of the central plaza),
which would also indicate that some form of cultural continuity might have ex-
isted between multiple episodes of occupation (see also Nishida 1989).
Habu (1988) was one of the first scholars who quantitatively tried to assess
this alternative scenario by examining the pithouses of 51 sites in western Kanto¯.
Habu’s approach consisted of subdividing the time-span of analysis (the Moroiso a
and b phases) in multiple sub-stages and for each counting the number of features
minus the number of instances where pithouses were overlapping. The results of
Habu’s analysis showed that: 1) even the largest sites were considerably smaller
than previously thought, with a maximum of 8-10 units; and that 2) these large
settlements represent an extremely small proportion of the sites. Habu’s analysis
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thus supported the view that, in many cases, large-scale settlements were likely
the product of repeated occupation, but at the same time showed how these set-
tlements are nonetheless dominant if compared to other contemporary residential
sites.
The biggest problem with Habu’s analysis was the exclusive adoption of pottery-
based chronology, which did not allow to take into account possible differences in
the duration of the phases. This led Habu and other scholars to question whether
the largest settlements were actually representing a contemporary occupation or
not. For example, Suzuki (1996) analysed the pithouses recovered at Kidosaku
site, a large kanjo¯shu¯raku in Chiba, using both the pottery-based chronology and
the stratigraphic relationships among overlapping features. The result suggested
that the number of contemporary pithouses were extremely small and rejected the
idea that site had an annular configuration at any given point in time.
More recently, Kobayashi (2004) attempted to overcome such a limited chrono-
metric capacity by using the Shinchihei sequence (see table 3), and by integrating
additional sources of knowledge based on the directional analysis of the pithouse
entrance, the stratigraphic relationships among overlapping features, and the dis-
tributional analysis of artefacts. The outcome of his work provides one of the best
insights on the nature of Jo¯mon settlements and a snapshot of what these sites may
have looked like at a given moment in time. The most notable example is the study
of the Oohashi site in Tokyo, a large settlement of over 100 residential units dated
between phase 11c and 13a of the Shinchihei sequence (4750-4470 cal BP, see ta-
ble 3). Kobayashi identified nine phases of occupation, based on the combination
of the analysis listed above and a few additional radiocarbon dates. The results
showed that for some phases (Kobayashi 2004: 195), the number of pithouses were
over 10, supporting the view that settlements with ca 100 individuals might have
existed, but at the same time fully rejecting the idea of extremely large settlements,
providing an example of how repeated episodes of occupation can easily generate
such an impression.
Habu’s (1988) analysis of the Jo¯mon site size distribution shed also light on the
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existence of smaller settlements and provides the empirical evidence that kanjo¯shu¯-
raku were not the ”typical” residential sites. In fact, these large settlements were
not only representing a small proportion of sites at a given point in time, but their
existence was also intermittent and restricted only to central and northern Japan
(Taniguchi 2005). Kanjo¯shu¯raku first appeared between the end of the Initial Jo¯mon
and the early stages of Early Jo¯mon period. Subsequently their number increased,
reaching a peak towards Kurohama and Moroiso a-b phases, followed by a complete
disappearance in the Moroiso c phase. After an interval of several centuries, during
which most settlements were small sized, kanjo¯shu¯raku reappeared briefly between
the Katsuzaka 2 and the Kasori E4 phases of the Middle Jo¯mon. The last appearance
of these sites is dated to the early phases of Late Jo¯mon period, before a definitive
disappearance after the Horinouchi phase (Taniguchi 2005).
Habu’s study is not the first case where the co-existence of larger and smaller
settlements is acknowledged. Tatsuo Kobayashi has in fact identified such a pat-
tern in his classification of Jo¯mon settlements, based on the distinction of six dif-
ferent types of sites: (Kobayashi 1973, 1992:91, Kani 1993):
Type A Large settlements (more than 100 pithouses) located on tablelands and
characterised by some form of planning in the distribution of residential
units, storage pits, and graves. They provide evidence of occupation for 2-3
or more consecutive pottery phases and are associated with the presence of a
large quantity of different artefacts (e.g. pottery, stone tools, etc.).
Type B Settlements composed by few residential units with a maximum of ca 10-
20 pithouses. Non-residential features are present but are very few. In most
cases they are characterised by an occupational length of a single pottery
phase.
Type C One or two residential units located in a relatively small space, with no or
very few other features and artefacts.
Type D Sites without residential features and characterised mainly by a cluster of
different types of pits and hearths associated with few artefacts.
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Type E Special purpose sites spatially separated from settlements (e.g. cluster of
burial pits, quarries, etc).
Type F Sites recognised as traces of occasional events, such as task-group camps
or butchering sites.
Kani (1993) hypothesised that the three types of residential sites (A, B, and C)
were all characterised by different functional tasks, and that types B and C were
dependent on A, acting as local satellite sites for subsistence tasks. Furthermore,
he suggested that B and C types are distinguished as the result of differences in
the seasonality of specific subsistence activities (requiring different group sizes)
and the spatial variation of available resources.
Both Kani and Kobayashi supported their studies with the archaeological data
from the Tama New Town Residential Area, a 30 km2 development area in Tokyo
which has been extensively excavated during the 70s. Kani’s conclusion for the lo-
cal settlement history suggested a broad correlation with the population dynamics
observed by Imamura (1997) and with the cycles of appearance and disappearance
of kanjo¯shu¯raku (Taniguchi 2005).
The co-existence of smaller and larger sites, which has also been confirmed by
Kani’s analysis, led several authors to question the process behind the emergence
of this size distribution. Akayama (1990) pointed out that, broadly speaking, two
competing hypotheses have been offered in the literature.
The first suggests that this pattern is the consequence of intra-annual group fis-
sion and fusion dynamics. In other words, the same individuals occupied Type A
sites and type-C sites during different moments of the year. According to Watan-
abe’s (1968) classification of hunter-gatherer residential mobility pattern, several
communities are characterised by similar behaviors. For example, the Nuu-chah-
nulth (formally known also as Nootka) of the Pacific Northwest coast aggregate to
large settlements during summer and fission into smaller settlements during win-
ter (Drucker 1951). Other examples include the Inuit (Mauss and Beuchat 1904)
and the !Kung (Lee 1979), and show how fission-fusion is present in a variety of
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environmental settings (Martin 1974), implying also that this could possibly be a
convergent adaptive response to different types of selective forces.
Three commonly observed pieces of archaeological evidence seem to support
this hypothesis (Akayama 1990). Firstly, Kobayashi (2002 for a recent review)
noted that the first depositional layer inside abandoned pithouses was often char-
acterised by a complete absence of artefacts, and was covered by a layer where
a large number of artefacts were recovered instead. This stratigraphic pattern,
known as Fukiage (from the name of the first site where this was identifed) is com-
monly found in many Jo¯mon sites, and led some scholars to suggest that this was
evidence of a temporary abandonment of the site. Secondly, residential features
of large settlements often overlap each other or show evidence of rebuilding. This
has often been regarded as evidence of continuous occupation, however in several
cases the post-holes of older residential units were filled with natural deposit, indi-
cating the possibility of a period of abandonment prior to the reconstruction. The
third piece of evidence is directly derived from an interpretation of Kobayashi’s
site classification, which suggests that the occupational length of type-A sites con-
sist of several pottery phases, in contrast to the single- phase occupation of type-C
sites. This would indicate, according to the proponents of this view, that large-
scale settlements are simply the result of a continuous aggregation (fusion) to the
same location, while smaller sites are the results of single episodes of fission.
The alternative to the seasonal fission/fusion hypothesis is based on the critical
review of some of the supporting evidence presented above. Firstly, the absence
of artefacts in the first depositional layer does not imply that this was a natural
process, and could well be explained as an anthropic process. This implies that the
first and second depositional layers could be close in time, and would thus reject
the idea of a temporary abandonment of the site. Nishida (1989) strongly criticises
the idea that the Fukiage pattern was the result of natural deposition, pointing out
how such a claim was supported exclusively by the absence of artefacts. Recent
analysis by Kenichi Kobayashi (2004) at the SFC site in Kanagawa showed that
the difference in the radiocarbon date between a pot recovered from the habitation
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floor of the pithouse and a potsherd recovered from the second depositional layer
were extremely close in time, with the latter actually showing an older median
calibrated date. Kobayashi’s analysis does not reach a chronological resolution
sufficient to disprove the fission/fusion hypothesis, but nonetheless supports the
view that if there was an abandonment, this was extremely short in time. Secondly,
the fact that small settlements are occupied by a single pottery phase does not it-
self supports the hypothesis that the length of occupation was seasonal, and even
if we assume that they were the outcome of a fission process, the duration of such
an event could have lasted several decades rather than a single season. In addition
to the critiques proposed by Akayama, one should question what are the selective
advantages of a fission/fusion strategy given the specific environmental settings
and the spatio-temporal distribution of the resources. For example, aggregation
can be induced by the availability of certain resources in key locations during spe-
cific seasons (e.g. eulachon spawning sites in the Pacific coast of North America;
Mitchell and Donald 2001). If this is the case, we should expect some differences in
the geographic settings between aggregation sites and dispersion sites. However,
recent analysis of the settlement pattern at Chiba New Town area (Crema et al.
2010) has shown how type-A and type-C settlements could be located at extremely
short inter-distances (less than 500 meters). A fission-fusion process at such a spa-
tial scale, where the catchment area overlap and the environmental settings are the
same, is unlikely to provide any adaptive advantage.
In order to examine the nature of these clusters of larger and small settlements,
Nakamura (1996) assessed the lithic assemblages of two groups of settlements in
Ibaragi prefecture (northern Kanto¯), dated respectively to the Kurohama-Ukishima
and to the Kasori EII - Horinouchi 1 phases. In both cases, he noticed that some
trends were constant throughout all sites (e.g. predominance of plant processing
tools), while others, such as the presence/absence of arrowheads or net-sinkers,
were highly diversified and correlated with the size of the settlements. Based on
this evidence, he postulated that during the Early Jo¯mon period smaller groups
were likely aggregating to a large centre for communal hunting activities, while
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during the Late Jo¯mon period these aggregation sites might have been related to
planned activities of intense plant gathering.
Although biased by the coarse chronological resolution of the analyses, Naka-
mura’s argument shows how seasonal aggregation could be an outcome caused
by the necessity of collective tasks requiring larger group sizes, or perhaps to ex-
tremely localised concentration (in space and time) of certain resources. Commu-
nal hunting might require a relatively larger number of individuals, but this would
not necessarily lead to the re-occupation of the same location every year. Resource
concentration might lead to such a pattern (e.g. Mitchell and Donald 2001), but
few resources (apart from the notable exception of salmon, but see section 2.2.2)
amongst the Jo¯mon diet seem to meet these spatio-temporal characteristics. Fur-
thermore, it is important to note that the existence of sites with different subsis-
tence orientation does not itself indicate that this was a consequence of an intra-
annual fission/fusion process. Diversification of subsistence strategy, perhaps in
relation to the group size, can be equally conceived as an explanation.
A strong argument against the seasonal fission/fusion hypothesis can be de-
rived from seasonality analyses. Koike (1980) conducted this by examining the
growth-line of Meretrix lusoria clams on 12 different sites, and showed that in the
majority of the cases a year-round collection of shellfish can by hypothesised and
that these settlements were permanent and not abandoned during specific seasons.
While Koike’s evidence is undeniable, it is difficult to generalise her claim to inland
sites where such an analysis cannot be conducted. Nonetheless her study provides
a strong support that the group size distribution is more likely to be determined
by different durations in the site occupation and a real unevenness in settlement
sizes, rather than a reflection of seasonal aggregation and dispersion.
The spatial distribution of type-A sites could provide additional clues on the
nature of Jo¯mon settlement system. Taniguchi’s (1993, 2005) spatial analysis of
the so-called kyotenshu¯raku (”Hub” settlements; corresponding to kanjo¯shu¯raku and
type-A sites) during the Middle Jo¯mon western Kanto¯, showed how these sites
were evenly distributed in the landscape, with an average inter-distance of 8.4 km
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and a typical territory with a radius of 4.2 km. This study represents one of the
few attempts to apply quantitative methods in Jo¯mon settlement archaeology, with
the adoption of analyses and models widely used in Anglo-American archaeology
(such as Clark and Evans’ Nearest Neighbour Index and Thiessen Polygons). It
should be noted, however, that Taniguchi used a coarse chronological resolution
of over 500 years (between Katsuzaka 2 and Early Kasori E3; 5280 - ca 4600 cal BP),
and considered pairs of Kyotenshu¯raku with an inter-distance of less than 3 km as
a single ”twin” settlement. While examples of extremely short distances between
two kanjo¯shu¯raku are indeed discussed in the literature, a threshold distance of 3
km might have biased the result of Taniguchi’s analysis.
The advent and spread of Geographic Information Systems (GIS) in Japanese
archaeology, following the seminal manual by Kaneda and colleagues (2001), has
increased the number of studies where quantitative methods are integrated into
the study of Jo¯mon settlement pattern. For example, Tsumura (2002) has analysed
the spatial relationship between different types of Jo¯mon sites between 5,850 and
4,250 cal BP (Imamura 1999b) in the Aomori prefecture (To¯hoku region), using a
combination of cost-weighted distance6 and Hodder and Okell’s A-Index (1978).
The classification adopted by Tsumura is slightly different from the one used by
Kobayashi (1973)7, but nonetheless offers quantitative assessment of how the rela-
tionship between different types of sites changed over time.
The problem of coarse chronological resolutions in settlement studies has been
overcome by a series of publications (Nishimoto et al. 2001, Tsumura et al. 2002a;b;
2003) where several scholars have jointly assessed the Middle Jo¯mon settlement
pattern of the Musashino tableland in Tokyo, using the absolute chronology pro-
vided by the Shinchihei pottery sequence (Kobayashi 2004, see also table 3). The
project involved the adoption of several analytical methods, including the creation
6Cost-weighted distance analysis is GIS based method which allows the quantification of some
cost-based (e.g. energy, time) assessment of physical distance. In the most common case, this allows
the integration of morphometric properties of landscape distinguishing for instance flat terrain (low
cost) from highly rugged landscapes (higher costs) (Conolly and Lake 2006).
7Tsumura (2002:49) distinguishes four site ”ranks”: A-Rank) settlement with at least 20 resi-
dentil units; B-Rank) settlements with less than 20 pithouses; C-Rank) Non-residential sites with
features such as burials, storage pits etc; and D-Rank) sites with no features and few artefacts
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of Thiessen polygons, inter-visibility networks derived from viewshed analysis
and trend surface analyses of different types of lithic assemblage, pottery stylistic
features, hearth type and source location of obsidian. While their work uncovered
different aspects of the Middle Jo¯mon settlements of the area, the spatial pattern
was assessed in a much less formal way, with the suggested five main types of
spatial relationship between residential sites distinguished purely by visual ob-
servation. The results (Tsumura et al. 2002a) nonetheless showed how a highly
inter-connected system of large and small settlements emerged towards phase 10
and 11c (4900-4710 cal BP), followed by a fragmentation into local clusters at phase
12 (4710-4520 cal BP) and a complete dispersion to smaller settlements by the end
of Middle Jo¯mon (phase 13, 4520-4420 cal BP).
The study of the settlement pattern of the Musashino tableland can be regarded
as a milestone of recent settlement studies in Jo¯mon archaeology, although its im-
pact appeared to have been much more oriented to the future role of GIS-led spatial
analysis rather than a rethinking of Jo¯mon settlement pattern. Perhaps the analysis
was narrowly centred on the case study area and the authors’ aim were more fo-
cused on providing a formal method of pattern recognition, rather than proposing
explicit models of the processes behind the observed pattern.
2.2.5 Social Complexity
The presence of certain features of subsistence strategy (e.g. active management
of resources, delayed consumption via storage, etc.), demography (i.e. high pop-
ulation density), and settlement pattern (large organised settlements, high de-
gree of residential stability) has often been viewed as evidence suggesting po-
tentially high levels of social complexity among Jo¯mon hunter-gatherers. While
these features have been considered as remarkable and unique in the past, the
increased availability of archaeological data, coupled with the awareness of a bi-
ased representation of modern ethnographic groups (Wobst 1978), has led some
authors to conclude that complex-hunter gatherers are indeed much more ”com-
mon” (Shnirelman 1992), and consequently are much more representative of hu-
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man prehistory than previously thought.
The critical issue that must be approached before asking whether Jo¯mon com-
munities were ”complex” or not, is to define the meaning of such a label and ques-
tion whether its application is useful for understanding past societies. The clas-
sification of hunter-gatherers across a binary spectrum has been in vogue since
the early 80s, and pushed several authors to propose their own models. This in-
cludes Binford’s Forager/Collector (Binford 1980), Bettinger and Baumhoff’s Trav-
eller/Processor (Bettinger and Baumhoff 1982) and Woodburn’s Immediate-consump-
tion/Delayed-consumption models (Woodburn 1982). Although they are based on
slightly different key features, they more or less share a similar set of properties for
each category and at the same time acknowledge how such a distinction should be
viewed as a continuum rather than a dichotomy. These studies led Robert Kelly
(1995, after Keeley 1988) to define a set of features for distinguishing ”complex”
hunter-gatherers from more ”simple” ones, including heavy reliance on plant and
marine foods, large settlement size, low residential mobility, medium to high de-
pendency on stored food, warfare, and slavery.
This is a commonly shared set of traits which essentially unites the dualism
proposed by the scholars mentioned above and sits in a broader set of definitions
shared by several authors (e.g. Price and Brown 1985) where complexity can be
broadly defined ”as a condition in which a system is composed of greater inter-
nal differentiation (of component parts) than another system to which it is being
compared ”(Fitzhugh 2003: 2; emphasis added). The key element in this definition
resides in its explicitly comparative framework: a society is more or less complex
than another.
A more restrictive definition of ”complexity” advocated by scholars such as
Arnold (1996), focuses on aspects related to the social structure of these groups.
In other words, a community is socially complex if there is some form of hori-
zontal or vertical social differentiation. Fitzhugh’s definition states that ”complex
hunter-gatherer societies are social groups primarily engaged in a foraging mode
of production with institutionalised inequality (rank or stratification) and an or-
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ganisational structure integrating multiple family units into larger political forma-
tions” (Fitzhugh 2003: 3; emphasis added). In a similar way, Kelly (1995) also dis-
tinguishes between egalitarian and non-egalitarian hunter-gatherers, placing the
focus on the presence/absence of social inequality.
Two major pitfalls could emerge from the adoption of either view of complex-
ity. The first one resides in ignoring the fact that the distinction ”simple-complex”
is purely theoretical, and that the set of features defining one or the other is rarely
present altogether. In one sense this runs parallel to Smith’s (2001) discussion of
the problems associated with the forager-farmer distinction. The second funda-
mental pitfall is to adopt a progressivist vision where simple society will natu-
rally ”develop” into complex societies over time. In a review paper on complex
hunter-gatherers, Peter Rowley-Conwy (2001) illustrates evidence that challenges
the assumptions derived by this progressivist vision, pointing out that change to-
wards complexity is not necessarily gradual, nor it is unidirectional and does not
necessarily lead to agriculture. More recently, the problem has been quantitatively
approached by Currie and Mace (2011) who tested the progressivist ”Spencerian”
vision of social evolution by using phylogenetic comparative techniques on data
from Austronesian-speaking societies of southern Pacific. The analysis focused
on the transition between ”Acephalous society”, ”Simple Chiefdom”, ”Complex
Chiefdom” and ”State” and showed that the most probable mode of social evo-
lution is step-wise and bi-directional. The results from Currie and Mace are not
necessarily applicable to the evolution of hunter-gatherer societies, but nonethe-
less support Rowley-Conwy’s critique.
Given this framework, discussions on whether Jo¯mon hunter-gatherers were
complex or not requires a precise establishment of when, where, and which defini-
tion we would like to adopt. Japanese archaeological literature seems to rely on the
second, narrow definition of social complexity, with most debates surrounding the
question of whether Jo¯mon society was stratified or not, (Watanabe 1990, Kosugi
1991, Hayashi 2001, Nakamura 2002, Takahashi 2004).
Perhaps one of the most influential works in this regard has been offered by Hi-
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toshi Watanabe, whose strong knowledge of the Ainu (Watanabe 1973) and other
ethnographic hunter-gatherer communities of the north Pacific rim led him to
question the presence of social inequality among Jo¯mon society (Watanabe 1990).
The starting point of Watanabe’s work was the development of a triadic model
(Watanabe 1990:63) where social stratification is deeply connected to specialisation,
prestige economy, and high-level manufacturing, within the overall assumption of
a sedentary lifestyle. The author then tried to apply his model in the Jo¯mon con-
text, presenting evidence to support the claim that social stratification was indeed
present.
A series of authors questioned Watanabe’s interpretation of the archaeological
evidence, showing how social stratification is not treated as an hypothesis to be
tested but more as a starting assumption (Kosugi 1991), or that the premise of
a sedentary life-stye is not fully supported by the archaeological data (Hayashi
2001). Hayashi (2001) also pointed out how Watanabe’s vision of the typical Jomon
settlement was heavily biased and ignored studies that indicated how the number
of contemporary residential units were much smaller than previously assumed.
In addition to these critiques, one should note how much of the discourse on
Jo¯mon social complexity has been confined to narrow spatio-temporal windows.
Watanabe’s triadic model is based on the direct analogy to the Hokkaido¯ Ainu
communities, and a substantial part of his assumptions cannot be applied to cen-
tral and southern Japan. This critique is also applicable to the evidence presented
by Tatsuo Kobayashi (1992, 2004) who, in a rather simplistic fashion concluded
that due to a distinct similarity of the subsistence system and the technological
level of the Jo¯mon and the Pacific Northwest Coastal Indians, we should expect a
comparable level of social stratification.
Perhaps as a consequence of the weaknesses of such broad-scale perspectives,
recent efforts investigating Jo¯mon social structure has been restricted to smaller
spatio-temporal contexts, but with finer and more sophisticated sets of evidence
to support stripped-down claims about Jo¯mon society. Examples of this trend can
be found in two edited volumes by Masahito Anzai (e.g. 2002a, 2002b) where
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the link to Watanabe’s original work is made explicit in the preface. Papers in
these books focused on detailed aspects of the Jo¯mon culture, such as long distance
trade (Daikuhara 2002), ritual activities (Kosugi 2002), and monumental architec-
ture (Sasaki 2002).
Among the different approaches for examining Jo¯mon social complexity, it is
worth mentioning the evidence provided by the analyses of ritual tooth extrac-
tion (Harunari 1986). These showed how individuals with different patterns of
extraction were associated with different grave goods and burial locations, pos-
sibly suggesting a social stratification based on rules of postmarital residence. A
recent study conducted by Kusaka and colleagues (2011) on the carbon and nitro-
gen isotope of human remains showed a clear correlation between diet and type
of tooth extraction, providing further support for these initial claims.
Hayashi (2001) undertook an extensive review of Jo¯mon archaeological data,
examining different forms of communal graveyards, such as the kanjo¯do¯ri of Late
Jo¯mon Hokkaido¯ (Ikawa-Smith 1992), stone circles, and burial areas of kanjo¯shu¯ra-
ku. His conclusion supports the possible presence of leaders in certain contexts,
but denies the possibility that permanent elites, similar to some stratified society
of the Pacific Northwest Coast, existed.
The most recent work on Jo¯mon social complexity offered by Richard Pearson
(2007) leads to a similar conclusion. The detailed analysis of lacquer goods and
decorated pottery production in association with Jo¯mon burial seems to suggest
how part-time specialists were likely necessary, but at the same time pointed out
how the existence of hereditary elites cannot be supported.
Hayashi and Pearsons’ analyses thus seem to reject the claim that Jo¯mon hunter-
gatherer had a level of social stratification comparable to the ones observed in other
cultures of the northern Pacific Rim. The analysis of tooth extraction points out
that there was a social differentiation between immigrants and natives but does
not provide evidence of hereditary inequality between individuals. Nonetheless,
if we adopt the broad definition of complexity mentioned at the beginning of this
section, Jo¯mon communities did indeed possess several key features uncommon to
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most ”simple” hunter-gatherers. The key point however does not seem to be the
definitive labelling of the Jo¯mon to the one side or the other of the simple-complex
continuum. Instead, the most interesting aspect of Jo¯mon prehistory is how the
defining features of ”complexity” were characterised by an intermittent pattern,
which might suggest, instead, a continuous oscillation between the two extremes
of the spectrum.
2.3 Jo¯mon Settlement Pattern in Kanto¯ Region between
7000 and 3220 cal BP
Kanto¯ provides one of the best contexts for examining diachronic changes in Jo¯mon
settlement pattern. A long tradition of studies which started at the end of the 19th
century, the exceptionally rich dataset coming from rescue excavations fostered by
the expansion of new urban areas, and the preservation of a rich zooarchaeological
data in numerous shell middens around the Tokyo Bay, have all contributed to the
emerging picture of local settlement prehistory.
Investigations within this region started with Morse’s excavation of the O¯mori
shell mound in Kanagawa prefecture (Morse 1879), which coincides with the dawn
of modern Japanese archaeology and marks at the same time the discovery of the
Jo¯mon culture (Imamura 1997). Early research excavations have thus been focused
primarily on the shell-middens surrounding the Tokyo bay area, while a paral-
lel interest in settlement archaeology increased after the works of Wajima and
Okamoto at the Nanbori shell midden in Kanagawa (Wajima and Okamoto 1958,
Habu 2004).
The number of emergency excavations increased dramatically after the second
World War, particularly in the southern Kanto¯ area where the expansion of the
residential areas of Tokyo, Yokohama, and Chiba have fostered a large number of
CRM projects. Two properties of these excavations are particularly noteworthy
from the standpoint of settlement archaeology: 1) their extensive nature; and 2)
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the high clustering of identified sites linked to the development of new residen-
tial areas. The first point has been already mentioned, and offers an incomparable
record for intra-site analysis of hunter-gatherer settlements. The second point is
exemplified by the study of the Tama New Town area in Tokyo (Kobayashi 1973),
which sparked an interest in the micro-regional analysis of Jo¯mon settlements and
set the basis for Kobayashi’s site classification. Similar dense clusters of excavated
archaeological sites are also present in Kanagawa (Ko¯hoku New Town Area; Ya-
mamoto et al. 2001) and Chiba (To¯nanbu New Town Area; Nishino 2005, Crema
and Nishino 2012) and provide additional insights into the nature of Jo¯mon settle-
ment pattern. The intensity of archaeological research has been less pronounced
in other regions of Kanto¯, where most rescue excavation are confined to smaller
expansions of local residential area and to the development of large inter-regional
infrastructure networks. This high quality spatial data is coupled with a rich tra-
dition of studies on pottery typology, which encouraged the creation of a fine-
grained relative chronological framework, recently calibrated to an absolute se-
quence (see section 2.2.1).
2.3.1 Case Study Location and Environmental Settings
For the purpose of this project two different areas in the Kanto¯ region (figure 9)
have been chosen. The first is located in Chiba prefecture, where the rich coastal
environment has supported the development of large shell middens throughout
the Jo¯mon period. The presence of these particular sites allowed a longstanding
tradition of subsistence studies (e.g. Koike 1986, Suzuki 1986), which provided
crucial complemental data for the investigation of the local settlement pattern
(e.g. Aonuma 1990, Toizumi and Nishino 1999, Aonuma et al. 2001, Nishino 2005,
Tsumura 2006, Crema et al. 2010). The second case study is located in Gunma pre-
fecture, at about 120 km northwest of Chiba, along the valley of the river Tone
within the mountainous regions of northern Kanto¯. Studies on this area have been
less intense than in Chiba and is limited by an almost complete absence of zooar-
chaeological and osteoarchaeological data. Most studies are narrowed to the anal-
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ysis of single large sites, such as Miharada and Doukunmae, which have provided
a rich vision of the settlement history, although focused to a very small spatial
scale. Spatial analysis at larger scales has also been proposed, but in most cases
only as part of a broader regional analysis (e.g. Habu 1988; 2001).
The choice of the two areas has been stimulated by an interest in how differ-
ent environmental settings (a coastal tableland with a rich intertidal zone against
a mountainous inland area with a large river-valley) close in latitude and grouped
in the same ecoregion, contributed to the evolution of local settlement history. The
selection has also been influenced by the spatial range into which Kobayashi’s ab-
solute sequence can be applied (which does not allow the choice of a case study
outside the Kanto¯ region), and by the limited number of regions where a suffi-
ciently high intensity of excavations has been conducted. The two areas, however,
should not be viewed as fully isolated from each other as testified by the analysis
of the obsidian trade network (Tateishi et al. 2004).
Chiba
The case study for Chiba is a 15 ×15 km square-shaped area located inside the
modern city of Chiba (see figure 5), at the western side of the Tokyo bay (UTM
Zone 54N, lower left corner coordinates: Northing 3,934,225 m, Easting 419,987 m,
datum: WGS84).
The area is bounded by the eastern shores of the Tokyo Bay to the west and
covers a large portion of the Shimousa Tableland, an alluvial terrace fragmented
by a system of drowned valleys (ria). These create a series of plateaus with an
elevation of ca 40 meters, separated by channels with an elevation of 5 to 15 meters.
Most of these channels were tributary rivers of the Miyako River, flowing from east
to west to the Tokyo Bay and the Kashima River flowing from south to north to the
Inba Lake.
Kikuchi (1997, 2001) has investigated the relationship between the morphology
of the tableland and the location of Jo¯mon sites, noting how these were located on
the edge of the alluvial terraces, often in proximity to the head of side-valleys. This
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spatial correlation is possibly explained by the presence of water springs, which
tend to concentrate at the cross section of the valleys, where the sand stratum be-
tween Kanto¯ loam stratum and Narita stratum is exposed.
A relatively large number of studies on the past vegetation and the geomor-
phology of the area has allowed a good reconstruction of the palaeoenvironment,
although many of them have been based on uncalibrated radiocarbon dates, mak-
ing the correlation with archaeological events difficult.
The largest change in flora is associated with the cooling event of the late 5 th
millennium cal BP, and sees a transition from deciduous broadleaved forests, dom-
inated by oaks (Quercus Lepidobalanus) to temperate coniferous forests (Cryptomeria,
Abies and Alnus) from ca 4000 cal BP (Inada et al. 2008). Kudo (2007) states that the
peak of this cooling event is likely to be concurrent to the interval between Sho¯myoji
1 and Horinouchi 1 phases, which, according to Kobayashi’s sequence corresponds
to the second half of the 5 th millennium cal BP (4420-3980 cal BP). Sekiguchi (1989)
analysed several cores from the Murata river valley and noted the same major shift
in plant composition occurring between the Early and Late Jo¯mon.
The rapid regression events, which occurred during the Early and Late Jo¯mon
period (at ca 5800-5200 cal BP and at 4500-3600 cal BP; Fukusawa et al. 1999) had
the largest impact on Jo¯mon communities as manifest in the decreased number
of shell middens during these episodes (Toizumi 1999b, Habu et al. 2011). At the
peak of the Jo¯mon transgression (which occurred sometime during the first few
centuries of the Early Jo¯mon period), most of the drowned valleys of the Shimousa
Tableland were under water, with a fragmented coastline surrounding the case
study area. Tokyo Bay was larger and extending much deeper towards the north,
while the Palaeo-Kinu Bay (about 50 km north from the case study) was largely
extended to the north of the Shimousa Tableland (Komiya 1989). The subsequent
episodes of regression have deeply modified this setting, with the drowned valley
being filled with sandy silt and the inter-tidal zone shifting towards the Tokyo Bay
and the Pacific Ocean.
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Gunma
The Gunma case study is also a 15×15 km square-shaped area, and is located at the
confluence of the Agatsuma River and the Tone River, close to the modern town
of Shibukawa (UTM Zone 54N, lower left corner coordinates: Northing 4,032,314
m, Easting 316,604 m, datum: WGS84; figure 6). The area is located between three
volcanoes, Mount Haruna on the west, Mount Komochi on the north, and Mount
Akagi on the east. The presence of these volcanoes creates a wide river valley
(with an elevation between 150 to 230 meters, increasing gradually towards north),
surrounded by a gentle slope reaching a maximum elevation of over 800 meters.
Three volcanic eruptions appear to have occurred during the interval between
the Early and Late Jo¯mon. The earliest event within the scope of this thesis has
been registered in the deposition of the Asama-Kuni pumice (As-Kn), dated to
5410 ± 75 14C BP (6391- 5993 cal BP 1σ range; Soda et al. 1988). The latest event
is associated with the Asama-D pumice (As-D) and has been connected with the
Kasori E pottery phase (Aizawa 1990), and hence can be dated to 4900-4420 cal
BP on the basis of Kobayashi’s absolute chronological sequence (Kobayashi 2008).
A tephra study at Mount Tayrappyo has shown similar pumice deposition (la-
belled As-T1) dated to ca 4900 cal BP, which could be the same of As-D (Kariya
et al. 1998), confirming the cross-dating with the archaeological material. Between
these two layers, a third deposition related to the eruption of Mount Kusazushi-
rane (Kusazushirane-Kumakura pumice, Ks-Ku) has been recorded, and based on
the dating of As-Kn and As-D, can be roughly dated to between 5,500 and 5,000
years ago. All three events do not seem to have had major impacts in the local
environment, and the associated tephra layers are often not found in many archae-
ological sites in Gunma. The most prominent changes are thus the same broad
climatic shifts observed in other parts of Kanto¯, with notable episodes of cooling
towards the end of Early and Middle Jo¯mon periods (Kudo 2007).
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2.3.2 Settlement Patterns between 7000 and 3220 cal BP in Chiba
and Gunma
Chiba
The Early Jo¯mon period in Chiba was generally characterised by relatively few
sites and residential features. The major characteristic of this phase seems to be a
consistent lack of a typical structural layout in the settlement forms. Despite an
overall trend that sees the spatial aggregation of residential units, storage pits, and
burials, their spatial association seems to vary consistently throughout different
sites. Kano (2001) notes that such an unstructured distribution of features makes
the definition of settlement boundary difficult, and suggests shifting to a larger
scale of observation by grouping these clusters of sites (iseki-gun in Japanese) as
the main unit of analysis. The substantial lack of archaeological data makes also
the assessment of spatial and temporal patterns quite difficult, although a small
increase in the total number of residential units and the appearance of a few kanjo¯-
shu¯raku during the second half of the Early Jo¯mon period is evident in other parts
of the prefecture. A typical example of this can be found at Kidosaki site, a middle
scale kanjo¯shu¯raku where the central plaza is occupied by four clusters of burial
pits. It is worth mentioning that not all large-scale settlement can be categorised
as kanjo¯shu¯raku, for instance Suzuki(2010b) indicates how Hazamahigashi site has
a scattered distribution of a relatively high number of residential units. Notable
examples of Early Jo¯mon sites in the study area include Kowashimizu (7 pithouses
dated to the second half of Early Jo¯mon), Kidosaki (about 8 pithouses dated to
the middle-late Early Jo¯mon and 595 pits), and Honyama (10 pithouses dated to
Ukishima II-III / Moroiso b).
Between the end of the Early Jo¯mon and the early stages of the Middle Jo¯mon
period, the number of settlements showed a considerable decrease similar to those
observed in other parts of Kanto¯. Large kanjo¯shu¯raku are no longer built, and the
total count of residential units becomes smaller. This trend was reversed begin-
ning with the Otamadai III phase (end of 6th millennium cal BP), when sedentary
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nucleated settlements with long term repeated occupation started to form (Kano
2001, Nishino 2008). These are often characterised by a high concentration of shell
layers, often displaced into an annular or horse-shoe distribution, and by an an-
nular allocation of the residential features, providing the most typical examples
of kanjo¯shu¯raku. In some cases, these settlements can be found as pairs, as in the
case of the Ariyoshi-kita and Ariyoshi-minami, or Kasori-kita and Kasori-minami
shell-mounds. Other notable sites of the same period include Warabitachi (over
20 pithouses attributed between Otamadai and Kasori EI phases), Minamisaku (13
pithouses of Otamadai III-IV) Hagawa (mainly attributed to Kasori EII and Kasori
EIII), Nakayama (12 pithouses attributed to Kasori EII), and Unarasuzu (12 pit-
houses attributed to Kasori EIII).
During the Kasori EIII phase, and more remarkably during the Kasori EIV and
the Sho¯myo¯ji 1 phases, these annular layout settlements were abandoned, and a
relatively high number of smaller settlements emerged, often without shell lay-
ers or with smaller shell deposits. In some locations new large-scale settlements
formed (e.g. Mochigasaki, Unarasuzu, and Kairo¯ sites) but the residential units of
this period exhibit a scattered spatial pattern, rather than a circular layout.
Several studies have focused on the disappearance of these kanjo¯shu¯raku. Kano
(2002) suggested that these large nucleated settlements fissioned into a series of
new sites, and noticed how several cultural trends occurred in parallel. These in-
clude the appearance of ekagami-jukyo (”hand-mirror shaped dwelling”)8, a new
type of composite hearth, raised-floor buildings, and a new decorative style in the
pottery. Tateishi and colleagues (2004) also observed that obsidian tools dating to
this stage appear to be sourced from the Shinshu¯ area (north-west Kanto¯), instead
of the Kozu island in the Pacific, while Shibutani (1998) pointed out that the aver-
age pithouse size grew during the same stage, with an increase in the number of
postholes and a change of their spatial patterning.
Recent analysis of the spatial distribution of the residential units at a micro-
8The absence of raw stone material in Chiba determined the diffusion of these residential units
without the stone-pavement typical in other regions such as Gunma
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regional scale (<1 km) has indicated a shift from a highly clustered pattern to
a more random one (Crema et al. 2010). This might be a consequence of multi-
ple short-span occupations, an argument supported also by the recent analysis of
Meretrix lusoria clams by Toizumi (2007), who observed how features of Rokutsuu
shell midden dating to the same pottery phase (Sho¯myo¯ji) were occupied during
different seasons.
After a brief interval of a few centuries (Sho¯myo¯ji 2 phase), where almost no res-
idential units were constructed, a second increase in the number of sites occurred
during the Horinouchi phase (Toizumi and Nishino 1999, Nishino 2005). Large kan-
jo¯shu¯raku reappeared in the landscape, along with large deposits of shell layers
characterised by annular or horseshoe distribution. During the subsequent Ka-
sori B and Angyo¯ phases, these trends were still present. Some of the large-scale
settlements ceased to exist, and the overall number of pithouses became smaller,
although this might be a consequence of recovery bias and changes in site loca-
tion (Nishino 2005). Examples of large-scale Horinouchi phase settlements include
Miyauchiidosaki (1717 pits, 227 pithouses between Kasori EIII and Kasori B, of
which over 80 pithouses are attributed to Horinouchi phase), Hanawa shell mound
(28 pithouses attributed to Horinouchi phase), Kasori minami (18 pithouses), and
Kokanzawa shell mound (17 pithouses). At Kasori B phase, the average settlement
size seems to smaller, with usually less than 10 units for the largest ones. These
include both new locations such as Idosakuminami site (8 pithouses attributed to
Kasori B1), and sites already occupied during the Horinouchi phase such as Kasori
minami and Miyauchiidosaki. At the Angyo¯ phase, the decline observed during
Kasori B became more tangible, with only 40 pithouses attributed to this period, 10
of which are located at the Tsujkijidai shell mound.
The high number of shell-middens during Middle and Late Jo¯mon periods pro-
vide some clues for identifying similarities and differences in the subsistence ori-
entation for the two stages. For instance, Toizumi and Nishino (1999) noted that
during the former period settlements were more generalised in their subsistence
strategies, with an equilibrium between maritime and land resources (Nishino
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(1999; 2008)) while Late Jo¯mon sites specialised in specific types of local resources.
As mentioned eariler, the acidic soil of Japan is unsuitable for the preservation of
animal remains, and as such the reconstruction of the subsistence strategy or the
seasonality of occupation are mainly restricted to periods where the deposition of
shell layers were intense.
Gunma
Ishizaka and Daikuhara (2001) provide an extensive review of the settlement his-
tory of Gunma. The following is a summary of their paper, updated with the
absolute chronological sequence of Kobayashi (2008) and with the addition, where
specified, of results obtained from other archaeological analysis.
During the Hanazumi Kaso¯ phase (early 7th millennium cal BP), only few pit-
houses were dispersed in the landscape with a relatively high proportion of open-
air hearth features. The situation remained almost unchanged in the Sekiyama I
phase, although a slight increase in the number of residential features can be ob-
served. Pithouses were also dug deeper in the ground, and their average size was
slightly larger than the previous phase. Few sites already showed one of the most
typical settlement layouts of the region, characterised by a linear alignment of the
residential features in one or two parallel rows. Towards the middle of the 7th mil-
lennium cal BP, larger settlements started to emerge, and by the second half of the
millennium (Ario/Kurohama phase) the total number of sites reached the highest of
the Jo¯mon period in Gunma. Examples of settlements dated to this phase include
Mitachimine (11 pithouses of Sekiyama phase) and Kawashirota (15 pithouses and
169 storage pits of Kurohama phase) sites.
This stage is also characterised by substantial spatial diversity in the settlement
pattern and in the distribution of pottery types. Ario-type pottery is in fact pre-
dominant in sites located at the southwest of the prefecture, where the largest set-
tlements are also found, while Kurohama pottery is commonly found in the eastern
part of Gunma in association with smaller residential sites. The Tone river valley
in the middle (where the case study area is located) shows a mixture of these two
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patterns, with the presence of both pottery types and a mixed settlement size dis-
tribution. Linear settlements of this period are characterised by a typical pithouse
inter-distance of ca 20 meters, numerous burials and storage pits, and evidence of
extension and reconstruction of the residential units.
By the beginning of the 6th millennium cal BP, during the Moroiso b pottery
phase, a radical transformation in the settlement pattern can be observed. A num-
ber of large-scale nucleated settlements, with the typical annular disposition of the
residential units, become evident. These examples of kanjo¯shu¯raku are relatively
few in number and the majority of sites are instead composed of 2 to 3 pithouses,
corresponding to Kobayashi’s C-type sites. Ishizaka and Daikuhara (2001) suggest
that the coexistence of these two types of sites might be related to seasonal fission-
fusion processes. Although ethnographic analogies provide potential evidence for
this hypothesis, direct assessment of the locational properties of different types of
settlement and formal methods for distinguishing aggregation and dispersion sites
have not been offered yet. Examples of Moroiso phase settlements in the study area
include, Shiraiju¯ni (12 pithouses of Moroiso a and b phases), Anagoyama (12 pit-
houses mainly attributed to Moroiso b) and Hiromen (8 pithouses between Moroiso
b and c phases).
Parallel study of the lithic assemblage of these sites has provided evidence
of possible local diversity in subsistence strategy. Southeast Gunma was char-
acterised by settlements with the predominance of grinding stones (suggesting a
higher reliance on plant resources) while areas in proximity to the case study were
characterised by a higher concentration of arrowheads (Habu 2001).
Both Ishizaka and Daikuhara’s review and Habu’s study have shown that the
pattern observed from the end of the 7th and the beginning of the 6th millennium
cal BP saw an abrupt change during the Moroiso c and Ju¯sanbodai phases (ca 5750-
5470 cal BP), when the total number of sites and pithouses showed a decline, and
kanjo¯shu¯raku were substituted by linear layout settlements of considerably smaller
sizes.
These features can be observed at least until the Otamadai Ia and Ib phases (∼
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5320 cal BP) of the Middle Jo¯mon period. At this point, an increase in the number
of storage pits can be observed, and some key locations, which will later become
large-scale kanjo¯shu¯raku, began to be occupied. This pattern became more visible
in the subsequent Otamadai II phase, where the lithic assemblage started to show
a marked predominance of tools related to plant gathering and processing (e.g.
ground axes, grinders, etc.). Notable Otamadai sites of the period include Numam-
inami (28 pithouses attributed between Otamadai II and the initial part of Kasori EI)
and Bougaito (16 pithouses attributed to Otamadai/Katsuzaka phases).
The peak phase of the Middle Jo¯mon period can be observed between Katsuzaka
3 and the early part of Kasori E3 phase (ca 5000-4600 cal BP). This stage was charac-
terised by extremely large kanjo¯shu¯raku, often with over 100 recovered pithouses,
surrounded by smaller settlements, a pattern similar to the one observed during
Moroiso a and b phases. The most notable sites are Miharada (342 pithouses mainly
attributed to Kasori E2-3 phase), followed by Dokunmae (39 pithouses from Kat-
suzaka to Kasori E3 phase), Karasawa (34 pithouses of Kasori E phase), and Jinba (12
pithouses of Kasori E).
A sudden change in the settlement pattern can be observed from the second
half of the Kasori E3 phase. Large settlements disappear again, with a complete
loss of the annular arrangement of the residential units. The total number of sites
and pithouses show a drastic decrease, while a new type of pithouse, known as
ekagamishikiishi-jukyo (”hand-mirror shape, stone paved dwelling”) start to appear,
along with the construction of large stone circles in previously unoccupied loca-
tions. Exceptions to this radical decrease in settlement size can be found in some
late Middle Jo¯mon sites such as Mizoroghioomidou (20 Sho¯myo¯ji pithouses) and
Mitahachiman (7 pithouses of the Sho¯myo¯ji phase).
The trends observed at the end of the Middle Jo¯mon persisted until the first few
centuries of the 4th millennium cal BP (Horinouchi phase), when a further reduction
of sites and residential units became evident. The lack of available data does not
allow for a detailed description of the settlement pattern of this stage, although
at Oomichi site the spatial layout of the residential units, storage pits, and burials
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forms a series of parallel belts, resembling the pattern observed in previous forms
of linear layout settlements.
2.4 Models of Change
The overview of the settlement history in Chiba and Gunma provides further ev-
idence of some of the trends introduced in section 2.2.4, which can be roughly
summarised through the identification of seven distinct stages of settlement his-
tory during the Early and Late Jo¯mon periods:
Stage 1 (ca 7000-6500 cal BP) Small number of sites and pithouses in both regions.
Stage 2 (ca 6000-5700 cal BP) Increase in the number of sites and residential units,
coupled with the appearance of kanjo¯shu¯raku during the second half of the
Early Jo¯mon period (Moroiso a and b phases). The pattern is more evident
in Gunma, where the total number of settlements reaches the highest peak
during the Jo¯mon period.
Stage 3 (ca 5700-5300 cal BP) Sudden decrease in the number of sites and disap-
pearance of kanjo¯shu¯raku between the end of Early Jo¯mon (Moroiso c and
Ju¯sanbodai phases) and the beginning of Middle Jo¯mon (Goryo¯gadai phase).
Stage 4 (ca 5300-4500 cal BP) Renewed increase in the number of sites and resi-
dential units coupled with the re-appearance of kanjo¯shu¯raku between Ota-
madai II and Kasori E3/EIII phases. In Chiba, this stage is also characterised
by the formation of large-scale shell-middens.
Stage 5 (ca 4500-4200 cal BP) Decrease in the total number of residential units, sites,
and settlement size in association with the disappearance of kanjo¯shu¯raku be-
tween the end of the Middle Jo¯mon and first few pottery phases of the Late
Jo¯mon period (Sho¯myo¯ji 1 and 2). In Chiba, large-scale shell middens disap-
pear, and only small shell deposits are formed.
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Stage 6 (ca 4200-3800 cal BP) In the eastern Tokyo Bay area, this stage shows a re-
newed intensification in shellfish exploitation which leads to the formation
of large scale shell middens often coupled with annular layout settlements.
This is paralleled by an increase in the number of sites and settlements, a
trend not observed in Gunma where the settlement pattern maintains the
features observed at stage 5.
Stage 7 (ca 3800-3300 cal BP) Both Chiba and Gunma show a decrease in the num-
ber of sites and residential features.
There are four notable points that can be highlighted from this summary. First,
large-scale settlements and kanjo¯shu¯raku appear intermittently in both areas, at
stage 2 (for Gunma and possibly for Chiba), stage 4 (in both areas), and stage 6 (in
Chiba but not for Gunma). This confirms Taniguchi’s (2005) analysis introduced in
section 2.2.4. Second, some authors suggest that these large-scale settlements were
surrounded by smaller ones (Aonuma et al. 2001, Ishizaka and Daikuhara 2001),
a pattern quantitatively assessed by Habu (1988) for stage 2 in Gunma. Third,
the observed patterns seem to be synchronic and parallel in the two regions, al-
though this can be claimed only in terms of relative pottery chronology. Fourth,
although no quantitative data are present, most scholars indicate episodes of fluc-
tuation in the number of pithouses, which is roughly correlated with the appear-
ance/disappearance of kanjo¯shu¯raku and to the broad dynamics of pithouse count
observed at regional scales (Imamura 1997, Crema 2012).
Despite the existence of descriptive and informal accounts of these dynamics,
neither a quantitative assessment of the observed settlement pattern, nor an ex-
plicit endeavour on the identification of a precise cross-dating to absolute chrono-
logical sequences has been proposed so far. As a consequence, despite the avail-
ability of such a rich dataset, almost no direct attempts have been focused on ex-
plaining why these patterns can be been observed. In order to seek to possible
explanations for these dynamics we need to look at broader regional contexts, or
to focus on studies based on other parts of Japan where similar trends has been
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observed.
Uchiyama (2006, 2008) provides an elegant summary of the settlement pattern
change during the Jo¯mon period on the basis of an extensive review of previous
studies. The starting point of his model is the identification of two distinct set-
tlement patterns: clumped and dispersed (see figure 7). The former is characterised
by a ”combination of a few sedentary sites and many small sites”; the latter by
a ”site size difference [that] became almost non-existent”, often correlated with
the construction of large non-residential monumental sites (Uchiyama 2006: 139).
According to Uchiyama, the two patterns alternate over time in a cyclical fashion
with examples of clumped systems found in southern Honshu¯ during Early Jo¯mon
and in northern Honshu¯ during Middle Jo¯mon, and dispersed patterns observed
during the Middle Jo¯mon in southern Honshu¯ and the Late Jo¯mon in northern
Honshu¯. Uchiyama explicitly recognises that the two patterns should be regarded
as alternative strategies and state that the ”sequence from a clumped to dispersed
settlement pattern may not necessarily imply a decrease in population, but rather
that the land use and resource development system changed from a centralised
and intensive one to a more dispersed and extensive system” (Uchiyama 2006:
139).
Assessing the archaeological data from the two case studies can help testing
Uchiyama’s model. The descriptive accounts summarised in the previous sec-
tions seems to suggest that stages when kanjo¯shu¯raku were present (stages 2,4, and
6) might have been characterised by a clumped settlement pattern. Data on the
remnant four stages have been explored to lesser degree, and hence determin-
ing whether these conform to a dispersed pattern or not needs to be addressed.
Nonetheless, suggestions offered by some authors (Ishizaka and Daikuhara 2001,
Kano 2002) seem to support the view that stage 5 might have been characterised
by a dispersed pattern. If we assume for a moment that stages 2,4, and 6 were
characterised by a clumped settlement pattern, then we need to ask how these set-
tlement systems emerged, what are their structural similarities (or dissimilarities),
how they (possibly) transformed into a dispersed system, and whether such an
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apparent cycle is an outcome of similar processes (e.g. the onset of similar envi-
ronment and/or social conditions) or the convergent product of different causes.
Imamura (1999a, 2002) provides an appealing hypothesis for explaining the
fluctuations in site counts observed during the Jo¯mon period. He observed that
plant-gathering was most likely the main mode of subsistence during phases with
high density, while a hunting-centred economy was probably present during pe-
riods of low density. Based on these observations, he concluded that plant-based
economy was the key element sustaining large population sizes and that the de-
cline of these resources, and the consequent shift towards a hunting-based sub-
sistence, led to a decrease in population size. Thus, according to Imamura, the
ultimate cause of the observed demographic cycles is the fluctuation in the avail-
ability of plant resources, a process that can be easily affected by episodes of cli-
mate change. Imamura does not explicitly integrate the change of settlement forms
in his model, but correlation between these and the demographic trends has been
suggested by others (e.g. Taniguchi 2005), while the linkage between the spatial
distribution of residential units and resource type is a well researched topic in be-
havioural ecology (Horn 1968, Dwyler and Minnegal 1985, Cashdan 1992) and can
partly support the association between clumped pattern and plant based economy,
as well as dispersed pattern and game-based economy.
The association between population decrease and shift towards a game-based
subsistence economy (along with the potential transition from a clumped to a dis-
persed settlement pattern) is undiscussed by Imamura. Expected variations in the
two type of settlement forms in relation to the availability of the spatio-temporal
resources have been discussed in ecology, although models on the transformation
process is comparatively under-developed (see chapter 5, section 5.2). Instances of
”reversions” between economic systems can be observed in several ethnographic
and archaeological cases (Layton et al. 1991), and has often been explained by the
diet breadth model (Winterhalder et al. 1988). More recently, Lake and Crema
(2012) have determined, through a computer simulation, how the reversion to
strategies that are normally regarded as sub-optimal can easily occur in case of
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overexploitation. Such a study suggests how episodes of reversion can potentially
occur without the onset of external climatic change.
Other studies on the changes in the Jo¯mon population size and settlement pat-
tern have focused on the narrow perspective of single transitions, usually centred
on the Early Jo¯mon (transition from stage 2 to 3) or the Middle Jo¯mon ”collapse”
(transition from stage 4 to 5).
Habu’s (2008) model for the latter transition provides several insights applica-
ble in a broader perspective. On the basis of an extensive study of the data re-
covered from Sannai-Maruyama site in To¯hoku, she suggested that increased sub-
sistence specialisation (oriented to a strong reliance on plant resources) caused a
substantial change in the socio-economic organisation and a considerable increase
in settlement size. This however led the inhabitants of Sannai-Maruyama to be-
come highly ”susceptible to such incidences as overexploitation or minor climate
fluctuations” (Habu 2008: 581). This explanation is not dissimilar to the concept
of an evolutionary trap (Schlaepfer et al. 2002). The term is used in ecology to de-
scribe instances where an organism first adapts to specific environmental condi-
tions, and then is ”trapped” when the adopted set of traits is no longer adaptive to
a suddenly changed environment. The concept is usually applied to anthropogenic
modifications of the environment but can be easily extended to any changes in
the environment, as long as the process is fast enough to impede any process of
re-adaptation to the renewed conditions. Boyd and Richerson (1992) provide an
evocative metaphor (following an earlier work of Wright 1932) where the set of
phenotypic traits of an organism is represented as the spatial location of an adap-
tive landscape, whereby the height of a location represents the evolutionary fitness.
Any movement in such a landscape will determine a change in the phenotype, and
adaptive response will essentially lead an individual to climb a peak to maximise
its fitness. Environmental changes (by human impact, by exogenic environmental
changes or a combination of the two) can be portrayed as a modification of such
a landscape, where the unchanged absolute location of the individual (the pheno-
type) might potentially lead to maladaptive outcomes (see figure 8).
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The crucial questions arising from Habu’s model are how groups developed
a specific adaptive response, and more importantly why their response to the
changed condition was delayed, ultimately causing a population decline. White-
head and Richerson (2009) have recently proposed an interesting model that could
provide some clues for answering these questions. They showed, through an ab-
stract simulation model, how slow rates of environmental changes could deter-
mine a higher reliance on social learning, with a decreased dependence on indi-
vidual learning. This equilibrium makes the system brittle and can in turn deter-
mine societal collapses when sudden environmental change occurs, since the lack
of individual learners will weaken the group-level responsiveness.
It is important to note that a decreased number of pithouses is not necessar-
ily evidence of population decrease. Radical changes in the settlement system, as
portrayed by Uchiyama’s model, could lead to a different visibility of archaeolog-
ical data and hence cause a biased impression of population decline. A highly
nucleated settlement pattern (such as Uchiyama’s clumped pattern) could lead to
an increased archaeological visibility of larger sites, which would lead to the dis-
covery of a high number of residential features in a relatively small spatial extent.
On the contrary, a dispersed pattern will lead to decreased visibility, and each ex-
cavation will yield a smaller number of features. For example, consider that a
large settlement of 50 residential units fissioned into 10 smaller settlements with
5 units each. The archaeological data will show the actual population dynamic
(i.e. stability in this case), only if all the offspring settlements are discovered and
investigated. In reality these smaller sites might be missed or not excavated, and
both instances could determine an apparent decline in the total sum of pithouses.
Other authors have pointed out the effect derived by taphonomic biases in the re-
construction of prehistoric population dynamics, showing that occasionally this
might lead to the an archaeological pattern that resembles the opposite of what
actually happened (Surovell and Brantingham 2007, Surovell et al. 2009). Changes
in the degree of residential stability could also produce similar misleading trends.
Since temporal analysis in archaeology is based on aggregated data in time, we
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are unable to distinguish instances of high mobility (higher rate of pithouse con-
struction) from cases of population growth (higher number of individuals building
pithouses) in a given time span. The relationship between changes in spatial pat-
terning, choice of sampling strategy, and perceived population dynamics can be
partly explored through a simulation based approach. Given one or more hypo-
thetical generative processes (suggested perhaps from ethnographic studies) and
specific sampling strategies, one could investigate the bias introduced by the lat-
ter for seeking to reconstruct details of the former. By quantitatively assessing the
difference between the ”real” pattern (i.e. the direct output of a spatial process)
and the archaeologically detected one, it is possible to determine the expected bias
for different combinations of generative process and sampling strategy. Clearly
such an approach should explore a variety of combinations inferred from regional
studies and ethnographic analogies, but can also guide the choice of an optimal
strategy for archaeological recovery suited for tackling specific research questions.
If we take in consideration these issues, a correlation between population fluc-
tuations and changes in the settlement pattern should be taken cautiously, as the
supposed linkage between the two patterns could be largely affected by tapho-
nomic biases. This also points out how, before seeking evidence of population
change during the Jo¯mon period, a quantitative analysis of the changes in settle-
ment pattern is necessary.
Habu’s analysis of the subsistence-settlement pattern of late Early Jo¯mon Kanto¯
(Habu 2001; 2002) provides one of the best regional perspectives on the possible
dynamics during the transition between stage 2 and 3. The detailed assessment
of the lithic assemblage, coupled with an analysis of the settlement size and dis-
tribution, led her to conclude that at some point between the Moroiso b and Mo-
roiso c there was: (1) a shift from a collector-like system to a forager like system
in southwestern Kanto¯; and (2) a substantial migration towards inland regions.
Habu supports her claim by providing evidence of reduced inter-site variability in
lithic assemblage and settlement size, scattered distribution of the site locations,
and increase in the number of sites in the mountain regions of Chu¯bu parallel to
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a decrease in western Kanto¯. According to Habu, the ultimate cause for the emer-
gence of these patterns is the reduced amount of maritime resources (caused by
marine regression) that led to a higher reliance on land resources. This in turn led
to a shift in settlement location and a change in the residential mobility pattern.
Imamura (1992) also tried to determine the underlying causes of the possible
population decline observed during the late Early Jo¯mon. He first assumed that
population decrease can be caused by either: 1) reduced availability of resources;
2) increase mortality by disease and/or warfare; 3) migration; 4) any combination
of these. He then pointed out that that 2) and 3) would not explain the observed
change in subsistence pattern, and hence indicated that the decreased availability
of plant resources, possibly caused by climatic change, is the best candidate in
explaining the decline of sites. The re-analysis (Crema 2012) of Imamura’s (1997)
study on Jo¯mon pithouse counts shows that some degree of correlation between
environmental change and pithouse counts can be established, but determining
the temporal relationship between the Early Jo¯mon collapse, the Middle Jo¯mon
increase, and the climatic changes of the early 6th millennium cal BP is still difficult.
Moreover, the assumption that these environmental changes were rapid and had a
strong impact on resource availability should not be taken for granted.
Cooling and marine regression are undoubtedly the two major environmental
changes that can be correlated with each episode of transformation in settlement
pattern and population size. The key assumption shared by Habu and Imamura is
that mast productivity decreased significantly during these stages, and that Jo¯mon
communities were no longer capable of sustaining higher population densities. As
mentioned in section 2.2.2, Kitagawa and Yasuda (2004) suggest that during colder
stages, chestnut trees fail to reproduce and become highly susceptible to disease.
The same decrease of the temperature would of course have different impacts at
different latitudes and thus the key point is to establish whether mast-productivity
in central Japan was indeed affected by such a temperature change. The fact that
in Kansai, the transition between Middle and Late Jo¯mon period is associated with
an increase in the number of pithouses (section 2.2.3), is an additional clue that
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could suggest that the same exogenic forces might have been beneficial in southern
Japan. In central Japan, pollen records do show a change in the plant composition
(see section 2.1), suggesting that a cooling event did take place, and did modify
the plant composition sometime during the transition from stage 4 to 5. However,
these data should also be taken cautiously, since Davis and Botkin (1985) showed
through a computer simulation that the forest response to temperature decrease
is not immediate, and could show a delay of 100 to 200 years, obscuring the dif-
ference between a rapid and a gradual change in climate. This is an important
point that needs to be investigated, as the tempo of the climatic changes and more
importantly its relation to the speed of human adaptive response might overcome
the role played by the magnitude of change itself. The same issue applies to the ef-
fects of marine regression. Uchiyama (2008) dismisses its importance in relation to
the decrease of shell middens in the Kanto¯ area, pointing out how the rate of shell
midden decrease was faster than the gradual change of the coastal environment.
Another set of hypotheses focuses on the active role played by human activ-
ity that might determine a change to its local environment. Uchiyama (2006),
stresses this point in his analysis of Torihama site in the Chu¯bu region, where he
compares three conflicting scenarios —exogenic environmental change, increased
inter-group conflict, and human induced environmental degradation— provid-
ing palynological and geomorphological evidence to support the third hypothesis.
Uchiyama is extremely careful in his conclusions and does not dismiss entirely the
role played by exogenous forces, but suggests that human-induced change should
be viewed as a core component. Explicit acknowledgement of similar explanations
does not appear to be widely present in the literature of Jo¯mon studies, although
Ishizaka and Daikuhara (2001) consider overexploitation as one possible hypothe-
sis for explaining the settlement change in Gunma.
Archaeological evidence supporting the existence of trends towards overex-
ploitation is not rare. Hiroko Koike’s analysis of both seashells and bone assem-
blages has shown that episodes of high collecting and hunting pressure did exist
and suggests that this might have caused a significant decrease to the prey biomass
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(1992a). Archaeological records providing evidence for this are restricted to areas
where faunal remains are preserved, but larger settlements in Chiba seem to show
similar trends quite often. At Kidosaku shell mound in Chiba, the analysis of sika
deer remains has indicated a high hunting pressure at the limit of the carrying
capacity during the Late Jo¯mon period (Koike 1986), while the size distribution
of Meretrix lusoria clams at Kasori shell mound in Chiba indicates a possible in-
crease in the collecting pressure between the second half of Middle Jo¯mon period
and the beginning of Late Jo¯mon period (Toizumi 1999a). Ito’s (1999) analysis of
the faunal remains at Ariyoshi-kita shell midden in Kanto¯ show an increase re-
liance on smaller animals, which might have been caused by the expansion of the
diet-breadth and the inclusion of lower-ranked species, a trend which has been
observed also at Sannai-Maruyama in To¯hoku (Nishimoto 1995).
Similar evidence from the Early Jo¯mon period is not common, but a study con-
ducted by Koike (1992b) on shell mounds of the middle Early Jo¯mon in Saitama
prefecture, showed again strong evidence of shellfish overexploitation, which led
her to conclude that the disappearance of shell middens were likely to have been
induced by human activity.
Thus, overexploitation is not a negligible hypothesis and the available archaeo-
logical lines of evidence seem to show that towards the end of stage 4, and possibly
stage 2, human exploitation had a high impact on the surrounding environment.
However, several problems arise if we suggest overexploitation as a unique cause
for the observed dynamics. Firstly, this hypothesis holds at a local scale, but does
not explain how the population dynamics were synchronised at an inter-regional
level. Secondly, the available archaeological evidence is still not sufficient, and par-
allel analysis, such as the comparative study of dental pathology, does not seem to
support the presence of systemic stress of dietary patterns at an individual scale,
indicating how ”the foragers from the Middle to Late Jomon period did not un-
dergo a nutritional crisis” (Temple 2007:1041).
The absence of osteoarchaeological evidence suggesting a nutritional ”collapse”
during the transition between stage 4 and 5 requires further study in this direction
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and potentially suggests that a transition to a dispersed pattern might have been a
successful adaptive response.
An alternative to the model presented so far, which more explicitly integrates
the observed spatial pattern, looks at the effects derived by increased inter-group
competition during episodes of population increase. This is closely related to the
”packing” model suggested by Binford (2001), or to Carneiro’s circumscription
theory (Carneiro 1970). In essence this view, shared by scholars such as Taniguchi
(2005), sees the emergence of large settlements as a consequence of increasing pop-
ulation pressure, which triggered a reduction of the catchment area and hence re-
quired an increased collaboration between households. Perhaps the problem of
this model is the lack of explanation on why smaller settlements existed in the
landscape. If large-scale nucleated settlements are fostered by increased coopera-
tion between households, how do we explain the presence of smaller sites? Are
they instances of ”extinct” groups that did not develop into kanjo¯shu¯raku? Or did
they play an alternative function as suggested by Kani (1993)?
2.5 Summary
The summary of explanatory models presented here often appears to agree that
climate change played a fundamental role in shaping the evolution of Jo¯mon set-
tlement history. The level of sophistication and detail in their explanation dif-
fer considerably, but the observed correlations of the archaeological data to the
climatic events of the mid 6th millennium and mid 5th millennium cal BP (Kudo
2007, Crema 2012) are undoubtedly appealing and can easily push scholars to look
exclusively for confirming evidence, dismissing entirely the possibility that their
starting assumption might be wrong.
Two neglected directions of enquiry seem to be mandatory before any attempts
at determining the (possible) role played by environmental forces is taken in con-
sideration. First, the available archaeological data must be reviewed in light of
the most recent cross-dating of the pottery phases to the absolute chronological se-
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quence. This should be carried out with specific analyses designed to investigate
the two patterns described by the Jo¯mon literature: the fluctuation in the number
of residential units and the alternation between clumped and dispersed patterns.
The next chapter will be dedicated to this endeavour.
Second, discussion of how hunter-gatherer decision-making ultimately affects
population size and settlement pattern needs to be addressed in order to deter-
mine how much of the observed pattern can actually be a result of purely internal
processes independent of external climatic forces. Several models of sedentary
agricultural communities (Renfrew and Poston 1979) and early complex polities
(Griffin 2011) have shown how radical shifts between settlement systems could
occur without the active role of exogenic forces. Although these models incorpo-
rate different factors, such as inter-group competition and intensive land-use, the
distinct features of Jo¯mon groups indicates how similar dynamics might have oc-
curred. Chapter 5 and 6 will explore these issues, before a tentative exploration of






Theory and Method: Spatial and
Temporal Analysis
3.1 Spatial Dependencies
All human settlements emerge from the aggregate outcome of individual decision-
making. To understand how hunter-gatherer settlements change over time, we,
therefore, need to identify how the choices made by each individual were shaped
by specific environmental and cultural contexts, and how these choices in turn af-
fected the behaviour of others. Although a variety of generative processes can be
conceived, two properties appear to be common to many hunter-gatherer settle-
ment systems.
First, spatial configurations of hunter-gatherer settlements emerge primarily as
a bottom-up, rather than top-down, process. While some sedentary groups are
often limited by technological, economic, and social constraints in their spatial
decision-making, most hunter-gatherers have a comparatively low number of con-
straints that limit their expressions. The absence of strong centralised authorities
or institutions will produce spatial configurations where the local interactions be-
tween individuals (e.g. household inter-distance as a function of kin relationship;
Whitelaw 1991) and the adaptive response to environmental properties (e.g. dis-
tancing from water sources) are primary drivers. This should not be interpreted
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as lack of organisation or planning, instead, patterns emerging from these pro-
cesses are maintained or rejected by further decision-making, shaped by a partial
awareness of the existing spatial structure. Such a continuous interaction among
individuals, and between individuals and the outcome of their own actions, ulti-
mately results in a variety of spatio-temporal expressions.
Second, hunter-gatherer spatial configurations are characterised by a compar-
atively rapid rate of reorganisation. This is caused by the impermanence of their
building materials and by their residential mobility strategies. The former im-
pose hunter-gatherers to rebuild their dwellings multiple times within a lifetime.
In each episode (ethnographic studies have shown that pithouses of temperate
sedentary hunter-gatherers have life-spans between 3 to 15 years; Watanabe 1986,
Muto 1995), an individual (or a household) has the opportunity to relocate their
residential unit in response to modified social or environmental conditions. This
clearly does not imply that the spatial relocation occurs exclusively between these
episodes or that those groups with more permanent building materials do not re-
locate. Nonetheless, frequent episodes of rebuilding will offer more opportunities
for relocation, which aggregate outcome is a potentially continuous change in set-
tlement pattern. Seasonal mobility will also provide frequent circumstances for
each individual to decide the spatial location of residential units. Evidence of such
intra-annual movements can be found in many ethnographic examples (Wood-
burn 1968, Watanabe 1986, Nishida 1989), where hunter-gatherer groups relocate
as a whole, fission into subgroups, or form temporary large settlements through
nucleation (Watanabe 1968, Butzer 1982).
The combined effect of a stronger role played by bottom-up processes, flexibil-
ity in the decision-making, and high frequency of spatial reorganisation, provide
grounds for expressing a large variety of spatio-temporal patterns, often reshaped
by transformations in the underlying social, economic, and cultural frameworks.
Although the reasons of these settlement changes vary cross-culturally and his-
torically, we can still identify two underlying forces that explain why settlement
patterns are not formed by random scatters of dwellings in the landscape.
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Firstly, the background environment will always exhibit some patterning, and
this inevitably affects human spatial processes. In other words, we should ex-
pect an uneven landscape, where physical properties vary over space, and at the
same time are susceptible to variation induced by human activities and external
forces. Climatic variation and the distribution of resources are typical examples
of variables possessing such a spatial structure. More importantly, many of these
variables are able to induce the spatial patterning of human settlements. Individ-
uals might in fact choose to stay closer to key resources or avoid unsuitable lo-
cations. We can further argue that these types of external influence are generally
independent of the human spatial process itself. Clearly the latter statement need
not always be true as when the temporal dimension is integrated, as human ac-
tivities could in many cases modify the properties of the background environment
through, for example, episodes of resource depletion (Broughton et al. 2010), or
niche construction (Smith 2007).
Secondly, humans typically organise their activities in clear spatial relation to
the presence (or absence) of other individuals, households, or settlements. These
behaviours can be regarded as inherent to the spatial process itself; suitability of
specific locations are in this case not absolute, but relative and purely dependent
on the same process of human settlement.
It is perhaps a truism to state that the location of each individual entity, whether
this being a single residential unit or a large settlement, is always conditioned by a
mixture of these two elements. Fortin and Dale (2005) distinguish these two forms
of spatial dependency, as 1) induced or exogenous; and 2) inherent or endogenous (see
fig. 9). Bailey and Gatrell (1995) propose instead a statistical analogy, distinguish-
ing between first and second order properties. The former refers to global trends,
generally conditioned by external covariates; the latter to local variations derived
from internal properties of the system. Bailey and Gatrell’s definition however
implies also an assumption about the different spatial scales where the two prop-
erties act. Induced (or first order) spatial dependence affects the average density of
events, and hence are acting at macro-scales, while inherent (or second order) spa-
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tial dependence is restricted to smaller scales. While the latter point is acceptable
as a starting assumption (although it is undeniable that long distance relationship
might affect the location of human settlements; e.g. over-specialised sites economi-
cally maintained by long distance trading), the former does not necessarily operate
exclusively at larger scales. Complex topographic properties of the landscape can
induce the spatial location of settlements at relatively small scales where spatial
interactions are also present.
The distinction between the two types of spatial dependencies is a useful start-
ing point, but its strict and uncritical usage should be avoided. Although being
external to the system, induced spatial dependency is also a function of how the
environment is perceived by single individuals. The very same landscape will
create different spatial dependencies to a hunter-gatherer and to a post-industrial
entrepreneur. Some landscape ecologists have explored how space is perceived
differently depending on which functional trait is active (a concept known as eco-
field; Farina and Belgrano 2004), an idea discussed also by some psychologists (e.g.
Gibson 1977). In other words, the inherent and induced spatial dependencies be-
hind a settlement pattern are filtered by individual intentions and purposes, and
hence it is context-variant.
Inherent spatial dependence is usually expressed in the form of attraction or re-
pulsion between individuals. The former could be encouraged by some adaptive
advantages including higher efficiency for cooperative tasks or a potential increase
in the frequency of information exchange, the latter by different forms of protec-
tion of personal spaces, resources, and information. As with the induced spatial
dependence, both forces could vary as a function of the properties associated with
the active agent. Fletcher (1981, 1995) provided strong empirical evidence of this
by showing the numerical relationship between the spatial extent of settlements
and their residential density for a large body of ethnographic data, ranging from
mobile hunter-gatherers to urban settlements. The results of his analysis indicated
how technologically advanced societies can cope with higher interaction ranges,
resulting into settlements with much larger extents. However, these societies are
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characterised by lower settlement density, which implies a higher inter-distance
between residential units. This is explained by Fletcher as the result of the psy-
chological stress emerging from the repeated interactions with neighbours. Mo-
bile hunter-gatherer groups, which are characterised by smaller residential inter-
distance, can solve this problem by repeated relocations of their residential units.
Diversity in the settlement density is an example of inherent spatial dependency
in the form of a repulsive force at the smallest scale. This will determine the inter-
distance of residential units, which macro-scale consequences can be observed in
the overall density of the settlements. The possibility to sustain larger scales of in-
teraction by means of a more efficient communication system is instead evidence
of how the fall-off of inherent attractive forces are function of the social, economic,
and cultural properties of the specific human group. At an even higher scale, spa-
tial dependency can be again characterised as repulsive force, this time as a byprod-
uct of competition between groups of individuals, often revealed as some form of
territoriality.
This reassessment of Fletcher’s study results into two conclusions. First, the
empirical evidence suggests that inherent spatial dependency varies between cul-
tures, as a function of the economic, societal and economic system. As a result,
investigating its change over time can offer insights for understanding transfor-
mations in human societies. Second, inherent spatial dependence can be both re-
pulsive and attractive, with different types of forces acting at different spatial scales,
although the precise scalar boundary of one and the other is often hard to delin-
eate. Despite these complexities, this epistemic framework is extremely useful for
assessing spatial patterns, and provides an inferential tool for determining the na-
ture of the generative processes behind them.
Inherent spatial dependencies are not always expressed as a direct interaction
between two entities, but often as a result of an indirect relationship. For instance,
two hunter-gatherer groups exploiting the same local resource might lead to over-
exploitation, which can then drive both groups to relocate elsewhere. These dy-
namics could be generalised once we explicitly integrate the temporal dimension
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and the framework offered by niche construction models (see Laland et al. 1999).
The effects of the latter on metapopulation dynamics has been approached through
numeric simulations (see Hui et al. 2004, Han et al. 2009), but here it is sufficient to
point out that the ecological imprint generated from pre-existing populations has
evolutionary consequences which are reflected in the spatial distribution of cur-
rent and incumbent individuals. Figure 10 illustrates this notion with an abstract
example. In case of positive niche construction (fig. 10:a), a cluster of individuals
will determine a change in the environment, which over time leads to an enhance-
ment of local suitability. This will then generate an induced form of spatial depen-
dency, where both individuals already located within the patch and those located
outside are attracted to the newly created environment (coloured in grey). The
anthropogenic creation of secondary forests (see section 2.2.2) is an example of such
a positive niche construction which might lead to higher clustering of individu-
als, by means of an indirect and delayed spatial interaction. Niche construction
could also lead to negative effects (fig. 10:b), where the presence of individuals
could lead to the creation of an induced form of repulsive force. The most obvious
example is when a patch is overexploited by a group of individuals. The succes-
sive repulsion is generally regarded as an induced form of spatial dependency,
although the historical contingency (the presence of other individuals in the past)
is the deep cause of such a spatial patterning.
The effects derived from niche construction processes further blur the distinc-
tion between the two forms of spatial dependency. Nonetheless acknowledging
this difference is still an useful inferential framework for tracking the evolution of
the human use of space through time. Given this, it is surprising that the explicit
and formal application of such conceptual models is absent in most archaeolog-
ical studies pertaining to settlement systems. The introduction and the explicit
discussion on the two forms of spatial dependencies have been relatively late (Or-
ton 2004, Bevan and Connolly 2006), and only recently addressed in an extensive
manner by Bevan and colleagues (under review). However several studies in the
past have approached one or the other implicitly, especially since the adoption of
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Geographic Information Systems (GIS) in the early 90s.
In general, much of the emphasis has been placed on induced spatial depen-
dency, as testified by the large number of studies trying to quantitatively assess
the relationship between settlement locations and background environment. Early
works are prior to the advent of GIS (see Jochim 1976, Foley 1981), but the vast ma-
jority of studies have appeared since then (e.g. Kohler and Parker 1986, Maschner
and Stein 1995, Wescott and Brandon 2000; Verhagen and Whitley 2011 for a recent
review), by fully exploiting pre-existing statistical tools (e.g. logistic regression
analysis) in conjunction with the spatial representations offered by GIS. This re-
search framework often placed the emphasis on the predictive power of models,
and consequently led to the development and adoption of tools which improved
the fit between the empirical data and the statistical model at the expense of a
robust explanatory perspective. This is exemplified by the adoption of methods
such as artificial neural networks (Deravignone and Janica 2006) or genetic algo-
rithms (Banks et al. 2008), where the efficiency in the predictive power is prioritised
over a clear understanding of the generative process 1. Although the acknowl-
edgement of important aspects such as data uncertainty (Millard 2005), or spatial
non-stationarity2 (Bevan and Conolly 2009) has shown some fruitful adoption of
sophisticated techniques, the overall trend of locational models in archaeology can
be still summarised as inductive and correlative (Wheatley 2004). The main con-
cern here is not so much with environmental determinism, which is often caused
by an easier accessibility of certain types of data, but more with an inductive rea-
soning limited to the identification of correlations between key variables without
an explicit exploration of their causal linkage in relation to specific theories of hu-
man settlement processes.
Inherent or second order spatial dependency occupied much smaller space in
the archaeological literature, with most studies looking at the effects of trade and
1It must be noted however that often the aim of these model is pure prediction for CRM pur-
poses, although their actual efficiency is still debatable (Wheatley 2004).
2Spatial non-stationarity refers to situations where the spatial relationship is not constant over
space.
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economic interdependence. These often relied on the adoption of network analy-
sis and statistical physics (Rihill and Wilson 1987, Evans et al. 2009) applied on a
narrow range of cases where archaeological data related to these interactions were
rich. A parallel series of works focused on the locational analysis of settlement
from a distributional perspective. Most of them involved the adoption of point
pattern analysis (Orton 1982, Bevan and Connolly 2006, Mayer 2006, Crema et al.
2010), with the primary aim often being the detection of repulsive and attractive
forces at different spatial scales. As for the locational analysis, the emphasis was
placed on the assessment of broad patterns (i.e. clustering and dispersion) and
relied almost exclusively on hypothesis testing procedures adopting completely
random spatial distributions as the null hypothesis. Geographers have already
pointed out how the rejection of this hypothesis can be regarded as a truism which
does not offer much knowledge about the underlying generative process other
than a more quantitative description of the observed pattern (see Gould 1970,
O’Sullivan and Unwin 2003). Nonetheless, detecting significant deviations from
the random distribution hypothesis can still offer solid basis for creating models of
generative processes.
A transition to a model-based approach should ideally integrate both forms
of spatial dependency, and seek to explicitly formulate testable hypothesis. The
range of existing tools and statistical models can provide only a partial answer in
this regard. On the one hand point-process modelling (Mo¨ller and Waagepetersen
2004, Illian et al. 2008) has achieved a high level of sophistication enabling the pos-
sibility to model induced and inherent spatial dependency at the same time. On
the other hand its mathematical complexity does not allow the straightforward
development of variants designed to model human settlement processes, and the
existing ones are often unsuitable for such purposes. Some attempts have shown,
however, promising results. For example, Bevan and colleagues (under review)
have assessed the spatial distribution of Iron Age settlements in the West Bank,
testing the empirical data against a model that integrated both induced (using co-
variates such as ridge landform, topographic wetness, and elevation) and inherent
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spatial dependency (using the ”area-interaction model” developed by Baddeley
and Lieshout 1995). Point process model-building requires, however, high levels
of abstraction which might be problematic for many human processes.
This thesis will not try to overcome these limits by exploring the recent litera-
ture on point-process modelling, but will instead try to exploit the available tools
to enhance the inductive pattern-recognition exercise. The primary role of spatio-
temporal analysis in this context is to establish whether an alternation between
clumped and dispersed patterns did occur during the target time-span between
7000 and 3220 cal BP. For such purposes, statistical analysis will be used as an
exploratory tool, with the model building exercise left to the more flexible envi-
ronment of agent-based simulations (chapter 5-7).
3.2 Uncertainty in Archaeological Analysis
Before proceeding to illustrate the most suitable tools for detecting clumped and
dispersed patterns, it is important to tackle one of the greatest limitation in the ap-
plicability of most spatial analysis in archaeological context: the problem of spatial
and temporal uncertainty. Undoubtedly such issues are not restricted to spatial
analysis and can be regarded as one of the biggest burdens in the inferential ex-
ercise. This is not limited to archaeology, as uncertainty affects other disciplines
as well, including criminology (Ratcliffe and McCullagh 1998), ecology (Rochette
et al. 2009), and climatology (De Wit et al. 2008) amongst others. Although the
acknowledgement of such limits exists in archaeology, and has been approached
from a wide range of perspectives including debates from theoretical standpoints
(Wylie 2008, Lake 2010), chronometric analysis (Buck et al. 1992; 1996), cultural
resource management (Millard 2005), classification (Nicolucci and Hermon 2002)
and dissemination (Zuck et al. 2005), the great majority of studies neglects its im-
plication or reduces it to a practical problem.
While such problems deserve their own deep treatise, the interest within the
context of this thesis emerges from practical restrictions in adopting certain ana-
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lytical tools. The proposed solutions (see section 3.2.3) suggest however a careful
rethinking of the nature of uncertainty in archaeological analysis. A useful start-
ing point is to separate in three broad domains the possible sources of uncertainty.
This could originate from: 1) limitations of our tools and methods to access and
measure reality; 2) the way we categorise and define our unit of analysis; and 3)
the intrinsic randomness embedded in the physical world. 3
The first type of uncertainty is perhaps the most prominent one in archaeol-
ogy and can be found in David Clark’s (1973) seminal definition of archaeology:
” [...] the discipline with the theory and practice for the recovery of unobservable
hominid behaviour patterns from indirect traces in bad samples” (ibid.:17; emphasis
added). Errors in measurements, limited accuracy in the quantification of specific
phenomena, ambiguous linkage between observed pattern and its generative pro-
cess, and small sample sizes will all determine restrictions and biases in the output
of our analysis. This form of uncertainty can however be improved. Radiocarbon
dates can be more precise using more efficient machines (e.g. the use of accelerator
mass spectrometry), or field collection in surveys can be enhanced if the surveyors
have a better knowledge of the material culture.
There are however forms of uncertainty that go beyond such potential improve-
ments, and are derived from the way we represent reality and define our analytical
units (Dunnell 1971). One example of this second type of uncertainty is the con-
troversial definition of archaeological ”site”, which in certain contexts (e.g. surface
remains) is extremely problematic and leads to question whether its use is mean-
ingful in our discipline (Dunnell 1992). The adoption of two or more different def-
initions of ”site”, might lead to different distributional maps (observed patterns),
which will consequently lead to different outputs in the analysis and to a different
interpretation of the empirical reality. This is undoubtedly derived from limits in
our methods and knowledge, but its deeper root resides in the way we conceive
and represent reality.
3This triadic structure is an extension and adaptation of the epistemic/aleatoric dichotomy sug-
gested in other disciplines (see for instance Agarwal et al. 2004).
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The third type of uncertainty is instead derived from stochasticities embedded
in the physical phenomena under investigation. This could affect for instance the
reservoir effect in radiocarbon dating, or random fluctuations of the total organic
contents of lake sediments where the intrinsic uncertainty is simply unavoidable,
and must be handled accordingly.
To analyse past settlement patterns, we need to tackle all three types of uncer-
tainty in both spatial and temporal domains. While the third type of uncertainty
is still relevant, its intractability allows only a formal acknowledgement of its ex-
istence. Uncertainties of the first two types are, on the other hand, domains where
rooms for improvements are still existent from both methodological and theoreti-
cal standpoints. Possible endeavours in this direction should ideally start from the
data collection stage, where specific choices (e.g. how to define a site, what materi-
als to collect, etc.) could drive the future direction of inquiry. In practice this is not
always possible, as archaeologists do not always have the possibility to collect new
data in the way they want. This unavoidably forces many scholars to cope with
the uncertainties in data collected by others, perhaps because the intended aim of
the data retrieval was originally different (e.g. conservation vs. research), or sim-
ply because of a lack of rigour in the original method of data collection. Jo¯mon
archaeological data is undoubtedly an example of the former case. The great ma-
jority of Japanese archaeological data has been collected from rescue excavations
(Tsude 1995), with the intent to retrieve the broadest range of information without
any explicit research question.
3.2.1 Spatial Uncertainty
Spatial uncertainty will be affected primarily by three types of problems: tapho-
nomic processes, sampling strategy, and unit definition.
Taphonomic processes will filter the relationship between the observed pattern
and the process we seek to understand, and if ignored, could determine strong
biases in our inferential exercise. A typical example is the movement of small
artefacts both in inter-site and intra-site contexts (Rick 1976, Gregg et al. 1991,
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Brantingham et al. 2007), although this plays a marginal role for settlement pat-
tern analysis. A much more relevant process is the chance that objects of analysis
are physically destroyed (see Dewar and McBride 1992, Surovell and Brantingham
2007, Surovell et al. 2009). This could either occur as a consequence of natural
events (e.g. earthquakes, floods etc.), or by means of anthropic destruction. The
main issue of such a family of processes — referred to as thinning in the jargon of
spatial statistics— is that it often has a non-random spatial structure and can po-
tentially be indistinguishable from some form of induced spatial dependence. For
example, certain regions might be prone to flood events, and hence thinning pro-
cess might be stronger, leading ultimately to a lower concentration of recovered
sites. If such a geomorphological process is ignored, the observed pattern can be
mis-interpreted as a consequence of past decision-making, and described as a neg-
ative (repulsive) form of induced spatial dependency. It is vital to point out that
these post-depositional events are not forms of uncertainty, but rather aspects of
the archaeological patterning that can be accidentally neglected despite their crit-
ical consequences. The whole issue has deep theoretical implications (see discus-
sion in middle range theory and behavioural archaeology; Binford 1977, Schiffer
1987) and will not be further tackled here. Nonetheless it is important to point out
that such additional layers of post-depositional events will most likely filter the
relationship between pattern and process, an aspect which is ignored in the spatial
modelling tools developed in other disciplines.
The second form of spatial uncertainty is derived from the sampling strategy
adopted by archaeologists. Several authors have discussed its implication from
a strategic point of view (see Orton 2000, and references within), but less atten-
tion has been dedicated to data retrieved from rescue excavations within the con-
text of urban expansion. In such a case, the discovery of the actual archaeological
sites will be partly function of the modern population density and urban planning,
which might lead to some form of patchiness in the intensity of investigations. The
presence of ”new town” developments in southern Kanto¯ region in Japan, where
the concentration of archaeological investigation is extremely high (see section 2.3),
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is a good example of how this could lead to an illusory form of induced spatial de-
pendency, which is ironically still dependent on the decision-making of settlement
processes, although not of the period we are interested in.
The last form of uncertainty is derived from ambiguities and fuzziness in the
definition of the spatial unit of analysis (Wandsnider 1998). This could refer to the
living contexts that we are interested in (e.g. how to define the extent of a settle-
ment) and the distorted remains we find in the archaeological fieldwork (e.g. how
to define the extent of a site). In both domains, the problem is centred on the fact
that we often rely on units that are aggregation of multiple atomic components (e.g.
single residential units for settlements or artefacts for sites). These are generally
grouped according to some ”meaningful” criteria, usually expressed in some form
of spatial proximity rule. For example, settlements can be defined as the spatial
manifestations of living communities, with the latter defined as ”group of persons
who normally reside in face-to-face association” (Murdock 1949, cited in Trigger
1968), and similarly a site can be defined as ”a spatial cluster of cultural features
or items, or both [...] defined by its formal content and the spatial and associational
structure of the population’s cultural items” (Binford 1964, cited in Dunnell 1992,
emphasis added).
The fuzzy nature of these definitions becomes all too obvious when the unit of
analysis needs to be formally defined in practice. From an archaeological view-
point this is a two-stage process, where we first need to define the unit on the
basis of the observed empirical data (e.g. the distribution of artefacts) in relation
to the chosen sampling strategy, and subsequently establish its relation to the be-
havioural context which produced the observed pattern (compare with Schiffer’s
distinction of systemic and archaeological contexts; Schiffer 1972). The ambiguous
and often uncritically adopted equation ”site=settlement” offers an example of
how this can become problematic, with consequences that extend to the analyti-
cal and interpretative phases of the research.
Figure 11 shows an example of this. The left panel shows the location of Jinmei-
jinja site in Chiba, with its excavation area shown in shaded grey and the recov-
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ered Jo¯mon pithouses depicted as black dots. As many other rescue excavations
in Japan, the definition of ”site” is an idiosyncratic artefact of the recovery pro-
cess. Emergency excavations fostered by the construction of a new golf club might
aggregate to an individual ”site” an extremely wide variety of cultural artefacts;
similarly the excavation of a large medieval castle will often lead earlier findings
to be recorded as if they matched the spatial extent of the later castle. Jinmeijinja
shows the consequences of such a practice, the most prominent cultural phase of
the site is not dated to Jo¯mon period, and as such two pithouse with an inter-
distance of over 200 meters are recorded as part of the same site. The right panel of
figure 11 shows instead the location of Mukoaraku and Rokutsuu sites, also from
Chiba. In this case two Jo¯mon pithouses attributed to two different ”sites” have
an inter-distance of only 35 meters. The example of these three sites clearly shows
how adopting the equation ”site=settlement” is misleading, and could result in
major divergence in the spatial pattern as a pure function of how we define the
unit of analysis. If we adopt this equation, the presence of large sites will increase
the average settlement size (i.e. the number of recorded residential units per site
will increase), while the fragmented allocation of a new residential area in smaller
sites will result into the artificial creation of multiple settlements.
The problem of spatial uncertainty and unit definition can be approached in
two distinct ways. The simplest solution involves the adoption of inseparable
atomic units (e.g. single residential units, or single artefacts) and entirely avoid the
process of aggregation. The theoretical advantage of this approach has, however,
several limitations in practice. Firstly most archaeological data-sets cannot sustain
such a qualitative detail. Exact locations of single surface artefacts in archaeolog-
ical surveys are in most cases unavailable and spatial coordinates are usually as-
sociated with arbitrarily imposed units (e.g. a grid). Similarly the precise location
of Jo¯mon pithouses within the excavation area is sometimes unknown, especially
when only preliminary reports are published. The practical solution in this case is
to adopt an alternative aggregation criterion that purposely sidesteps any explicit
linkage to the underlying spatial process (e.g. a grid overlaid on the landscape has
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no relation to the human settlement process). This will provide several benefits,
most notably the faculty to replicate the process of aggregation, but nonetheless
complications such as the modifiable areal unit problem4 (MAUP, Openshaw 1984)
might still arise, possibly biasing the results of the spatial analysis. The second
drawback of this approach is when we acknowledge that the agency of the process
generating the observed pattern is not located within atomic units, but on higher-
level aggregates. For example, some decision-making might occur at the group or
settlement level, and hence ignoring the presence of these aggregate entities might
obscure our vision of the past.
The second solution is to adopt aggregate units. As discussed above, the main
problem here resides on how we define these units. The first step involves the
selection of a model and the explicit definition of the aggregation criterion. For
example, one could use a threshold distance of ca 150 m, on the basis of the so
called ”hailing distance”, which suggests a spatial limit of interaction based on
acoustic properties (Roberts 1996), or alternatively choose some form of density-
based threshold derived from the empirical data. For the purpose of this thesis,
the advantage of using aggregate units is the possibility to have a direct relation to
the clumped/dispersed model, as each group can be associated with specific size
expressed in terms of number of pithouses. On the other hand, this approach filters
the data by imposing a unique defining criterion for groups or settlements, and
differences in the details could lead to divergent analytical outcomes. Clearly no
solution can be provided for such a form of uncertainty, unless a unified, formal,
and quantifiable definition of settlement is available. If this is not the case, one
should opt by choosing different criteria, and explore their effects in the ultimate
analytical output. Such a sensitivity analysis does not solve the problem of this
form of spatial uncertainty, but can determine whether this can affect the output of
spatial analysis.
4The modifiable areal unit problem refers to statistical biases derived from the process of aggre-
gating point data into discrete spatial units such as polygons and grids.
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3.2.2 Temporal Uncertainty
The role of time has long been discussed in archaeology (Plog 1973, Bailey 1983,
Ramenofsky 1998, Murray 1999, Karlsson 2001, Holdaway and Wandsnider 2008),
and a portion of such a literature has been dedicated to the uncertainties of chronom-
etry, both within the domain of absolute scientific dating methods (Buck et al. 1996,
Buck and Millard 2003), and the long lasting tradition of relative chronologies
based on artefact studies (see Lyman and O’Brein 2006 for a review). Despite a
shared awareness of the limitations of archaeological chronometry, it is surprising
how often the implication of temporal uncertainty in the spatial domain has been
largely ignored, with few exceptions limited to theoretical considerations (Rouse
1972, Dewar 1991, Dewar and McBride 1992, Lock and Harris 2002), and even
fewer cases of actual implementation where temporal uncertainties are formally
tackled in spatial analysis (but see Johnson 2004, Crema et al. 2010, Green 2011,
Grove 2011).
The fundamental cause of chronometric uncertainty resides in the fact that
”time is a physical process that has no physical existence” (Ramenofsky 1998:78).
Thus, time cannot be directly measured but needs to be inferred from observed
changes in the physical properties of objects. Whether this process is accurate and
quantifiable (e.g. the radioactive decay of carbon isotopes) or constrained by the
limits of qualitative descriptions (e.g. the presence/absence of decorative traits
on potsherd), physical properties will act as key variables and parameters of a
model of time. Hence, errors in their quantification (spawned by errors in measure-
ments), or biases in the model itself, will inevitably lead to some form of uncer-
tainty (Crema 2012). An additional source of problems resides in the distinction
between dated event and target event(Dean 1978). The former refers to the actual
object being dated, while the latter is what we seek to date. Congruence between
the two occurs in cases we are interested in dating specific artefacts, but very often
this is not what we pursue and the dating process becomes indirect. For instance,
a projectile point might be indirectly dated through the radiocarbon analysis of a
charcoal fragment recovered in the same context unit, and similarly Jo¯mon resi-
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dential units are usually dated through objects recovered from its floor deposit.
Needless to say, indirect dating adds an additional layer of uncertainty in archae-
ological chronometry.
The increasing availability of scientific dating techniques (see Buck and Mil-
lard 2003), has undoubtedly overcome many of these problems by providing a
direct quantification of the uncertainty embedded into dated events. Calibrated ra-
diocarbon dates offer measures of time expressed in probabilistic terms, and the
adoption of Bayesian inference (Buck et al. 1996) extends this by means of a formal
and quantitative description of target events (see for instance the dating of archae-
ological phases in Buck et al. 1992). However in the great majority of cases, the
temporal dimension of archaeological record is expressed through the adoption of
some categorical definition of time. We see more often sites dated to relative tem-
poral units (e.g. Late Bronze Age, Kasori E pottery phase, etc), rather than precise
absolute chronologies (e.g. between 3330 and 2870 BC). As mentioned in section
2.2.1, this is common in Jo¯mon archaeology, where the extraordinary amount of re-
covered potsherds led most scholars to exclusively rely on a relative chronological
framework.
While the adoption of such temporal units provides undeniable merits (e.g.
low costs, immediate dating on the field, etc.), especially compared to costly sci-
entific dating techniques, the uncertainty embedded in these chronological frame-
works can be extremely problematic. Firstly, temporal units can be regarded as
conceptual blocks ”imposed on the continuum of time” (Ramenofsky 1998:75), of-
ten based on separations that are simpler in diagnostic terms (e.g. the presence
of a specific trait in the pottery design), but not necessarily correlated with the
breaks desired for a certain research objective. Furthermore, the absolute duration
of these temporal units is often unknown, and in the best cases their boundaries
are imprecise and fuzzy. While methods for describing such a fuzziness in terms
of probability distributions are available (see Naylor and Smith 1988, Buck et al.
1992, Ziedler et al. 1998), in the great majority of cases the boundaries of these
units are defined without the explicit acknowledgement of the underlying uncer-
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tainty. From the perspective of spatial analysis two major problems arise from the
adoption of such a chronological framework.
First, differently sized temporal units will lead to a different diachronic pat-
terns. The phenomena is similar to the modifiable areal unit problem mentioned
above; different chronological framework will determine different sequences of
temporal snapshots, and hence lead to uncertainties in the analytical outcome (De-
war and McBride 1992, Crema et al. 2010). Figure 12 shows an abstract example
of how slicing the time-continuum with different units might determine different
spatial patterning. The sequences A-B-C-D and A’-B’-C’-D’ are spatial patterns
(here reduced into a single dimension) derived from the subdivision of the same
spatio-temporal process, portrayed here as a series of archaeological events with
different durations in time (vertical bars). Although the phenomena being investi-
gated is the same, the two sets of temporal slices (shown here as horizontal lines,
with events depicted as squares) will most probably lead to different interpreta-
tions and analytical outcomes.
Second, insufficient quality and quantity of the dated event might lead to a
chronological attribution spanning multiple phases. For instance, the lack of di-
agnostic traits might lead a scholar to adopt a wider chronological definition, en-
compassing multiple temporal units where the observed traits are shared. Such
forms of uncertainty are extremely common when indirect dating is sought, since
the quality and the quantity of diagnostic artefacts, along with the level of coher-
ence of their chronological attributes, will lead scholars to adopt wider chronolog-
ical definitions. For example, ca 85% of a sample of over 6,500 Jo¯mon pithouses
from south-west Kanto¯ region have been attributed to two or more phases due
to a sufficient quality/quantity of diagnostic pottery sherds (Suzuki 2006, Crema
2012). Similarly, Bevan and colleagues (in press), have shown that pottery recov-
ered from archaeological survey on the Greek island of Antikythera exhibits high
levels of uncertainty, with chronological attribution often characterised by multi-
ple phases that are not necessarily chronologically adjacent to one another.
An example of the consequence of this form of temporal uncertainty can be
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observed in figure 13, where a subset of pithouse locations at the Middle Jo¯mon
site of Ariyoshi-minami in Chiba is shown. If a researcher wishes to determine the
spatial distribution of residential units during the Kasori EIII phase (shown as red
dots in the map), she or he must take into consideration units having finer (dots in
darker grey tones) and coarser resolutions (dots in lighter grey tones). The varia-
tion in the temporal uncertainty is remarkable in the specific case, as some residen-
tial units have a defined interval of possible existence which is less than a century,
while others are attributed to broader ranges of one or more millennia5. The most
common approach to solve this type of problem is to use the coarsest chronology
available or to exclude records with insufficient degree of knowledge. Both ap-
proaches are unsatisfactory, as the former will limit the range of possible research
questions, while the latter might exclude a considerable amount of information (in
this case more than half of the dataset) and is not always applicable (see the black
dots labelled Transition to Kasori EIII which are only partially within the duration of
Kasori EIII). The example of Ariyoshi-minami clearly suggests the necessity to adopt
a different solution.
3.2.3 Aoristic Analysis and Monte Carlo Simulation
While methods for dealing with the problem of spatial uncertainty are widely
available, partly due to the shared problem of unit definition found in other dis-
ciplines, the problem of temporal uncertainty is more complex and deserves a
slightly longer discussion than its spatial equivalent. Solutions developed in other
disciplines cannot be directly used or imported to cope with the unusual problems
found in archaeology, and hence addressing these issues requires the development
of new methodological and theoretical frameworks.
Approaching the problem of temporal uncertainty requires a two-stage pro-
cess. First, uncertainty must be formally quantified. While this is not an issue
for most scientific dating methods (which already provide detailed probabilistic
models of the temporal attribution) relative chronology, indirect dating, and multi-
5Recall that most hunter-gatherer pithouses have a life span of few decades at most
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phase temporal definitions (as in fig. 13) all require formal quantifications of un-
certainty. Second, quantified chronological uncertainties must be fully integrated
and formally acknowledged in the archaeological analysis and its output, and not
lost somewhere in the course of the research process.
The first problem —uncertainty quantification— requires some method for trans-
forming categorical and relative definitions of time into probabilistic descriptions
similar to those offered by scientific chronometry. The key concept, which sup-
ports this translation from qualitative to quantitative description, is embedded in
a widely adopted and almost commonsensical notion about uncertainty: in com-
plete absence of knowledge, any possible event can be regarded as having an equal
chance of occurrence. This concept is known as the principle of insufficient reason
(also known as principle of indifference, or equal priors; Sinn 1980, Mcgrayne 2011)
and was first generalised by Pierre-Simon Laplace more than 200 years ago. The
formal implementation of such a principle is the adoption of a uniform probability
distribution, where two parameters —a and b— express our thresholds of knowl-
edge, and are derived from the expected maximum and minimum values. Within
the context of relative chronology, this means that given an event e attributed to a
temporal unit T bounded by aT and bT , the probability of its occurrence will be the
same for any equally long portion of T , as long as: (1) no additional information is
available; and (2) the event has a negligible duration in time.
The first assumption is a crucial justification for adopting a uniform probabil-
ity distribution. Any additional information should in fact be incorporated, effec-
tively modifying the shape of the probability distribution. This process constitutes
the core of Bayesian inference (Buck et al. 1996), where uniform probability distri-
bution can act as a prior that will be combined with any additional knowledge to
produce what is called a posterior distribution, the updated version of the original
probability distribution. In practice, this is not always simple, as the dating pro-
cess is in most cases based on expert knowledge that is difficult to conceptualise,
never mind to quantify precisely. Bevan and colleagues (in press) for instance use
the expert definition of pottery phases in terms of degree of belief, quantitatively
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expressed in probabilities (e.g. 0.4 Early Bronze Age, 0.6 Middle Bronze Age). The
second assumption —a negligible duration of the target event— is a slightly more
complex issue from a mathematical standpoint, especially if the actual duration
of the event is unknown. Strictly speaking no events have a complete absence of
duration, and hence any use of a uniform probability distribution can be regarded
as an approximation, where the temporal length of the event is treated as negli-
gible. From a practical point of view this depends on the scale of observation. If
we are looking at multi-millennial dynamics, an event of five years could be con-
sidered as almost instantaneous, while if the processes we are interested in have
a decadal scale this approximation can no longer be supported. In the latter case
one could still use the principle of insufficient reason, assuming that any possible
allocation of the event e within the temporal unit T has the same probability of
occurrence. This approach can be still applied even when the duration of the event
is unknown. In such a case any possible duration of the event (with a maximum
value corresponding to the length of the temporal unit itself) along with all possi-
ble ways to allocate the event within T will have an equality probability (see online
supplementary material in Crema 2012).
The adoption of equal priors for tackling the problem of temporal uncertainty
has been first introduced in the field of criminology, where unknown crime events
are often bounded by a terminus ante quem and a terminus post quem, in a way strik-
ingly similar to the vast majority of archaeological record. The implementation of
such a solution has been suggested by Jerry Ratcliffe —under the name of aoristic
analysis (Ratcliffe and McCullagh 1998, Ratcliffe 2000)— who needed to construct
time-series of crime events and was limited by the presence of data-sets showing
different levels of temporal uncertainty. His solution involved the following three
steps (fig. 14):
1. Divide the time-continuum into equally sized discrete segments (time-blocks)
choosing a specific size (temporal resolution).
2. For each event e define its time-span, defined as the interval of time within
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which the event might have occurred, and round its length to the chosen
temporal resolution (event a in fig. 14).
3. For each event, define the aoristic weight for each time block within its time-
span, as the reciprocal of the number of time blocks within the time-span itself
(i.e. 1 divided by the number of time-blocks within the time-span of e). As
a result, events with longer time-span (e.g. c in fig. 14 ) will have smaller
aoristic weights compared to those with shorter time-spans (e.g. b in fig. 14).
Such a three-step algorithm is clearly an implementation of a uniform probabil-
ity distribution, where the boundaries of each time-span are the parameters a and b
introduced above. In fact, if we assume a simple continuous uniform distribution,
the rounding in step 2 becomes unnecessary, although the aoristic weight (which is
essentially the probability of existence) will not be equal for all time-blocks related
to a specific event (Crema 2012, see also event d in figure 14).
As mentioned above the duration of the event should be short compared to the
scale of observation. An useful heuristic for evaluating this is to compute the ratio
between the average duration of the event and the length of the temporal block.
If this is sufficiently small (i.e. < 0.05 ∼ 0.1) one could safely ignore the effect
derived by the duration of the events 6. If this is too large one should opt for larger
temporal blocks.
Adopting an aoristic approach thus requires the knowledge of the time-span
of each archaeological event. For relative chronological frameworks this means
that we could simply translate the relation between the sequence of temporal units
(e.g. the sequence of archaeological phases) and the time-span of each event into a
sequence of probability values (aoristic weights) based on a priori defined subdivi-
sion of the time continuum in equally long time-blocks (see fig 15).
6The problem of events with long durations is the possibility that these can potentially exists in
more than one time-blocks. The probability of such an event can be computed with the following
equation:
P =
(d− 1)× (N − 1)
N × r
where d is the duration of a event,N is the number of time-blocks within the time-span of existence,
and r is the resolution of the time-block.
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Once the temporal uncertainty of each event is measured in probabilistic terms
(either through aoristic analysis or other means such as scientific dating or Bayesian
inference), the new information should be integrated into the actual spatial analy-
sis, which can be computed for each of the artificially created temporal blocks. Two
different approaches can be adopted to do this. The first one involves the use of
weighted analyses, where the contribution of each observation to the assessment
of the general pattern will be proportional to its aoristic weight. The second will
instead use simulation-based techniques to create a series of artificial data-sets,
which will be separately examined and combined in probabilistic terms.
Early applications of aoristic analysis offered the simplest form of weighted
analysis, which involves the sum of all aoristic weights for each temporal block
(see for instance Ratcliffe 2000:fig.2) . This creates a time-series that illustrates the
variation in the intensity of the process over time (e.g. crime events or deposi-
tion of potsherds), weighted by our degree of knowledge. Archaeological appli-
cations of aoristic sum has been offered by Ian Johnson (2004), who also proposed
a standardised version of the analysis to better compensate for the correlation be-
tween the length of the time-span and the date of the artefact (more recent artefacts
generally exhibit shorter time-spans). The same concept of weighted analysis can
be also extended to spatial pattern assessment. For instance Crema, Bevan, and
Lake (2010) have assessed the spatial locations of Jo¯mon pithouses by calculating
the shift of the weighted mean centre of distribution, while more recently Grove
(2011) has examined the spatial pattern of mesolithic sites from Atlantic Iberia, us-
ing probability values obtained from radiocarbon dating and a weighted version
of density estimates.
The main limit of weighted analysis is its incapacity to handle problems of di-
achronic nature, and by the fact that uncertainty is embedded but not represented
in the outcome: a low cumulative sum of aoristic weights could equally indicate
the presence of few well-known events or many unknown events. Such limit can
be shown with the practical example illustrated in figure 16 (see also Crema 2012).
The aoristic sum shown on the left is derived from three events, showing an in-
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crease from time-block t1 to t2, followed by a decrease from t2 to t3. Since the
number of possible permutations is only four (scenario A, B, C, and D on the right
of 16) we can actually calculate the probability of all possible dynamics that might
have occurred using the multiplication rule7. The results shows how the time-series
suggested by the aoristic sum (increase followed by decrease) occurs only for sce-
nario A (with probability 0.4), that the pattern which has the highest probability is
an uniform number of events over time (scenarios B and C, with a total probability
of 0.5), and that there is a 10% chance that a decrease was followed by and increase
(scenario D).
The example shown in figure 16 suggests how the adoption of weighted and
cumulative measures have strong limitations for assessing dynamics of change.
Furthermore, weighted data requires additional layers of complexity for their com-
putation that limits the straightforward application of available tools. The most
direct solution to such a problem is offered by the example on figure 16 and con-
sists of calculating the probability of each possible permutation and combine the
results in order to express, in probabilistic terms, the likelihood that a specific pat-
tern occurred. Thus, for example, one could evaluate the spatial pattern of each
time-block by independently analysing every possible permutation and sum the
probabilities of the instances where a specific condition (e.g. a certain degree of
clustering) is met. Such an approach will fully exploit the available information on
temporal uncertainty, and provide statistical answers with the most precise state-
ment of the current state of knowledge. However this becomes unfeasible when
the number of events to be considered becomes high. If we wish to assess the
spatio-temporal pattern of 50 pithouses, each with time-spans of four temporal
blocks, we would need to compute the probability of ca 1.27× 1030 different possi-
ble permutations (Crema 2012).
Clearly computing the probability of each permutation is unfeasible in most
cases. A solution, which would avoid such a heavy computation and at the same
7The multiplication rule states that the probability of co-occurrence of two events can be com-
puted as the product of their own probabilities. Thus for instance if the probability of event a is 0.2
and the probability of event b is 0.5, the probability of both events occurring will be 0.2× 0.5 = 0.1.
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time produce outputs that will maintain a probabilistic nature, is the application
of Monte-Carlo methods. The name of said technique refers to a wide range of dif-
ferent simulation-based approaches for solving complex computational problems
by means of repeated sampling from defined probability distributions (Robert and
Casella 2004). The method is increasingly used in archaeology: Buck, Litton, and
Smith (1992) have used it for Bayesian calibrations of radiocarbon dates; Lake and
Woodman (2000) have assessed the site location of hunter-gatherers in relation
to the visibility of the surrounding landscape in the Scottish Island of Islay; and
Whitehead and colleagues (2008) have analysed the ancient water supply system
of the Early Bronze Age site of Jawa in Jordan.
The extreme flexibility of Monte-Carlo methods offers a simple solution for in-
tegrating temporal uncertainty in the spatio-temporal analysis, providing at the
same time a probabilistic assessment of the observed patterns. This can be achieved
with the following workflow:
1. Measure the temporal uncertainty of each event as a discrete probability dis-
tribution defined by the temporal blocks t1, t2, ...tn.
2. Randomly sample from these distributions, so that each event will be associ-
ated with one, and one only, temporal-block (e.g. t4).
3. For each temporal block obtain some statistical measure X of the events (e.g.
total counts, average spatial inter-distance, etc.)
4. Repeat step 2 and 3 s times
5. Obtain the distribution of X (with length s) for each time-block.
This sequence of steps allows the creation of s spatio-temporal patterns that
might have occurred given the knowledge derived from our probabilistic defini-
tion of temporal uncertainty. Each simulated data-set will not have uncertainty
associated with its events, and as such, standard statistical methods for spatial
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analysis can be easily applied. The repetition of such a procedure, and the con-
sequent production of s analytical outputs (rather than a single result per time-
block) will offer the basis for a probabilistic assessment of the observed pattern.
If the number of simulation runs (s) is sufficiently high, the probabilistic estimate
should approximate the one which can be obtained by assessing the probability of
all permutations (as done in fig. 16). The workflow presented above is not dissim-
ilar to the so-called multiple-imputation method (Schafer 1999), a widely known
technique for survey statistics where missing values are simulated, in order to al-
low the use of standard statistical analysis on the one hand, and incorporate the
uncertainty derived by such missing values on the other (see Rhode and Arriaza
2006 for an osteoarchaeological application of this).
There are other benefits derived from this method. One could in fact simulate
possible durations of each event (Crema 2012), or assume that some have condi-
tional probability distributions, and hence add an additional knowledge in our
pattern recognition exercise. The latter is particularly relevant when some topo-
logical relation between events is known. For instance if event b is known to have
occurred right after event a, then we could simulate first the latter, and then sam-
ple a possible time-block for b, given the newly obtained temporal definition of a,
ensuring consequently the maintenance of the topological relation (see fig. 17).
3.3 Detecting instances of Dispersed and Clumped Pat-
terns
The combination of aoristic analysis and Monte-Carlo simulation offers a straight-
forward solution for measuring and integrating temporal uncertainty in the analy-
sis of settlement patterns. Having established such a framework, we then need to
choose a method which can provide a direct answer to the first research question
of this thesis — whether Jo¯mon settlement pattern exhibited repeated changes be-
tween clumped and dispersed patterns over time. In section 3.2.1, I have pointed
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how the problem of spatial uncertainty could be potentially solved in two distinct
ways: (1) find a suitable parameter-based criterion for aggregating pithouses into
clusters comparable to settlements, and conduct a sensitivity analysis to explore the
effects derived by parameter variation; and (2) shift the unit of analysis from ag-
gregate units (settlements) to atomic units (individual pithouses). The former has
the advantage of being directly compatible to the nature of the research question,
which requires a pattern recognition exercise of the evolution of group (settlement)
size distribution. The latter lacks such a straightforward link to Uchiyama’s dis-
tinction between clumped and dispersed patterns, but is more robust, as it is inde-
pendent from how we define our unit of analysis.
3.3.1 Group Size Distribution Analysis
The first necessary step for investigating the size distribution of Jo¯mon settle-
ments is to establish a criterion for aggregating its atomic components (residential
units). In the absence of additional information, the simplest solution is to adopt a
parameter-based cluster algorithm that ensures the possibility to determine the ef-
fects of different assumptions in the analytical output. In the specific case, the basic
assumption is that spatial proximity is a proxy of higher likelihood of interaction,
and hence a defining criterion of a settlement.
Giving these assumptions, the necessary criterion for defining the analytical
unit should ideally be a clustering algorithm with some parameter defining the
spatial range (limit) of aggregation. Most common hierarchical cluster analyses
will do this, as the output tree can be ideally cut into segments based on defined
thresholds. However these methods have not been explicitly designed to deal with
spatial data, where arbitrary shape of the clusters and differences in density might
play an active role in defining groups. One possible algorithm, which solves many
of these problems, has been proposed by Ester and colleagues (2009). Their DB-
SCAN (Density Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise) 8 is based
on two parameters: eps (the spatial threshold distance); and mnpts (the minimum
8The clustering algorithm is implemented in the fpc package in R (Hennig 2010)
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number of points necessary to form a cluster). We can safely set to a single unit
the latter parameter (allowing the possibility to have groups with one residential
unit), while eps should be swept across a range of values in order to evaluate the
sensitivity of its variation in the final output.
Once we have established how to create our basic unit of analysis we need to
determine what we need to measure. Since the definition of clumped and dis-
persed patterns are entirely based on the difference in sizes between settlements
(see section 2.4), we can treat our observed data as a set D = {x1, x2...xn}, where
x denotes the number of residential units associated with each of the n observed
settlements. We thus need to describe D with some quantitative measure that will
indicate its relationship to the theoretical description of clumped and dispersed
pattern. The former will be characterised by a few large groups and many smaller
ones (eg. Dclumped = {100, 4, 3, 5, 60, 2, 1, 1}), while the latter will be characterised
by a more uniform size distribution (e.g. Ddispersed = {20, 18, 22, 17, 12, 24, 21}).
Most standard summary statistics (such as mean, or median) are not suited for
distinguishing these two forms of distributions. A simple and widely adopted al-
ternative consists of ranking the sizes of the settlements and plotting the logarithm
of these against the ordered logarithm of the ranks. Such a log-log plot provides the
basis of a family of rank-size analysis, and offers a method for describing a wide
range of different scaling systems, from plant communities (Collins et al. 2008), to
the severity of terrorists attacks and surname frequencies (Bentley et al. 2009). One
commonly found property of these scaling systems has been summarised by the
following equation (Zipf 1949):
Sr = S1 · r−q (3.1)
where the size of a given observation (Sr) can be predicted if its rank r, the
size of the largest observation (S1), and the constant q are known. Equation 3.1
essentially establishes a power-law relation between size and rank, a relationship
visible from how the observations are along a straight line on the log-log plot. The
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exponent q is crucial in this model, as it will determine how this relationship is
substantiated. When q > 1, highly ranked observations dominate with their sizes,
while when q < 1 a more uniform distribution of sizes can be observed. Zipf (1949)
defines q as the balance between forces of unification, which push single subunits
defining the sizes (e.g. single residential units in the case of settlement sizes) to-
wards few aggregations (e.g. settlements), and forces of diversification, which foster
the maximum dispersion of the subunits. When the two forces are in equilibrium,
q will be equal to one and the observed distribution will be known as Zipfian (or
Zipf’s law distribution).
This equilibrium point can be used as a theoretical boundary for distinguish-
ing settlement systems characterised by the dominance of few large groups (i.e.
clumped pattern), from those where the system is less integrated and with a more
uniform distribution of sizes (i.e. dispersed pattern). The former will have q > 1,
and is often referred to as a primate distribution; the latter will have q < 1, and is la-
belled as convex distribution. In an extensive review and comparative study of his-
torical data, Johnson (1980) provides a wide range of settlement size distributions,
showing how higher or lower level of system integration could easily determine
deviations from the theoretical Zipf’s law distribution. However, these deviations
do not always follow a straight-line. Falconer and Savage (1995) have shown how
in some cases the forces of unification and the forces of diversification act at differ-
ent ranks, effectively leading to a mixed non-linear relationship between rank and
size. This often has a primo-convex shape, where at higher ranks a primate pattern
is evident and at lower ranks a convex pattern can be observed, or a double-convex
shape, where a much more complex relationship between the two forces becomes
apparent (see figure 18).
Savage (1997) offers a literature review with a wide range of explanations and
expectations for each type of settlement size distribution depicted in figure 18.
These include colonial processes, relation to theoretical models, sampling issues,
and co-existence of multiple settlement systems. Details of Savage’s review will
not be illustrated here, as most of these models refer to urbanised societies and
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hence not applicable in this context. Furthermore, it should be noted that rank-size
analyses will be used exclusively as a pattern-recognition tool, and the ultimate in-
terpretation of the output will be independent from these models, and will instead
be made in conjunction with the output of agent-based simulations.
Estimating q on the basis of the sample distribution is a relatively simple ex-
ercise of linear model fitting, and several authors (e.g. Falconer and Savage 1995,
Savage 1997) have used basic statistical analysis to test against the null hypothesis
of a Zipfian distribution. In practice however size distributions do not always fit
a log-linear model (i.e. the observed rank-size plot might not be a straight line),
and hence the estimated value of q might not necessarily be a robust proxy for dis-
tinguishing primate and convex distributions. Disciplines other than archaeology
have overcome this issue by developing alternative models such as multi-fractal
distributions (Haag 1994) or Double-Pareto lognormal distributions (Reed and Jor-
gensen 2004). These models are often very complex, and not necessarily useful for
fitting a wider range of patterns. Furthermore, since the primary goal here is to
describe the set of settlement sizes D, a much simpler method is desirable.
Drennan and Peterson (2004) provide a useful solution in this regard. Their A-
coefficient quantifies the shape of the rank-size curve by calculating the area above
and below a standardised log-log plot. This can be achieved with the following
steps (see also figure 19):
1. Based on the observed number of units (n), and the size of the largest set-
tlement S1 compute equation 3.1, and obtain the expected size for the other
settlements Sˆ2, Sˆ3...Sˆn.
2. Standardise the log-log plot so that the difference log(S1)−log(Sˆn) and log(n)−
log(1) are both equal to
√
2. Thus the area above the Zipf’s law curve (which
will be the diagonal cutting a square with edge size
√
2.) will be 1, as well as
the area below it.
3. Plot the observed transformed sizes S2, S3...Sn. Notice that that smallest set-
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tlement might have a value smaller than Sˆn, and thus plotted ”outside” the
square defined by the Zipf’s law diagonal.
4. Compute the area above the Zipf’s law diagonal and below the observed
rank-size curve (A1), and then the area below the diagonal and above the
empirical data (A2). Notice that the maximum value for A1 is by definition
1, while A2 could exceed 1 for strongly primate systems where one or more
observed settlement sizes are smaller than Sˆn.
5. Finally, compute A as the difference A1 − A2.
Generally speaking, the resulting A coefficient will indicate a convex pattern
(thus a dispersed pattern) with positive values of A, a primate (clumped) pattern
for negative values, and a Zipf’s law pattern when A ≈ 0 (see figure 20). Thus,
Drennan and Peterson’s method offers a tool for directly assessing the continu-
ous spectrum of variation between clumped and dispersed pattern using a single
value, whose time-series could offer a way to test Uchiyama’s hypothesis of cycli-
cal change in the Jo¯mon settlement pattern.
There are however some limitations to this method. First, recall that A is the
difference between A1 and A2. This means that in case of primo-convex, double
convex or any other mixed pattern (as the ones shown in figure 19), the two values
might be similar (and hence A will approach to 0), giving a false impression of
a Zipfian distribution. A simple solution will consist of visualising the rank-size
plot, or to produce as an output both A1 and A2.
Second, as Drennan and Peterson note, A-coefficient (along with other rank-
size analyses) is strongly affected by sampling bias and hence the robustness of
the observed value should be properly assessed. Since parametric tests are not
feasible they suggest that a confidence interval of the observed A should be calcu-
lated using bootstrap techniques. This procedure will consist of resampling with
replacement the observed settlement sizes for n times, compute for each the A
coefficient, and then ”shift” the observed distribution of A so that the mean will
match the result (i.e. the empirical A) obtained from the raw dataset. Drennan
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and Peterson note that the resulting distribution is not always normally shaped,
and hence a quantile-based definition of the confidence interval should be used
instead of standard Z-scores. This is not surprising as an observed primate dis-
tribution might easily be resampled as a Zipf’s law or convex distributions if the
largest settlement is not picked during the bootstrapping, leading to a bimodal
distribution of possible values of A.
Third, in case the A-coefficient analysis is applied for count assessment of sizes
there is a potential bias towards positive values, caused by the fact that the system
is ”bounded” for smaller values (i.e. there is limit threshold for the smallest size).
A practical example can show why this could occur. Consider a distribution with
20 observations, with the highest settlement size S1 equal to 15 units (e.g. 15 pit-
houses). According to equation 3.1, the smallest settlement (Sˆ20) should have 0.75
units with q = 1, which is clearly impossible. All settlements with r > S1 = 15, will
in fact have observed sizes above the expected size for a Zipf’s law distribution,
leading to a bias towards higher values of A1. In practice this will not determine
big differences in the results, as observations with lower ranks have smaller impact
to the overall computation of A due to the logarithmic scale of the rank-size plot.
However, in case the number of observations is high, or when the size of the largest
settlement is comparatively small, the effect could be more prominent. A modified
version of the A-coefficient where only settlements with ranks between r = 1 and
r = S1 (thus for the above case: D = {S1, S2...S15}) are considered can remove this
bias. This provides a partial description of the phenomena (the upper-tail), but
will still offer a valid proxy for identifying clumped and dispersed patterns.
3.3.2 Spatial Analysis
As mentioned earlier, the second approach for tackling the problem of spatial un-
certainty consists of adopting as the basic unit of analysis the most atomic available
observation. This has the main advantage of overcoming the problem of how to
define aggregate units, but leads to question how to relate the observed spatial
pattern of residential units to the theoretical distinction between clumped and dis-
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persed patterns. It is thus important to note that the objective here is not to provide
an alternative to theA-coefficient analysis, but rather to seek a complementary tool
where the primary aim is to describe the spatial distribution of Jo¯mon pithouses
(rather than the size distribution of settlements). Ideally this will offer insights
that are perhaps not directly comparable to Uchiyama’s distinction, but nonethe-
less can highlight properties that might be relevant for understanding the observed
phenomena.
From the perspective of a single residential unit, the distinction between clumped
and dispersed pattern can be described as follows (see fig. 21). We first define e as
one of the residential units, and λ(d) as the density of other units at a distance d
from e. When the size distribution is strongly primate (i.e. clumped), most residen-
tial units will be clustered in one location, while the remnant units will be sparsely
distributed in the landscape. This means that if e is part of the largest cluster, the
curve λ(d) will be initially high, and then will decrease over distance. In contrast
if e is part of one of the smaller settlements, the curve will be still initially de-
creasing, but will reach a sudden peak when d is equivalent to the distance to the
largest settlement. On the contrary if the size distribution is strongly convex (i.e.
dispersed), all events are likely to have similar values for λ(d) and then depending
on the inter-distance between settlements, a second peak (with similar value of λ)
will be present. If we define λ¯(d) as the average of all λ(d) from all events, we can
predict that its shape will be a function of both the settlement size distribution and
the spatial structure.
Table 4 shows some expected shapes of λ¯(d) based on different combination of
spatial pattern and size distribution. The list shows how exclusively assessing λ¯(d)
is not sufficient to determine whether an observed settlement pattern is clumped
or dispersed, but when combined to rank-size analysis can offer a detailed insight
on the spatial structure of the settlement pattern.
Recent advances in point-pattern analysis have fully integrated similar multi-
scalar perspectives, effectively providing tools to explore how the spatial rela-
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tionship vary at different spatial scales. Traditional methods such as Clark and
Evan’s nearest neighbour index (1954) or quadrat analysis (Thomas 1977), which
have been, and are still widely used in archaeology (Pinder et al. 1979, Ebert 1992,
Thompson and Turk 2009), are not suitable for such purposes, while such analy-
ses as Ripley’s K function (Ripley 1981) can offer the necessary multi-scalar per-
spective. Archaeological applications of the latter have been relatively successful
in a wide range of contexts, including artefact level intra-site analysis (Orton 2004,
Matino´n-Torres et al. 2012), regional settlement patterns (Bevan and Connolly 2006,
Mayer 2006), and meso-scale analysis of residential units (Crema et al. 2010).
The key concept of Ripley’s K function consists of calculating the average num-
ber of observed points within a defined distance d from each focal point, and then
dividing this by the global intensity of the process, obtained as the ratio between
the total number of observed points and the spatial extent of the window of analy-
sis. The result —technically referred as the sample estimate Kˆ— is then compared
to the theoretical value K expected from the same analysis applied to a complete
spatially random process (CSR). If, at a given distance d, Kˆ is larger than K, the
pattern is considered to be clustered at such a scale , and conversely if it is smaller it
will be regarded as dispersed. In practice, deviations from the expected value of K
will be always present, and hence spatially random points are generated through
Monte-Carlo simulation in order to provide an envelope of theoretical K values to
which Kˆ can be compared to.
This statistic is however an unsuitable proxy for λ¯(d), especially when high lev-
els of clustering is known to be present at smaller scales. In fact, since K function
has a cumulative nature, a strong aggregation at smaller scale will bias the re-
sults (Wiegand and Moloney 2004), leaving potentially a false impression of clus-
tering for large values of d. Approaching the Jo¯mon settlement pattern by shift-
ing the perspective to the spatial distribution of single residential units will most
likely determine such a bias, since a high level of clustering at the lowest spa-
tial scale is implied by the presence of settlements (which are by definition cluster
of dwellings). An alternative statistic which can be a more direct proxy of λ¯(d)
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is offered by the O-ring function (Wiegand and Moloney 2004), a method closely
related to Ripley’s K, but based on density estimates within annuli rather than cir-
cles. In practice the analysis will compute the average density of neighbour points
located between distances d1 and d2 from any given focal point i, with d2 > d1 and
the difference d2 − d1 hold constant. The obtained value, which can be formally
named O(d1, d2),will be then compared to the expected density for a CSR, λCSR.
The latter will be a constant, as a complete random process will have homoge-
nous density through space, and can act as a null hypothesis. If O(d1, d2) > λCSR,
then the pattern will be clustered at the specific annulus defined by d1 and d2, and
conversely when O(d1, d2) < λCSR a repulsive force will determine a dispersion
(hence a lower density) at such a scale. As for Ripley’s K function, establishing the
relationship between O and λCSR is not simple, since the stochastic fluctuations
in the density might lead to values slightly above or below the theoretical λCSR
even if the observed pattern is truly random. In order to compensate such an ef-
fect a Monte-Carlo simulation of a CSR process can provide an envelope of λCSR
to which the O(d1, d2) can be compared.
Figure 22, shows a typical output of O-ring functions applied to three different
simulated datasets. For simplicity the location of residential units has been ap-
proximated to the centroid of each hypothetical settlement, with their location and
size (number of dwellings) shown on the right column. All three datasets share
the same spatial structure; points are uniformly distributed, with an average inter-
distance of 0.6 units and a minimum inter-distance above 0.2. Size distribution
are instead different, with instances of Zipf’s law (A = −0.02, fig. 22:a ), primate
(A = −1.49, fig. 22:b), and convex (A = 0.88, fig. 22:c) distributions. The left col-
umn shows the plots of the O-ring statistic, with the x-axis showing the distance
bands and the y-axis indicating the density. The solid line represents O(d1, d2), the
horizontal dashed line λCSR, and the grey shaded area the envelope created by
100 Monte-Carlo simulation runs. As predicted by table 4, all three cases show an
initial decreasing density. Clumped and dispersed patterns can be distinguished
with the former showing evidence of repulsion (significantly low density) above
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0.1, while the latter exhibiting attraction (significantly low density) from 0.4.
These examples of O-ring statistics briefly show the pros and the cons antici-
pated by the discussion of table 4. On one hand this method enables the assessment
of the spatial pattern and overcomes the issue of unit definition. This provides
information that is not retrievable by rank-size analysis, and offers a multi-scalar
description of the empirical data. On the other hand, outcomes of the O-ring statis-
tic assess the variation of density over space and hence two datasets with the same
group size distribution but with different spatial pattern could easily generate dif-
ferent outputs. This is shown in the meta-analysis depicted in figure 23 where each
plot shows the total proportion of significant clustering and dispersion within one
hundred artificially created datasets of clumped (A = −1.49, a and c) and dis-
persed distributions (A = 0.88, b and d) with random (a and b) and uniform spa-
tial patterns (c and d, with minimum inter-distance of 0.2). The figure show how
small differences in spatial distributions sharing the same structural property still
generate different outputs despite the same size distributions. The meta-analysis
further supports the idea that O-ring function is not sufficient to identify whether
a given settlement pattern is clumped or dispersed, but can provide information
on detailed aspects of the spatial structure.
3.4 Summary
This chapter has first offered an overview of the theoretical aspects underpinning
the statistical analyses that will be provided in the next chapter. Although models
on the generative processes of clumped and dispersed patterns will be presented in
chapter 5, discussion on the theoretical distinction between induced and inherent
spatial dependency has served as a general framework for linking pattern and
process.
The main purpose of the chapter has been the detailed description of the statis-
tical tools to be used for the pattern-recognition exercise. Two analyses have been
identified as the most suitable candidates for answering the first research question:
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the A-coefficient analysis, which is capable of providing a numerical index for dis-
tinguishing clumped and dispersed pattern; and the O-ring function, which can
offer additional and alternative insights on the spatial distribution of residential
features. The former will be particularly relevant in the description of the simu-
lation output (chapter 6 and 7) and its comparative evaluation with the analysis
of the empirical data (chapter 8). The adoption of these methods is however not
straightforward due to the problems arising from the spatial and temporal uncer-
tainty of the archaeological data. The sensitivity analysis of the unit-definition
criterion and the rejection of aggregate units have been proposed as two alterna-
tive solutions for dealing with the problem of spatial uncertainty, while the com-
bination of aoristic analysis and Monte-Carlo simulation have been introduced as
a technique for tackling the problem of temporal uncertainty. The next chapter
will start by providing details on how the archaeological data-set of the two case
studies have been pre-processed in order to realise these solutions and will then
illustrate the results of spatial and temporal analysis before proceeding to offer an
answer to the first research question.
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Chapter 4
Applied Spatial and Temporal
Analysis
4.1 Data Collection and Pre-processing
The case studies described in sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 offer two exceptional win-
dows for understanding the dynamics of change in Jo¯mon settlement pattern, pro-
viding suitable contexts for answering the first research question (whether episodes
of alternation between clumped and dispersed pattern occurred) using the methods in-
troduced in the previous chapter. Chiba and Gunma are characterised by a high
density of rescue excavations, fostered by modern urban expansion and the con-
struction of a network of infrastructures covering a large portion of the Kanto¯ re-
gion. The total number of archaeological sites in the two 15 × 15 km study areas
exceeds 2,000 units (1249 for Chiba, 930 for Gunma) with ca 20% of them exten-
sively excavated and published (267 for Chiba and 170 for Gunma). The spatial
distribution of these sites (figure 24) is relatively uniform in Chiba, where most
excavations are concentrated on the Shimousa Tableland, whereas in Gunma they
tend to concentrate along the edges of the Tone and Agatsuma River valleys.
Site locations in Chiba have been obtained from the excavation reports (see ap-
pendix A) and integrated into the raw data obtained from an offline version of a
webGIS published by the board of education of Chiba prefecture (url: http://
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wwwp.pref.chiba.lg.jp/pbbunkazai/kiyaku.html, last accessed on 13th
February 2012). Similarly, spatial data from Gunma has been primarily based
on published reports and from the geographically referenced data publicly acces-
sibly as a webGIS (url: http://www2.wagamachi-guide.com/gunma/top.
asp, last accessed on 13th February 2012) and published by the board of education
of Gunma prefecture.
To compensate for the effects of the arbitrary definition of archaeological sites
(Dunnell 1992; section 3.2.1) and to reduce the bias caused by the spatially un-
equal intensity of archaeological investigations, the following set of procedures
have been adopted. First, only sites that were known to be excavated down to
the Jo¯mon occupational level have been considered. This allowed the detection
of ”non-site” locations (i.e. areas which can guarantee the absence of Jo¯mon fea-
tures), which will assume a critical role in the implementation of the O-ring func-
tion. While this selection process had no impact on the sample size at Chiba, about
10-20 sites in the western portion of Gunma have been excluded from the analysis
for this reason.
Second (see fig.25), each site was subdivided into subunits in those cases where:
a) it was composed of multiple excavation plots; or b) it was a single oversized ex-
cavation plot. The former case can be found in rescue excavations associated with
extremely large constructions (e.g. a golf club), where multiple and separated ex-
cavation areas have been identified by archaeologists. Each of these separate exca-
vation plots has therefore been identified as a separate subunit. In contrast, single,
oversized excavation plots have been subdivided following the procedure adopted
by local archaeologists, who often identify multiple sectors within each excava-
tion area. Each of these sectors have been identified as a subunit. This procedure
provided a repeatable way to subdivide unusually large sites that were originally
defined as such purely on the basis of the emergency context determining the ex-
cavation (see section 3.2.1). The purpose of this step was to standardise as much as
possible the spatial extent of each unit of analysis, although this was not possible
for few sites where the plans of the excavation areas were not published, in which
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cases the idiosyncrasies of the data imposed often arbitrary segmentations based
on the polygonal site extent defined in the webGIS. The centroids of so-obtained
subunits (see fig.25:b) constitute the basic unit of analysis (BUA) for the two areas
(369 points for Chiba and 221 for Gunma) and is shown in the leftmost column of
figure 26 (see also appendix A).
The BUA should be conceived as the spatial distribution of ”windows of anal-
ysis”: portions of the landscape where the knowledge of presence or absence of
observations are verified by archaeological excavations. This should ideally be
represented as a series of polygonal features within which the exact location of
individual residential features are depicted as point data. In practice this is not
always feasible, as publications occasionally omit the shape of these polygons and
sometimes even the position of the pithouses within these1. Thus the available
information has been collapsed into a point data (where possible using the cen-
troid of the polygons), which has then been marked with the aerial extent of the
polygon they represent, recovered either from the excavation reports or manually
computed using digitised geo-referenced maps.
While the BUA is suitable for the O-ring statistic (since each observed point
corresponds to a location and not to a settlement or a group), the application of
rank-size analysis requires further data-processing to generate group size distri-
butions with different aggregation criteria (see section 3.2.1). In section 3.3.1 I de-
scribed the basic procedure of the DBSCAN algorithm, which provides a method
for aggregating point locations based on a spatial threshold parameter (eps). This
has been applied to the BUA (see figure 25: c and d), so that clusters of locations
have been bound together, with their mean centre of gravity providing the point
coordinates of aggregate units of analysis (AUA). Figure 26 shows the results of this
for the two case studies, with eps arbitrary set to 100, 150, and 250 meters2. Since
the locations of pithouses will be linked to the BUA as a one-to-one relationship,
1This is particularly notable for some preliminary reports published by local cultural agencies
where only a list of recovered residential features and their rough chronology are provided.
2The increments have been derived by preliminary exploration of the data-set where tangible
changes in the number of clusters has been identified.
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this procedure will in practice provide the same outcome of clustering pithouses
into groups based on their positions (approximated in this case to the centroid of
their excavation area).
The three alternative AUA will thus provide a spatial dataset where excavated
residential features (each associated with a single point in the BUA) are aggre-
gated. This makes it possible to generate rank-size distributions where each obser-
vation corresponds to the number of pithouses associated with each AUA.
A total of almost 3,000 pithouses (1,418 for Chiba and 1,432 for Gunma) dated
between Early and Late Jo¯mon periods have been recovered from the excavations
of the two case studies areas. For each of these residential units the following set
of information has been retrieved from the reports:
1. time-span of possible existence (recorded in terms of pottery based relative
chronology).
2. topological relation to other residential units from the same excavation area
(recorded as a before/after relationship).
3. spatial location (recorded as a one-to-one membership to the BUA).
4.1.1 Aoristic Analysis and Monte-Carlo Simulation
The information retrieved from the excavation reports has been converted into
an aoristic table, where rows represent each residential unit, columns refer to the
temporal blocks, and each cell stores the aoristic weights. For the purpose of this
thesis, a temporal resolution of 100 years has been chosen, leading to the creation
of 37 time-blocks (columns), starting from t1=7000-6900 cal BP and ending with
t37=3400-3300 cal BP. The choice of the resolution was regarded as the best compro-
mise between the nature of the research question, the quality of the available data,
and the estimated length of occupation of Jo¯mon pithouses, corresponding to ca 10
∼ 15 years. The latter value was derived from ethnographic comparisons (Watan-
abe 1986, Muto 1995) and archaeological evidence (Kobayashi 2007), all suggesting
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such an interval. This is slightly large compared to the chosen resolution, but still
likely to have only a minor impact on the analytical outcome, as the probability of
a pithouse existing in two consecutive time-blocks is only between 0.08 and 0.13
(see section 3.2.3)3. Coarser resolutions have been also explored, but were rejected
as they tend to obscure fine grained dynamics of change that are suggested by the
existing literature.
The pottery phase based chronological definition was first converted to an ab-
solute interval using the most recent chronological sequence described in section
2.2.1. This was then converted into probability distributions using the method out-
lined in section 3.2.3 (figures 14 and 15).
The final step of the data pre-processing was to convert the probabilistic data
obtained from the aoristic analysis into a series of simulated data where the tempo-
ral uncertainty is ”removed” (i.e. the chronological definition is restricted to one
of the 37 time-blocks instead of being represented as probability weights). This
was achieved using the Monte-Carlo simulation technique introduced in section
3.2.3. For the purpose of the two case studies, the generation of 1,000 simulated
spatio-temporal distributions was regarded as sufficient. This was established by
sequentially increasing the number of runs and comparing the output of the anal-
ysis. In most cases a few hundred runs were sufficient to obtain a convergence in
the results (see Crema et al. 2010 for details of such a convergence test), thus 1,000
runs was regarded as adequate in this case.
4.2 Results
The output of the Monte-Carlo simulation allows the application of traditional
methods of analysis to data-sets where the temporal dimension is expressed in
probabilistic terms. Results will shift from a single output (i.e. count of pithouses
3Recall that the working assumption of aoristic analysis is that events (pithouses in this case)
have no duration in time, and hence can exist only in one time-block. However, when their duration
are short compared to the length of the time-blocks this is expected to have negligible impact to the
analytical output.
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in a given time-block), to a distribution of outputs (i.e. n possible count of pit-
houses in a given time-block, with n equal to the number of simulation runs),
which will then allow a probabilistic assessment of the observed pattern.
Notice that in the following pages reference to temporal coordinates will be
often based on the time-blocks intervals rather than absolute dates, and these will
be denoted using an italic ”t” with the start date of the block shown as a subscript
(e.g. the time-block starting at 3800 cal BP and ending at 3700 cal BP will be referred
to as t3800). Notice also that the labels of the x-axis of the figures will refer to the
starting date of the time-blocks.
4.2.1 Non-spatial Analysis
Number of Pithouses
Figure 27 shows the temporal variation in the total counts of pithouses. All the
1,000 possible time-series (the raw output of the Monte-Carlo simulation) are de-
picted as grey lines, with the sequence of average pithouse counts per time-block
(among all simulation runs) superimposed as a solid black line. A look at both
line graphs suggests that the grey lines are bounded by a limited range of pos-
sible pithouse counts, defining an envelope of possible values, with the black line
approximately passing through the middle. Visual analysis of the distribution of
possible counts for each time-block (not shown here) indicates how the simulated
values are normally distributed, providing confidence that the time-series of the
mean can provide a robust description of the overall trend in the pithouse counts.
Broadly speaking, both areas exhibit multiple peaks in the time-series, with the
highest being the one occurring during the first half of the 5th millennium cal BP.
Other notable peaks shared by both regions are the one around 6000 cal BP (al-
though this is much less prominent in Chiba) and the one at ca 5500-5400 cal BP.
The biggest difference between the two regions is a peak in pithouse counts dur-
ing the second half of the 5th millennium cal BP in Chiba, a pattern not observed
in Gunma. Most of these general trends are not surprising and conform to existing
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studies from other parts of the Kanto¯ region (see Crema 2012). A more detailed
inspection of figure 27 shows how the two regions are characterised by dissimi-
larities other than the one noticed between 4500 and 4000 cal BP. These include
a generally larger number of pithouse in Gunma during the Early Jo¯mon period
(7000-5470 cal BP) and a slight mismatch in the timing of the largest peak in the
two regions. Chiba in fact reaches its highest peak around t4700-t4600, and shows
a strong decline at t4500, while Gunma has its highest peak earlier (t4800), which is
immediately followed by a decline in the subsequent time-block.
A more precise assessment of the temporal variation in pithouse counts can
be obtained by computing the rate of change4 for consecutive pairs of time-blocks
within each run of the simulation. The resulting distributions (with length n, equal
to the total number of runs) will provide a more robust method for assessing the
temporal variation in pithouse counts. This will in fact maintain the conditional
dependency of each event across all time-blocks 5, offering a probabilistic assess-
ment of the increase or decrease of counts.
Figure 28 shows the result of this analysis for the two study areas, with error-
bars defining a 95% envelope of the rate of change, and the x-axis showing the
initial date of pairs of time-blocks. In many instances the error bars extend from
positive to negative rates of change, indicating how either the magnitude of change
was minimal or the uncertainty associated with the data-set is too large to deter-
mine with confidence whether there was an increase or decrease in the pithouse
counts. This implies also that the statistical significance in the change (i.e. error
bars entirely located in positive or negative regions of the plot) does not imply a




where ct and ct+1 are the counts of pithouses at time-step t and t+ 1, and d is the duration of each
time-block
5The existence of a pithouse in a given time-block will clearly indicate its nonexistence in all
the other time-blocks. To maintain this information in the diachronic assessment of the time-series,
analysis should be undertaken on each simulated count series independently and combined only
at the end. Failure to do this will produce biased impressions of rates of change (see also Crema
2012).
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strong magnitude of change (i.e. one with practical archaeological significance).
As an additional remark, this study did not use the size of individual residential
units as a proxy for inferring more directly the population size. This choice was
prompted partly by the lack of such data for several pithouses, and by a generally
low level of variation in the areal extent of the residential units in the two regions,
suggesting that size variation of the habitation floors is an unlikely source of bias
in population estimates (although other factors, such as the frequency of residen-
tial moves, might potentially bias the relationship between counts of residential
units and population size).
Despite several time-block transitions showing higher levels of uncertainty, the
results confirm that the two regions exhibit differences in their temporal dynamics.
In Chiba, the Early Jo¯mon ”collapse” (Imamura 1992, Habu 2001) can be identified
in the transition t5900 − t5800, while in Gunma potential decline can be observed in
the transitions t6000 − t5900, t5900 − t5800, and t5800 − t5700, although only the last one
exhibit low levels uncertainty with both error bars below zero. Similarly, the diver-
gence in the timing of the Middle Jo¯mon peak is confirmed, with Gunma showing
an earlier decline. Figure 28 also depicts some dynamics that were less evident
when the simple time-series were assessed, namely fluctuations in the magnitude
of change during the Middle Jo¯mon period (ca 5500-4400 cal BP). Both areas in
fact show three stages of growth alternated with two episodes of slight decline or
reduced rate of growth. This is particularly evident for Gunma, which saw in-
creasing growth between t5700 and t5400, t5300-t5000, and t4900-t4800, contrasted with
episodes of decline at t5400-t5300 and t5000-t4900. Similar fluctuations can be observed
in Chiba, where there is no evidence of decline during this interval (although the
error-bars sometimes reaches negative values), but a fluctuation in the rate of in-
crease, with low values at t5300-t5200 and at t4900-t4800. Although the overall dynam-
ics are similar, the absolute timing differs between the two case studies, suggest-
ing either the possibility of a real difference in the tempo, or a bias resulting from




One simple indicator for inferring possible changes in the settlement pattern is to
count the number of groups for each time-block. Such a time-series must however
be recreated for each different value of eps, our parameter defining the settlements.
As mentioned earlier, convergence or divergence in the overall pattern will indi-
cate whether the way we defined our aggregate unit of analysis (AUA) affects the
outcome of the analysis, in turn suggesting whether the specific measure (in this
case the time-series of group counts) is robust or not.
Figure 29 shows the combined set of all 3,000 (1,000 for each eps value) sim-
ulated group counts in grey lines, along with the average values for different
settings of eps superimposed as solid (eps=100m), dash (eps=150 m) and dotted
(eps=250 m) lines. In both case studies, variations in eps do not appear to deter-
mine changes in the trajectory of the time-series, and differences are restricted
to a slightly lower group counts for eps = 250m. This convergence in the output
suggests that the rate of change analysis can be undertaken with confidence that
differences in the settlement definition criteria can be ignored.
A visual comparison between the pithouse counts (fig. 27) and the group
counts (fig. 29) indicates how the relation between the two sets of time-series
differs across the two regions. In Chiba they show similar trends, with the pri-
mary peak at t4700, and a secondary peak between 4500 and 4000 cal BP. In Gunma
however, the highest number of groups is attributed to the Early Jo¯mon (7000-5470
cal BP), with the subsequent Middle Jo¯mon (5470-4420 cal BP) characterised by
roughly half the counts of the previous period. This divergence between pithouse
and group counts in Gunma suggests the possibility that Early Jo¯mon settlements
were much smaller and dispersed in number, while during the Middle Jo¯mon pe-
riod they were aggregated into fewer but larger groups.
As for the pithouse counts, the rate of change analysis can provide a more ro-
bust inference on how the number of groups varied through time. Figure 30 il-
lustrates this for eps=150 m, again with the error-bar representing the 95% confi-
dence interval. As in figure 28, the bars often extend to both positive and negative
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rates, indicating that we can identify the robust presence of an increase or decrease
only for very few transitions. Nonetheless some interesting patterns can be still
observed, suggesting further differences between pithouse and group count dy-
namics.
The rate of change at Chiba shows repeated ”sparks” of increase towards the
early stages of the Middle Jo¯mon period (t5600-t5500, t5200-t5100, t5000-t4900 and t4800-
t4700), and a strong decrease from t4700 to t4500 cal BP. Interestingly the decline in
the number of groups seems to occur slightly earlier than the decrease in the pit-
house number (occurring at t4600-t4500, see fig 28), suggesting that notable changes
in the settlement pattern might have occurred before the conjunct drop in pithouse
counts and settlements. This divergence in the tempo is, however, not detected for
the Late Jo¯mon decline, which occurred at t4200-t4100 for both the total number of
residential units and settlements.
The dataset from Gunma appears to be generally affected by higher levels
of uncertainty, with larger error bars ranging from negative to positive rates of
change. Exceptions to this can be found in the declines at the end of the Early
Jo¯mon (at t5800-t5700) and Middle Jo¯mon periods (at t4600-t4500). Interestingly, the
latter is synchronic with the decrease observed at Chiba, indicating how from the
standpoint of group counts the dynamic of change is shared in the two regions
during this stage.
Median Group Size
A more direct attempt to assess further properties of these settlements is to in-
vestigate their median size. This will be a biased statistical measure (see section
3.3.1) influenced by the length and the width of the lower tail of the distribution
(i.e. smaller settlements), but nonetheless offers some clues on how settlement size
might have changed over time.
Figure 31 shows the time-series and figure 32 the rate of change analysis of
this statistical measure for the two case studies (again with the latter referring to
AUA with eps=150 m). It is immediately apparent from looking at the two figures
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that the degree of uncertainty is much higher in this case, with both the envelope
defined by the simulated time-series and the error bars of the rate of change being
much larger than the ones shown for the pithouse and group counts. Nevertheless,
a peak of the median group size at t4500 is confirmed for Chiba. Gunma also shows
an increase of the median group size during the Middle Jo¯mon period, peaking at
t5000, although the rate of change fails to identify this as a moment of significant
transition, partly because the increase was probably more gradual.
4.2.2 A-Coefficient
The non-spatial analyses presented in the previous subsection already showed
how the time-series of pithouse counts, group counts, and median group size dif-
fer from each other, sometimes showing opposite trajectories (e.g. slight increase
in pithouses and a sharp decrease of group count in Chiba from t4700 to t4600) which
might suggest the presence of changes in the group size distribution.
As introduced in the previous chapter (section 3.3.1), Drennan and Peterson’s
(2004) A-coefficient analysis offers a quantitative method for describing such vari-
ations, with the additional benefit of providing an index value directly referable to
the spectrum of variation between clumped and dispersed patterns. In this case,
however, the application of A-coefficient analysis was not straightforward and ad-
ditional intermediate steps were required for its correct implementation.
First, as for the group counts and median group size, the problem of unit defi-
nition has been approached by using multiple AUA, effectively determining three
sets of outcomes (with eps set to 100, 150 and 250 meters) for each case study. Sec-
ond, the analysis has been repeated for each of the 1,000 simulated spatio-temporal
data, and combined via the same method used for the time-series of pithouse
counts and group counts. Third, in order to avoid potential biases resulting from
the right tail of the distribution, a truncated version (see section 3.3.1) of the A-
coefficient has been computed. Fourth, the analysis was restricted to instances
where at least 5 groups (settlements) have been identified. This has been based
on the principle that some known types of group size distribution (e.g. double
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convex, primo-convex, etc.; see figure 18) require at least five observations to be
realised.
The result of this modified version of the A-coefficient analysis is shown in
figure 33. As with the group counts and median group size, the grey lines depict
the whole set of 3,000 simulated time-series (1,000 for each eps) while solid, dashed
and dotted lines shows the average A-coefficient for each eps settings.
The truncation of the right tail and the restriction to a minimum of five ob-
servations has greatly reduced the number of outputs for some portions of the
time continuum. This is particularly the case for the Early Jo¯mon in Chiba and
Late Jo¯mon in Gunma, where the number of runs with more than five settlements
is too small for any robust interpretation of the results. Nonetheless, figure 33
shows how a fluctuating pattern in the A-coefficient is evident for both areas.
In Chiba, two peaks of dispersed/convex distribution can be identified at t5300
and t4700, alternating with episodes of clumped/primate distribution at t5000 , t4300
, and t3900-t3800. In addition there are also two instances where the average A-
coefficient is close to zero, indicating a Zipf’s law distribution at t4000 and t3500 .
In Gunma, peaks of dispersed/convex distribution can be found at t6000 and t5200
, while clumped/primate patterns are found at t5700 and t4800 , and a Zipf’s law
distribution at t4500 .
Some of the results depicted on figure 33 should however be treated cautiously.
Firstly, effects derived from different way we defined our AUA should be taken
into account. In this case, however, variation in eps appears to be insignificant in
almost all instances, with the only exception observed at t3900 in Chiba, when the
average A-coefficient suggests a quasi-Zipfian pattern for eps=100 and a dispersed
pattern for eps=150 and eps=250.
Another source of uncertainty, and potential error in the analytical output, can
emerge from sampling biases in the input data itself and by the restricted vision
of a 15 × 15 km window of analysis. As mentioned in section 3.3.1, Drennan and
Peterson (2004) suggest the adoption of bootstrap techniques to overcome these
problems. This will allow us to generate a simulated distribution of A, from which
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a confidence interval of the sample estimate can be retrieved. Here, this procedure
has been implemented by computing 1,000 bootstraps for each of the observed
(simulated) 1,000 A-coefficients. Subsequently, instead of extracting the confidence
interval for each result, the complete distribution (i.e. both the sample estimate and
the bootstrap output) has been plotted, thereby using one million possible values
of A for each time-block. Figure 34 shows this for eps=150, depicted as a violin
plot 6 , with the fill colour indicating the proportion of effectively computed A-
coefficients, the mean value as a solid red line, and the 10% and 90% percentiles
shown as red dashed lines. Despite the strongly conservative nature of the boot-
strap simulation, the results still maintain the general pattern observed in figure
33, especially for instances of dispersed patterns. Clumped patterns tend instead
to have a bimodal shape (although their mean value still suggest a clumped distri-
bution), most likely caused by the bootstrap resampling procedure failing to pick
the largest settlement, hence occasionally generating a set of results with a less
pronounced dominance of larger groups.
Temporal uncertainty and potential presence of complex rank-size distribu-
tions (e.g. primo-convex, double-convex etc.; see figure 18) should also lead to
a cautious interpretation of the results. The first is partly addressed by visually
assessing the envelope generated by the simulated time-series. For example, fig-
ure 33 shows how the dispersed pattern at ca 5300 cal BP is characterised by large
envelopes suggesting that there is a small chance that the settlement size distribu-
tion was clumped. The second problem is less straightforward and requires the
actual plotting of all the simulated rank-size plots on a single graph. This will
require some mathematical transformations that will lose the absolute values of
the observed sizes, but will maintain the ”shape” of the rank-size curve and its
relationship to the theoretic Zip’s law distribution.
Figures 35-38 show such a combined rank-size plots along with the histograms
of the A-coefficients for key time-blocks where notable peaks have been identified
6A violin-plot is a combination of box-plot and kernel density, with ”fatter” regions indicating
higher frequencies and thinner regions indicating lower frequencies of a given observation.
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(compare with fig. 33). All rank-size plots associated with positive A-coefficients
do indeed suggest a convex pattern, while negative values of A seem to be char-
acterised by either a primate (e.g. t4800 in Gunma, figure 37), or a primo-convex
pattern (e.g. t3800 in Chiba, figure 35; see also 18), although the latter is often in-
ferred from a relatively small number of effectively computed A-coefficients.
Despite the presence of possible primo-convex patterns, the detailed examina-
tion of individual rank-size plots for these time-blocks supports the idea that both
study areas saw cycles of changes in the settlement size distribution. In Chiba,
this was characterised by an almost regular interval, with similar values of the
A-coefficient reappearing approximately every 500-600 years. In Gunma, similar
regularity can be also identified in the interval between ca 6000 and 4300 cal BP,
after a period of constant positive values of the A-coefficients. The frequency of the
cycle seems, however, to be slightly longer (ca 800 years), and more irregular than
was the case in Chiba. Both studies thus appear to strongly support Uchiyama’s
hypothesis, with repeated episodes of shifts between positive and negative values
of A suggesting transition between clumped and dispersed patterns. Exact tim-
ings are different between the two areas, and the lack of data does not allow com-
parison for the full interval between Early and Late Jo¯mon periods. Nonetheless,
both Chiba and Gunma appear to show the same ”dispersed-clumped-dispersed”
sequence during the Middle Jo¯mon period, providing further insights (see section
4.3 for more detailed discussion) into the rapid increase and decline in the pithouse
counts shared by the two regions during the same interval.
4.2.3 O-ring Function
The A-coefficient analysis successfully offered a direct measure for determining
whether the rank-size distribution of the settlements in the two case studies were
primate (clumped) or convex (dispersed), but did not provide any insights into
how these settlements were spatially distributed. O-ring statistics can overcome
this problem by assessing how the density of neighbouring residential units varies
as a function of distance. Although this does not constitute a valid proxy for de-
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termining whether a settlement pattern can be regarded as clumped or dispersed,
its comparison with other analysis can offer new and complementary perspectives
(see section 3.3.2 and table 4). As with the A-coefficient analysis, direct applica-
tion of this analysis is not trivial and requires several additional steps that must be
undertaken first.
The implementation of O-ring statistics for large-scale regional studies will ide-
ally require evidence that most sites have been identified. Furthermore, since pit-
houses are acting as units of analysis, a good portion of these archaeological sites
should be extensively excavated, uncovering most parts of settlements. Failure to
meet these requirements will involve assessing an archaeological distribution that
will be partly derived from the spatial pattern of the archaeological investigation
itself. In chapter 2 (sections 2.2.4 and 2.3), I have argued that Japanese CRM archae-
ology provides suitable data on this regard, but nonetheless some data limitations
are still likely to be present.
In order to overcome these, a modified version of the O-ring function has been
implemented. The main difference to the standard version is to obtain the den-
sity of neighbouring residential units from the ratio between: 1) the number of
residential features at distance above d1 and below d2; and 2) the total sum of
excavation areas within the same distance band (figure 39:b). Thus, while in a
standard implementation of O-ring statistics the denominator will be computed as
the annulus pi(d22 − d21) (see figure 39:a), the modified version will have a smaller
value, which will vary depending on the location of the focal point and the in-
tensity of the archaeological investigation. In practice this is the same result that
would be obtained if we assume that the window of analysis is characterised by
n sub-windows, each corresponding to an excavation area (or to the BUA in the
specific case). Similarly, the complete spatial random process will be generated
only within these excavation areas, effectively ignoring remnant portions of the
landscape. The ideal implementation of this procedure would require the exact
location of each individual residential unit and the computation of partial por-
tions of excavation areas intersecting the annuli (figure 39:b). However, these data
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are not always available and hence for the present study a further modified point
data with two marks (i.e. attributes) —one indicating the count of residential units
and the other representing the areal extent of the polygon referenced by the point
location (figure 39:c)— was used. This method will be less accurate, but if the
difference d2 − d1 is sufficiently large the bias will be minimal. Monte-Carlo sim-
ulation of the random spatial process will not be based on the creation of artificial
points (residential units), but on the creation of alternative marks of each point lo-
cation, based on a random draw from a Poisson distribution. This marked-version
of O-ring statistic will be perfectly suited for the present case study, with the BUA
becoming the basic input data.
The output of the O-ring statistic will be the same for all three versions de-
scribed above: the observed density O(d1, d2) is compared to the expected density
for a complete spatial random process (λCSR), with the significance obtained from
an envelope created by Monte-Carlo simulation. However, visualising each of the
1,000 (number of simulation runs) × 36 (number of time-blocks) outputs of the
O-ring statistic is clearly not feasible, and hence the following method has been
devised. For each distance bin (d1, d2), at each time-block (t), the proportion of
O(d1, d2) with significant (with p-value < 0.05) clustering among the 1,000 simula-
tion runs has been defined as C(d1, d2, t). Similarly the proportion of significant
dispersion has been named D(d1, d2, t). Both values will be bounded between 0
(no runs with significant clustering or dispersion) and 1 (all runs with significant
clustering/dispersion).
Figure 40 and 41 is a matrix plot showing the difference ∆CD(d1, d2, t) = C(d1, d2, t)−
D(d1, d2, t) for each combination of t (x-axis) and distance band (y-axis), so that
values close to 1 (coloured in red) will indicate higher probability of clustering
and values close to -1 (coloured in green) will indicate higher probability of dis-
persion, with intermediate values (≈ 0, coloured in yellow) suggesting either a
random pattern (C(d1, d2, t) ≈ D(d1, d2, t) ≈ 0) or a high level of uncertainty (both
C(d1, d2, t)and D(d1, d2, t) greater than zero). For the purpose of this study, the dis-
tance band interval has been fixed to 500 meters, with the highest value of d2 equal
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to 5km (i.e. the largest distance band is d1 = 4500 m and d2 = 5000 m), while the
number of spatial Monte-Carlo simulations defining the envelope of CSR has been
fixed to 99.
As expected (see section 3.3.2) the lowest distance band (0-500 m) exhibits sig-
nificant clustering for all periods in both regions, while time-blocks with higher
temporal uncertainties usually have ∆CD(d1, d2, t) close to zero. The most interest-
ing aspect of the two matrix plots is the presence of sudden changes of ∆CD(d1, d2, t)
from highly positive (or negative) values to negative (or positive) ones in a short
interval of time, often within the transition from one time-block to another. For
instance in Chiba (fig. 40) the distance band 3500-4000 m exhibit high probabil-
ity of clustering between t5400 and t5100, then at t5000 there is a sudden switch to a
strong probability of dispersion in the same distance range. This rapid change in
O(d1, d2) suggests instances of a radical spatial re-organisation, and in this specific
case it coincides with a strong negative peak in the A-coefficient, before a reversal
in the group size distribution towards a dispersed/convex pattern. More gener-
ally, instances of change in the direction of the A-coefficient time-series often seem
to be correlated with shifts in ∆CD(d1, d2, t). For example, from t4800 to t4700, when
a strong decreasing trend in the A-coefficient is recorded (fig. 33), there is a sudden
increase in the probability of clustering at 3500-5000 meters and a transition to a
high probability of dispersion at 2000-2500 meters.
Close relationships between rank-size distribution and O-ring statistics seem,
however, to be restricted to instances of rapid shifts and episodes of reversals in
the A-coefficient. When a diachronic perspective is not adopted, the correlation
between a given spatial inter-distancing depicted by the O-ring statistics and the
size distribution described by the A-coefficient shows a variety of associations. For
instance, when Gunma exhibits its lowest A-coefficient at t4800, ∆CD(d1, d2, t) shows
mostly negative values, with a positive peak only at 4000-4500 m. Conversely the
lowest A-coefficient at Chiba (occurring at t5100-t5000) is characterised by variation
between spatial scales of high probability of clustering (1500-2500 and 3500-4000
m) and dispersion (500-1500, 2500-3500, and 4000-5000 m). These inconsistencies
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indicate how a variety of different spatial configurations can lead to the generation
of similar rank-size distributions, even within the same context of Jo¯mon hunter-
gatherers.
4.3 Discussion
The analyses conducted in the previous sections enable us to assess how Jo¯mon
settlement patterns varied in the two regions between 7000 and 3220 cal BP. Com-
parisons of each analysis have already shown key differences between the two
regions, but a more detailed review focusing on how the five measures co-varied
is crucial for providing a comprehensive description of the changes in settlement
pattern.
Figures 42 and 43 depict the mean time-series for four of these statistics, using
an AUA with eps equal to 150 m for group based measures (number of groups, me-
dian group size, and A-Coefficient). It is important to recall that choosing to show
simultaneously the four time-series sacrifices the representation of the uncertainty
associated to each measure, and hence continuous reference to the figures in the
previous pages will be necessary.
4.3.1 Early Jo¯mon (t7000-t5500)
The Early Jo¯mon period is characterised by a strong dissimilarity in the settlement
density of the two regions, with Gunma showing its highest values (an average
of 20 groups before 5800 cal BP), and Chiba its lowest (ca 5 groups before 5800
cal BP). Despite this difference in the absolute values, the two regions shared sim-
ilar dynamics of change, with an increase in both residential and group counts
towards the end of the 7th millennium cal BP, followed by a decline during the
early 6th millennium. In Chiba the onset of this decline was slightly earlier, dur-
ing the transition from t5900 and t5800 (see also fig 28), while in Gunma the trend
became pronounced at the transition t5800-t5700, although a decrease was already
noticeable earlier (fig. 28 and 30). This pattern of increase and decline provides
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rigorous quantitative support for existing archaeological studies (Imamura 1992,
Habu 2001) suggesting a ”collapse” towards the end of the Early Jo¯mon period.
From the perspective of the rank-size distribution, the lack of data and high lev-
els of uncertainty do not allow a robust assessment for Chiba, and hence the anal-
ysis is restricted to Gunma. Here, there was a dominance of a dispersed/convex
pattern, which suddenly shifted to a clumped/primate pattern in synchrony with
the decrease in the pithouse and settlement counts. A detailed examination of
the latter trend (see fig. 37) shows how the rank-size distribution can be charac-
terised as primo-convex, but that the A-coefficient was not computed for all sim-
ulation runs due to a lower number of settlements. This correlation between the
nature of the group size distribution and residential density was also present at the
very end of the Early Jo¯mon period, when the reprise in both pithouse counts and
number of settlements was associated with a reversing of the A-coefficient, which
increased and reached values proximal to zero. A similar reprise in settlement
counts, pithouse number and also median group size occured from ca 5600 cal BP
at Chiba, indicating how at the end of the Early Jo¯mon both regions still shared
similar trends.
4.3.2 Middle Jo¯mon (t5500-t4500)
The peak in the residential density, the finest chronological resolution (see table 3
in chapter 2), and the lowest levels of temporal uncertainty offer a wider range of
robustly identifiable patterns (see for instance fig. 34) for this period, allowing a
direct comparison of all statistical measures between the two regions of interest.
As noted in the previous sections, the dominant feature of this period was the
steady increase of pithouse and settlement counts in the first few centuries, fol-
lowed by a sharp decline towards its end. This general trend confirms existing
studies on pithouse counts from other parts of Kanto¯ (Imamura 1997, Kobayashi
2004, Crema 2012), and northern Japan (Habu 2008) where a similar rise and de-
cline of pithouse counts has been observed. Despite this general parallelism, the
two case studies exhibited differences in the timing of the events, and the positive
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correlation between the four statistical measures observed during the Early Jo¯mon
period (see figure 42 and 43) is no longer present.
The group size distribution and the spatial patterning of the residential units
showed notable changes over time. Both regions started with a rank-size distribu-
tion moving towards a dispersed pattern, followed by a rapid shift towards nega-
tive values of A (suggesting a clumped/primate pattern), and a renewed increase
towards positive values towards the end of the period. Similarities are however
limited to this broad trend; both the timing of this fluctuation and its relationship
to the other three statistical measures are in fact different between the two regions.
In Chiba, the first few centuries of the Middle Jo¯mon period were characterised
by a steady growth in the pithouse counts coupled to a relative stability in the num-
ber of groups. Subsequently, in synchrony with the sudden shift from dispersed
to clumped pattern (fig. 33), both pithouse and settlement counts saw a sharp in-
crease (see also fig. 28 and 30) at t5200-t5100. This rapid change in the settlement
pattern was also paralleled by shifts in the O-ring statistic (see fig. 40), suggesting
a radical spatial reorganisation. The clumped pattern stage lasted for ca two cen-
turies, before a sudden reversal of the A-coefficient from 5000 cal BP, coupled this
time to an increase in the number of pithouses and settlements (which showed
a small break in its increasing trend during the peak stage of the clumped pat-
tern). From t4900 to t4800 the rate of increase in the pithouse counts slowed down
slightly, while the median group size and the total number of groups exhibited a
small decline. This pattern is however not supported by the rate of change anal-
yses (fig. 28, 30, and 32) which indicate high levels of uncertainty. The transition
to the subsequent time-block (t4700) showed, however, a sharp increase in pithouse
counts, groups counts, and median group size, paralleled with a transition toward
a dispersed/convex settlement pattern.
The last three centuries of the Middle Jo¯mon period were characterised by a
strong asynchrony of all statistical measures (fig. 42), associated with higher fre-
quency shifts in the spatial distribution of the settlements themselves (see fig. 40).
From t4700 to t4600, the pithouse counts showed a slight increase (although the pat-
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tern is not robust enough; see fig. 28) while the number of groups decreased
dramatically (see also fig. 30). This divergence in the trajectory of the two mea-
sures vanished in the interval between t4600 and t4500, with both pithouse counts
and group number decreasing. However the same interval was characterised by
the steepest increase of the median group size, which reached its highest peak
for the whole interval between Early and Late Jo¯mon periods. The last transition
between t4500 and t4400 was associated with a decrease in the median group size
and pithouse counts, associated however with a renewed increase in the number
of groups. From the perspective of group size distribution, the same interval be-
tween t4700 and t4400 was characterised by a decline of the A-coefficient suggesting
a shift from convex to Zipf’s law distribution.
One possible explanation for the combination of patterns observed in these few
centuries could be the following.The rank-size distribution was initially convex
with a large number of settlements and pithouses at t4700. In the subsequent time-
block (t4600) the number of groups decreased, while the total number of pithouses
remained stable (with a small chance of increase). This could be explained by a
nucleation (fusion) to larger groups (associated with the abandonment of smaller
groups), which led to the formation of a stronger diversity in the group size dis-
tribution, and hence a decrease in the A-coefficient. An alternative explanation
is that some settlements increased in size by internal growth, while others were
characterised by the opposite trend. Regardless of the specific generative process,
a peak in the median group size can be identified at t4500, suggesting a potential
combination between a decrease in the number of small settlements (shorter tail
in the distribution) and a possible increase in size of the largest ones. This lasted
only briefly with the following century characterised by a dramatic decrease in
both pithouse counts and median group size. This is possibly associated with a
fission to new offspring settlements, as suggested by an increase in the number of
groups and a ”break” in the decreasing trend of the A-coefficient. A more detailed
examination of these possible dynamics in relation to human decision-making will
be presented in chapter 8, where these observed patterns will be re-assessed in re-
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lation to the outcome of the computer simulation model. Here it is sufficient to
state that the late Middle Jo¯mon period was undoubtedly a phase of rapid and
tumultuous reorganisation of the settlement system.
In Gunma, the increase of all statistical measures observed at the end of the
Early Jo¯mon showed a short reversal of trend from t5400 to t5300, although this
can be stated with confidence only for the decrease in the pithouse counts (see
fig. 28, 30, and 32). The parallel increase reoccured immediately after this break,
although after t5200 the A-coefficient initiated a strong decrease after reaching its
peak positive value (dispersed/convex pattern). At t5000, when the median group
size reached its highest peak, the rank-size distribution had a primate shape, while
the number of groups showed a small decline (although this does not appear to be
significant; see fig. 30). This phase was also associated with some transformation
in the spatial pattern (see fig. 41), with the emergence of a strong repulsion be-
tween settlements, as shown by the dominance of negative values of ∆CD(d1, d2, t)
up to 4000-4500 meters. The number of groups showed a renewed increase around
t4800, when the pithouse count reached its maximum and the group size distri-
bution showed the strongest degree of clumping (smallest A-coefficient). As for
Chiba, the last few centuries of the Middle Jo¯mon were characterised by rapid
changes in the settlement pattern. The O-ring statistic showed a reduction in the
typical inter-distance between settlements from this stage (fig. 41), while the A-
coefficient exhibited a rapid increase towards values typical of a Zipf’s law distri-
bution. From t4800 to t4700, when the shift in the shape of the rank-size distribution
was pronounced, the pithouse counts showed a strong decline, contra-posed to
a slight increase (or at least stability; see fig. 30) in the number of groups. The
parallel decrease of the median group size during the same interval might suggest
a fission of larger groups and the consequent formation of new smaller groups.
From t4700 however, most statistics show a decrease in their values (except for the
A-coefficient, and a brief episode of increase in the median group size) until the
end of the Middle Jo¯mon period, with group and pithouse counts both reaching
low densities typical of the subsequent Late Jo¯mon period.
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As mentioned previously, the two regions exhibited some common trends (a
similar alternating sequence of group size distribution and a peak and decline in
the number of pithouses and settlements), characterised however by different tim-
ings. This is particularly notable for the emergence of the clumped settlement
pattern (at t5000 in Chiba and at t4800 in Gunma) and the onset of the decline in pit-
house counts (from t4600 to t4500 in Chiba and from t4800 to t4700 cal BP in Gunma).
Divergence in the timing of the latter can be explained in two different ways:
1. The events are synchronous, and the observed difference in the onset of the
decline is a bias derived by an erroneous matching of the pottery sequences
in the two regions (see table 3 in chapter 2).
2. The events are asynchronous, suggesting how the possible decrease in pop-
ulation that might be inferred from the pithouse counts was strongly related
to difference (e.g. in the subsistence strategy or the environmental setting)
between the two regions.
While the first hypothesis cannot be fully dismissed, a careful review of the
pottery sequence suggests how the second is a stronger candidate. Figure 44 is a
graphical illustration of the pottery Kasori E sub-phases in relation to the 100-year
time-blocks used in this thesis. The strongest rate of decline in the pithouse counts
in Gunma occurred sometime between t4800 and t4700 (see also fig. 28), which cor-
responds to the transition from Kasori E2 pottery phase to Kasori E3. In Chiba the
peak in the negative rate of change occurs in the transition from t4600 to t4500, cor-
responding instead to the transition between Kasori EIII and Kasori EIV phases.
As illustrated in figure 44 the largest difference in the roman number sequence
at Chiba and the arabic number sequence in Gunma is in the relative duration of
the pottery sub-phases E2/EII and E3/EIII. Possible controversy and revisions on
the relation between the two parallel pottery sequences could arise on the timing
of the transition between these two sub-phases, but the observed archaeological
events appear to parallel the subsequent transition. This suggests that some level
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of asynchronicity might be indeed present, and cannot be simply dismissed as a
bias derived by an erroneous attribution of the duration of Kasori E2/EII.
4.3.3 Late Jo¯mon(t4400-t3400)
The Late Jo¯mon period was the interval with the strongest divergence between
the two regions. In Gunma this phase was characterised by low values in the
number of pithouses and groups, and the lowest median group size. The data-set
is unfortunately too small for a robust inference on the rank-size distribution as
well.
On the contrary Chiba seems showed an initial increase in the total number of
pithouse counts, with a peak at ca t4300. This trend was paralleled by an increase
in the median group size and group counts, with the latter already occurring at
the very end of the Middle Jo¯mon period (t4500-t4400), when the pithouse count was
still declining. The peak in these three statistical measures at t4300-t4200 was also as-
sociated with a second onset of a strong clumped/primate pattern, thus showing
opposite properties to the residential peak of the Middle Jo¯mon period, which was
instead characterised by a dispersed pattern. At t4100 however there was a renewed
decrease in the pithouse counts, group counts, and median group size, while the
rank-size distribution of the groups showed a transition to a pattern close to a
Zipfian distribution. The last few centuries of the Late Jo¯mon period saw the con-
tinuation of such a trend, with a slow decline in the pithouse and group counts and
a further decrease of the A-coefficient, this time however characterised by a primo-
convex pattern rather than a clumped one (see fig. 35). At t3500, however there was
a small peak in the pithouse and group counts, along with a slight growth in the
median group size and a renewed increase in the A-coefficient. However this trend
can be robustly inferred only for the pithouse and group counts, as other measures
are associated with high levels of uncertainty.
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4.4 Summary
As mentioned in the introductory remarks of this chapter, the spatial and temporal
analysis introduced in sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 and applied in this chapter were
chosen and designed to assess the first research question of the thesis: whether
the Jo¯mon settlement pattern in Chiba and Gunma exhibited cyclical alternation
between clumped and dispersed pattern.
The most direct method for tackling this — the A-coefficient analysis — has
shown (fig. 33) that the two regions did indeed experience rapid and repeated
shifts between clumped and dispersed pattern, with almost regular intervals of
change. A more detailed overview involving parallel assessment with other mea-
sures of the metapopulation structure (number of groups, total number of recov-
ered residential units, median settlement size, and O-ring statistic), along with
a comparative perspective between the two regions, suggested however the pres-
ence of a much more complex picture, which is summarised in the following points:
• The two regions share some broad similarities in their spatio-temporal pat-
terning, notably the presence of two peaks in the pithouse and settlement
counts towards the end of the 7th millennium cal BP and the first half of the
5th millennium cal BP, and the same sequences of change in the rank-size
distribution (dispersed, clumped, and dispersed again) during the Middle
Jo¯mon period.
• During the Late Jo¯mon period, the two regions were characterised by strongly
dissimilar trends, with Chiba exhibiting an renewed increase in the pithouse
and group counts, associated with a clumped/primate distribution, and Gunma
by an overall decline in residential density.
• While the onset of the Early Jo¯mon peak and decline in pithouse counts can
be regarded as roughly synchronic between the two regions, the one ob-
served during the Middle Jo¯mon period shows a mismatch of ca 200 years.
• Similarly, although both regions were characterised by fluctuations in the
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settlement size distribution, they appear to be slightly out of phase for some
time-blocks (see fig. 45).
• Each episode of strongly dispersed or clumped pattern was not necessarily
associated with the same trends in the other statistical measures (see fig. 42
and 43). This suggests that while similar group size distributions reoccured
during the 3,500 years interval, each episode might have been characterised
by different underlying processes.
The identification of these cycles of change offers, for the first time, a direct
and quantitative assessment of the claims made previously by several scholars in
qualitative and descriptive terms (see section 2.4). The adoption of aoristic analy-
sis has also allowed the shift from a relative to absolute chronological framework,
providing the necessary foundation for establishing possible causal links to key
environmental changes occurring during this interval (see fig. 3 in chapter 2; see
also chapter 8 for detailed discussion). The majority of existing settlement studies
still rely on relative pottery- based sequence but the analyses in this chapter show
how new and more precise insights on Jo¯mon settlement dynamics are both pos-
sible and mandatory for pursuing any research on their causes. However, before
proceeding to evaluate the possible role played by environmental change (chap-
ter 8) we need to determine how clumped and dispersed patterns emerge in the
first place. In order to tackle this issue we need to reverse the perspective, starting
this time with plausible processes inferred from the ecological literature that might
generate the observed patterns, rather than the other way around. This will be the
main theme of the computational model building, developed as the core element






Theory and Method: Computational
Model Building
A comparative review of two recent papers sharing the same magisterial title —
why model —, provides grounds to support the choice of a computer simulation
approach to understand the spatial and temporal changes in Jo¯mon settlements.
The first paper (van der Leeuw 2004) was written by an archaeologist with a long-
lasting interest in complex systems (van der Leeuw 1981, McGlade and van der
Leeuw 1995) and simulation models (Kohler and Leeuw 2007), while the author
of the second paper is a sociologist (Epstein 2008), who is a well known expert of
computer simulations (Epstein 1996; 2007) with an active engagement in archaeo-
logical applications (Dean et al. 2000, Axtell et al. 2002).
The introductory line of the second paper offers a direct insight to the shared
vision of the two authors:
”The first question that arises frequently—sometimes innocently and
sometimes not— is simply, ”Why model?”. Imagining a rhetorical (non-
innocent) inquisitor, my favorite retort is, ”You are a modeler.” Anyone
who ventures a projection, or imagines how a social dynamic —an epi-
demic, war, or migration—would unfold is running some model” (em-
phasis original, Epstein 2008:1).
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The key message here is that we already model all the time, and computational
simulation simply offers another platform for pursuing this goal. The question
which then follows is the choice of platform: why use algorithms, mathematical
equations, and lines of computer program code instead of plain English (or for
that matter any other language)? The answer, shared and explicitly acknowledged
in the two papers, is that such models provide the advantage to be explicit, in that
all assumptions and details need to be (in theory) formally expressed, giving other
scholars the opportunity to recreate the same model (see Janssen 2009) in order to
fully grasp its properties and confirm its results. In other words, computer sim-
ulations, along with mathematical and statistical models, provide the best way to
communicate what we think about reality, without being lost in the misinterpreta-
tions and the limits of natural language (van der Leeuw 2004).
Simulations provide also an additional benefit for understand the dynamics
observed in the real world. Once we have combined our ideas, assumptions, and
details of a phenomenon into a model, we need to understand how this behaves.
This can be achieved by reasoning on its structure, either through an informal ra-
tional or more desirably by means of analytical solutions provided by the formal
language of mathematics and logic. The former will be biased by the limits im-
posed by natural language and human mind, the latter, whilst ideal in many con-
texts, is often impractical and too complex. Computer simulations offer a third
alternative, where we can directly observe how our models unfold into dynamic
processes, comparable to the real world phenomena that we ultimately want to
understand (Doran and Gilbert 1994).
The wide variety of simulation models can be broadly classified into the fol-
lowing three distinct categories based on their function within the archaeological
endeavour (Mithen 1994, Lake 2010): (1) hypothesis-testing models; (2) methodologi-
cal development models; and (3) theory-building models.
The first group seeks to generate patterns that are directly compared to em-
pirically observed data. This includes a relatively large number of examples (e.g.
Chadwick 1978, Mithen 1990, Dean et al. 2000, Kohler et al. 2000, Lake 2000, Lans-
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ing 2000, Conolly et al. 2008) where the core aim is usually the validation of a model
through hypothesis testing procedures not dissimilar to the epistemic foundations
of widely common statistical methods.
A typical problem of these computer-simulations is the tendency to unneces-
sarily increase the level of complexity. This is present in all types of models, but
it is particularly noticeable in hypothesis-testing types. The deep cause of this trend
lies in the reluctance to abandon specific aspects of reality, leading ultimately to
the design of a hyper-realistic model where most conceivable details are explic-
itly integrated. The phenomenon is often referred to as Bonini’s paradox (Bonini
1963, Zimmerman 1978), a problem that emerges when models are too complex to
be understood, sometimes leading the modeller to, consciously or unconsciously,
”drive” the outcome of the simulations to desired directions and outputs. The lat-
ter scenario will be hardly detectable, as complex models will require an additional
effort by the reader in order to formally evaluate its assumptions and recreate its
outputs.
Several studies illustrate how hypothesis-testing models can be generated with-
out such a strong reliance on realism and without integrating an excessive number
of assumptions and details. Lansing’s simulation of the subak irrigation system in
Bali (2000) is a good example of this: a simple game-theoretic model was in fact
sufficient to describe the phenomena and generate datasets which were then tested
against the observed empirical data.
At the opposite end of the spectrum between extreme realism and pure abstrac-
tion, we can find a range of abstract statistical models which rely heavily on com-
puter simulations. Their implications are rarely discussed in the archaeological lit-
erature of simulation models, but nevertheless offer an alternative and important
perspective on modelling. One example of this is offered in the assessment of point
pattern data, which often relies on the quantitative comparison of an observed em-
pirical measure to those generated via computer simulation (see Orton 1982; 2004,
Bevan et al. under review). Usually this involves the creation of a random point
pattern that acts as a null hypothesis, and significant deviations from this model
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(i.e. aggregation or segregation) are often regarded as the most interesting results.
This approach —where the model output provides a comparative template— is an
important aspect that is sometimes missing in the application of hyper-realistic
simulations, where models are often simplistically judged on the basis of their
goodness of fit to the empirical data, and accordingly models which fit poorly
are hastily dismissed. Additionally, statisticians long ago adopted more robust
inferential frameworks, including maximum likelihood methods where alterna-
tive models are directly compared to each other. Such analytical sophistication is
however missing in the great majority of archaeological hypothesis-testing simu-
lation models. Most in fact focus on the model-building processes, and model val-
idation, via quantitative comparisons between the simulated and empirical data,
is left undeveloped and often based on informal visual comparisons. Perhaps,
this limitation is partly derived from the nature of the empirical data itself, which
in archaeological contexts is characterised by a much higher level of uncertainty
compared to other disciplines. Additionally many of these simulations are not de-
signed to model the archaeological formation process, and hence a direct compar-
ison between their outputs and the empirical record might be potentially biassed.
A possible solution might be the creation of simpler models designed to generate
exclusively archaeological patterns rather than assessing their possible underly-
ing processes (which might be suggested from ethnographic analogies or from the
outcome of other models). These might be combined with theory-building models
(see below) to form a modular research design, where process modelling (aimed
to understand the structural properties of the observed system) and pattern mod-
elling (i.e. the generation of artificial patterns that can be directly tested against the
archaeological record) are approached sequentially rather than jointly.
The second type of archaeological simulation aims to refine and evaluate the
pros and the cons of available tools for empirical pattern recognition. Most works
of this category (e.g. Aldenderfer 1981, Gregg et al. 1991, Eerkens et al. 2005,
Brantingham et al. 2007, Surovell and Brantingham 2007, Rubio et al. 2011) seek
to recreate an artificial archaeological record in order to assess the limits of the
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available methodological tools. Thus for example, the effects of post-depositional
artefact movements can be modelled to test the robustness of certain spatial analy-
sis (Gregg et al. 1991), or different types of cultural transmission can be simulated
to explore their effects in phylogenetic analysis (Eerkens et al. 2005). The practical
advantage of these models relies on the relative ease of the model building pro-
cess, which primarily focuses on the generation of patterns, rather the exploration
of the underlying processes and its driving forces.
The purpose of the last category —theory-building models— is to directly evalu-
ate the relationship between range of possible causes and their effects (Lake 2010).
The model could be derived from or inspired by enquiries related to specific ar-
chaeological contexts (e.g. Wobst 1974, Doran et al. 1995, Bentley et al. 2005, Powell
et al. 2009), but more often seeks to formalise, investigate, and/or extend a de-
fined body of theories (e.g. Costopoulos 2001, Shennan 2001, Smith and Choi 2007,
Whitehead and Richerson 2009, Griffin 2011, Lake and Crema 2012). The distinc-
tion between these two subcategories are however fuzzy, as the abstract nature
of these models allow their application to specific archaeological problems and
at the same time generalisation to broader sets of phenomena. In opposition to
hypothesis-testing models, the primary modus operandi of this category is to produce
simulations with relatively few and often abstract parameters. This ensures better
control and understanding of the model behaviour, which could sometimes even
lead to analytical solutions, where the relationship between causative agents are
expressed with mathematical rigour, which in turn eschews the need for computer
simulation. The simple and abstract nature of these models could however lead to
three types of problems (both applicable also for hypothesis-testing models): (1) the
definition and quantification of the parameters could become highly abstract and
unrelated to any ”real” content (see Agar 2003 for discussion); (2) the temporal and
spatial representation of the model might be too detached from reality (e.g. space
being represented as a grid of environmental ”patches”); and (3) the model could
generate patterns which are not directly measurable in the archaeological record
(e.g. the fitness of a forager). These potential limits often lead to critical dismissal
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of such models as ”too abstract” or ”impossible to validate”. Such claims could
be countered by stating that the aim of these models is not the emulation of real-
ity but the development of a heuristic environment where the implications of our
theories are formally explored (Zubrow 1981). Abstraction could undoubtedly lead
to a mere intellectual exercise of anthropological theory, but structural similarities
between artificial and real worlds can still be sought as a proxy for validating some
of these models or as a basis for generating novel research questions.
This third type of model appears to be the best candidate for the research
agenda of this thesis. One of the primary objectives required for answering the
second research question (can observed shifts in settlement pattern be explained without
reference to environmental change?) is to explore the wide range of possible gener-
ative processes behind observed shifts between clumped and dispersed patterns.
Existing theories on human behaviour might however not be sufficient for this,
and ideally they will need to be extended, revised, and combined to fit such an
objective. This is a theory-building exercise, and an abstract computer simulation
can provide the most flexible environment for this. Reviewing briefly how exist-
ing computer simulations have approached the problem of modelling settlement
pattern can provide additional support to such a choice.
Most computer simulations of prehistoric settlement patterns appear to be closer
to hypothesis-testing models. Recent examples include case studies of the Anasazi
Indians of the long-house valley in Arizona (Dean et al. 2000, Axtell et al. 2002,
Janssen 2009), the Pueblo of the Mesa Verde in Colorado (Kohler et al. 2000; 2005;
2007), early polities at Lake Titicaca between Peru and Bolivia (Griffin and Stanish
2007), and the Mesolithic hunter-gatherers of the southern Hebrides in Scotland
(Lake 2000). Exceptions to this trend do however exist, such as Premo’s model
of Plio-Pleistocene hominids (Premo 2006, although strictly speaking the model
does not produce settlement patterns), or Griffin’s model of early complex poli-
ties (Griffin 2011). In both cases the primary focus is theory-building, although
the underlying research questions originated from clearly defined archaeological
contexts and problems.
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The great majority of these simulations are agent-based models (ABM), that is,
computer simulations based primarily on the interactions of agents, entities usu-
ally characterised by a goal-directed behaviour with certain levels of autonomy
(capacity to make individual choices), social ability (capacity to interact with each
other), and reactivity (capacity to perceive, interact and respond to the surround-
ing environment; Wooldridge and Jennings 1995). One of the main advantages of
ABM rests in its spatial architecture, where different forms of representation can
be easily adopted. This might include continuous spaces (e.g. Power 2009), grid-
based subdivisions (e.g. Griffin 2011), and even relational networks (e.g. Bentley
et al. 2005). Such a flexibility is clearly well suited for modelling settlement pro-
cesses. Depending on the specific case, agents designed for these simulations can
be single individuals (e.g. Lake 2000), households (e.g. Dean et al. 2000) or even
entire settlements or cities (e.g. Bura et al. 1995). These agents are characterised by
a series of quantitatively definable properties known as state variables, which play
a fundamental role in determining their actions. When simulations are executed,
agents interact with each other as well as with the local environment according to
specific goals set by the modeller (e.g. maximise fitness or yields). These actions
will often lead to a change in their state variables, which will in turn condition their
future behaviour.
The parallel development of Geographic Information Systems (GIS) has in-
creasingly allowed the possibility of integrating ABMs within a spatial database
(see Lake 2000, Gimblett 2002), enabling the capacity to situate the agents within
realistic landscapes. This technological achievement has probably encouraged an
optimistic view on the generation of realistic models, pushing scholars to attempt
building hypothesis-testing simulations. A possible side effect of this strong interest
in GIS-integration is the prominence of models where the primary driver of the
settlement process is an induced form of spatial dependency (see section 3.1), where
external forces play an exclusive role in shaping the behaviour of the agents. In
most cases the GIS dataset has in fact been transformed in to some form of resource-
scape, where the value of each raster cell is representative of the degree of its at-
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tractiveness or suitability for specific sets of behaviour. Agent mobility —which
can be regarded as the primary cause of settlement pattern— is typically based
on some sub-model where agent moves by trying to reach cells with the highest
values. In most cases this is implemented using simple algorithms where agents
have complete knowledge within a pre-defined search radius (as in Kohler et al.
2007), while in other instances the knowledge of the environment is assumed to be
a state variable of each agent, which could be learned either individually (through
an exploration of the landscape) or socially via cultural transmission (as in Lake
2000).
The emphasis placed on these external forces has, however, led to a relative
underdevelopment of how the interaction between agents determines the spatial
patterning (i.e. inherent spatial dependency; see section 3.1). The presence of other
agents has in most cases been integrated through indirect effects on the decision-
making of a focal individual. For example an agent could experience limited mo-
bility because another agent is already occupying a possible destination, or its yield
could be decreased by the consumption of the same resource pool by other indi-
viduals. However, the integration of direct forces (e.g. agents being attracted or
repulsed by the density of other agents in the landscape) have been rarely applied,
especially in modelling decision-making processes.
Integrating the role of ”the others”, and hence explicitly acknowledging ”con-
current economic interdependence among different individuals’ payoffs and penal-
ties” (Giraldeau and Caraco 2000:3) has long been accepted by evolutionary ecol-
ogists as a critical aspect of foraging theory (see e.g. Waite and Field 2007) and its
importance is extensively discussed in the context of group formation dynamics
(see section 5.2 and Clark and Mangel 1986, Giraldeau and Caraco 1993, Gueron
and Levin 1995, Hamilton 2000, Aureli et al. 2008). The existence of such a large
body of literature suggests that in order to evaluate the long-term settlement dy-
namics we need to explicitly model variations that could arise internally, and not
confine ourselves to the role played by variations in the external environment (see
also discussion in section 3.1). At this stage, we do not have an explicit expec-
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tation of what a settlement pattern should look like in an hypothetical ”flat” and
”homogenous” world (i.e. where resources are evenly distributed and topograph-
ical variation is negligible), and whether it will be stable or unstable over time.
In order to provide a template for interpreting the patterns observed in chapter 4,
we need to prioritise the development of theories derived from the existing litera-
ture on group formation, extend their features to model long-term dynamics, and
translate and integrate this into a computer simulation.
5.1 Settlement Patterns as a Complex Adaptive Sys-
tem
Models of hunter-gatherer settlement pattern have often been based on a relatively
static and synchronic vision, where the primary focus is explaining why the ob-
served spatial distribution is well adapted to the specific properties of a given en-
vironment. The temporal dimension is integrated into these models, but in most
cases this is narrowed to the seasonal variation of the resources and how the settle-
ment system copes with such a spatio-temporal diversity. The fundamental ques-
tion of how the observed pattern emerged in the first place, and how it changed
over the evolutionary history of a region is often left aside. The most commonly
found epistemic framework departs from the (often tacit) assumption that for a
given type of environment, there will be an expected optimal settlement pattern,
one that will maximise the average fitness of a given population. Consequently, a
change in the environment will lead to the emergence of novel settlement patterns
that will be better fit to the new properties of the environment. The exact process
of how this occurs is rarely approached directly.
If we follow this reasoning, and consider Uchiyama’s distinction between clumped
and dispersed patterns (2006), we would expect the former in environments where a
centralised economic system is more suited, and latter when an extensive and dis-
persed one provides a higher benefit. Similarly, Binford’s Collector-Forager model
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(Binford 1980) is deeply linked to the concepts of spatial and temporal ”incongru-
ence” of the resources (ibid.: 15), so that when these are high a collector system is
more suitable and when low a forager system is expected.
We can formalise the basic logic of these models, such that given a specific
environment, which we can label Ea, there will be an expected pattern Pa. This indi-
rectly assumes that whatever is the initial condition of a system (i.e. its settlement
pattern), given a new environment setting, this will ultimately converge on an ex-
pected state. The relationship between any instance of E and its associated spatial
pattern S will be derived and supported from empirical observations (as in the case
of Binford’s model), or deduced from some form of economic model of optimality.
In either case, the correlation between economic, cultural, or natural settings on
the one hand and the spatial patterning on the other does not directly consider the
diachronic changes that led a specific system to reach the observed pattern, often
implying that the latter is at an equilibrium condition. If we adopt a simplistic vi-
sion, this would lead to the claim that as long as environment is in a given state Ea,
the observed pattern will ultimately always be Pa, and consequently a change of
the observed pattern will also necessitate and presume a change in environment.
It is clear how the primary aim of this epistemic framework is to describe why
a specific pattern is being observed, rather than trying to understand how this
emerged. While this is suitable for developing models aimed to explain the re-
lationship between a given environmental setting and an observed settlement pat-
tern, it does not provide sufficient explanatory power for describing changes be-
tween different patterns. Given an observed transition Pa → Pb we would seek
explanation only by looking for evidence supporting a parallel transition Ea→ Eb.
This resembles more a prediction rather than a proper explanation, since the mech-
anism of change itself is not modelled or explored and is more or less derived by
an interpolation between known states (Pa and Pb in this case).
The problem of this approach becomes more evident if we consider the follow-
ing example. Consider two distinct scenarios, one in which the observed pattern
is Pa with the environment being Ea, and another one where we have Pb associ-
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ated with Eb. At a given moment in time the background environment in both
scenarios becomes Ec, which has an expected optimal pattern Pc. According to the
explanatory framework presented above, we will expect the transition Pa→ Pc for
the first scenario and Pb → Pc for the latter. While, with other things being equal,
the ultimate configuration of the system is expected to converge on Pc, this form of
reasoning does not help with explaining when this will occur, nor how. Both tran-
sitions will in fact require the expenditure of some energy (e.g. the cost involved
in relocating each residential unit), a certain amount of time, and a given set of
pre-adaptive knowledge. These are most likely different between Pa and Pb, and
hence their path leading to Pc will also be different, which also implies that for a
certain amount of time the two scenarios will be characterised by different tran-
sitional settlement patterns. Consequently, if the environment Ec transforms (e.g.
into Ed) before one of the two (or both) transitions Pa→ Pc and Pb→ Pc is complete,
then we would never see the convergent pattern Pc, despite the existence of the
same environmental change. Such a divergence in historical trajectories as a con-
sequence of different initial conditions is known as path-dependence and indicates
how historical contingency plays an active role in the evolution of a system.
A natural question that follows the example illustrated above is to establish
how different must two initial conditions (Pa and Pb in this case) be in order to
expect a divergence in their evolutionary paths. Of course the answer to this ques-
tion depends on the idiosyncrasies of the system of interest and the temporal scale
of observation, but a critical aspect is whether difference derived from some ran-
dom fluctuation of the system is sufficient to obtain such a divergence. In other
words, are differences in the spatial configuration of residential units arising from
stochasticities in the individual decision-making sufficient to guarantee a long-
term divergence in two settlement patterns? Or are external forces necessary for a
divergence in historical trajectories?
Brain Arthur (1988) explored the relationship between two alternative systems,
which he labels convex and non-convex 1 (fig. 46). The former describes systems
1Notice that Arthur derived this nomenclature from the shape of a probability function (not
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that are resilient to small random fluctuations, while non-convex systems have
weaker equilibria where smaller variations could have larger long-term conse-
quences. Arthur concludes his paper suggesting that the choice between these
two perspectives lies on the properties of the system itself, namely ”whether small
events in history matter in determining the pattern of spatial regional settlement
in the economy reduces, strangely enough, to a question of topology. It reduces to
whether the underlying structure of locational forces guiding the locational pattern
as it form is convex or non-convex” (Arthur 1988:95).
Arthur’s conclusion suggests that in order to determine the role played by path-
dependence, we need to understand the structural properties of the system and
then evaluate how this is susceptible to random events originating from inside
and outside the system. But to do this, we first need to define exactly what we
intend as a settlement pattern. If we ignore instances where some form of cen-
tralised institution or power imposes a given spatial structure (e.g. modern re-
gional planning), any observed pattern could be regarded as the aggregate effect
of individual decision-making. In other words, any spatial pattern can be consid-
ered as an emergent phenomena derived from the interaction of its components:
each household, or perhaps each individual, will contribute to the generation of
the macro-scale pattern by individually deciding where to move, live, and build
their residential units (see also section 3.1). The concept of emergence (see Dessalles
et al. 2007, Bedau and Humphreys 2008) is perhaps the most prominent justifica-
tion of why agent-based simulation provides the most suitable model building en-
vironment. As briefly mentioned in the previous section, the core feature of ABM
is that each agent will act based on its personal goals, and hence the macro-scale
outcome is not designed by the modeller but a phenomenon that will emerge from
the aggregate actions of the agents.
But how does defining settlement systems as emergent phenomena help under-
standing the transition between different patterns and how does this link to the
concept of path dependence? In order to answer this question we need to: (1) es-
illustrated here), and not from the conceptual model depicted in figure 46
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tablish the set of properties that are part of a given system at time t − 1; (2) how
these affect the individual decision-making at time t; and (3) how ultimately this
will lead to the emergence of a novel pattern at t+ 1.
We can identify several broad properties of a system and its constituent parts
that are likely to play a crucial role in the dynamics of change in settlement pat-
terns. Firstly biological properties derived from specific life-styles are likely to be
inherited over time, possibly driving the decision-making process in certain cir-
cumstances. These properties could be present as phenotypic expressions (e.g.
individuals who are entirely dedicated to plant-gathering tasks will not develop
certain muscular features which might be required for hunting activities) or deeply
rooted at the gene level (e.g. a population without the lactase persistence gene will
be less likely to switch to a diet based on dairy products). In a similar fashion the
knowledge of the surrounding environment, the set of techniques required for cer-
tain subsistence tasks, the know-how for making specific tools, as well as any other
form of information acquired either individually or via social learning will play a
crucial role in the decision-making process. In other words culture will actively
modify the decision-making, hindering certain choices and favouring others.
The combination and inter-dependence of these two inheritance systems has
long been discussed and explicitly integrated in gene-culture co-evolution models
(Cavalli-Sforza and Feldman 1981) and dual inheritance theory (Boyd and Rich-
erson 1985). Both are supported by an extensive literature of theoretical studies,
coupled by an increasing volume of empirical data illustrating how specific bi-
ological and cultural properties of the system will respond differently to exter-
nal forces, ultimately determining alternative historical trajectories and exhibiting
path-dependency (Boyd and Richerson 1992).
Advocates of niche construction theory (Odling-Smee et al. 2003) have recently
pointed out that modified environments should also be regarded as an inheri-
tance system and hence be regarded as a major driver of evolutionary trajecto-
ries. Landscape degradation and the creation of secondary forest environments
(see section 2.2.2) are just few examples of how human groups can modify selec-
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tive forces by generating artificial environments. A given subsistence strategy will,
for instance, be interlinked to a network of ecological relationships (e.g. symbiosis,
prey-predator interdependence, etc.), which will be actively modified by the be-
havioural choices of each individual and its consequences inherited through time.
This will create a feedback process that will in turn drive subsequent decision-
making. The net result can be regarded as a ”triple inheritance system” (Laland
et al. 2000; 2001, but see Olding-Smee 2007), where ecological inheritance is inter-
mingled with cultural and biological ones.
The triple inheritance framework provides a useful set of theories and models
which illustrates how even subtle differences in key properties of the system can
determine divergent historical trajectories. We can further integrate this model
with two additional heritable properties that are also likely to play a crucial role in
settlement pattern change: population density and spatial structure.
The former might influence the process of change if adaptive forces have some
form of frequency-dependence. For instance, figure 47 shows two different initial
densities of a highly clustered settlement pattern (fig 47:a,b), which over time be-
comes unsuitable and hence fissions to a dispersed pattern. If the initial density
is too high (fig 47:a), the lack of space after fission might force the settlements to
have a smaller territory size than the one expected with lower initial density (fig
47:b). The resulting difference might lead to difference in the adaptive fitness, and
even determine the formation of a completely different spatial patterning.
From an individual perspective, a change in settlement pattern will involve the
physical relocation of each residential unit, which will be subject to certain costs.
Since subsequent generations of offspring will inherit the spatial location of their
parents, a spatio-temporal dependence will most likely affect the decision-making
process. Such a spatial inheritance (see also Schauber et al. 2007) would have posi-
tive or negative effects depending on the degree of spatio-temporal autocorrelation
in the suitability of the landscape. If the environment changes slowly, the optimal
locations will be the same and hence the spatial inheritance will provide benefits,
but if the suitability of landscape changes radically, an adaptive location could sud-
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denly be maladaptive. This is the case illustrated in 47:c,d. The spatial area with
higher suitability (the shaded grey area in the figure) is subject to some change
over time. In both scenario c and d the settlement location becomes unsuitable
and hence requires a shift in its location. However this will involve a longer dis-
tance (and hence a higher cost) for scenario c compared to d. The aggregate effects
of similar constraints might ultimately determine a different tempo in the transition
between settlement patterns, if not an entirely divergent trajectory.
Path-dependence illustrates how historical contingency matters and could de-
termine divergence in evolutionary trajectories. The related concepts of equifinal-
ity and multifinality offer further warnings about how we establish the relation-
ship between an observed pattern and its possible causes (see Premo 2010 for an
extensive review). The former indicates instances where an observed state of a
system can be reached from different initial conditions, possible through different
trajectories. The latter refers to cases where we can observe the opposite: given the
same initial condition we might in fact have different final states. Both strongly
undermine the simplistic assumption that for a given environmental setting we
should expect a specific optimal outcome 2. In the present case, equifinality cau-
tions that observing Pb at a given moment in time does not imply that environment
was necessarily Eb (as alternative environmental condition could have generated
the same pattern), while multifinality cautions that if the environment is Ea, there
are different possible responses and hence different patterns, where Pa is only one
of the conceivable outcomes.
Luke Premo (2007) has recently borrowed a well-known metaphor offered by
Stephen J. Gould, in which the evolutionary biologist asks what we would see if
we could continuously rewind and observe what is being played on the ”tape of
life”. Given the idiosyncrasies derived from path-dependence, equifinality, and
multifinality we would expect to see different outcomes for each iteration. Each
time the tape is played, small differences will determine different paths, which
2Notice that equifinality and multifinality problems refers also to the relationship between a
process and the resulting pattern (see Fortin and Dale 2005:4) which in a similar fashion could
exhibit convergence and divergence
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will converge and diverge through time. This simple thought-experiment warns
us to base our conclusions on the empirical evidence alone, since the ”tape of life”
has been played only once in the real world: watching it will tell us only what
happened. In other words history is a single trajectory in time, but in order to
understand why and how a specific path was followed we should evaluate its rela-
tionship to the alternative paths and bifurcations that were present at each point
along its line.
The field of computational modelling is well suited for tackling this issue. Sim-
ulations provide us the opportunity to rewind and play the ”tape of life” in silico
as many times as our computational limits allow us. We can verify whether cer-
tain patterns occur more frequently than others, and establish this in probabilistic
terms. This will help distinguish and classify different dynamics on the basis of
the likelihood of their occurrence, and at the same identify instances of possible
evolutionary convergence and divergence, thus directly addressing the issues of
multifinality and equifinality. The process involved is strikingly similar to how
physical experiments are conducted (see Parker 2009 and Winsberg 2010 for epis-
temological discussion in this regard): given a set of initial conditions, the modeller
will run the computer simulation multiple times and then will record the distribu-
tion of its outcomes. This will be repeated for different parameter settings, which
will define both the properties of the model and its initial condition. The ultimate
product is often depicted as a parameter space where the variation of the simulation
outcome is ”mapped-out” on an n-dimensional space, where n is the number of
the input parameters in the model. Exploration of such a space provides a mul-
tidimensional vision of the system of interest, showing how the sensibility of its
behaviour varies between different variables and parameter settings.
5.1.1 Phase Space and Attractors
Given the potential complexity of the dynamics of change in human settlement
pattern, a fundamental step that needs to be undertaken before assessing the role
played by external perturbation is to evaluate the internal properties of the sys-
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tem of interest. In the specific case, we need to establish whether transitions be-
tween clumped and dispersed pattern could occur without the onset of environmen-
tal changes, or on the contrary that these are essential to cause such changes. Un-
deniably, both could be possible, in which case we need to establish the boundaries
within the parameter space where we would expect one or the other.
The literature of complex systems provides us with two key concepts that can
help in formalising this endeavour: phase space and attractors. The former can be re-
garded as the ”geometric representation of the universe of possibilities possessed
by a system” (McGlade 1995:120). Thus in our case the phase space will repre-
sent all possible forms of spatial configurations that are theoretically possible for a
given system. Notice that phase spaces represent variations (usually across time)
within a single combination of parameters, and hence it should be distinguished
from parameter spaces, which depict the variation of the system as a function of
different parameter values. The second key concept —attractors— can be defined
as specific points of the phase space where the system will ultimately converge.
Thus if we have a one-dimensional phase space measured in A-coefficients (see
section 3.3.1), and we know that ultimately the system will converge on an even
distribution of settlement sizes, then we will define A = 1 as an attractor. An at-
tractor is surrounded by its basin of attraction, so that if a system is ”located” within
that portion of the phase space, it will ultimate converge on the attractor itself.
The example provided above described the simplest form of attractor, known
as a point attractor. McGlade (1995) provides a summary description of three other
types of attractors: limit-cycle attractors, toroidal attractors, and strange attractors. The
first type is characterised by a periodic fluctuation between two or more different
regions of the phase space. The second is distinguished by a quasi-periodic pattern
in which dynamics occurring at different scales determine an apparently chaotic
behaviour of the system, which however is characterised by some form of peri-
odicity. Finally strange attractors can be recognised by the presence of complex
and chaotic dynamics in which there is no periodicity and no trajectory within the
phase space is ever repeated.
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We can apply the concept of attractors to our research question, assuming for a
moment that the phase space can be described by a single dimension ranging from
negative (primate/clumped pattern) to positive (convex/dispersed pattern) values
of the A-coefficient (see section 3.3.1). Using this framework we can envisage the
following set of possible outcomes for each unique combination of parameter set-
tings:
1. Clumped and dispersed patterns are distinct point attractors (figure 48:a). In
this case the system converges to one state or the other depending in which
basin of attraction it was initially located and on the intrinsic properties of the
system (thus its parameter combination) . Transitions from one settlement
form to the other could possibly occur if a perturbation is strong enough to
”move” the system from one basin of attraction to the other.
2. The two settlement forms are extremes of a limit-cycle or toroidal attractor
(figure 48:b and c). In this scenario, changes between clumped (primate) and
dispersed (convex) patterns occur endogenically. Perturbations in the system
could either temporarily or permanently fixate the system in one state or
another, or modify the frequency/magnitude of the fluctuations.
3. The system is chaotic and fluctuations between the two settlement patterns
occurs aperiodically.
Other implications of perturbations on the system will be discussed in chapter
7, but it can be anticipated that these could actually trigger transitions between dif-
ferent types of attractors. A system that is in an equilibrium state around a point
attractor could shift to a limit-cycle attractor, in which the original state becomes
one of its poles. This is an example of a bifurcation, which refers to the transition
of one system to another and could occur as a result of radical change in the sys-
tem, caused for instance by the adoption of a novel form of subsistence strategy or
technological innovation.
Previous models of complex sedentary groups have suggested that a point-
attractor equilibrium of settlement system should not be taken for granted, and
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that endogenic transition between different settlement forms could potentially emerge
(see e.g. Renfrew and Poston 1979, Griffin 2011). For instance, Renfrew and Pos-
ton (1979:458) argued that transitions between nucleated and dispersed patterns
can be generated by ”smooth variations of the local factors”, that ”suddenly” de-
termine a change in the system which resembles the effects caused by exogenous
forces. Similarly Griffin (2011) has recently modelled the dynamics of the con-
solidation and collapse of early complex polities, showing that cycles of group
fission and fusion observed at the macro-scale could emerge as a consequence of
micro-level interaction. These theoretical studies are usually based on sedentary
agricultural societies, and hence not directly applicable to mobile hunter-gatherer
groups. Nonetheless, the relatively high degree of sedentism exhibited by complex
hunter-gatherers (see chapter 2) indicates that some of the implications offered by
these model should be considered, in particular that an unquestioned assump-
tion that Jo¯mon settlement pattern constitutes a static point attractor —subject to
change only when external forces are applied— should be carefully tested. In or-
der to achieve this objective, we need to first review the basics principles of group
formation, and then implement these in the dynamic environment of an ABM.
5.2 Models of Group Formation
The formation of groups is undeniably one of the fundamental processes generat-
ing variation in settlement size and hence it provides important insights for under-
standing the wide spectrum of variation between clumped and dispersed patterns.
The topic has been extensively explored in different disciplines, and often mod-
els proposed in one have been used and extended by others. Broadly speaking, we
can recognise two distinct lines, each placing their emphasis on two different cata-
lysts for aggregation. The first group of models have looked the effect of the envi-
ronment, and more precisely the spatial distribution of the resources, as the deter-
minant of the aggregation. This closely resembles the induced spatial dependence
introduced in section 3.1, and portrays the emergence of groups as a consequence
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of variation in the attractiveness of the physical landscape. To put it simply, indi-
viduals aggregate because space is heterogeneous, and they are attracted to spe-
cific locations according to their suitability. The second line of models place their
emphasis on how the presence (or absence) of other individuals provides a selec-
tive advantage (or disadvantage). This is similar to the concept of inherent spatial
dependency (see section 3.1), and views the emergence of groups as a function of
cost-benefit ratio derived from the spatial proximity of other individuals and pos-
sible interactions derived from it. For example, individuals can be attracted to join
a group because of the advantage derived by mutual defence against a common
threat.
Before proceeding, it is important to stress that the two arguments are not mu-
tually exclusive but complementary aspects of group formation. The distinction of
the two perspectives should be viewed more as means to isolate the effects caused
by each form of spatial dependency, rather than an explicit statement of a pre-
ferred perspective. This is born out by the fact that many of these model of group
formation often incorporate both types of arguments.
One of the earliest models which explicitly linked the spatio-temporal distribu-
tion of the resources and the spatial structure of individual foragers was offered by
Horn (1968) who developed a quantitative model seeking to explore the adaptive
significance of blackbird colonial nests. The key argument in Horn’s model was
that the optimal location for a settlement (a nest in this case) is the one that min-
imise the foraging time travel. In order to compute this he proposed the following
equation:







(xi − xo)2 + (yj − yo)2 (5.1)
whereD(xo, yo) is the average distance travelled from an origin located at xo, yo,
T is a given unit of time, 2k is the number of round trips and t(xi, yj) is a function
of time which indicates the proportion of time where the specific location (xi, yj)
provides the highest return. Equation 5.1 is ideally computed for each location
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in a landscape, and coordinates with the lowest value of D can be regarded as
the most suitable location to settle. Horn then proceeds to compare two extreme
scenarios, one in which resources are stable and equally distributed in the land-
scape, and another in which the same amount of resource is concentrated in a
single location which spatial coordinates vary as a function of time (defined by the
variable t(xi, yj)). He then compares dispersed (multiple small settlements) and
aggregated (a single large settlement) spatial patterns for each type of resource
distribution, and using equation 5.1 concludes that dispersion is optimal for a ho-
mogeneous and static resource distribution, while aggregation is better in cases
where resources are concentrated but their location is time varying.
In an extensive review of spatial organisation and habitat use of human for-
agers, Cashdan (1992) lists several successful applications of Horn’s model (e.g.
Wilmsen 1973, Dwyler and Minnegal 1985), pointing out also how its ultimate im-
plication is similar to the power-spectrum model proposed by Harpending and
Davis (1977). The key concept of the latter model was to describe the availability
of one or more resources in terms of their spatial and temporal frequencies, and
its main predictions can be summarised as follows: (a) when multiple resources
have no coherence in space, and thus are homogeneously distributed in space, we
should expect a dispersed settlement pattern; (b) when resources are correlated
to each other (i.e. when the finding of one type of resource is likely to determine
the finding of another type as well), and hence we expect a patchy resource dis-
tribution we should expect an aggregated settlement pattern; and (c) when the
cross-correlation between the two resources is negative (i.e. when the finding of
one precludes the finding of the other) we should again expect a dispersed pattern
(Harpending and Davis 1977, Cashdan 1992).
The weakness of both models is that the main unit of analysis is the whole
population, and as such does not take into account the effects of economic interde-
pendence, competition, and interference caused by variation in local density. The
ideal free distribution (IFD; Fretwell and Lucas 1970) and its derivative models (see
e.g. Tregenza 1995, Greene and Stamps 2001) provide a useful framework which
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combines the population density of the predator population and the resource abun-
dance and spatial distribution of the prey population.





where ξ¯p is the average individual gain at a given patch p, Kp is the resource
input (amount of available resource) at p, and np is the number of individuals at
p. The basic prediction of the model is that the yield of a specific patch is max-
imised when population is equal to 1, and that increasing population size causes a
reduction of the amount of resources available for each individual. Given the as-
sumptions that: (a) all individuals have full knowledge of the resource availability
and (b) are free to relocate to any patch, equation 5.2 predicts that the evolution-
ary stable equilibrium will be achieved when ξ is identical for all individuals. In
order to achieve such a state, the number of individuals in each patch must be
proportional to the amount of resources available there.
The graphical representation of equation 5.2 (figure 49:a) provides an example
of the dynamic by which this could occur. In this case KA is larger than KB, and
hence if both patches are unoccupied, a new immigrant will choose to settle on
patch A first. This trend will persist until the number of individuals on patch
A will be equal to x. At this point, the productivity of patch A will decline to
the level of patch B , and hence both locations will have the same probability of
occupation, ultimately leading to a number of individuals per patch proportional
to the amount of available resource (K).
This pattern is known as the input matching rule (Parker 1978), and is often am-
biguously referred as the habitat matching rule (e.g. in Fagen 1987, Cashdan 1992).
Tregenza (1994) notes that the latter term is unfortunate, as the key assumption
of a constant and continuous resource input is not implied in its name. However,
in many environments resources can be sparse, so that the negative effect of in-
creased population density might be caused by reciprocal interference, rather than
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the equal sharing of the available resources. Sutherland (1983) modelled this by





, Where 0 ≤ m ≤ ∞ (5.3)
whenm = 0, the patch will remain unexploited, while whenm = 1 we have the
same situation portrayed in equation 5.2. When m > 1, ξ¯p will be lower than the
equal share predicted by the standard IFD model. This results from the resource
wastage caused by mutual interference, modelled by m.
Figure 49:b shows two patches where KA > KB but also mA > mB, thus patch
A has a higher amount of resource but its intrinsic properties determine a higher
rate of interference among the predator population. As in figure 49:a, when the two
patches are unoccupied, patchAwill be invaded first, followed by an occupation of
patch B when the number of individuals at A is equal or larger than x1. However
the long-term equilibrium is different compared to the one predicted by equation
5.2, as at higher population (n > x2), patch B will have higher suitability (higher
ξ) at equal population densities.
Equation 5.3 is a good example of how mutual economic independence can
produce significantly different dynamics. The model however takes into account
only the negative aspects of aggregation, and does not consider its possible ben-
efits. Greene and Stamps (2001) propose an alternative model, which overcomes
this issue by introducing what ecologists refer to as the ”Allee effect” (i.e. instances
of positive correlation between population density and individual fitness; Allee
1951):
ξ¯p = Qp −Bp(np −Mp)2 (5.4)
where Qp and Bp are scaling parameters, and Mp defines how the suitability
of a specific patch p can be maximised. When Mp = 0, the model approximates a
standard IFD model with a decreasing trend, however when Mp > 0, the model
has a unimodal shape, with a peak value ξp = Qp, reached when np is equal to Mp.
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Figure 49:c shows two patches characterised by the Allee effect for small popula-
tion densities (i.e. when np < Mp). As in the previous example, patch A is initially
favoured, but this time the suitability of patch B will increase as the number of
individuals located there increases. If B is unoccupied, individuals at patch A will
consider relocating to the other patch when their number exceeds x1. This will
determine a positive feedback mechanism since the consequent increase of pop-
ulation at B will also increase its ”attractiveness”. The peak of this trend will be
reached when the population density at B is MB. In such a case individuals at B
will have the highest fitness value, and individuals atAwill be expected to migrate
when their population density is over x2.
Winterhalder and colleagues (2010) provide a series of examples where they ex-
plore how variations in the parameter values of equation 5.4 can determine differ-
ent settlement histories, where the reciprocal economic interdependence between
individuals can result in the occupation of different patches according to dynam-
ics of population growth and dispersal. The complexity of the Allee effect is ulti-
mately related to its unimodal shape, where the co-occurrence of both negative and
positive frequency dependence is the key element.
The integration of interference (equation 5.3) and Allee effect (equation 5.4)
in the IFD models shows how population density and the interaction caused by
this could modify the attractiveness of specific locations. At the same time this
introduces the core principle of other models, where such forces are the primary
drivers of variation in the group size distribution.
Advantages derived from increased group size have been widely acknowl-
edged in the anthropological and archaeological literature. Collective action and
sharing (Hawkes 1992) are perhaps the two most commonly presented examples
of positive frequency dependence among hunter-gather groups. The former refers
to the execution of specific tasks (e.g. communal hunting, intensive plant gath-
ering etc.) where the joint effort of multiple individuals determines a payoff that
is higher than the one expected by the sum of individual foraging activities. The
emergence of the latter has been debated among several behavioural ecologists
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(see Hawkes 1992 for an extensive review) and broadly suggests that sharing is an
effective strategy for decreasing the variance experienced in foraging tasks (Win-
terhalder 1986, Halstead and O’Shea 1989, Hawkes 1992) as well as a key element
shaping the group demographic composition (Lee 2008).
The benefits of sharing have been extensively explored by Bruce Winterhalder
(1986), who provides a simple mathematical model that highlights its key proper-
ties. The core component of the model is the assumption that foraging yields are
subject to random forces which will lead to positive or negative deviations from
an ideal mean. If resources are shared, the effects of such random forces will be
reduced, as a function of: (a) the average correlation in the return rates of group
members; and (b) the group size. When the former is positive, the random forces
act in the same manner across the entire group, and hence sharing provides only a
minor advantage with increasing group size, while when it is negative (and hence
high yields of one individual tend to be associated with lower yields of another)
a small increase of group size provides a relatively higher benefit to its members.
The most important conclusion of Winterhalder’s model is the diminishing rate
of return of the benefit derived by variance-reduction: the larger is the group the
smaller will be the rate of increase of the benefit derived from sharing.
Other advantages of a larger group size are mutual protection and defensibility
(Gould and Yellen 1987), higher complexity in organisational tasks and division of
labour (Hawkes 1992, Bonner 2004, Jeanson et al. 2007), increase in information ac-
quisition (Clark and Mangel 1984), and higher rates of cultural evolution (Shennan
2001, Powell et al. 2009).
All these factors are associated with an increase in the per capita fitness. De-
termining whether this effect is unbounded or characterised by an asymptotic in-
crease is not necessarily straightforward, although the latter scenario is expected
to be common among instances where the presence of an upper threshold in the
benefit can be assumed. For instance, Dunbar (1993) suggests that humans are
characterised by a cognitive limit in the number of direct and stable social interac-
tions they can maintain (equal to ca 150 individuals), and how groups exceeding
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this threshold will tend to be less stable and more likely to be characterised by a
high degree of social differentiation and hierarchy.
Clearly some factors can also determine negative frequency dependence, so
that increase in group size is detrimental. For instance larger groups will be char-
acterised by the psychological stress of increased interaction and crowding (Hill
and Hawkes 1987), increased interference (Sutherland 1983), and a reduced avail-
ability of local resources (Hamilton et al. 2007), which will also lead to a higher
costs in procurement and in the maintenance of larger territories (Cashdan 1992).
The combined effect of positive and negative frequency dependence, which
has been anticipated by the concept of the Allee effect above, has been thoroughly
explored by Roland Fletcher (1995) who examined the residential density and pop-
ulation size of human settlements ranging from simple mobile hunter-gatherers to
agricultural societies and industrialised urban centres (see also section 3.1). The
core explanatory framework adopted by Fletcher is based on the theoretical defi-
nition of a ”stress matrix” structured by the following three types of constraints:
(1) an interaction limit, which defines the upper level tolerable residential density;
(2) a communication limit, which defines the spatial extent beyond which commu-
nication becomes inefficient; and (3) a threshold limit, the lower level residential
density, below which settlements are unstructured. Not surprisingly, the three
types of constraints are not equally relevant in all human societies, and different
types of economic system or technological level determine different limit values.
For example, sedentism seems to shift the interaction limit, as mobile groups tend
to tolerate a much higher residential density.
The most relevant aspect of Fletcher’s study is the cross-cultural presence of
upper limits in settlement sizes, a pattern which has been observed in other stud-
ies (see e.g. Hamilton et al. 2007) and which supports the argument that above a
certain threshold negative frequency dependence starts to predominate and lead
to detrimental effects derived from grouping.
The combination of positive and negative frequency dependence described so
far will determine variations in the individual fitness as a function of group size.
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The exact shape of such a fitness curve could vary considerably depending on the
complex interactions between the factors listed above and as such its precise form
cannot be ascertained in archaeological studies. However a broad structural de-
scription is still possible if we choose to describe the fitness function by defining
the relationships between the critical group sizes (see table 5) that are likely to be
present in most conceivable models.
We first define individual fitness as an unknown function φ(g), where g is the
size of the group. We can then define the smallest possible group size as m, and
thus its fitness value φ(m). In the simplest case, m is referred to the single indi-
vidual and hence is equal to 1, while in other instances this could be a fixed value
representing a household, a small kin-group, or any other minimum aggregate
unit. It is important to stress that the condition g < m is never satisfied, either
because of a physical impossibility (m cannot be less than 1) or by an underlying
assumption that there is a smallest indivisible unit. The latter might not necessar-
ily hold in the real world, where m could also be variable (e.g. differently sized
households), but the effect of such a variability is presumed to be negligible in this
context. It is worth mentioning here that m will be often referred to as an individ-
ual, despite potentially representing an aggregate of multiple individuals, and that
g will be always a multiple of m.
It is assumed that in all cases the function φ(g) has a group size g∗where fitness
is maximised: groups smaller or larger (but see below for an exception) than g∗
will thus have a smaller fitness. The direct consequence of this is that the function
φ(g) is assumed not to be flat or monotonic. The former would imply a complete
absence of benefits (or drawbacks) derived from grouping, which contradicts the
evidence listed above. Multimodality is, however, a possible condition, although
its description would be a much more complex exercise. In theory, φ(g) can be
regarded as a function which aggregates multiple sub-functions (i.e. φ(g) = φ1(g)+
φ2(g)+, ...+φn(g)) representing each factor (e.g. benefit of cooperation, detrimental
effect of interference, etc.). Thus if two or more sub-functions are characterised
by a strong unimodal shape and their peaks are out of phase, then the resulting
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aggregate fitness curve might exhibit multimodality. For the purpose of this thesis
I will assume a unimodal shape, which is directly referable to existing studies (e.g.
Sibly 1983, Clark and Mangel 1986, Giraldeau and Caraco 2000), generalisable to a
broader number of cases, and simpler to model.
The two conditions discussed above allow us to predict and define a hypothet-
ical group size g¯ where the fitness is equal to the one obtained by the minimum
possible group size, but g > m (i.e. φ(m) = φ(g¯)). The existence of such a saturation
size is not necessarily true for all types of fitness curves. For example a function
characterised by unbounded growth would have g∗ =∞ and g¯ will consequently
never exist.
Clark and Mangel (1986) describe four types of fitness curve based on the topo-
logical relationships between these specific values of g. When g∗ = m, we have a
simple negative frequency dependence similar to the one portrayed for the basic
ideal free distribution model depicted on figure 49:a: aggregation is always dele-
terious, and the optimal ”group size” is m (figure 50:a). When g∗ = ∞, we have
the opposite condition (figure 50:b), a larger group size provides additional benefit
and we have a constant positive frequency dependence. A variant of this model
can be characterised by a threshold size, above which group members are not af-
fected by additional benefits or by detrimental effects (e.g. φ(g∗) = φ(g ∗ +m)).
When m < g∗ < ∞ and g¯ = ∞, we have a pattern close to the Allee effect dis-
cussed above (figure 50:c). At small group size (g < g∗) positive frequency de-
pendence predominates, while at larger size (g > g∗) negative frequency depen-
dence is stronger. However positive effects due to aggregation will always exist
in this case, and hence the decrease in fitness can be described as asymptotic. The
last model portrayed by Clark and Mangel is described by the following relations:
m < g∗ < ∞ and g¯ < ∞ (figure 50:d). The shape again shows an Allee effect
with positive frequency dependence at g < g∗ and negative frequency dependence
above the critical size g∗. This time however there is a specific size g¯, above which
being in a group becomes deleterious (i.e. φ(g > g¯) < φ(m)).
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5.2.1 Group Formation Dynamics
In order to explore how group formation dynamics could arise we need to estab-
lish which working model of a fitness curve is most appropriate. Given the evi-
dence listed in the previous section, we can dismiss the first two types of model
proposed by Clark and Mangel (figure 50:a,b). The latter two are more plausible
candidates, where the contrast of negative and positive effects of aggregation are
nicely portrayed in a single-humped curve (figure 50:c,d) not dissimilar to the one
already explored in the context of IFD when the Allee effect has been explicitly ex-
plored (see figure 49:c). In the present thesis I will mainly focus on the second type
of unimodal curve, which integrates the notion that negative forces of grouping
can exceeds positive ones above certain group sizes. This is not an new concept
in anthropology (see e.g. Smith 1983), and implies that increased group size can
lead to a decline in the return rate, reaching levels below the ones expected by for-
aging alone and triggering different types of potential responses including group
fission-fusion dynamics (Aureli et al. 2008).
The unimodal curve has extremely interesting properties in terms of its impli-
cations for group formation dynamics. One of these is the intrinsic instability of the
optimal group size, which led several authors (Sibly 1983, Clark and Mangel 1984)
to suggest that, counterintuitively, the expected group size is likely to be closer to
g¯ than g∗. This expectation, which has been proven both empirically and theoret-
ically, can easily be substantiated by the following thought experiment. Consider
a small group with m > g < g∗ with a fitness curve similar to the one portrayed
in figure 50:d. Such a group will provide a higher fitness than the one expected by
an individual in the smallest possible unit (i.e. φ(g) > φ(m)), and hence individ-
uals will tend to migrate there. This will provide a benefit to both the members
of the group and the newcomers, so long as g < g∗. At a certain point the group
will reach its optimal size g∗, beyond which any additional unit will decrease the
fitness of its members. However at this point the difference φ(g)− φ(m) will have
reached its highest value, meaning that the group ”attractiveness” will also have
reached its peak, leading to an increased rate of immigration. This will further in-
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crease the group size until it reaches its saturation size g¯. At this point, joining the
group will no longer provide advantage, and hence immigration will cease, lead-
ing to an equilibrium state. We can denote this group size as the equilibrium group
size and refer to it with the symbol g˙ 3.
The dynamic portrayed above is biased as it considers only the perspective of
the joiner and ignores the implications of his/her choice for existing group mem-
bers. In fact, from the latter perspective, the presence of joiners is beneficial only
for groups with sizes up to g∗, after which any additional m will decrease the φ of
group members. This determines a conflict of interest between incumbent mem-
bers of a group (who will expect a decrease in fitness) and joiners (who will expect
an increase in fitness). Several scholars (e.g. Smith 1983, Giraldeau and Caraco
1993; 2000) have explored different models of this, in most cases trying to establish
whether incumbent members are willing to reject the newcomers for an hypotheti-
cal cost (expressed in terms of energy consumption or a decrease in fitness) or not.
For example, Smith (1983; see also Boone 1992) developed a game theoretic model
of group formation, which predictions successfully matched the ethnographically
observed pattern of Inuit hunting groups.
When facing a declining fitness, incumbent members of a group might also
consider leaving the group itself. In the case of the minimum possible group m,
two different options are available: (a) join another group through migration; (b)
become a solitary group (g = m) through fission. If we assume that individuals
are free to join or leave a group and have complete knowledge of both the fitness
of the origin group φ(go) and the destination group φ(gd), we can easily predict
conditions where one option is better than the other. Migration would be favoured
if the destination provides a higher fitness than the origin (φ(gd) > φ(go)), and the
3It is worth mentioning that the shape of the unimodal curve could determine a different out-
come, leading g∗ to be occasionally stable. Giraldeau and Gillis (1984) showed this exploring dif-
ferent shapes of unimodal fitness curves via computer simulation. They found that in certain sit-
uations, when ”the fitness of joining a group of optimal size is less than that of remaining alone”
(Giraldeau and Gillis 1984:667), the optimal size will be g∗. The result of their analysis is partly due
to that fact that their simulation was based on discrete values rather than continuous ones. In fact,
in order to have the condition described by Giraldeau and Gillis, the condition φ(g ∗ +m) < φ(m)
must be satisfied. In other words, the size g¯ can never been reached because (g¯ − g∗) < m. In a
continuous mathematical model this is however possible.
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expected fitness when foraging with the minimum possible size (φ(gd) > φ(m)).
When the second condition is not satisfied and φ(go) < φ(m), fission will provide
the highest increase in fitness.
If we assume that the fitness function is the same for all groups (e.g. by assum-
ing for instance that all groups have the same subsistence strategy on a landscape
with a homogenous distribution of resources), the viability of migration is entirely
a function of the group size distribution, and could occur for any instance where
the inequality g 6= g∗ is satisfied. All other things being equal, fission will instead
occur only when the economic return of members of a group is lower than φ(m).
The threshold size above which fission provides an increase in the benefit will be
referred to as the fission size, and will be labelled with the symbol gˆ. In normal con-
ditions, clearly gˆ = g¯, since as we recall from the description of the fitness curve, g¯
is the group size when the fitness becomes equal to the one expected by foraging
as a single unit. However, if we incorporate any costs involved in fissioning or we
assume that the difference between φ(g) and φ(m) should be larger than a specific
threshold value in order to fission, gˆ (fission size) could theoretically be larger than
g¯ (saturation size).
So far we have considered only the independent decision-making of m, the
minimum aggregate unit. An alternative scenario can be explored for instances
where multiple subunits jointly decide to fission or migrate. We first define this
group as a subset q of the parent group, where q > m. In theory the optimal
value of q can be predicted as the one satisfying the inequality φ(q) > φ(g), but in
practical terms this is entirely dependent on the shape of the fitness curve. Figure
51 shows three groups of equal size and evaluates the diverse implications for
q = g/2, given three alternative fitness curves sharing the same structure as the
one portrayed in figure 50:d (thus with an unimodal shape and the g¯ <∞).
Group fission does not necessarily involve the creation of equally sized subsets,
in fact in the optimal choice is unlikely to be so. For instance, if we observe care-
fully the scenario portrayed in figure 51:b, we will notice how a group fission with
q ≈ 3
4
g will provide a fitness close to the highest possible value. This, however, will
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require the remnant members to form a group of size 1
4
g, which will reduce their
fitness below that expected with the current group size g. This situation is known
as a zero-sum game, where the gain of one player (one sub-group in this case) will
unavoidably lead to a loss for the other(s). The perfect solution could occur only
when the group size is 2g∗ 4, when a fission into two equally sized groups (q = 1
2
g)
would provide the highest benefit both offspring groups. When this perfect so-
lution is not tenable, an optimally sized group (the one sized 3
4
g in the example
above), and one or more sub-optimally sized groups will emerge after fission. This
will in turn push the individuals located in groups with lower fitness to migrate
towards the optimally sized group. As a consequence of these invasions, such a
group will experience a decrease in fitness, since its size will be larger than g∗. The
long-term equilibrium will be the creation of two equally sized group.
Group decision-making has rarely been used in models of human settlement
creation (but see Lake 2000 for an exception), and in most cases this involves a
simple shift of the agency from the single individual to a larger composite unit, or
to different variants of voting models (e.g. Lake 2000, Sellers et al. 2007). More so-
phisticated models are being developed (e.g. Sayama et al. 2011), but their extreme
complexity appears to be inapt in this context.
One problem that affects both individual and group decision-making is the as-
sumption that group members are aware of the shape of the fitness curve. In most
scenarios, however, it is very likely that this and other parameters are unknown to
the members of the group, and they can only approximate them based on direct
observation and information exchange with individuals of other groups. Ethno-
graphic data supports the existence of inter-group information sharing for several
hunter-gatherer traditions (see examples in Whallon et al. 2011), either during oc-
casional encounters or visits (e.g. Watanabe 1973, Meehan 1982), or as part of a
regular trade network (e.g. Silberbauer 1981). These episodes will enable each
individual to evaluate their conditions in a comparative fashion (for instance by
4In theory any multiple of g∗ would lead to perfect solution, but in practice there would be no
reason to not fission when the group reaches 2g∗
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assessing their perceived payoff difference) and ultimately guide their decision-
making.
5.3 Building the Model
The review presented in the previous section allow us to highlight the following
points:
• Given the assumptions of the basic form of IFD model (see equation 5.2) and
with the other things being equal, we should expect a long-term equilibrium
where the population density matches the underlying resource distribution
of the environmental patches.
• Once the IFD model integrates both positive and negative frequency depen-
dence, the dynamics become more complex (see equation 5.4 and discussion
on figure 49:c).
• The relationship between group size and the fitness of its member can be por-
trayed as an unimodal fitness curve, with an optimal size g∗ (where fitness
is maximised) and a saturation size g¯ (above which being in the group no
longer provides benefit).
• Individuals are expected to improve their condition (i.e. their fitness) by real-
locating themselves. This might involve leaving or joining a group by means
of migration and fission-fusion processes.
• Individuals are assumed to have only a comparative knowledge, that is, they
are able to evaluate whether other individuals are performing better or worse
than themselves but incapable to portray the exact shape of the fitness curves.
These points will form the basis of a computer simulation model5, which allow
us to explore the expected macro-level consequences (i.e. group size distribution)
5Technical details of the model are described in the Overview, Design and Details protocol in
appendix B, while the computer code are provided in appendix C
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of some of these assumptions. The adoption of ABM provides us the opportu-
nity to combine some of the aspects introduced in the IFD models (e.g. a spatial
structure formed by patches) to the assumption of an unimodal fitness curve. At
the same time, key elements such as demographic processes (reproduction, death,
and migration) and decision-making rules can be integrated, providing a simu-
lation environment that can be later enriched by the integration of models apt to
explore the effects of exogenic forces (see chapter 7).
The core of the model is the definition of a fitness function, which can be as-
sumed (see section 5.2.1 for justifications) to have an unimodal shape similar to
the one portrayed in figure 50:d. We start by defining ξi as the gain of the mini-
mum aggregate subunit of foragers (of size m) with the index i, so that the gain of
each forager of a group will be distinguished and coded ξ1, ξ2, ...ξg, with g being
the group size expressed as the number of its constituent subunits (i.e. a group
with three subunits m will have g = 3). We can further assume that individual
gains are : (a) subject to randomness; and (b) dependent on the group size g.
The first aspect can be modelled as a random yield from a Gaussian probability
function with mean µ, and a standard deviation . The choice is dictated by the as-
sumption that foraging efficiency is affected by multiple random and independent
factors (e.g. fluctuations in the availability of the resources, chance events during
foraging activities, etc.) that can occasionally produce yields that are higher or
lower than a certain average. The symmetric nature of the Gaussian curve implies
also that there are no biases towards higher than or lower than average yields (i.e.
stochastic deviations from the means have the same chance of being beneficial or
detrimental), that the likelihood and magnitude of these events will be tuned by ,
and that in the long run the average yield of an individual will be µ. The choice
of a Gaussian curve for modelling foraging yields is not new and has been widely
adopted in the anthropological literature (e.g. Winterhalder 1986, Henrich 2001,
Lake and Crema 2012).
The second aspect, that is the benefit derived by the presence of other members
in the group, can be integrated as a positive surplus to the individual yield that
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increases as a function of the group size. For the sake of simplicity this can be
depicted as a linear model that increases µ as a function of the group size g.
The combination of these two assumptions is formalised in the following equa-
tion:
ξi = N (µi + (g − 1)b, ) (5.5)
where N indicates a Gaussian probability distribution with mean µi + (g − 1)b
and standard deviation . The exponent b is a scaling parameter which determines
a concave curve for b > 1, a convex curve for b < 1 and a linear growth for b = 1
(see figure 52). Following the assumptions illustrated in section 5.2.1, the most
sensible values of b appear to be below 1, since several types of benefit seem to
follow a convex curve with a decreasing benefit caused by the presence of other
individuals in the group.
At this stage the model resembles the one depicted on figure 50:b, with no
negative frequency dependence due to large values of g. Furthermore, no effects
of variance reduction are incorporated in the model, so a larger group will still
experience the same stochasticity as the single subunits.
These two elements can be incorporated as follows. First we define Ξ as the












Thus, the stochastic effect derived by  will be reduced with increasing group
size, mimicking the outcome of sharing among foragers (see figure 53).
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The negative frequency dependence at high values of g can be obtained by in-
troducing a parameter defining the size of the resource pool (K) as shown previ-
ously for the IFD models (see equation 5.2). This leads to the following equation:
φi
Ξ/g if Ξ ≤ KK/g if Ξ > K (5.8)
where K is the resource input of the patch where the focal group is located.
Equation 5.8 basically models the negative effects of overexploitation; when Ξ >
K, the individual fitness φ will decrease due to the lack of available resources. As
a result the fitness curve will have a unimodal shape, and given  = 0, we can
predicted the critical size g∗ as the one satisfying the condition K = g(µ+ (g−1)b),
and g¯ as equal to K/µ (see figure 54).
The combination of the parameters b, µ, and K and their effects on the fitness
curve are described in figure 55: the increase the cooperation benefit (b) and the
basic fitness (µ) combine to determine a decrease in the value of g∗ but an increases
in φ(g∗). The former also considerably modifies the shape of the curve, with higher
values determining a much higher initial rate of increase in φ. Variation of K is
instead positively correlated to the variation of g∗, φ(g∗), and g¯.
One of the critical aspects missing in the models presented in the previous sec-
tion is the explicit integration of population dynamics. Fitness curve models such
as the one portrayed by Clark and Mangel (1986) do not take account of the pos-
sibility of reproduction and death that can also determine variation in g. These
can increase or decrease group size as a function of the fitness of its members, and
hence we should expect that a group with g = g∗ will most likely become larger
over time, even if it does not accept any external members. Since most models
look at short-term dynamics where the reproduction and death of individuals are
not considered, I will refer to the equilibrium exhibited by these as short-term. We
have already seen before that, with other things being equal, group sizes are ex-
pected to be roughly equal to g¯ when the group members’ fitness φ(g) is equal to
the one expected when foraging as the minimum unit (φ(m), here on average equal
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to µ). The group size that remains in equilibrium (i.e. is not subject to invasion or
fission) can be defined as the short-term equilibrium group size, and be labelled
with g˙. However if we incorporate reproduction and death, the expected group
size might be different from g˙. In fact if φ(g˙) is sufficiently high, the group might
continue to increase in size by internal growth and ultimately fission. We can thus
define the long-term equilibrium size as the expected size when all demographic pro-
cesses (migration, reproduction, and death) are incorporated and label this with g˘.
This will allow us to infer that the short (g˙) and the long-term equilibrium size (g˘)
can coincide only when the group net growth rate (γ) is equal to zero at that size.
In order to integrate these concepts in the model, we need to convert fitness
to probabilities of reproduction and death. The former could be represented as a





where r is the probability of reproduction and ρ is the basic reproduction rate
that we will expect if the group size is m (since φ(m) ≈ µ).





where d is the probability of death, and ω1 and ω2 are shape parameters, which
ensure a sigmoidal shape with d = 0.5 when φ = ω2/ω1. The choice of this shape is
dictated by the following assumptions: 1) d will be low with high values of φ, but
never equal to zero (ensuring the possibility that an agent has a small chance to die
even when its fitness is high); 2) decrease in fitness will determine an exponential
increase in d (i.e. a small initial decrease in φ will have a marginal effect, but with
further decrease, d will become extremely large; see for example Pelletier et al.
1993).
Equations 5.9 and 5.10 allow us to define the net growth rate as follows:
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γ = r − d (5.11)
This will have positive values for expected growth and negative values for ex-
pected decline in the group size. Furthermore we can introduce the last critical
group size g˜, which will be the value of g, for a given fitness curve, where γ = 0.
Thus we can say that if only one group is present (and hence there is no possibility
of immigration), the long-term equilibrium group size g˘ would be equal to the zero
net growth rate group size g˜. Table 5 provides a summary of all the critical group
sizes and their annotations used in the thesis.
5.4 Implementing the Model in an Agent-Based Frame-
work
The mathematical definition of the fitness curve (equations 5.5, 5.6, 5.7, and 5.8)
and related demographic processes (equations 5.9, 5.10, and 5.11) provides the ba-
sic set of submodels which can be linked within an agent based simulation envi-
ronment and at the same time establishes a theoretical bridge and extension to the
previous studies introduced in section 5.2.
In order to achieve this objective a computer simulation has been created us-
ing R (R Development Core Team 2011), a programming language and software
environment specifically designed to deal with statistical computing and graphics.
Implementation of ABMs in R is not common (but see Lake and Crema 2012) but its
flexible structure allows the creation of a hierarchical organisation of submodels,
and its wide library of statistical tools enable the analysis of the simulation out-
put in the same software environment. Although the simulation can be conducted
on any desktop computer, a wider exploration of the parameter space requires its
implementation on a high performance computer cluster. All simulation has thus
been conducted on the UCL Legion high performance computing facility.
One of the major advantages of the model described in section 5.3 is that by
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choosing to incorporate the resource input parameter K, we have established a
structural framework which enables the integration of some key properties offered
by IFD models. We can in fact create the spatial environment where the agents will
act as a two-dimensional torus6, subdivided into P patches, each with its own
value of K.
The simulation will proceeds in discrete time steps t = 0, 1, 2, 3, ..., T , such that
it terminates when t = T . At its initialisation, N(t = 0) agents are created and
randomly distributed among all patches. Each agent represents the minimum ag-
gregate unit m, and if two or more agents are located in the same patch they will
automatically form a group of size g > m. At this point the set of equations in-
troduced in section 5.3 can be applied to each group, and hence the fitness of each
individual can be computed on the basis of the predefined constant parameters
(see table 7) and the group size g. The fitness will then be used to simulate the re-
production and death of individuals, thus mimicking basic population dynamics.
5.4.1 Decision-making
The model developed so far recreates the unimodal fitness curve introduced in sec-
tion 5.2, and integrates biological forces of reproduction and death, but does not
incorporate the decision-making process which guides the relocation of individual
agents (via fission-fusion, migration, etc.) as an adaptive strategy. Such processes
have been modelled in the literature of IFD (see Tregenza 1995) and fitness curves
(e.g. Sibly 1983, Clark and Mangel 1986) with the core assumption that all individ-
uals have full knowledge of the surrounding environment (including the fitness of
other individuals) and that any decision will not involve costs or constraints (e.g.
the ”free” assumption on IFD).
These two assumptions do not always hold, as: (a) individuals’ payoff will not
be a function of the group size alone but also of other external forces; (b) fitness
6A torus is a geometrical shape resembling a doughnut which is widely used in ABM to avoid
instances of edge effect. To put it simply given a square shaped area, any movement of an agent
”outside” the edge will lead it back on the other side of the square. See also figure 56
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of other individuals will be inferred by incomplete observations and indirect evi-
dence, and hence knowledge of it is susceptible to error (see for example Ohmagari
and Berkes 1997, Henrich 2001, Eerkens and Lipo 2005); and (c) spatial relocation
(e.g. migration, fission etc.) will be affected by costs and constraints that will drive
the decision-making.
The first point has been already addressed with the definition of the fitness
curve. The presence of  in equation 5.5 guarantees that stochasticity is present in
the model, so that members of two equally sized groups can have different fitness
due to random effects (although this will vanish as soon as the group demand Ξ
exceeds the resource pool size K). The parameter K in equation 5.8 also provides
the possibility of exploring the effects of both spatial and temporal variability, an
aspect which will be extensively pursued in chapter 7. This section will tackle
the second and the third point by modelling the cost and constraints of individual
decision-making process and how these are shaped by the knowledge of other
individuals.
In the present model, the trigger for decision-making is assumed to be some
form of comparative evaluation occurring during social interaction between agents.
The outcome of this process might eventually lead the agent to improve its current
situation (fitness level) by relocating itself to a different patch. Kennedy (1998, see
also Kennedy and Eberhart 2001) proposes a generic model of learning that can be
applied in this context. Its basic structure is a three-step process starting from an
evaluation of other individuals’ behaviour, a comparison to its own and an eventual
imitation of the other individuals’ behaviour.
An individual will first need to evaluate the behavioural traits adopted by oth-
ers. This could be a simple acknowledgement of difference to the focal individual’
own behaviour, or a more sophisticated form of evaluation where the fitness of
the other individual is calculated. For instance, one could determine how com-
monly a specific trait is adopted, or measure the success of an agent having such
a trait. The literature of dual-inheritance theory provides many examples in this
regard (see Boyd and Richerson 1985) and offers a series of mathematical models
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which explore how the chosen measure can strongly affect the process of imitation
and hence the ultimate distribution of behavioural traits. To put it simply eval-
uation involves the adoption of some heuristics that would decrease the costs of
learning. In most cases this will involve some form of sampling (e.g. observe a
randomly chosen individual), summary measures (e.g. what is the most common
or uncommon trait), and/or selection process (e.g. who is the individual with the
best performance), which will bias the process of cultural transmission (Boyd and
Richerson 1985, Henrich and McElreath 2003). Several studies in ethnography (e.g.
Hewlett and Cavalli-Sforza 1986, Henrich and Gil-White 2001 and psychology (e.g.
Eriksson et al. 2007, Efferson et al. 2008) have further explored these models, seek-
ing validation on empirical data. Archaeologists have instead tried to infer about
different forms of cultural transmission bias by assessing, for example, the distri-
bution of artefact traits (e.g. Shennan and Wilkinson 2001, Bettinger and Eerkens
1999). A common feature of all these forms of biased evaluation is that, in certain
circumstances, a maladaptive trait can spread among the population. For example
if a trait is characterised by a negative frequency dependence, then an evaluation
based on the commonness of the trait will be deleterious, similarly if one copies
a trait based on the fitness of the carrier, it might not consider the specific context
in which the trait is successful (e.g. the trait might be beneficial only in certain
environments) or the observed trait might have nothing to do with the success of
the carrier at all.
Comparison occurs when the focal individual estimates its own strategy in re-
lation to the observed trait. This might also be biased especially when the traits
exhibits variability in their phenotypic expression. For example, Lake and Crema
(2012) have recently shown that when the payoff derived from a trait is stochastic,
model-biased transmission (i.e. a form of cultural transmission where traits are
evaluated and selected on the basis of the properties of the individual who exhibit
the trait itself) can occasionally lead to the abandonment of a trait for the adoption
of less beneficial ones. This occurs since in their model-biased evaluation the focal
individual observes the most successful individual, and hence it is not able to dis-
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tinguish between success derived by chance and success derived by the intrinsic
properties of the trait itself. If the number of individuals adopting a maladaptive
trait is large enough, a successful individual is likely to emerge by pure chance,
and hence the trait can spread among the population.
In most cases, the stochasticity of a trait can be acknowledged and hence incor-
porated in the process of evaluation. For example, in his mathematical model of
environmental learning, Henrich (2001) introduced a parameter named threshold of
evidence, which essentially measures the propensity of an individual to abandon
the current trait and adopt a newly observed one. The key feature in this model
is that individuals compare the outcome of their own trait and the outcome of a
novel trait and then evaluate the difference between the two. If this difference is
above the threshold of evidence the new trait will be adopted, conversely when it is
below the threshold, the old trait will be maintained. We can easily infer from this
simple model that, other things being equal, small thresholds of evidence will lead
to a higher propensity to adopt novel traits, at the expense of erroneously copying
a trait which is less adaptive than the one currently adopted. On the other hand,
high values of the threshold will lead to conservatism, and thus obsolete traits
could persist longer in the population.
This brief review of the literature provides the basis on which a model of the
foragers’ decision-making can be designed. First we assume that decision-making
will occur at frequency z, a parameter mimicking the response time of individuals.
High values of z will potentially determine higher rates of relocation and at the
same time increase the likelihood of synchronic decision-making, low values on
the other hand will determine a higher diversity in the response time.
The evaluation process will be based on a structure similar to a variant of
model biased transmission used by Shennan (2001) and more recently by Lake
and Crema (2012). This involves the selection of a model agent w, defined as the
best agent among a subset of the population. In Shennan’s work, and also in Lake
and Crema’s, this subset was defined as a purely random selection of x agents
from the entire population, with x being controlled as a model parameter. In the
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present model, two constraints will shape the size and nature of the subset popu-
lation. Firstly, I assume that the evaluation process will be constrained by physical
distance; this could be portrayed either as some form of distance-decay function
(i.e. the further away an individual is, the less we know about him/her) or more
simply by a threshold value. For the sake of simplicity this model will adopt the
latter option by using the parameter s, representing a spatial neighbourhood ex-
pressed in grid-cell (known as Chebyshev) distance (see figure 56) from the patch
where the focal agent i is located; any agent outside this neighbourhood will be
ignored by the focal agent. We define the set of all agents within distance s from
the focal agent i as U(i, s), and use the operator || to define its size. The agent will
be further constrained by the parameter k, which represent the proportion of indi-
viduals from U(i, s) from which the subset u(k, i, s) is randomly drawn. The size
of u will be defined as dk|U(i, s)|e, where the ceiling operator de ensures that even
with extremely small values of k, the subset u(k, i, s) will have at least one agent.
The agent will then choose its model w, which will be the one with the highest
fitness among the subset u(k, i, s). Notice that since members of the same group
will have the same fitness (see equation 5.7), the focal individual will choose the
group with highest fitness, with the model agent w being simply its representative.
In practical terms, the combination of the parameter k and the size of each group
will determine an unequal ”visibility”, with larger groups having a higher chance
to be observed and selected as models. This is a satisfactory side effect of the
model, since a higher visibility of larger groups is a plausible assumption in this
case.
The next step involves the direct comparison of the focal agents’ fitness φi to: (a)
the model agent’s fitness φw; and (b) the expected fitness of an individual forager
(µ). The latter is assumed to be known by the focal agents, as individual units are
expected to be capable of determining their own contribution to the group benefit.
Each of these comparisons will be calibrated by different thresholds of evidence c,
and will also depend on gi — the size of the focal agents’ group — and gw — the
size of the model agents’ group — . As a result the focal agent will choose among
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the following options:
Stay in the current group/patch. This will occur if the focal agent considers its
own strategy to be the best possible or when some constraint(s) prevents
the realisation of one of the other possible options. More specifically, the for-
mer will occur when the agent’s fitness is better than the one expected for
g = m minus the threshold of evidence (i.e. φi > µ− c1), and when it is better
than the model’s fitness, again minus the threshold of evidence (φi > φw − c2
in case gi > m, and φi > φw − c3 in case gi = m). The latter could occur
when fission is not a viable option as all the patches within a distance of h
are occupied by other groups (see below).
Migrate to another group. If the model agent’s fitness is sufficiently larger than
the focal agent’s (i.e. when their difference is larger than the threshold of
evidence), the latter will join the group through migration (when gi > m) or
through fusion (when gi = m), provided that gw > m. The threshold of evi-
dence will be equal to c2 when gi > m and to c3 when gi = m. Following the
assumptions of the IFD models, migration is assumed to be unconstrained,
that is members of the destination group cannot limit the access of the agent i.
Notice also that the focal agent should determine at the same time that migra-
tion will be more productive than fission, and hence the condition φw > µ−c1
will also need to be satisfied.
Fission and create a new group. If the agent is in a group (gi > m), migration is
not a viable option (either because dk|U(i, s)|e = 0 or because φi > φw − c2),
and empty patches are available within a distance of h, then the agent fissions
and forms a new group of size gi = m, as long as this is regarded as beneficial
(i.e. φi > µ − c1). Alternatively, if the model agent has a group size gw = m,
and φi < φw − c3, then the focal agent will imitate its strategy (i.e. switch to
individual mode), and hence fission. The underlying assumption in this case
is that that the focal agent presumes that g = m is the best option, and hence
does not consider joining w to form a group.
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Create a new group through fusion. If both focal and model agents have g = m,
and the conditions φi < µ and φw < µ are both met, then the two will join
and form a new group with size g = 2m. In practical terms, this assumes that
fusion occurs as a cooperation between foraging units experiencing less than
average payoff.
The four choices (see table 6 for a summary) allow each agent to adapt to the
contingencies of group formation dynamics, which itself emerges as an aggregate
effect of all agents’ decision-making. There are three assumptions that justify how
the behavioural rules of the agents have been designed:
Firstly, instances where multiple agents jointly fission to form a group larger
than m have been omitted, leaving in the individual agent the locus of decision-
making. The consequences of this assumption become apparent in certain situa-
tions where agents make temporarily suboptimal choices. For example, if a given
group has g = 2g∗, a fission to two half sized groups is the best theoretical option,
and forming multiple groups of size m will only provide a partial improvement,
which sooner or later will lead to the creation of larger groups through fusion.
Removing the complexity of group decision-making (see 5.2.1) is however a neces-
sary sacrifice in order to maintain the flexible and abstract nature of the simulation
and to avoid an increase in the number of dimensions of the parameter space. Fur-
thermore, these group processes cannot be solved by simply placing the agency at
higher aggregate levels, since subgroup formation prior to fission should be mod-
elled as a phenomena emerging from the interaction of the smallest units. These
dynamics will however be strongly related to the underlying social network within
and between groups which has not been modelled in this context. Thus, while ac-
knowledging the existence of these dynamics, the model has been based purely on
the perspective of a single agent, with all instances of group formation resulting
from interactions between agents seeking to improve their own fitness.
The second key assumption of the model is the motivating force behind the
decision-making. Steven Mithen (1990:31-32) distinguishes three distinct princi-
ples on the basis of different backgrounds — including psychology (Simon 1979)
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and evolutionary biology (Dawkins 1982)— which have been applied, although to
different degrees, in this context:
Optimising principle Agents try to achieve the highest possible fitness. In this
case agents would always try to achieve a fitness equal to φ(g∗). This driving
force has not been integrated in to the model, as one of its assumptions is the
full knowledge of such a hypothetical value. This principle is however the
underlying assumption in many of the models described in section 5.2.1.
Meliorising principle. Agents try to improve their performance in a compara-
tive and competitive fashion. This is integrated in the model for instances
of migration (”move to the group which is doing better”) and episodes of
fission triggered as an imitation of another individual forager (”choose the
behaviour which is doing better”).
Satisficing principle. Agents change their behaviour only when this is regarded
as unsatisfactory, and do not change their behaviour otherwise. This is par-
tially integrated in the model when fission is triggered because no other op-
tions are available and the focal agents fitness is lower than µ− c1.
The third assumption is that agents do not have memory of past actions. This
means that agents do not have the facility to learn, and hence to determine the
shape of the fitness curve and to predict the consequence of their own decision-
making. The most relevant implication can be observed in the process of fusion, in
this case in the formation of a group of size g = 2m as an union of two individual
units. The assumption is that since agents have no knowledge of the benefit of
group foraging (since they ignore the shape of the fitness function) fusion will not
emerge immediately but only as an outcome of the cooperation of two individual
units both experiencing a lower than average payoff (see above). For this model,
such an event have a fixed probability of occurrence7 of 0.25, although fusion itself
7The payoff of individual foragers are modelled as random draws from a normal distribution,
and fusion occurs when both the focal and model agents have an yield minor to its mean µ. In order
to determine the probability of fusion, we first need to establish the probability that an agent will
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will occur only if all the other agents within the neighbourhood defined by s are
individual units (since otherwise a migration/fusion to a group will be more likely
to occur). Modelling agents as memory-less individuals implies that the duration
of a single time-step is sufficiently long that the knowledge acquired during each
decision-making episode is lost. Clearly defining how long is a single time-step
in real-world terms is not possible given the abstract nature of the model. The
implications of this will be discussed later; here it is sufficient to remind that the
priority is to identify the broad behaviour of the system by mapping its parameter
space for theory building purposes, rather than seeking a more realistic spatio-
temporal reference system apt for hypothesis-testing models.
5.5 Summary of the Model
Before exploring the parameter space of the model and how its phase space will
vary accordingly, I will briefly summarise the key features of the agent-based sim-
ulation (see also table 7 for a summary list of parameters and state variables) :
• Agents are minimum aggregate unit of foragers (e.g. a household or a close
kin group) who seek to survive and pursue an increase in their fitness through
spatial reallocation.
• Each spatial location (patch) will determine the fitness of the households lo-
cated there. This will depend on the inherent properties of the environment
(i.e. the amount of available resource, K) and the local population density
(number of agents).
• The relationship between the number of agents in a group and the fitness its
have an yield smaller than its mean, which in the case of normal distribution is always 0.5. Hence
the probability that both agents have such a lower than average yield will be the simple product
between the two probabilities: 0.5 × 0.5 = 0.25. An alternative model could integrate a threshold
of evidence as follows. If both agents have an yield of an amount c smaller than the average, then
the two agents cooperates and create a new group. In such a scenario the value of c and  play a
crucial role. The higher is the former, the lower would be the chance of fusion but at the same time
the higher is  (the uncertainty derived by foraging) the higher would be the likelihood of such a
event.
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members have positive frequency dependence for small sizes, and negative
frequency dependence for large sizes. This will determine a unimodal fitness
curve with a single optimal size peak.
• The fitness of the agent will determine its probability of death and reproduc-
tion. The latter can be regarded as the splitting of the parent household into
two offspring households, and does not involve a relocation process (i.e. the
two offspring agents stay in the same patch/group).
• The fitness of an agent will change if the group size changes. To cope with
this, agents have the possibility to relocate themselves. This could involve
a movement to another occupied (migration and fusion) or unoccupied (fis-
sion) patch.
The ABM thus incorporates the major assumptions of existing IFD models and
fitness curve models, adding to those demographic features such as reproduction,
death and migration. The next chapter will illustrate how the metapopulation
dynamics emerging from the model can be measured using some of the same tools
used in chapter 3 to describe the empirical data of Jo¯mon settlements, and will then
provide a guide through its parameter space.
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Chapter 6
Applied Models of Endogenous
Change
The previous chapter illustrated details of the agent-based model, which have been
translated into a series of scripts written in R programming language (R Devel-
opment Core Team 2011 ; see Appendix B). This chapter will illustrate the basic
behaviour of such a model in order to understand what is the range of possible
dynamics and their relationships to given sets of assumptions, with the latter ex-
pressed in terms of coordinates within the multidimensional parameter space. Ul-
timately, for each parameter combination, I will establish whether clumping and
dispersion emerge and whether they reflect:
• equilibrium states (point attractors) that once reached are fixed and unchang-
ing;
• polar states that are periodically or quasi-periodically reached (limit-cycle
and toroidal attractors);
• or transitory states that are occasionally reached chaotically by the system
(strange attractors);
Clearly there is no reason to presume a single, convergent response of the sys-
tem for a given combination of parameters. As mentioned in the previous chapter,
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small variation in the initial conditions and the effects of stochasticity in the model
might determine divergence in the trajectories. In order to cope with this problem,
multiple runs of the simulation have been computed for each parameter combina-
tion. This will provide a probabilistic assessment of the model, rather than unique
results.
For the purpose of this thesis, the primary aim of the simulation is to establish
what is the typical shape of the rank-size distribution for each parameter combi-
nation (which in turn will indicate whether we have a clumped or a dispersed
pattern) and whether this varies as a function of time. The A-coefficient analysis
introduced in section 3.3.1 is well-suited for this objective, as it provides a directly
comparable measure to the archaeologically observed empirical data presented in
chapter 4 and offers a proxy for distinguishing between clumped and dispersed
settlement patterns.
Having established the shape of the rank-size distribution, the aim of the sim-
ulation is to determine whether this becomes asymptotically stable after a given
number of time-steps (point attractor), or it varies through time without reaching
any fixed equilibrium. In the latter case, the time-series of the A-coefficient should
be assessed to establish whether the specific instance is a limit-cycle, toroidal, or
strange attractor.
In order to better understand the dynamics of the model, the total number of
agents N and groups G, and the median group size λ˜ have also been recorded.
These statistics cannot be directly compared to the archaeological record, but their
rate of change and reciprocal covariation can serve as broad templates to evaluate
specifics of the empirical record.
6.1 Experiment Design and Parameter Sweeps
In order to explore the parameter space, we need to define its coordinate system
by expressing quantitatively each parameter and how to “sweep” (i.e. sequen-
tially vary) within ranges of meaningful values. Since many of the parameters
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are virtually unbounded and/or expressed as continuous numbers, the range of
possible values (and hence the size of the parameter space) is theoretically infi-
nite. Even if we identify portions of the parameter space that are relevant to our
interests, its exploration will be still constrained by computational limits. Thus,
the choice of the parameters values and their “sweep” should be able to detect the
highest variation of system behaviour (maximise the output information), using
the smallest number of parameter combinations (minimise the input information).
An alternative to this will require the development of metamodels that are specif-
ically designed to seek portions of the phase space meeting user-defined criteria.
For example, Stonedahl and Wilensky (2010) have recently developed a tool that
combines genetic algorithms1 and agent based simulation to quickly search the pa-
rameter space to seek where specific outcomes of the system are likely observed.
While such a method provides a more sophisticated and faster solution, its goals
are different from this context, since it provides a searching algorithm, while our
aim in this case is pure exploration.
The core of the model — the unimodal fitness curve — provides several ad-
vantages for choosing meaningful values to sweep, as the essence of its structural
properties can be described using the typologies of different relationships between
critical values of g (see table 5) rather than absolute numbers. In other words, the
design of the model and the theoretical framework provided by the existing lit-
erature suggests that the parameter space is likely characterised by repeated sim-
ilarities (parameter combinations yielding the same relationship between critical
values of g), and hence the choice of the sweep should try to exploit such a struc-
tural property.
I have already shown in section 5.3 (fig. 55) the effects derived from the varia-
tion of the basic fitness (µ), the scaling parameter defining the benefit derived from
cooperation (b), and the size of the resource input (K). We can derive from this that
1A computational tool that mimics the process of natural evolution to solve mathematical and
computational problems. In essence, it is defined by a population of possible solutions to the prob-
lems which will be naturally selected based on their fitness, measured as distance to the desired
answer to the problem.
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the variables mostly influencing the quantitative relationship between critical val-
ues of g appears to be b, since it is capable to modify the shape of the fitness curve
itself. In fact, the cooperation parameter is likely to play a role in the initial stages of
group formation (with lower values determining higher difference between φ(m)
and φ(2m)) and lead to different degree of inter-group diversity in fitness (higher
values determining higher diversity). Starting from these assumptions we can then
define three values for b : 0.3 (high initial advantage of aggregation economy and
low inter-group diversity for larger sizes), 0.5 (intermediate initial advantage of
aggregation economy and medium inter-group diversity for larger sizes), and 0.8
(small initial advantage of aggregation economy and high inter-group diversity at
larger sizes).
One of the most critical aspects of the ABM is the explicit integration of key
demographic processes such as reproduction and death. This is one of the two de-
terminants of group size variation and directly relates φ to population dynamics.
The three parameters related to reproduction (ρ) and death (ω1 and ω2) are, how-
ever, represented as continuous numerical values, and hence the range of different
combinations is extremely large. One way to establish significant combination of
these values is to formalise precise relationships with the fitness curve and critical
group sizes. In the previous chapter, we defined g˜, as the group size where the net
growth rate of the group (γ) is equal to zero. Since g˜ is partly derived from the
three parameters listed above, we can identify four types of relationship between
reproduction, death and critical values of g:
i. The net growth rate is zero at the saturation group size (g¯) In this scenario (figure
57:a), the short-term (the evolutionarily stable size when reproduction and
death is omitted; g˙, see table 5) and long term (the evolutionarily stable size
when reproduction and death is integrated in the model; g˘, see table 5) equi-
librium sizes are expected to be identical. When the fitness of group members
declines to the level of individual subunit foragers (i.e. g = g¯), the internal
forces of population growth (γ) will also reach 0. As long as the threshold
of evidence is larger than 0, changes in group size will be relatively rare and
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will be driven by stochastic events modelled by .
ii. The net growth rate is zero between the saturation group size (g¯) and the optimal fission
size (g˘). We already defined g˘ as the group size where fission to individual
units is the optimal solution. This will be reached when the individual fitness
becomes equal to µ−c1 (see table 6). In this scenario (figure 57:b), the outcome
will be similar to i, but the effect of will have a larger impact and hence, with
other things being equal, instances of group reaching g˘ by internal growth or
immigration would be higher, especially if the threshold of evidence (c1) is
comparatively smaller. Notice that the size of c1 is the width of the grey
shaded area in figure 57:b.
iii. The net growth rate is zero at the optimal fission size (g˘) If γ(g˘) = 0, then the de-
mographic pressure will vanish when the group reaches it optimal fission
size. The probability of fission will thus be much higher than the previous
scenarios (figure 57:c).
iv. The net growth rate is zero above the optimal fission size (g˘) The dynamics of this
scenario (figure 57:d) is likely to be close to the one predicted for iii, but
group size will carry on increasing even after g ≥ g˘, and hence highly over-
sized group might emerge for a brief moment of time if z (the frequency of
decision-making) is considerably low.
There are several ways to obtain the four type of relationships portrayed on
figure 57. Here,2 ρ (rate of reproduction) and ω2 (second death parameter) have
been fixed, while ω1 has been swept from 0.8 to 1.4, with an interval of 0.2. The
so-obtained four values ensure the following relationships: 1) ω1 = 0.8⇒ g˜ = g¯; 2)
ω1 = 1.0⇒ g¯ < g˜ < g˘; 3) ω1 = 1.2⇒ g˜ = g˘; 4) ω1 = 1.4⇒ g˜ > g˘.
The second determinant of group size variation is derived from the agents’
decision-making processes and its outcomes (fission, fusion, and migration). This
will be tuned by their frequency of occurrence (z), and the degree of knowledge
2Notice that this solution applies for the specific combination of parameters shown in table 9.
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obtained by the agents. The latter is characterised by two parameters: the spatial
scale of knowledge (h, expressed as a cell neighbourhood size, see figure 56) and
the sample proportion of the observed neighbour agents (k). We can use extreme
values of each of the three parameters in order to explore their broad implications
to the model. Hence we can use three values for z (0.1,0.5, and 1.0) and for k (10−7,
0.5, 1)3 while hwill have two extremes resembling spatially local (h = 1) and global
(h =∞) versions of the model.
Other parameters of the model include the threshold values (c1, c2 and c3), and
the fission range (s). For simplicity, we can assume a constant value for the former
(c1 = c2 = c3 = c) and a fission range equal to the spatial scale of knowledge h.
While the latter choice can be easily justified (we can safely assume that h and s
are both derived by the same source of spatial knowledge), the arbitrary choice
of c is more problematic. However, we can translate its effect in terms of prob-
ability of migration, which can be defined as the odds that the difference in the
fitness between the model and the focal agent is smaller than the chosen threshold
of evidence. From a mathematical standpoint, this will be the likelihood that the
condition (φw − φi) > c is satisfied. Figure 58 shows a level plot depicting such a
probability for three different values of b (0.3, 0.5 and 0.8) and two values of c (1
and 3). Generally speaking, the plot shows higher probabilities for gw (the model
group) between 10 and 15 and for low (gi < 5) and high value (gi > 15) of the focal
group (gi). This is not surprising, since the unimodal shape of the fitness curve
will determine higher attractiveness for a group with g close to the optimal size
g∗, and, at the same time, members of smaller and oversized groups (who over-
exploit their resources and have declining fitness when Ξ > K) will be expected
to migrate to there. Thus, both the variation of the shape in the fitness curve and
the threshold of evidence will determine variation in the likelihood of migration.
Figure 58 provides also some clues for deciding which value of c to choose. Since
the primary focus of the experiment design is to determine possible variation in
the system behaviour across the parameter space, the choice of c should be the
3The extremely small value of k ensures that only one random agent is being observed.
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one allowing the highest diversity in terms of expected dynamics. In the specific
case, the right column of figure 58 shows a higher variation in the probability of
migration, and hence the threshold of evidence has been fixed to c = 3.
Table 9 shows both constant and sweep values for the parameters used in the
model. This consists of 216 unique parameter combinations (3 sweeps for z, 3 for
b, 3 for k, 2 for s = h and 4 for ω1; 3 × 3 × 3 × 2 × 4 = 216). As mentioned ear-
lier, each of these will require multiple runs in order to explore the effects derived
by the stochastic components of the model (e.g. , reproduction, death, sampling
of the observed neighbour agents, etc.). Preliminary runs of the simulation have
shown that 100 runs are sufficient to capture the main properties of the model for
each parameter combination, and hence a total of 21,600 simulation runs has been
computed.
For each of these, the following four statistics have been measured:
• Total number of agents at each time step (N(t)).
• Total number of groups at each time step (G(t)).
• The median group size per time step (λ˜(t))
• The A-Coefficient for each time step (A(t))
The time-series of the A-coefficient are undeniably of primary interest here, as
it is comparable to the observed archaeological data and offers a direct measure of
the settlement size distribution. However, the other three measures provide fur-
ther details that could indirectly be compared to the empirical data and could in
theory distinguish apparent similarities observed in settlement pattern. For exam-
ple positive A(t) indicating a dispersed pattern could be characterised by many
small groups, or alternatively by few large groups.
As noted at the beginning of the chapter, the main objective is to use A(t) and
the other three measures of group size distribution to determine whether a given
parameter combination of the model will generate a point, limit-cycle, toroidal, or
strange type of attractor. Ultimately, by sweeping the parameters we should be
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able to establish how the variation of a specific parameter can drive the system of
interest from one type of attractor to another, and by doing this, we would be able
to highlight the structural properties of the model.
6.1.1 Visualising Simulation Outputs
Figure 59:a shows an example of a time-series of the A-coefficient for a single run
of the simulation (see figure caption for details on the specific parameter combina-
tion). The plot shows how, in this specific case, the group size distribution can be
mostly characterised as being dispersed/convex, although there are several mo-
ments when the settlement pattern rapidly shifts to lower values of A, indicating
temporary transitions to Zipfian or even to weak clumped/primate patterns. We
need to assess whether such a time-series represents a typical run for the specific
parameter combination or not. Eyeballing each of the 100 runs is clearly imprac-
tical, and hence we need to devise a method capable to summarise the simulation
output, minimising at the same time possible loss of information. Figure 59:b de-
picts a combined plot of all runs, with each time-series shown as a semi-transparent
grey line. The graph shows how these occasional transitions to clumped/primate
patterns are not rare. An alternative way to visualise the same information is to
plot some key summary statistics as in figure 59:c, where the average value of
A(t) among all runs is depicted as a solid line, while the 10th and 90th percentiles,
shown as a dashed lines, allow us to define the most typical group size distribu-
tion at each time-step. The plot suggests how the settlement pattern can be mostly
characterised as dispersed/convex, although during the first hundred time-steps
there is a strong decrease of A(t) for all runs, showing a convergent short-term
existence of a Zipfian rank-size distribution.
Plotting the raw data cumulatively (fig. 59:b) or using summary statistics (fig.
59:c) can both provide a visual insight of the model behaviour for each parameter
settings. However, both forms of representation have some limits. For example,
figure 59:c does not show how the system is characterised by occasional rapid tran-
sition to clumped/primate patterns, while combined plots are often hard to read.
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Two derivative data representation techniques can offer alternative insights to the
time series: probability density and correlograms.
Probability density plots are obtained from the frequency distribution of given
measures (A, G, N , and λ˜ in our case) and essentially shows the length of time
the system has spent in a given portion of the phase space. Figure 60 shows an
example of this with the same parameter combination as the one illustrated for
figure 59. The grey shaded bars are the probability histogram4 of A with a bin size
of 0.1, while the solid black line shows the probability density of the same data. The
left graph shows the results for run number 12 (the same data depicted in figure
59:a), while the right panel depicts the probability density for all 100 runs (compare
with figure 59:b,c). Probability density plots offer a way to visualise the long-
term dynamics of the system, and can provide clues for determining which type
of attractor can better describe the model behaviour. In the specific case, figure
60 shows a unimodal shape with a strong peak to higher values of A, indicating
how the group size distribution is in most cases found to be dispersed/convex.
This suggests that dynamics of the system can be categorised as a point attractor,
although the left tail with low A values indicates that brief ”escapes” from the
basin of attraction (stages of clumped/primate pattern) do occur. Figure 60 shows
also the limits of such a data representation technique. It is in fact not possible
to distinguish whether tails with negative values of A represent short episode of
clumping within each run, or whether they show how few distinct runs of the
model were characterised as point attractors with negative values ofA. We already
know the answer in the specific case, since the combined plot on figure 59:b is
characterised by a ”rain-line” pattern, depicting rapid transition between positive
and negative values of A.
The plot of the autocorrelation function —known as correlogram— could offer
an alternative perspective for describing the time-series generated from the simu-
lation. This is a widely used method in time-series analysis (Box and Jenkins 1976,
4Probability histogram depicts the likelihood that a specific value (the A coefficient here) can be
found in a population. This is obtained by standardising the total area of a frequency histogram to
1.
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Cowpertwait and Metcalfe 2009) and helps distinguishing whether at a given tem-
poral interval (known as lag) from any moment in time t, there is a positive autocor-
relation (”similarity” in the values) or negative autocorrelation (”difference” in the
values). The most straightforward example can be observed when the time-series
exhibit a regular limit-cycle. Figure 61:b shows an example of such a dynamic,
along with its correlogram and probability density plots. The limit cycle has a
negative autocorrelation at lag 6; meaning that if we observe the value of the time-
series at any moment in time t, its value at t + 6 and t − 6 will be regularly and
significantly dissimilar. At a larger temporal scale, the system exhibits positive au-
tocorrelation (at ca lag 11-14), meaning that if we look at the value at any moment
t and compare it to t+ 12 or t− 13 they will be significantly similar.
Generally speaking, most systems exhibit some degree of positive autocorrela-
tion that will decay at higher lags (meaning that, at such a scale, the knowledge
of a value at t will no longer provide any information to predict its future and
past values). The correlogram can help determining instances of limit-cycle and
toroidal attractors, but since its underpinning mathematics determines similari-
ties and dissimilarities based on the overall variability of the system, it might not
help distinguish instances of point and strange attractors, especially if the former
is characterised by small stochastic fluctuations within its basin of attraction. For
example if we are measuring the correlogram of A(t), and this is characterised by
chaotic oscillations between 0.85 and 0.9, we can categorise the system as a point
attractor, with a convex (dispersed) pattern being its long term equilibrium. How-
ever, the correlogram might indicate a complete absence of autocorrelation, since
if the overall system is bounded between 0.85 and 0.9, random fluctuations within
the two extremes will be regarded as an instance of strange attractor. In other
words, such a system will be both a point attractor (at large scales) and a strange
attractor (at smaller scales).
Figure 61 shows four examples of possible raw time-series of A for different
types of attractors (a: point attractor; b: limit attractor; c: toroidal attractor; d:
strange attractor), along with their correlograms and probability density plots.
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This can be used as a rough guide to distinguish different types of attractors as
follows:
• Point attractors. The raw time series will show asymptotic trends towards a
fixed value with no or minor fluctuations. The correlogram will suggest high
positive autocorrelation for short lags, with a declining trend likely to be a
function of the time required by the system to reach its equilibrium state. The
probability density plot will have a unimodal shape, with the mode being the
centre of the basin of attraction (fig. 61 :a).
• Limit-cycle attractors. The time-series will be depicted as regular fluctuations
between two polar values of A. The correlogram will show the frequency
of such a cycle (i.e. the temporal interval between two moments where the
settlement pattern is very similar), while the density plot will be bimodal,
with the two modes corresponding to the poles of attraction and their inter-
distance the magnitude of the fluctuations (fig. 61 :b).
• Toroidal attractors. This is similar to the previous type of attractor, although
A(t) will be characterised by multiple periodicities. The correlogram will
show alternating peaks of positive and negative autocorrelations, while the
probability density will be characterised by multi-modality (see fig. 61 :d).
Toroidal attractors cannot be always identified easily, especially when multi-
ple periodicities are ”out of phase” or hidden under dominant patterns which
mask smaller ones.
• Strange attractors. This can be recognised by a chaotic behaviour of the time-
series, which will exhibit no significant instances of positive or negative au-
tocorrelation for almost all temporal scales. The density plot will be irregular
and possibly characterised by smaller peaks that might resemble the ones
depicted for toroidal attractors (fig. 61 :d).
As for the density plots it is possible to depict the information of multiple runs
of the same parameter settings in a single graph as follows:
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1. Compute the autocorrelation function for each run of the simulation for a
given parameter combination.
2. For each lag, count the number of cases where positive or negative autocorre-
lation are evident with a given statistical significance level (for instance, the
horizontal dash lines in the correlogram of figure 61 indicates the threshold
for p < 0.05).
3. Compute the proportion of significant runs.
4. Plot the results as a double-sided bar plot
Figure 62 shows how a combined correlogram would look like, using the same
parameter combination of the examples used above. The left column shows the
results for a single run and the right one shows its combined version. It is impor-
tant to highlight the fact that, although visually similar, the two plots are showing
different information. The standard correlogram (left column) shows the magni-
tude of the autocorrelation, while the plot on the right shows the frequency of runs
where statistically significant positive (bars on the top) and negative (bars on the
bottom) autocorrelation has been observed.
6.2 Results
Given the large number of parameter combinations (216), four distinct measures
(G(t), λ˜(t), N(t), and A(t)) and three representations (time-series, probability den-
sity and correlogram), a detailed account of each scenario will not be described
(see however appendix D), and instead a broader discussion on the effects of each
parameter will be provided after a general summary of the model.
6.2.1 General Properties of the Model
The experimental design described in the previous pages will require the explo-
ration of a 5-dimensional parameter space, where each of the five parameters (b,
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ω1, k, z, and h) will represent its coordinates. Visualising such a multidimensional
space is not trivial, especially when for each parameter combination we need to
observe a plot (e.g. the combined raw time-series or the probability density plot)
rather than a single value. One possible solution is to arrange the plots so that its
location in the figure will suggest its parameter combination. This method allows
the visualisation of a 4-dimensional parameter space (with coordinates b, ω1, k, z),
and thus a pair (one for h = 1 and one for h =∞) would be sufficient to cover the
entire range of parameter combination. Figure 63 shows the representation frame
that will be used in the following pages. The parameter space is first divided in a
3 × 3 major set of quadrants, each referring to a combination of the parameters k
(columns) and z (rows). Each of these quadrants will have a 3 × 4 matrix of plots,
with the rows indicating variation in b and the columns indicating variation in
ω1. Thus, for example, the black filled square in figure 63, will have the following
coordinates in the parameter space: z = 0.1, k = 1.0, b = 0.5 and ω1 = 1.0.
A-coefficient (A(t))
Figure 64 and 65 are the summary statistic of the time-series for h = 1 and h = ∞
respectively. Each of the 216 (108+108) plots show the most typical time-series of
A(t) (the median A coefficient among all the 100 runs for each value of t) in solid
line, juxtaposed on a shaded grey area representing the envelope between the 10th
and 90th percentile and a red horizontal line showing the level for A = 0 (notice
that the range of the y-axis is between -1 and +1).
The spatially local model (h = 1, fig.64) shows how, in large portions of the
parameter space, point attractors with high positive values of A are present. In all
instances such an equilibrium is reached after an initial fluctuation of A(t), usu-
ally leading the system to reach temporarily a Zipf’s-law group size distribution,
before permanently resting to a dispersed/convex pattern. The only exception to
this trend is visible with high values of k (proportion of observed agents) and z
(frequency of decision-making), coupled to ω1 ≥ 1.0 (positve net growth rate at the
saturation group size), where the system can still be described as a point-attractor,
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but with lower levels of A approaching median values close to those expected for
a Zipf’s-law distribution. Interestingly, variation in b does not show any sensitive
variation in the time-series of A(t).
The spatially global version of the model (h = ∞, fig.65) shows a strikingly
dissimilar pattern to the one depicted in figure 64, with the exception of all models
with the smallest values of z and k (the top-left quadrant in figure 64) where point
attractors similar to the ones portrayed in figure 64 can be found. Similar patterns
can also be observed in regions of the parameter space where the frequency of
decision-making is extremely small (z = 0.1; first row of quadrants in fig. 65) or
when the proportion of observed neighbour agents is small (k = 10−7; first column
in fig. 65). However, in the former case when k ≥ 0.5 increasing values of ω1
shows both a widening of the inter-percentile envelope and a slight decrease of
the equilibrium value of A(t). In the latter case (when k = 10−7), instances where
ω1 = 0.8 and z = 1 show also an increase in the envelope, while the median value
appears to be chaotically oscillating. In some plots (e.g. at coordinates k = 0.5,
z = 0.5, b = 0.8, ω1 = 0.8), both the median and the envelope vanish after few
time-steps. This is caused by the fact that the number of groups is extremely small
(less than three) and hence the A-coefficient cannot be computed for any of the
runs (see section 4.2.2).
The most interesting pattern observed in figure 65 is the presence of extremely
wide inter-percentile envelopes for high values of z and k. In some cases, these
envelopes cover the full spectrum between dispersed and clumped patterns, indi-
cating that these are unlikely to be instances of point-attractors. The median A(t)
is instead always fluctuating around 0, or to some slightly higher (i.e. towards a
dispersed pattern) or lower (i.e. towards a clumped pattern) values.
Figure 67 and 68 show the probability density distribution of A(t) for time-
steps between 200 and 500, with the colour beneath the density curve indicating
the proportion of computed A-coefficients. When no measures of A-coefficient
were available between the temporal interval no plot has been depicted (e.g. in
k = 0.5, z = 0.5, b = 0.8, ω1 = 0.8). When h = 1 (fig. 67), the patterns suggested by
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figure 64 is confirmed: all curves have unimodal shapes, with no or small negative
skews and with the mode being always positive, confirming the idea that these
are indeed instances of point-attractors with an equilibrium as a dispersed/convex
pattern (although with the tendency of smaller medians with higher k and z). With
h = ∞ (fig. 68), the variation in the parameter space depicted already in figure 65
becomes even clearer. Generally speaking four types of pattern can be recognised:
• Unimodal distribution with single small tail. These are very likely instances of
point attractors, and can be generally found where k and z are low. In all
cases, the median is located at positive values of A(t), and in some occasion a
small tail of negative values can be observed, indicating possible short-term
transition to clumped/primate patterns.
• Unimodal distribution with single fat tail. These instances are generally charac-
terised by a unimodal shape with a pronounced negative skew, and a median
located at high values of A. This could either indicate that the system is char-
acterised by a dominance of convex rank-size distributions with occasional
shifts to primate ones, or that two different point attractors —one dispersed
and the other clumped— coexist, with the former having a larger basin of
attraction. Detailed examination of the time-series plot (see appendix D)
suggests that the tails of the probability density curves depict stochastic es-
capes from the main basin of attraction. Typical examples of this pattern can
be found in regions of the parameter space with the following coordinates:
z = 0.5, k ≥ 0.5 and b ≤ 0.5.
• Unimodal distribution with double fat tail. This is observed when k ≥ 0.5,z = 1.0
and b = 0.3, and is characterised by a unimodal shape with modeA ≈ 0, with
tail reaching both extremes of the spectrum between dispersed and clumped
pattern. Detailed discussion on this pattern will be presented later, here it
can be anticipated that this is most likely the result of a toroidal attractor, or
a limit cycle attractor with three polar states (clumped, dispersed and Zipf’s-
law distributions).
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• Bimodal distributions. This is likely to be the result of a limit-cycle attractor,
or a bifurcation of the system in to two distinct point-attractors. Visual as-
sessment of fig. 65 seems to support the former hypothesis. This type of
distribution can generally be observed when z = 1.0, with b ≥ 0.5 and
k ≥ 0.5, and are characterised by two modes, one with highly positive A
(dispersed group size distribution) and with a highly negative A (clumped
group size distribution). In some cases, the pattern have some weak mul-
timodality, although these modes tend to cluster together (see for instance
k = 0.5,z = 1.0,b = 0.5,ω ≥ 1.0). These instances resemble the expected fre-
quency distribution for toroidal attractors illustrated in figure 61. Instances
of bimodality can also be observed for z = 0.1, k ≥ 0.5, ω1 = 1.4, with the
two modes of A(t) being both positive.
• Multimodal distributions. A small region of the parameter space (i.e. when
k ≥ 0.5, z = 0.5, b = 0.8, ω1 ≥ 1.2) exhibits a weak form of multimodality,
with a central mode atA ≈ 0 and two other modes with negative and positive
values of A.
Exploring how the temporal autocorrelation of A varies across the parameter
space can provide further insights on the four broad patterns identified above. Fig-
ure 69 and 70 show respectively the correlogram of A(t) for the local (h = 1) and
the global (h = ∞) versions of the model, both with 25 lags and using the whole
set of time-steps. As in all other cases illustrated above, when h = 1 (fig. 69) there
is a substantial homogeneity across the parameter space, with most plots showing
a strong positive autocorrelation for all lags. Exception to this can be observed in
regions of the parameter space with high frequency of decision making (z = 1.0)
and a comparatively large proportion of observed agents (k ≥ 0.5), where at larger
lags the system starts to show both significant positive and negative autocorrela-
tions (although the former is always dominant), indicating possibly a more chaotic
behaviour of the system. With h = ∞, instances of fluctuating pattern can be ob-
served in the correlogram (e.g. when z = 1.0, k = 0.5, b = 0.5, ω1 ≥ 1.0), confirming
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that the system is indeed characterised by limit-cycle attractors for some regions
of the parameter space. In most cases a significant negative autocorrelation is ob-
served around lag 5-10, followed either by a predominance of significant positive
autocorrelation at lag 15-20 (e.g. when z = 1.0, k = 0.5, b = 0.5, ω1 ≥ 1.0) or
by equal proportions of positive and negative autocorrelation (e.g. when z = 1.0,
k = 0.8, b = 0.5, ω1 ≥ 1.0), indicating possibly a more irregular fluctuation in
the shape of the rank-size distribution. A comparison with the frequency plot de-
picted in figure 68 indicates how instances with clear fluctuating pattern in the
correlogram are associated with bimodal (with the two poles of attractions being
strong convex/dispersed and primate/clumped patterns) and unimodal distribu-
tions with both positive and negative long tails.
As anticipated before, the behaviour of the latter is slightly more complex. Vi-
sual inspections of single runs (see fig. 66) show that the time-series is charac-
terised by the combination of major shifts between clumped and dispersed pat-
terns, and minor fluctuations around A ≈ 0. This can be regarded as an instance
of tri-polar limit attractor (with the three poles corresponding to convex, primate
and Zipfian distributions) or a toroidal attractor with the coexistence of different
periodicities.
Number of groups (G(t)), Population size (N(t)), and Median group size (λ(t))
Figures 74 and 75 shows the time-series of the group counts. Notice that since each
patch can contain only one group, we can define the upper limit of the phase space
of G as equal to 100, the total number of patches. As for A-coefficient, the plots
shows the median values and the envelop bounded by the 10th and 90th percentiles.
When the spatial range of interaction is local (i.e. h = 1, fig.74) the time-series
show some level of diversity across the parameter space. The most notable trend
is the positive correlation between ω1, which defines the relationship between the
net growth rate and critical group sizes, and the median value of G. This is not
surprising, since high value of ω1 will determine a positive growth rate for larger
group sizes, leading to an increase likelihood of fission events and eventually to
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an increase in the total number of groups. With z = 0.5 and k ≥ 0.5, the total
number of groups is also negatively correlated to b, the cooperation benefit. The
inter-percentile range is relatively large in this case, and with high b, the median
value of G is on the lower edge of the envelope. This could possibly indicate how
the high attractiveness of larger groups determines a fusion process, which limits
the expansion and the persistence of novel groups generated by fission. When the
frequency of decision-making is high (z = 1) episodes of fission-fusion can be still
inferred from the relatively wide inter-percentile envelope, but the median G is
much larger, and despite occasional drops it is maintained at high levels.
Figure 75 shows the same statistics for h = ∞. As in figure 74 the positive cor-
relation between ω1 and G is still present in some portions of the parameter space.
However, exceptions can be found where G remains considerably small. This can
be found when z = 0.5, k ≥ 0.5 with all values of b and ω1. Several parameter
combinations appear to determine a large inter-percentile envelope, with the me-
dian value of G(t) often located on one or another of its extremes. For example,
when k = 10−7, z = 0.5, b = 0.8 and ω1 ≥ 1.2, the median value is at its highest
possible value (i.e. equal to P ), although the lowest extreme of the inter-percentile
envelope is located at low values. In contrast when z = 0.1,k = 1.0,b ≤ 0.5 and
ω1 = 1.2, the median value is at its lowest, while the envelope reaches extremely
high values. As for some scenario illustrated when exploring the parameter space
of A(t), this pattern could either reflect occasional escapes from a point attractor,
a limit-cycle attractor, or the presence of two distinct point attractors to which the
system diverge depending on the initial conditions of the model. A uniform sub-
region of the parameter space can also be found at k ≥ 05 and z = 1.0. In both
quadrants, the inter-percentile envelope has an intermediate size, with relatively
small median value of G located in its middle (b ≤ 0.5) or higher edge (b = 0.8).
Probability density plots of G (figure 76 and 77) illustrates essentially the same
information. With h = 1, most parameter combinations show an unimodal distri-
bution although often characterised by either a tail (e.g. z = 1.0, k = 1.0, ω1 ≥ 1.0)
or a positive tail (e.g. z = 0.5, k = 1.0, b ≥ 0.5, ω1 ≥ 1.0 ). Exception to this
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trend can be observed for z = 0.1, k ≥ 0.5, ω1 = 1.0, where a bimodal distribution
can be observed. In all cases, this is characterised by smaller peaks at lower val-
ues of G and greater peaks at larger values. Figure 71:a illustrates the combined
time-series plot with the same parameter settings, showing how such a bimodal
probability distribution reflect different timing in the transition of G from low val-
ues (ca10 groups) to the maximum allowed (100), rather than an effect derived by
a limit-cycle attractor. This pattern essentially indicated that, at initialisation, the
system is outside the basin of attraction of a point attractor located at G = 100;
minor stochastic fluctuations of the system determine a rapid transition to such
a point attractor at different timings. Similarly, most of the bimodal distribution
observed in figure 77, where h = ∞, are characterised by such a pattern. For ex-
ample figure 71:b, which depicts the combined time-series for z = 0.1, k = 1.0,
b = 0.5, ω1 = 1.4, shows how the system is first characterised by low values of G,
and suddenly —but with different timings— a global level fission process leads to
the highest possible values ofG, followed by a slight decrease in the number of set-
tlements triggered by fusion. The only instances of bimodal distributions that are
representative of a limit-cycle attractor can be observed when z = 1.0, k ≥ 0.5 and
ω ≥ 1.0. Figure 71:c for example shows the combined time-series plot for z = 1.0,
k = 1.0, b = 0.5, ω1 = 1.4, with a typical pattern of dense vertical stripes indicating
continuous fluctuations. The identification of such limit-cycle attractors are even
more direct when the correlograms are examined (see fig. 78), and indicates how
such a pattern is restricted in a relatively small region of the parameter space with
h =∞ (notice, however, how some of the bimodal distributions depicted in figure
77 do not show the typical undulating pattern in the correlogram, indicating how
these cannot be described as instances of limit-cycle attractors, but are more likely
instances of strange attractors).
The dynamics of the total number of agents (N ) are a reflection of the total
number of groups G, and detailed discussion will be omitted here. A more useful
statistic is the median group size (λ˜(t)), which can provide additional insights on
possible fission-fusion events. In the local version of the model (h = 1), three broad
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patterns of point attractors can be recognised at high (>20-25), medium (≈10-20)
and low (<10) values of λ˜(t) (see figures 79 and 80). Interestingly the most relevant
element causing this is not the net growth rate (defined by ω1), but the frequency of
decision-making (z). In fact, when ω1 ≥ 1.0, at increasing value of z, λ˜(t) becomes
smaller (although this is less evident for k = 10−7).
When spatial range of interaction is infinite (h =∞; fig. 81), the negative corre-
lation between the median λ˜(t) and z is still visible, although this is restricted pri-
marily for values of ω1 equal or larger than 1.2. The most notable property of this
parameter space is the much wider extent of the inter-percentile envelope in com-
parison to the local model. This can be further distinguished between instances
where: (a) the envelope extends slightly above and below the median value of λ˜(t)
as a buffer (e.g. z = 0.5, k ≥ 0.5); (b) the median value is high, and the envelope
covers all the lower values of λ˜(t) (e.g. z = 1.0, k = 0.5, ω1 = 1.0); (c) the median
value is constantly low, and the envelope is characterised by spikes of high values
(e.g. z = 1.0, k ≥ 0.5, ω1 ≥ 1.2).
Probability density plots (fig. 82) of these three different patterns of the inter-
percentile envelopes show how pattern a is associated with an unimodal curve
with two fat tails, pattern b is associated with a strong bimodality with higher λ˜(t)
being the dominant mode and pattern c to an unimodal curve with a long posi-
tive tail. The correlogram of the same portion of parameter space (fig. 84) shows
how for a and b there is a positive autocorrelation for all lags, indicating that the
bimodality observed for the latter is not the result of a limit cycle attractor. The
bimodal probability density can be instead explained by examining the combined
plot of the median group size. Figure 72:a shows one instance of this, with a dom-
inance of vertical lines (indicating rapid transitions) and a highly dense ”cloud”
(suggesting smaller oscillations) at high values of λ˜(t). Observing single runs of
the simulation (fig. 72:b,c) shows better what is behind this pattern. In some cases,
the median group size have occasional sparks to high median group size; these
usually do not last long (see fig. 72:b), but sometimes the system remains stable at
high values of λ˜ for a while (see fig. 72:c). The underlying process generating such
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a pattern is most likely related to stochastic events triggering fission events. This
is clearly a function of ω1 (see figure 57); when the net growth rate is zero at the
saturation group size (ω1 = 0.8) the system show stability at large median group
sizes, when ω1 ≥ 1.2 the system is characterised by sudden temporary peaks of
high values. When ω1 is equal to 1 (i.e. when the net growth rate is zero between
the saturation and the optimal fission size), the system exhibits a mixed pattern
where both dynamics co-exist.
The correlogram for the third type (c) of inter-percentile envelope confirms this
idea, showing a fluctuating pattern (fig.78; e.g. z = 1.0, k ≥ 0.5, ω1 ≥ 1.2). This,
however, varies in its structure as a function of the cooperation benefit b; smaller
values of this parameter show a much more marked pattern with the peak of the
first negative autocorrelation at higher lags (ca 14-16), while larger values of b de-
picts a much more irregular pattern, with peaks at lags 3-4. Figure 73 depicts the
singles runs of the simulation, which illustrates the actual dynamics of λ˜(t). In all
cases, the median group size is usually low (≈ 1) and is occasionally interrupted
by sudden peaks, which are more frequent and reaches higher values for larger
values of b. This pattern can be explained by higher attractiveness of groups with
larger b (see figure 58), which would determine a large-scale synchronic invasion
to optimal groups when the frequency of decision-making (z) is high, followed by
the formation of exceptionally large groups, which are unavoidably destined to
collapse by means of fission and death of its members.
6.2.2 Parameter Sensitivity and Group Formation Dynamics
The previous section aimed to explore howA, G and λ˜ varied as a function of time,
and how such dynamics were related to specific combinations of the five variables
(i.e. spatial range of interaction h, frequency of decision-making z, sample pro-
portion of observed agents k, cooperation benefit b, and death rate parameter ω1)
defining the parameter space. This section will review these results focusing on
the sensitivity of each parameter —i.e. how strongly they affect the variation in
the patterning— which in turn will shed some light on the underlying processes.
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Undoubtedly the most sensitive parameter of the model is h (and hence also s,
since the we assumed that h = s): the spatial scale of interaction. Generally speak-
ing, the spatially local versions of the model (i.e. when h = 1) are characterised by
point attractors, with all statistical measures of the group distribution consistently
showing some form of equilibrium with only minor irregular variations. Groups
are always characterised by a convex rank-size distribution, and often with a large
numbers that occasionally reach the ceiling value of 100 units.
Spatial isolation, which constrain fission-fusion dynamics, is perhaps the pri-
mary cause of this pattern. Immigration will, in fact, be spatially restricted, since
direct movement towards a given focal group will be limited to the 8 neighbour-
ing patches (see fig 56), and similarly when a group exceeds it optimal fission size,
only the first 8 agents will be able to fission, with other members most likely forced
to stay in the group for a while and then to migrate to one of the newly formed off-
spring groups.
This reconstruction of the underlying dynamics of the model is further sup-
ported by the fact that with increasing frequency of decision-making (z) and sam-
ple proportion of observed neighbour agents (k), the equilibrium value of A be-
comes smaller, approaching values expected from a Zipf’s-law rank-size distri-
bution rather than a convex/dispersed one. Such a pattern can be explained as
follows. With low ranges of spatial interaction (h and s), groups will be easily seg-
regated through local fusion towards optimal groups. This will determine further
isolation between groups and hence variation of group size will be primarily based
on internal dynamics. When the frequency of decision-making (z) is low, spatial re-
location will occur only occasionally but will be synchronous, because there will be
sufficient ”time” to allow all groups to reach similar situations (e.g. exceeding the
optimal fission size) before the actual decision is made. In contrast when z is high,
decisions (spatial relocation) are made immediately, and hence small diversity be-
tween distant groups will determine different onset of events such as fission. This
effect will be cumulative, leading ultimately to different local histories of group
formation dynamics. Thus, if one portion of the landscape is characterised by a
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fission event, another could see a fusion process. Ultimately such a divergence in
the evolutionary trajectories determines a mixed distribution of sizes at a global
level that closely resemble a Zipf’s-law pattern.
In the spatially global version of the model (h = s = ∞), such an isolation be-
tween groups does not exist, as any individual will have the opportunity to reach
any patch in the landscape. This essentially means that if both the frequency of
decision-making and the observed proportion of neighbour agents are set to 1, all
agents will virtually take the same decision at the same time, with differences aris-
ing only from the state variables of the focal group (i.e. its size). As a consequence,
if a given group is seen as the best destination, members of such a group will stay
while all other agents will try to join it. The net result of this process is that we
will expect a smaller number of often oversized groups and rapid fission-fusion
dynamics where moments of dispersion with many small groups are alternated by
sudden episodes of aggregation. Figure 85 shows a single run of the model where
we can infer such dynamics by comparing the variation of A(t), λ˜ ,N(t), and G(t).
The figure shows how sudden peaks in the median group size are associated with
drops in the total number of groups and agents, indicating a strong aggregation of
individuals. The number of groups is so small that A cannot be measured during
this stage. Shortly after such a strong aggregation, a sudden rise in the number
of groups can be observed, as well as an increase in N and the emergence of a
convex/dispersed distribution of group sizes. This is then followed by a gradual
aggregation (decrease in A), a reduction in the number of groups, and an increase
in population, until a sudden increase in the median group size resets the cycle.
The global version of the model shows how the degree of interconnectedness
between groups plays a crucial role in the model. Small spatial interaction (h = 1)
will determine patterns similar to the one expected with low rates of decision-
making (low z) and proportion of observed agents (k). When, on the other hand,
agents have full knowledge of their surrounding environment (high h, s and k)
and are responsive (high z), their choice will likely determine higher reciprocal in-
terdependence, ultimately leading to a tragedy of commons-like scenario, where the
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joint demand for an optimal choice determines negative consequences (decrease
in fitness) to the whole population. If we consider the total number of groups and
agents as a proxy of adaptive success, then high interconnectedness, knowledge,
and responsiveness all appears to determine only short-term benefits.
The remaining two parameters —the shape parameter of the fitness curve (b)
and the relationship between internal growth rate and fission size (defined by
ω1)— also contribute to the dynamics of the model, but their impacts seem to be
more predictable. This is especially the case of ω1, which in essence controls the
effect of internal growth. In all instances where ω1 = 0.8 (i.e. when the net growth
rate becomes zero at the saturation group size) groups will not fission and hence
changes in group size will be driven entirely by migration events; fission, and
hence increase in G, will occur only for larger values of ω1. This is nicely portrayed
by the transitional state shown on figure 72. The role of b is less prominent than
the other parameters. As shown in figure 58 the key effect that we can predict from
its variation is the attractiveness of optimally sized groups, and hence we should
expect more migration and invasion with higher values of b. This idea can be
supported by the fact that b seems to affect the tempo of the fission-fusion dynam-
ics. All correlograms with high values of z, k and h —when we expect cycles of
fission-fusion dynamics as observed in figure 85— depict smaller lags for the first
episode of negative autocorrelation for larger values of b. This suggest that higher
cooperation benefit determines a faster rate of change in group size distribution.
This is not surprising, as when b is high, migration from groups larger or smaller
than the optimal size will occur more frequently, despite the effects derived by the
stochasticity in foraging tasks (derived from ).
6.2.3 Summary
The description of the parameter space offered in the previous two sections por-
trays the essential dynamics of the ABM and is sufficient to develop some conclu-
sions concerning the expected variation of settlement patterns in a closed system.
First, the most evident outcome of the model is that transitions between clum-
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ped/primate and dispersed/convex pattern could occur endogenically, without the presence
of any exogenic catalyst. This can be observed in some regions of the parameter space
where the model behaves as a limit-cycle or toroidal attractor. Detailed examina-
tions of these cases have shown how such dynamics are more likely to emerge
when the system has high levels of inter-connectivity, which in the present case is
embodied by larger parameter values for the spatial neighbourhood of interaction
(h and s), knowledge (k) , and degree of agent responsiveness (z). The underlying
process that generates such a transition between the two extreme forms of group
size distribution is an alternation of group fission and fusion, a phenomenon which
influences also the number of groups, their median sizes, and the total counts of
agents.
Second, the model has shown that most regions of the parameter space are
occupied by point-attractors, where dispersed/convex distributions of groups are per-
manently maintained in equilibrium. The typical evolutionary trajectory sees an in-
creasing tendency toward such a shape in the rank-size distribution, which —once
reached— is permanently maintained. In some occasions this also determines a
complete occupation of all patches, and consequently leads to the highest possible
population size, with all groups reaching a relatively large size around g˜, the zero-
growth group size. In other cases when the internal growth is low, groups remain
in equilibrium without fissioning and maintain a relatively small size.
Third, occasionally the model exhibits equilibrium at lower values ofA, close to
the one expected for a Zipf’s-law distribution, but it never exhibits a point attractor
with negative A coefficient. In other words, clumped/primate distributions are unsta-
ble for all examined regions of the parameter space, and most likely such a statement is
valid for unexamined regions as well. This is because, as long as we assume a free
entry-rule where movement between groups are unconstrained, optimally-sized
groups will be sooner or later invaded through migration unless it is not spatially
isolated. However, in the latter case other groups will share the same destiny and
hence ultimately we will observe a dispersed pattern with a relatively large group
size. The only exception to this is when each group has independent evolution-
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ary trajectories caused by spatial isolation. In such cases, divergence in the local
histories might create an overall appearance of a Zipf’s-law to weakly clumped
distributions.
It is important at this point to highlight again one of the key assumptions of
the model: a spatially homogenous distribution of the resource input K. In a real
world context, spatial diversity of the resources could in theory determine vari-
ations in the group size and hence offer the opportunity for the emergence of a
stable clumped/primate distribution, despite the maintenance of a free-entry rule
assumption. This scenario will occur only if the groups are isolated from each
other. In such a case the group size distribution will be unaffected by migration
dynamics, which are central to the model developed so far. If a sufficient level of
inter-connectedness is present, large groups located at optimal locations will still
be invaded, ultimately triggering fission-fusion events. In other words, the only
way to maintain a clumped/primate pattern is to impede the movement of indi-
viduals between groups. This could be obtained either by spatial segregation or
the emergence of social mechanism that alters the free-entry rule assumption. In
the case of human societies the latter will require the emergence of some form of
”organised” violence, which will allow the maintenance of groups at its optimal
size. Nonetheless, internal growth could —under certain conditions— still un-
dermine such an equilibrium, leading in the long-term to a fission process. It is
worth stressing that resource input (K) is constant here, so that a group with a
net-growth rate equal to zero at its saturation size (see fig. 57:a) can be potentially
located on the same patch forever. This unrealistic assumption will be relaxed in
the next chapter, but here it is sufficient to anticipate that major differences in the
simulation output can be observed when groups are isolated and have lower val-
ues of ω1. In these scenarios, a decline in K might lead a group fission even when
in normal conditions (i.e. when K is constant) this happens very rarely. For the
remnant portions of the parameter space the unimodal shape of the fitness curve
guarantees that some form of overexploitation is already integrated in the model
(i.e. oversized groups having a decline in fitness) and this is sufficient to generate
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the fission-fusion dynamics observed here.
The results provided by the ABM offer a cautionary tale about the dangers of
assuming a static model of settlement pattern where variation is simply a function
of external forces could be potentially misleading, since changes can easily occur
through well-known endogenic processes such as migration flows, and fission-
fusion events. This is not a novel statement, since other models of settlement
pattern suggest similar conclusion (see Renfrew and Poston 1979, Griffin 2011)
although starting from a different set of assumptions and theories. The critical
aspect here is that the same conclusion has been achieved starting from entirely
different perspective on group formation dynamics. This convergence in outcome
is undoubtedly a strong support for being cautious of any assumption of a static
settlement system.
The discussion above prompts two distinct avenues of further enquiry. On the
one hand, once we have established that changes between clumped/primate and
dispersed/convex pattern could occur endogenically, we need to determine what
is then the expected effect of exogenic forces. This aspect will be explored on the
next chapter. The second direction seeks to address whether the patterns observed
in the model match to the one observed in the archaeological data. In other words,
we need to validate the model through a direct comparison of the simulation out-
put and the empirical data. The abstract and theory-building nature of the model
makes this process less formal than the ones that can be offered by hypothesis-
testing models, but nonetheless the simulation provides explicit expectations in
the form of different directional trends in multiple statistical measures. These as-




Applied Models with Disturbance
Processes
7.1 Theoretical Introduction
The exploration of the ABM’s parameter space has shown how the internal prop-
erties of the system are in some cases sufficient to stimulate dynamics of changes
between clumped and dispersed patterns. This conclusion is already sufficient to
undermine the assumption that these changes were episodes of cultural response
to modified climatic conditions, since similar outcomes could possibly occur with-
out any external perturbation to the system.
The purpose of this chapter is to further explore the model developed in chap-
ter 5 by simulating external forces to the system. This will establish the expected
response of the system for different forms of perturbations and ultimately help
understanding whether a given change observed in the archaeological record is
endogenous —i.e. originating from the internal forces of the system —, exoge-
nous —i.e. emerging as a response of the system to an external perturbation —,
or a combination of the two. More specifically my goal is to address the following
questions for each parameter combination explored in chapter 6:
• Can external forcing produce shifts between clumped and dispersed pattern?
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• Are these changes temporary (i.e. a variation which will eventually lead the
system to return to its original equilibrium) or permanent (i.e. a variation
leading the system to a new equilibrium) ?
• Are there any differences between externally and internally induced changes
in the group size distribution?
Before proceeding to the details of how to model these perturbations to the
system, it is important to briefly review how the effects of these forces have been
formalised in the literature of ecology and complex systems and how the frame-
work offered in those disciplines can be applied in this specific context.
The central notion, shared by many ecological models, is the concept of dis-
turbance. White and Pickett (1985) offer a seminal definition stating that ”any rel-
atively discrete event in time that disrupts the ecosystem, community or popula-
tion structure and changes the resources, substrate availability or physical environ-
ment” can be considered as disturbance (ibid.:7). This definition has been further ex-
tended and formalised by Petraitis and colleagues (1989), who defined disturbances
as processes that are capable of modifying the birth and death rate of individuals.
If we extend this definition to include any active response at the individual level
(e.g. migration) that might determine changes at the macro-level (e.g. modification
of the meta-population structure), we can generalise our definition of disturbance
to any force capable of modifying the behaviour of a system of interest. White
and Jentsch (2001) have noticed how this notion is often approached in relativist
or absolutist terms. In the former case disturbance is defined as a force ”causing
deviation from the normal dynamics of an ecosystem” (ibid.: 405). In the latter, dis-
turbance is measured by assessing the quantitative changes of some key variables,
rather than relying on a comparative framework.
While acknowledging the benefits of relative definitions, White and Jentsch fo-
cus on the second view, and suggest how disturbances are relatively short and dis-
crete events which can be characterised by three measurable properties: duration,
abruptness, and magnitude (see figure 86).
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They further seek generalities by distinguishing stressors from disturbances, defin-
ing the former as smaller and less abrupt perturbations to the system that affect its
function but do not lead to an abrupt change in the system. Disturbances can be
further divided into exogenous disturbance — ” those in which the force originates
outside the ecosystem (White and Jentsch 2001: 412)” and endogenous disturbance
—”those in which the force [...] originates within [the system] or as a product of
successional development (ibid.: 412)”. Clearly, this dichotomy represents the two
theoretical extremes of a continuous spectrum, but nonetheless it offers a valuable
conceptual framework in the present context.
The key element in White and Jentsch’s paper is the emphasis placed on the
tempo of the disturbance, which switches the perspective from a trend-like slow
variation to an event-like, sudden change to the system. The importance attributed
to these events characterised by short duration and high magnitude (and conse-
quently higher abruptness, see fig. 86) is increasing in the ecological and paleocli-
matological literature (e.g. Adams et al. 1999, Jentsch et al. 2007, Lloret et al. 2012),
where they are often regarded as a critical component shaping the evolutionary
history of an ecosystem.
Jentsch and colleagues (2007) highlight this concept by indicating how, when
assessing environmental changes, it is more important to track down the frequency
of extreme events rather than changes in the mean state. This can be shown with
a simple mathematical model (figure 87, after Jentsch et al. 2007: fig.3) where the
variation in climate can be represented as random draws from a Gaussian curve
(figure 87). For example, consider an agricultural community residing in a region
with a mean annual precipitation rate equal to x1 and a variance equal to v1. We
can further assume that when the precipitation rate is below a fixed threshold c,
the crop productivity is too low to sustain the population. In the case of figure 87
such an episode of extreme draught would occur once every 200 years (the area
shaded in black). Suppose that some climatic change shifts the mean from x1 to x2,
and also increases the variance from v1 to v2. In the new environmental context, the
decline in mean precipitation rate does not affect the system (i.e. x2 > c), but the
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probability of occurrence of extreme events below the threshold c becomes much
higher, in this example once every 4 years (area shaded in grey). For present pur-
poses the most relevant aspect of this theoretical model is the way it highlights the
importance of the tail of distributions, an aspect that is often neglected and consid-
ered as a simple background noise. Very often we look at the mean climatic values
and how this changes over time, but what matters more is how the frequency of
rare events changes along with a shift in the mean. A decrease in the average tem-
perature of 1-2 ◦C (see section 2.1) is not critical on its own, what matters is the
increase in episodes of extreme frost.
One crucial property of these extremely severe events is the statistical shape of
their distribution in relation to their frequency and magnitude. Generally speak-
ing the greater the environmental change, the smaller the probability of their oc-
currence (Turner et al. 1998, White and Jentsch 2001). From a conceptual view-
point this statement is supported by the analysis of ecological time-series recently
formalised by Halley (1996), who noticed how a large number of ecological and
environmental processes are characterised by variances that continuously increase
over time, instead of stabilising within a defined boundary. This is caused by a
long-term correlation of events, which can be described as an instance of a 1/f red
(or pink) noise. For our purposes, the most important aspect of red noise and related
1/f models is that these distributions are characterised by the dominance of small
changes at shorter timescales interrupted by the occurrence of unusually larger
changes over the long-term.
This temporal structure has profound implications for biological adaptation,
since a slow sequence of small environmental changes will lead the system to be
adaptive in the short-term, but brittle when facing high amplitude changes. White-
head and Richerson (2009) have further explored the implications of this when
combined with different mechanisms of cultural transmission. Their simulation-
based analysis has shown how a red noise structure can determine the predom-
inance of social learning at the expense of individual learning. This is because
most environmental changes will be small, and thus an individual will do better
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in copying rather than trying to individually track the changes. However, such an
increase in conformism will also increase the weakness of the system, as very few
individuals will be capable of tracking rare radical environmental changes through
individual learning. Since red noises are characterised by such rare events, White-
head and Richerson point out how such a structure in environmental change could
determine the ”collapse” of a system.
Although an explicit reference to red noise structure is not present, Prentiss and
Chatters (Prentiss and Chatters 2003, Chatters and Prentiss 2005) offered a macro-
evolutionary model of settlement system change which would be undoubtedly
favoured by similar dynamics of environmental change. The key concept of their
model relies on the assumption that during episodes of relative stability in climatic
conditions parallel and alternative settlement patterns emerge. This diversification
stage is followed by a decimation stage, when sudden changes in environmental
conditions alter the selective forces, leading to the survival of only the most adap-
tive settlement strategies. A red noise structure in environmental time-series will
create suitable conditions for the occurrence of these patterns of change, since pro-
longed periods of climatic stability will ensure the diversification of settlement
strategies before their sudden decimations.
Environmental data supporting the presence of such a rare but radical changes
has already been introduced in chapter 2. Bond cycles are often characterised by
rapid change in the climate at a decadal timescale, often determining an average
shift in the temperature of ca. 2 ◦C (Adams et al. 1999). Similarly Mayewski and
colleagues’ (2004) analysis of RCC (Rapid Climate Change) indicates how ”many
of these changes are sufficiently fast from the point of view of human civilization
(i.e., a few hundred years and shorter) that they may be considered rapid” (ibid.:
245). This abruptness of climatic events has also been pointed out by other au-
thors (e.g. deMenocal 2001, Anderson et al. 2007) and substantially indicates how
exogenous disturbances have been and still are quite common.
We can relate the concept of disturbance described above with the notion of at-
tractors introduced in chapter 5. A disturbance can in fact be formally defined as
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a force sufficiently strong to shift the system out of its original basin of attrac-
tion and hence determining either a permanent or temporary transition to another
basin. This allows us to introduce the notion of resilience as ”the capacity of a
system to absorb disturbance and reorganise while undergoing change so as to
still retain essentially the same function, structure, identity, and feedbacks”, which
along with the concepts of adaptability —”the capacity of actors in a system to influ-
ence resilience”; – and transformability —”capacity to create a fundamentally new
system when ecological, economic, or social (including political) conditions make
the existing system untenable”; — determines the evolutionary trajectories of a
system (Walker et al. 2004). A related concept —and in one sense a ”measure” of
resilience— is what has been defined as engineering resilience, defined as the time
required for a system to return to its equilibrium state (Holling 1996).
The purpose of our modelling endeavour is to establish what condition de-
termines the resilience of the system to a specific type of disturbance. In practical
terms, given the equilibrium conditions identified in the previous chapter we need
to determine whether the system-level response to given disturbances are distin-
guishable from variations which can be generated from its intrinsic stochasticity.
For example, if a given parameter combination determines a point attractor to a
stable dispersed pattern, a disturbance could manifest itself as a temporary transi-
tion to a clumped pattern or as a permanent transition to a given number of groups.
The ultimate aim is to establish whether there are variations in the response of the
system — which will help us identifying which parameter combinations are more
resilient and which are more susceptible to exogenic forces —, or whether the im-
pact of certain disturbances is so strong that the system converges to the same out-
come (e.g. extinction). For example different frequencies in the decision-making
(z) might determine different levels of resilience, with some values leading to a
profound change in the settlement pattern, and others maintaining the system in
the conditions observed before the disturbance event. Or on the contrary, such a
parameter might be irrelevant, and the system might be driven to similar patterns




In order to integrate disturbance processes with the basic model introduced in
chapter 5, we need to design additional submodels mimicking their effects, main-
taining at the same time the integrity of the model itself. The most straightforward
solution to this is to create a function that induces variation in a model parameter
or variable. If such a variation is dependent on the behaviour of the system, we
will obtain an endogenous disturbance, while if this occurs independently we will
simulate an exogenous disturbance (see section 7.1 and White and Jentsch 2001:412).
The ideal parameter/variable for modelling disturbance regimes isK, the amount
of resource available at any given patch. So far this has been modelled as constant
and fixed over time and space. The system was in fact assumed to be isolated from
any external perturbation that might alter resource availability, and the rate of con-
sumption by a group of agents had no long-term implications for the amount of
resource located at a given patch, with K being ”regenerated” at the end of each
time-step, even in case of overexploitation (i.e. when Ξ > K, see equation 5.8 in
section 5.3). This assumption facilitated the exploration of the intrinsic properties
of the model, but at the same time led the system to reach some equilibrium states
that are unlikely to occur in real world contexts. For example, when the range of
spatial interaction leading to a fission-fusion dynamic is limited (h = 1), the sim-
ulation generated, in several regions of the parameter space, an equilibrium state
where all patches were occupied by equally sized groups. This equilibrium state
is reached by a predator-prey relationship in a constant static equilibrium, as if
consumed resources were fully regenerated at the end of each time-step. In reality
a continuous overexploitation (in the specific case a continuous satisfaction of the
condition Ξ > K) might reduce the productivity of the prey population, if not lead
it to extinction.
For the purpose of this thesis, two distinct sub-models of disturbance will be
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integrated into the ABM. The first one will explore the effects of endogenic pertur-
bation and will seek to determine whether a predator-prey relationship between
foragers and resources could alter the dynamics observed in chapter 6. The sec-
ond sub-model will instead focus on exogenic influences on the system, and will
establish whether changes in K with different levels of abruptness, duration, and
magnitude can lead to a temporary or permanent alteration of the evolutionary
trajectories in the metapopulation structure.
7.2.1 Endogenic Disturbance: Predator-Prey Interaction Model
The most straightforward approach for modelling resource variation as a function
of the predator population is to use the well-known and widely adopted Verhulst
equation (Verhulst 1838) as follows:






where Kt is the resource input at time t, κ is the theoretical maximum carrying
capacity of the resource pool, and ζ is its intrinsic growth rate. This model pro-
duces a wide variety of dynamics from point attractors with K ≈ κ to limit cycles
and chaotic oscillations (May 1976). We can then modify equation 7.1 by adding
the term Ξ, the cumulative ”demand” of a group of foragers in a given patch:
Kt = (Kt−1 − Ξ) + ζ(Kt−1 − Ξ)
(




This will determine a predator-prey relationship where the intrinsic dynamics
of the predator population will be modelled following the equations introduced
in chapter 5 (equations 5.5,5.6,5.7, and 5.8) and the intrinsic dynamics of the prey
population by the standard Verhulst equation (equation 7.1). The two will be re-
lated by the terms Ξ and K in a way similar to the so-called Lotka-Volterra models
(see Hastings 1997 for a review), where predator and prey populations are both
modelled as modified and interconnected versions of Verhulst equations.
The model introduced in chapter 5 assumes, however, that the predator pop-
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ulation possess full knowledge and can cause the complete extinction of the prey
(i.e. Ξ ≥ K is possible). This is an unrealistic assumption, as it is very likely that
a portion β of the resource input is likely to remain unexploited by the predator
population. While this is a marginal problem when we do not consider the possi-
ble effect of resource depletion, if we adopt equation 7.2 the predator population
could easily deplete the resources and lead itself to extinction. In order to avoid
this scenario, an upper threshold of Ξ will be defined as K(1 − β); the perceived
availability of resources can thus be smaller than K if β > 0, or in other words
an amount βK always survives predation by the agents. This allow us to slightly
modify 1 equation 5.8 as follows:
φi∈j
Ξj/g if Ξj ≤ K(1− β)K(1− β)/g if Ξj > K(1− β) (7.3)
We investigate the implications of these changes by exploring our model in
a simplified version of the ABM. Our aim in this case is to obtain a generic ex-
pectation derived exclusively from the predator-prey relationship, ignoring for a
moment the effects of fission and fusion. This will be achieved by generating a sin-
gle group in a world with one patch and allowing only the local processes to drive
the population dynamics. Figure 88 shows the temporal variation in the group
size and the variation in K for three different scenarios defined by different values
of β. In the first scenario (β = 0.3, figure 88:a), the group size rapidly increases
and overexploitsK, which consequently drives the populations of predators to ex-
tinction. In the meantime the amount of resources starts to increase thanks to the
proportion βK surviving the intense exploitation by the predator population, and
subsequently fluctuates as a function of its own intrinsic growth rate ζ . In the sec-
1Notice that this implies also that in equation 7.2, the term Ξ should no longer represent the
cumulative ”demand”. The term should be substituted with Ξˆ, obtained as follows:
Ξˆ
{
Ξ if Ξ ≤ (Kt−1 − βKt−1)
Kt−1 − βKt−1 if Ξ > (Kt−1 − βKt−1)
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ond scenario (β = 0.35, figure 88:b), the predator population survives the episode
of declined resource availability and exhibit a renewed growth followed by an-
other crash. This time, the reduced number of individuals determines a smaller
exploitation rate between time-steps 75 and 120, allowing an initially slow recov-
ery of the prey population. The subsequent increase of the prey population leads
to a second increase of the predator group size, followed again by another crash. In
the last scenario (fig. 88:c), β is sufficiently high (= 0.4) to support an equilibrium
population size of ca. 10 predators, affected only by minor stochastic fluctuations.
One of the most obvious consequences of this model is the emergence of spatial
inhomogeneity in K as function of local historical processes. The persistence of
such a diversity will be dependent upon the density of predators in a given patch
and the values of β and ζ . If both resource resilience (β) and prey population
intrinsic growth rate (ζ) are small, the recovery rate of K will also be small and
thus spatial diversity will last longer. If on the other hand both values are high,
such a diversity will last very briefly and its effect can be ignored if the frequency
of decision-making (z) is sufficiently high.
The integration of resource depletion highlights possible inconsistencies with
two of the assumptions used to model the predators’ behaviour, namely the ab-
sence of joint migration and the incapacity of the predator to perceive the amount
of available resources in a given patch when this is unoccupied. In a real world
context, the minimum aggregate unit (m) will have the option to leave the group
via fission, or alternatively the entire group could move together to an undepleted
patch. All other things being equal, the second option is clearly optimal, at least
in the short-term. Modelling such a behaviour, however, adds additional layers
of complexity, since we would need to formalise our assumptions regarding group
decision-making and any conflict with individual choices (see chapter 5 for further
discussion), and how to model group-level knowledge of the spatial environment,
which will determine ”where” to move. For simplicity, here we assume that indi-
viduals will fission to a random patch (or migrate to another group) as a response
to declining resources. This will ultimately determine the relocation of most mem-
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bers of the group to new patches, thus offering a mid-term output which resembles
a group-based decision-making.
The second assumption (agents being incapable of directly evaluating the pro-
ductivity of an unknown patch) can be regarded as an acceptable compromise, and
definitely preferable to alternative models where the agents have full-knowledge
of patch productivity. Ideally the evaluation of a new environment should be a
mixture between direct observation of the predator and the prey population, cou-
pled with a direct assessment by means of a trial stage of exploitation. Here we
reduce this to an observation of the predator population (the fitness of the model
group), while the trial stage will be achieved in multiple time-steps (i.e. if an agent
locates to a highly depleted patch, it will obtain a lower fitness value and hence
will migrate in the subsequent time-step).
7.2.2 Exogenic Disturbance: Temporal Variation of K
The second type of disturbance is a force external to the system that decreases
the amount of available resources as a function of time. This is a commonly used
model of environmental change that varies from the simple linear decrease/increase,
to more complex time-series adopting empirical data (e.g. Dean et al. 2000) or the-
oretical models (e.g. Whitehead and Richerson 2009).
For the purpose of this thesis, the following will be adopted:
Kt = Kt−1 − δ(ts, te) (7.4)
where the function δ(ts, te) is:
δ(ts, te)

0 if t < ts
0 if t > te
η if ts ≤ t ≤ te
(7.5)
with the condition ts < te. In other words, K is initially constant, and then will
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decrease by an amount η per time-step within the temporal interval bounded by
ts to te. This will conform the triadic description proposed by White and Jentsch
(2001) and described in figure 86; te− ts + 1 will indicate the duration, η(te− ts + 1)
the magnitude, and η the abruptness of the disturbance process.
The major advantage of equations 7.4 and 7.5 is that the parameters ts and te al-
low us to precisely define when the disturbance process occurs. This is not possible
for more sophisticated models such as 1/f noise, where the stochastic components
prevent a precise control of the onset of a disturbance event. Although equations
7.4 and 7.5 are abstract, they can describe the basic properties of a disturbance
process inducing a decline in the availability of subsistence resources.
It is important to stress at this point that the purpose of the simulation is to
establish the nature of the short-term response of the system, rather than its long-
term adaptation. In other words, we need to explore the expected behavioural
response within the range of decision-making rules defined in chapter 5 and estab-
lish their effects at the macro-scale. In a real world context we might expect a mid-
or long-term cultural response that is not integrated in the model (e.g. technolog-
ical innovation, exploitation of alternative resources, etc.), but capable to generate
profound changes in the behaviour of individuals and ultimately lead to changes
in the settlement pattern. This is outside the scope of the present study, where the
primary focus is to establish the role played by the exogenic forces alone and its
relationship to the equilibrium properties of the system explored in chapter 6.
7.3 Experimental Design
The additional parameters introduced above will considerably increase the dimen-
sions and hence the overall size of the parameter space. Recall that the basic exper-
imental design was based on the sweep of 5 parameters (h, b, k, ω1, and z) resulting
in 216 unique combinations. As discussed previously in chapter 6, it is important
to minimise the number of parameter combinations, but at the same time explore
the widest range of possible behaviour of the system.
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A preliminary exploration of the endogenic disturbance model indicates how
the predator-prey relationship exhibits three distinct types of behaviour within the
constraint of a single patch world (see figure 88). This can be obtained by fixing
the intrinsic growth parameter (ζ) to 2 (which generates a point attractor in the
prey population dynamics in absence of predation), the prey carrying capacity (κ)
to 200 (which conforms to the value chosen for K in the disturbance-free model
explored in chapter 6), and sweeping the resilience parameter (β) with the values
0.3, 0.35, and 0.4. The range of variation of β covers a transitional portion of the pa-
rameter space for an individual group model, between domains where the system
exhibits complete predator extinction and domains where an equilibrium preda-
tor population size is reached. Experimental runs have shown that between these
two extremes, when β ≈ 0.35, the system shows a limit cycle. Although these dy-
namics may not emerge when more than one group are present in simulation, this
range of the parameter values provides a useful template for exploring the general
behaviour of the system and the implications of fission-fusion dynamics.
The exogenic disturbance model is slightly more complicated to explore, as its
core parameters and their relation to disturbance events are contingent upon the
observed context. For example a shift in climate occurring in an interval of 20 years
can be regarded as fast-paced in the real world, but 20 time-steps within the ABM
do not itself allow us to determine whether the disturbance has a short or long du-
ration. This limitation originates from the abstract structure of the model, where
the spatial and temporal dimensions are detached from real world references (see
chapter 5). In order to overcome this issue the parameter sweep must be selected
in relation to known behaviour of the system. One possible candidate for this is
to use the knowledge about the tempo of fission-fusion dynamics obtained from
the analysis of the experiment results (i.e. the correlogram) presented in chapter
6. Recall that the correlogram of the simulation output exhibited often a strong
evidence of negative autocorrelation in the A coefficient, the median group size,
and the number of groups. This has been observed with lags between 3 and 15
time-steps depending on the parameter combination, and in cases where the sys-
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tem exhibited a limit-cycle attractor, they represented the half-time of a full cycle
(second peak in positive autocorrelation) of transition between clumped and dis-
persed patterns. This supports adoption of the premise that, for example and with
other things being equal, a disturbance process with a duration over 30 time-steps
will be slow compared to the basic dynamics of the system. In order to explore
the system response to different types of disturbance regimes, the following three
scenario have been conceived in relation to the output examined in the previous
chapter:
Fast disturbance (ts = 301, te = 304, η = 25). The duration of the disturbance
is short (4 time-steps) and the abruptness is high (a decrease of 12.5% of the
original value of K per time-step). This will represent a disturbance event
where the available resources dramatically decrease in a relatively short pe-
riod of time, reaching half of its original value Kte+1 = 100 at a timing equal
or faster than a single transition of settlement pattern induced by internal
dynamics.
Intermediate disturbance (ts = 301, te = 318, η ≈ 5.56). The duration of the dis-
turbance is sufficiently large to be longer than all observed cases of a single
transition from one settlement system to another. The magnitude has been
maintained so that the final amount of resource input is half the initial value;
this is achieved by reducing the abruptness to ca. one-fifth of the fast distur-
bance scenario.
Slow disturbance (ts = 301, te = 348, η ≈ 2.08). The duration of the disturbance
is large (between 2 to 8 cycles of transition between different settlement con-
figurations) with a slow rate of decrease in K (a reduction of only 1% of the
initial value of K). Again the final value of K is equal to 100, the same mag-
nitude as the other two scenarios.
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7.4 Results
Before outlining the results of the simulation experiments it is important to reem-
phasise the research design and the purpose of the disturbance model. Some pa-
rameter settings, such as the frequency of decision-making or core components
of the model such as the fitness curve, are assumed to be fixed throughout each
run of the simulation. There are pragmatic and inferential reasons for this. First,
designing a model that allows the modification of these parameters — in effect
mimicking deep structural changes in the society such as the adoption of new
subsistence strategy — will add complexity to the model that will soon become
intractable. Exploring the parameter space of the current model already requires
a large number of simulation runs, and it is already a difficult task to provide a
simple representation of the model behaviour. Second, before tackling the effects
of these structural changes, we need to explore the long-term consequences with
fixed structural conditions (i.e. fixed model parameters). This strategy has al-
ready demonstrated how some patterns observed in the archaeological data could
emerge without any disturbance process at all (e.g. fluctuations between clumped
and dispersed patterns).
In order to understand the implications of event-based exogenic disturbance
we need to look at the short-term response of the system. When environmen-
tal changes abruptly, individual responses are expected to be fast-paced and the
range of behavioural choices constrained by the available options that are known
by the agents at the time. Although cultural responses capable of modifying the
behaviour of the agents can ultimately lead to potentially more successful adapta-
tions (e.g. by adopting a novel subsistence resource that might modify the shape
of the fitness curve), understanding how the agents reacted within its range of be-
havioural choices (i.e. fission-fusion dynamics), and what are the their cumulative
consequences can offer us important clues for assessing the role of exogenic forces.
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7.4.1 Endogenic Disturbance Model
The endogenic disturbance model has been designed to explore the equilibrium
properties of the system once a predator-prey relationship between agents and re-
sources is introduced. The primary aim is to establish whether introducing such a
relationship will lead to patterns that differ from those observed in the disturbance-
free model (discussed in chapter 6). We can explore the model using the same
statistics used in chapter 6: the A-coefficient for assessing whether the group size
distribution is clumped or dispersed; the median group size as an additional statis-
tic for describing the size distribution; and the number of groups and agents for
determining the population and the metapopulation dynamics.
As for the experimental results provided in the previous chapter, the param-
eter space will be portrayed in a four dimensional space (with coordinates k, z,
ω1, and b). Hence the effects of the remaining two parameters (the range of inter-
action h and the prey resilience parameter β) will be recorded in different figures
(effectively resulting in six four-dimensional parameter space plots), which can be
found in appendix D. This section will illustrate only a subset of these plots that
are sufficient for describing the system behaviour under endogenic disturbance
processes.
A-coefficient (A(t))
The spatially local version of the model (h = 1, fig. 89) exhibits a broad dominance
of a convex distribution (positive A-coefficient) as a point attractor, a pattern sim-
ilar to the one observed for the basic model described in chapter 6 (see fig. 64).
However the equilibrium values of A appear to be generally lower, suggesting a
metapopulation structure closer to those expected for a Zipfian distribution. This
trend is more relevant when the prey population resilience (β) is smaller and es-
pecially when the net growth rate is zero at the saturation group size (i.e. when
ω1 = 0.8). In the latter case the system exhibits also occasional shifts to a clumped
(primate) distributional pattern.
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Figure 90 shows a single run of the simulation (a) and a combined time-series
with semi-transparent lines (b), with the prey resilience parameter (β) set to 0.35.
The two plots confirm the idea that if both resource resilience and population
growth rate are small, the rank-size distribution becomes less stable, leading the
system to occasionally (although briefly) leave its basin of attraction and enter in
the domain of primate distributions. With higher values of ω1 this pattern is no
longer visible; the system maintains its chaotic fluctuations but within a much nar-
rower range of A, inside the domain of what can be classified as a convex distribu-
tion. This is most likely because the number of groups (G) is generally lower for
these parameter combinations, often leading the system to extinction (see below).
In contrast to the disturbance-free model, variations of the parameters k (sam-
ple proportion of observed neighbour agents) and z (frequency of decision-making)
seem to have only marginal effects to the system. While the former showed a
consistent decrease of the average A with high values of both parameters when
ω1 ≥ 1.0, the endogenic disturbance model shows almost no effects derived from
k and just a small impact of z, which becomes more visible for higher values of β.
The decrease of the equilibrium value of A for increasing value of z becomes ap-
parent only with higher resilience of the prey population. This is of course not sur-
prising as high values of resilience (β) will lead to smaller effect of the disturbance
process, bringing the system close to the disturbance-free basic model described in
the previous chapter.
The endogenic disturbance process seems to have a much stronger impact on
the group size distribution when the spatial range of interaction is infinite (h =∞,
fig.91). Recall that in the basic version of the model, two main attractor states were
recognised: a convex point attractor dominating when the frequency of decision-
making (z) and the proportion of observed agents (k) are low, and a limit cycle
attractor present at the opposite end of the parameter space (see figure 65). When
the local density of individuals affects the resource input size, the extent of the
point attractor becomes smaller for small values of resource resilience (β). When
β = 0.3, the equilibrium state is a convex distribution only when ω1 = 1.4, k =
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10−8, z ≥ 0.5, with the remnant portions of the parameter space showing chaotic
oscillations or limit cycles between dispersed and clumped pattern. When the prey
resilience is increased by 0.05, convex equilibria become also visible with slightly
lower values of ω1 (≥ 1.2) and all values of z. Finally when β = 0.4, the convex
point attractor region of the parameter space broadly matches the one observed
in the basic model, although when net growth rate is zero at the saturation group
size (i.e. when ω1 = 0.8) episodes of transition to clumped pattern are consistently
present.
The reduced number of instances with point attractors does not mean that reg-
ular cycles of fluctuations (a limit cycle attractor) are dominant through the param-
eter space. A detailed examination of the correlogram and the probability density
distribution (fig. 92 and 93) suggests a more irregular fluctuation between the
two types of settlement pattern, with the latter (fig. 93) showing both unimodal
and multimodal curves. Figure 94 shows an example of this, with the single run
(a) showing irregular oscillations between the two states and the combined time-
series (b) showing a typical ”rain” pattern. In contrast to the pattern observed
in figure 90, both dispersed and clumped patterns are now highly unstable, indi-
cating a strange attractor. Again the appearance of unstable fluctuations between
different types of group size distribution seems to be partly related to the presence
of a comparatively low number of groups (see below), which continuously change
their sizes as a function of migratory processes and internal dynamics derived from
prey-predator interaction.
Number of groups (G(t)), Population size (N(t)), and Median group size (λ(t))
The total number of agents (N(t)) and groups (G(t)) are expected to be strongly
affected by a decline in resource availability. This reasoning relates to models that
explain the decline of pithouse and settlement counts as a consequence of resource
overexploitation (see section 2.4). Here, the primary aim of the model is to estab-
lish whether possible episodes of resource depletion can generate different meta-
population dynamics leading perhaps to smaller equilibrium size for N(t), G(t)
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and median group size λ(t). The population size is particularly interesting as the
one-patch model portrayed in figure 88 can serve as a guideline for the expected
behaviour of the system without meta-population structure (i.e. multiple groups)
and fission-fusion dynamics. Difference in the output can tell us whether these
two properties determine a selective advantage or not, and whether modelling
these aspects matter if we seek to explore Jo¯mon population dynamics.
As anticipated above, in the local (h = 1, compare fig. 95 and 96) version of the
model, the group count is dramatically reduced when the prey resilience is low,
and when the net growth rate is zero at saturation group size (ω1 = 0.8), the system
often exhibits extinction. The latter phenomenon is most likely related to a lower
net growth rate and a comparatively lower propensity of the agents to fission in
new groups and conforms to the expectation portrayed in figure 88:a. When ω1 is
increased, fission is enabled (as the groups can exceed the saturation size through
internal growth) and this allows the survival of the population despite low prey re-
silience (β). Increasing β causes a marked increase of the average group counts, but
this seems to be valid only for regions of the parameter space where the frequency
of decision-making (z) and the sample proportion of observed agents (k) are low.
With higher values of these parameters the positive effect derived from higher re-
silience of the prey population becomes almost undetectable, and the group count
remains almost unaffected. Figure 97 depicts two extreme examples of this trend,
with 97:a showing the effect of β for instances with lower interconnectivity (low z
and k) between agents, and 97:b for instances of higher interconnectivity (high z
and k).
A similar trend can be observed when the range of spatial interaction is ∞,
however in this case a tangible correlation between group counts and β can be ob-
served only for z = 0.1 and k = 10−8, with other parameter combinations showing
consistently low values of G.
Increase in the number of agents (N ) and the median group size (λ˜) are also
positively correlated with prey resilience when k and z are low, although the effect
is less difficult to assess for the median group size. This linkage between number
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of agents and groups is not surprising, and clearly the pattern is more visible when
G is stable (i.e. when z and k are low).
In terms of dynamics, N , G, and λ˜ maintain their structural properties (i.e. the
type of attractor) although with lower equilibrium values in the case of point at-
tractors. This is noteworthy especially in relation to the expansion of limit-cycle
and strange attractors for the parameter space of the A-coefficient, observed pri-
marily in the global model (fig. 91). As mentioned above, these regions of the
parameter space are characterised by extremely low number of groups, suggesting
how the fluctuation between clumped and dispersed pattern is possibly explained
by the stronger role of stochastic components in the model. Similarly the regularity
in the variation of A observed for large values of k and z when coupled with high
prey resilience is most likely related to a higher number of groups and agents, lead-
ing to a more stable and consistent response to the random effects derived from the
predator-prey interactions.
7.4.2 Exogenic Disturbance Model
Since the aim of the exogenic disturbance model is to evaluate the short-term re-
sponse of the system, the simulation output will be assessed primarily through the
analysis of the time-series, rather than using tools designed to explore the equi-
librium properties of the system (i.e. probability density plots and correlograms).
The visualisation of the parameter space in this section (and in the appendix D)
will thus be restricted to the combined time-series plots of the various statistical
measures (A(t), G(t), etc.) between time-steps t = 200 and t = 400, with ts and
te (the interval within which the disturbance process is introduced to the system)
shown as vertical dashed lines.
Since agents respond to declining fitness by means of spatial relocation, the
expected cumulative and macro-scale effect of the disturbance process is either a
temporary change of the system within its basin of attraction (followed by a return
to its original equilibrium values) or a shift to a new basin, effectively leading to
a permanent change in the size and the shape of the group distribution. How-
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ever, in practice these patterns will not always be simple to detect, as we have
already noticed how the internal dynamics of the model (see chapter 6) can gen-
erate sharp transitions between different metapopulation structures, resembling
what we might classify as a system-level response to disturbance. A corollary of
this is the role played by historical contingency (i.e. the state of the system during
the externally induced resource decline), which might determine a divergence of
responses between different runs of the simulation.
Given these expectations, the objective of this section is to identify patterns that
are beyond the range of the ”normal” behaviours (either in their timing, direction-
ality, or magnitude) expected from the basic model during the interval following
the onset of the disturbance regime. This conforms to the relativist definition of
disturbance (White and Jentsch 2001, see section 7.1) and can set the basis for as-
sessing the archaeological data (chapter 8) during intervals where we might expect
changes in environment.
A-coefficient (A(t))
Rank-size distribution is generally unaffected by slow disturbance processes, but
some notable variations can be identified when resource decline is more abrupt.
In the latter scenario the most relevant responses of the system depends on the be-
haviour exhibited by this prior to the disturbance process. For example, regions of
the parameter space where a point attractor is observed during normal conditions
are characterised by short-term changes in A outside the original basin of attrac-
tion, while regions where fluctuations between clumped and dispersed pattern
are originally observed exhibit a temporary interruption of such a dynamic, with
A converging to similar values despite different initial conditions of the system
(i.e. time-series that are out-of-phase become in-phase).
When the range of spatial interaction is restricted (h = 1, fig. 98), two types of
system response can be identified: 1) a sharp, short-term transition from a strongly
convex to a Zipfian pattern (i.e a decrease of A); and 2) a permanent shift from a
Zipfian distribution to a slightly more dispersed pattern. Both instances are de-
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tectable when the disturbance process is fast, but the former becomes weaker in
the medium and almost completely absent in the slow disturbance scenarios.
The strongest decrease of the A-coefficient can be observed in all instances
when the net population growth rate is zero at the saturation group size (i.e. when
ω1 = 0.8). As for the endogenic disturbance model, the generally smaller number
of groups typical for these regions of the parameter space can perhaps explain this
pattern. When the disturbance process occurs, the few large communities will fis-
sion, but this process will be constrained by low values of h and s, leaving the par-
ent group to maintain a comparatively large size. This will generate a higher vari-
ation in the group size distribution, effectively lowering the A-coefficient. When
ω1 ≥ 1.0, the number of groups is larger, and hence the fission process will be more
constrained (i.e. the number available empty patches within the neighbourhood
defined by h will be smaller), leading to a comparatively smaller decrease of A.
When the rate of decision-making is high (i.e. z = 1) and the net growth rate is
still positive at the saturation group size (i.e. when ω1 ≥ 1.0), the opposite trend
— a slight increase of the A-coefficient— can be noticed. This time the change is
permanent, although the increase itself is minimal, and can be found for all three
scenarios of disturbance integrated into the simulation. The underlying reason
of for this divergent response can be found in the basic property of the system,
characterised by a less dispersed pattern coupled to a higher frequency of spatial
relocation (due to high values of z). The decline of K will determine a change in
the fitness curve (see figure 55) and the consequent reduction of the average group
size. As a consequence of this, the number of offspring groups generated by fission
events will be smaller, and this will affect the tale of the rank-size distribution. The
ultimate consequence of this is a slight decrease in the variability of group sizes
and hence to a permanent (although minimal) increase of the average value of A.
The ultimate convergence to similar equilibrium values of A for all three scenar-
ios suggests how the observed variation in the group size distribution is probably
unrelated to how the system behaved during the onset of the disturbance process.
The decline of A is instead the consequence of the shift of the point-attractor equi-
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librium imposed by the change in the resource input (K), and a slow variation of
the system towards this new point.
When the spatial range of interaction is extended to the entire grid (h = ∞,
fig. 99), the simulation output appears to maintain some of the properties of the
local model (i.e. the decline of A in convex point attractors) coupled with some
novel type of responses. Once again, the parameter space is characterised by a
general bifurcation defined by z (although this time also k seems to play a relevant
role) and variation in A can be observed mainly for fast to medium disturbance
processes.
Figure 100 shows some of the most typical outputs of the simulation as box and
whisker plots. This will aid in detecting variations in the group size distribution
that are hard to assess by a visual inspection of the combined time-series plots. By
examining figures 99 and 100, we can identify five types of system responses:
1. A sharp but temporary decline of A indicating a short-term transition from a
strongly convex pattern to a group size distribution closer to what we would
expect from Zipf’s law (fig. 100:a; e.g. when z = 0.1. k = 10−8, ω1 = 1.0);
2. A similarly sharp decline of A from a highly convex distribution followed
however by a partial recovery to a weakly dispersed pattern (e.g. when z =
0.1, k ≥ 0.5, ω1 ≥ 1.2);
3. A weak decline of A within a highly convex point attractor, followed by a
rapid recovery to the original equilibrium values (fig. 100:b, e.g. when z =
0.5, k ≥ 0.5, b = 0.3);
4. A temporary increase of A within a system characterised by repeated fluctu-
ations between dispersed and clumped pattern (fig. 100:c. e.g. when z = 1.0,
k = 0.5, ω1 = 1)
5. No detectable response (fig. 100:d; e.g. when k = 10−8 and ω1 ≥ 1.2 or when
z = 0.5, k ≥ 0.5 and b = 0.8)
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The first three scenarios (decrease of A-coefficient) are basically distinguished
by the initial magnitude of change and the equilibrium level reached after the
disturbance process. They are typically observed when both the frequency of
decision-making (z) and the sample proportion of the observed agents (k) are
small. As for the local model, this corresponds to portions of the parameter space
where the rank-size distribution of group sizes is convex, either as a narrow point
attractor, or as an instance of strange attractor confined within positive values of
A. The sharp decline of K will in this case trigger a fission process, leading to
higher diversity of the system. Instances where this decrease is not detected but
still within low values of k and z (i.e. when k = 10−8 and ω1 ≥ 1.2) are most proba-
bly related to parameter combinations determining an extremely high value of G,
which consequently impedes the fission process itself (no empty patches within a
distance of 1). This ”packing” effect will maintain the group size distribution in
a highly convex pattern. The absence of variation in the rank-size distribution for
extremely low values of ω1 is instead explained by the fact that fission process itself
does not occur in such a scenario, as the net growth rate at the group saturation
size is equal to zero.
As for the local model, the transition towards lower values of A could occa-
sionally be permanent, leading the system to enter into a new basin of attraction,
although this time we see the emergence of a slightly more primate (instead of
convex) pattern. Recall from the analysis of the time-series ofG(t) in chapter 6 that
with this combination of parameters the dynamics of the disturbance-free model
is characterised by different timings in the onset of a large-scale fission process,
which leads to the occupation of all the available patches. While this was stochas-
tically triggered in the basic model (see figure 71), here the disturbance process act
as a catalyst leading to the generation of multiple offspring groups (see also below)
at the same time. This causes a higher variability in group size distribution, and
consequently a decline in A(t).
The fourth scenario (a temporary increase of A) can be found in regions of the
parameter space where we have previously recognised a dominance of limit-cycle
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attractors. When both the frequency of decision-making (z) and the sample pro-
portion of the model agent (k) are high, the exogenic disturbance appears to push
the system towards a dispersed pattern, sustain that group size distribution for
few time-steps, and then return to oscillate between positive and negative values
of A (see fig. 100:c). However such a dynamic does not always appear, suggesting
that the state of the system during the onset of the disturbance process could play
a crucial role.
One way to examine this is to produce a scatterplot of A(t) against A(t − 1),
so that each point will represent the ”movement” of the system within the phase
space. If the disturbance process has no influence to the system, or more precisely
if we are unable to identify significant divergences from the ”normal” behaviour
of the system, we should see no difference between the scatter plots with ts > t and
te < t, and ts ≥ t ≤ te. Of course, this plotting technique considers only instances
when A is actually computed for both t and t − 1, and excludes cases where a
low number of groups do not allow the actual computation of the coefficient. An
example of this phase scatterplot is provided in figure 101, where the ”normal”
behaviour of the system (a point attractor with a convex distribution equilibria,
here obtained by plotting with values of t from 280 to 300) is plotted as black dots,
and the behaviour of the system during the exogenic disturbance process (t = ts =
301) is depicted in red. The black dots show the high stability of the system (A(t)
and A(t − 1) are perfectly correlated along a diagonal line) prior to disturbance,
and they are clearly distinct from the red dots, which instead indicate a transition
to a less dispersed pattern (A(t− 1) have higher values than A(t)).
Figure 102 shows the scatter plots for a subregion of the parameter space where
a limit-cycle or a strange attractor has been identified in normal conditions (i.e.
z ≥ 0.5 and k ≥= 0.5). The results show how before the onset of disturbance
z seems to determine the primary variation through the parameter space. When
the frequency of decision-making (z) is equal to 0.5, the basic scatterplot (in black)
shows a wedge shaped pattern, with a high cluster of points in the top right corner
indicating relative stability of a highly dispersed pattern (bothA(t−1) andA(t) are
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large), coupled with occasional episodes of shifts towards and away from such a
state (points on the top-left and bottom-right quadrants) . When z = 1.0, the points
cluster along a diagonal line, suggesting the presence of multiple instances where
both clumped and dispersed patterns are maintained between t − 1 and t. This is
coupled with a cloud of more dispersed points extending to the left of the diagonal,
which indicates the presence of episodes where A exhibits a slight decline. When
the cooperation benefit is high (b ≥= 0.5), we can also identify a high concentra-
tion of dots in the top-left and bottom right quadrants, suggesting the presence of
radical shifts between extreme values of A. Transitions from clumped to dispersed
patterns are however depicted with a comparatively smaller number of dots (in
the bottom right panel, for instance when z = 1.0. k = 1.0, b = 0.5,ω1 ≥ 1.2 ); this
is probably due to the fact that primate distributions in this region of the parame-
ter space are often characterised by an insufficient number of groups to permit the
computation of A.
Generally speaking, the introduction of a disturbance process does not seem
to generate a substantial variation in the system behaviour (red dots in fig. 102).
However a more careful examination of the scatterplots shows how, when z = 0.5,
the high concentration of dots in the top right corner disappears when ω1 ≥= 1.0,
demonstrating how the maintenance of a strongly dispersed pattern is no longer
possible when the net growth rate is zero above the saturation group size. This is
not always the case, and in some instances there are even transitions from clumped
to dispersed patterns (dots in the bottom right panel), but nonetheless the pattern
confirms the general decline of the A coefficient observed above. When z = 1, the
distribution of the red dots does not seem to differ from the black ones, indicating
how, according to this visualisation technique, there is no clear evidence of system
response to the disturbance process. This is true even for parameter combinations
where we previously observed a convergent increase of A (for instance when z =
1.0, k = 1.0,b = 0.3, and ω1 = 1.0, see also fig. 100:c), suggesting that the observed
transition to a more dispersed system occurs only when the number of groups
is extremely small and the A-coefficient cannot be computed (< 3 groups). In
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such a scenario fission process generates a larger number of equally sized offspring
groups across the landscape (since there are no spatial limitations dictated by the
presence of other groups) thereby resulting in a high value for A.
Number of groups (G(t)), Population size (N(t)), and Median group size (λ(t))
While the effects of the exogenic disturbance have mostly a short-term impact on
the rank-size distribution, its repercussions for other properties of the system ap-
pears to be much larger and more frequently permanent. This is not surprising,
as an overall decline in the availability of resources (K) will offer less energy for
reproduction, leading to a population decline. Surprisingly this is not always the
case, and the dynamics of N(t) appear not to be only a function of the potential
availability of the resources, but also of the colonisation rate of groups (i.e. the
frequency of fission events). In some cases the latter appears to be triggered by a
disturbance process without a subsequent fusion process, ultimately leading to an
overall increase in the number of groups, and hence of agents.
Variation in the total number of groups (G) is generally characterised by an
increase — confirming the idea of a fission process suggested by the analysis of
the A coefficient — unless the number of groups is already at its maximum (100
units in the present case). Despite this broad similarity across the parameter space,
the magnitude and more importantly the persistence of such a change varies in
function to specific combinations of parameters.
When the range of spatial interaction is localised (h = 1, fig. 103) two types of
system responses can be observed. Group count may exhibit an increase followed
by stable values ofG (e.g. when z = 0.1, k = 10−8, and ω1 = 1.0), or by a decrease to
values close to those observed prior to the disturbance process (e.g. when z = 0.5,
k ≥ 0.5, b = 0.8, and ω1 ≥ 1.0). In the latter case, such a decline in G might
occasionally reach values that are slightly lower than those observed before the
decline of K (e.g. when z = 1.0, k = 0.5, ω1 = 1.0, and b ≥ 0.5). Unsurprisingly,
the magnitude of the increase is partly a function of the median group size and
the number of empty patches in the lattice space. When a few large groups are
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isolated from each other and the groups are on the cusp of a fission size (i.e. when
ω1 = 1.0, see figure 57), disturbance provides the right incentive for a global fission,
which will lead to the creation of a large number of new groups. If the frequency
of decision-making is sufficiently small, these groups will remain in the landscape,
permanently increasing the overall value of G. However if z is higher, and if b is
large enough to determine a strong attraction towards optimally sized groups (see
figure 58), this process is followed by fusion, which in turn determines a decrease
of G to its original value. In some case this process is fast enough (z = 1.0) to
reduce the overall number of groups to levels lower than those observed prior to
the disturbance event.
When h =∞ (fig. 104), the disturbance process appears to determine one of the
following scenarios: 1) permanent increase (e.g. when z = 0.1, k = 10−8, ω1 = 1.0);
2) temporary increase followed by a slight decline (e.g. when z = 1.0, k = 0.5,
ω1 = 1.0); 3) decrease (z = 1.0, k ≥ 0.5, ω1 ≥ 1.0); and 4) absence of change (e.g.
when z = 0.5, k ≥ 0.5).
The underlying processes of the first two scenarios are most probably similar
to the one inferred for the local version of the model. The decline in the resource
input triggers a fission process, leading to an increase of G. This state of the sys-
tem is either maintained or followed by a strong fusion process (and decline of G)
when the attraction towards optimal groups is higher (high values of b). In regions
of the parameter space characterised by repeated and continuous transitions be-
tween clumped and dispersed patterns, the decline of K causes a contraction in
the occupied regions of the phase space, as the number of offspring groups will
be reduced by the smaller size of the parent groups. This leads to a lower aver-
age value of G after the disturbance process, a trend that can be observed even
when the disturbance process is slow. The last scenario seems to be confined to
regions of the parameter space where the system shows a chaotic behaviour with
extremely low values of G. Here, the disturbance process does not seem to gen-
erate any consistent change in the total number of groups, a pattern coupled with
rapid shifts of the group size distribution. This suggests that an intermediate fre-
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quency of decision-making allows, via an intense series of inter-group migration
process, the resistance of the system to external disturbance.
Population size (N , fig. 105 and 106) is clearly a function of both the group size
and the total number of groups, and hence the question is whether an increase in
G leads also to an increase of N (i.e. whether the increase in the number of groups
compensates the predicted decline of group size). As anticipated at the beginning
of this section, for certain parameter combinations, the increase of G is sufficiently
large to provoke an increase of the total population after an initial decline recorded
during the disturbance process. We thus need to distinguish scenarios where the
disturbance process interrupted the increase of G, from those where the system
was at equilibrium before the disturbance. If we exclude instances of the former,
we can still identify cases where N ultimately increased in a permanent fashion
owing to the decline of K. This can for example be observed with the parameter
combinations z = 0.1, k = 10−8, ω1 = 1.0 in the local model (h = 1), and for z = 0.1,
k = 10−8, ω1 = 1.0 and for z = 0.1, k ≥ 0.5, b ≤ 0.5, ω1 = 1.2 in the global model
(h = ∞). For all other parameter combinations the population level remains low,
either because the increase of G is too small or because its increase is immediately
followed by a decrease.
Finally a brief overview of the dynamics of the median group size (λ˜) confirms
a rapid decline of the median group size which is noticeable in all parameter com-
binations, expect for instances where the basic value is very low (i.e. when z = 1.0
and ω1 ≥ 1.0). In most cases the decline is permanent, but in some instances there
is a slight recovery caused by a stronger initial fission process during the distur-




7.5.1 Endogenic Disturbance Model
The main objective of the endogenic disturbance model was to establish whether
introducing a dynamic relation between the prey (K) and the predator (the agents)
population would lead to a noticeable change in the behaviour of the system ini-
tially modelled in chapter 6. A secondary objective, derived from the preliminary
exploration of the prey-predator model, was to explore whether population dy-
namics observed in a stripped-down version of the ABM with a single patch (i.e.
without providing the agents the opportunity to spatially reallocate) were also vis-
ible in the full version of the model.
The results of the simulation runs can be summarised in the following points:
• The relationship between parameter combination and type of attractor for the A-
coefficient does not seem to change much between the basic disturbance-free model
and the endogenic disturbance model, especially when the prey resilience is high (i.e.
when β ≥ 0.35). When the spatial range of interaction is limited (h = 1),
the parameter space is dominated by convex distribution point attractors,
while when the range is infinite (h = ∞) we can observe a trend from point
attractors (again with a dispersed pattern) to strange/limit cycle attractors
with increasing values of z and k. This implies that, broadly speaking, the
relationship between the equilibrium properties of the rank-size distribution
and the model parameters does not change with the introduction of endo-
genic disturbance: the main driver of settlement dynamics are still variables
such as the spatial range of interaction (h), the frequency of decision-making
(z) and the sample proportion of the observed agents (k).
• The equilibrium properties of population size are different from the expectations de-
rived from the single group predator-prey model explored in fig. 88. The pres-
ence of a spatial structure and the consequent possibility of fission-fusion
dynamics ensures the survival of the agents even when prey resilience is low
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(β = 0.3). Extinction occurs only when the net growth rate is zero at the
saturation group size (i.e. when ω1 = 0.8), most probably because agents
die before fissioning. This divergence between the non spatial and the spa-
tial model (effectively a meta-population model) reminds us again how the
models seeking to understand population dynamics requires the integration
of fission-fusion processes. Additionally it shows how fission-fusion dynam-
ics are an adaptive strategy which is fundamental for the survival of a popu-
lation once resource can be potentially depleted by human exploitation.
• When prey resilience is low (β = 0.3) and the system can be described as a point-
attractor, the averageA-coefficient is lower than the disturbance-free model, although
the rank-size distribution is still convex. This phenomenon is explained by a
generally lower number of groups (hence a higher chance to have more di-
versified group size distribution) and by the spatial diversity in the avail-
ability of resources (K) caused by the predator-prey dynamics. The latter
point is not surprising, and warns against the uncritical adoption of the habi-
tat matching rule (see section 5.2) for environments with an uniform resource
distribution: local episodes of overexploitation can generate spatial diversity,
leading to a less dispersed settlement pattern.
• When prey resilience is low (β = 0.3) and the range of spatial interaction is global,
fluctuations between clumped and dispersed pattern seems to be occurring for a wider
range of parameter combinations. As for the previous point, the lower number
of groups and the spatial diversity in resource availability play are critical for
the generation of the observed patterns. Additionally, local depletion of the
prey population —and the consequent fitness reduction—, generates an in-
tense and continuous migration process. This plays a fundamental role when
the spatial range interaction is high, as clumped pattern will continuously
appear as an outcome of fusion processes. However, endogenic disturbance
is not sufficient to generate stable primate distributions, as their appearance
remains extremely short-termed. This is caused by the overexploitation of
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local resources by large groups, which ultimately leads to fission. This gen-
erates a repeated sequence of fission and fusion similar to the ones observed
in the disturbance-free model, when the range of spatial interaction (h), the
frequency of decision-making (z), and the sample proportion of observed
agents (k) are all high. The introduction of a prey-predator relationship be-
tween the agents and the resources result into a widening of such dynamics
in the parameter space. This implies that, with a higher chance of endo-
genic disturbance processes (i.e. when β is low) we should expect to observe
fluctuations between clumped and dispersed patterns for a wider range of
assumptions, and that the main driver for the emergence of these dynamics
is still the spatial range of interaction.
7.5.2 Exogenic Disturbance Model
In contrast to the endogenic disturbance model, the exogenic one was intended to
explore the immediate response of the system when facing a global decline in the
resource availability. Here it is important to distinguish changes that are simply
due to a lower availability of the resources, and changes that are related to the
disturbance process itself. The former refers to patterns that we would expect if
the model were initiated by values of K equal to Kte+1 (the amount of resources
available at each patch after the disturbance process). Lower resource input will
clearly modify the shape of the fitness curve (see fig. 55) and generate different
equilibrium values (although it will not change the type of attractor), and hence
variation in the simulation output is not surprising in the long-term. The latter
instead refers to short-term responses of the system that are due to change (decline)
in resource input. Possible responses include a temporary deviation of the system
from its basin of attraction or a permanent change that leads the metapopulation to
reach structures and configurations that are otherwise unreachable from a simple
initialisation with lower values of K.
The most relevant outputs of the simulation include the following points:
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• Slow exogenic disturbance events lead only to a gradual change of the system to-
wards equilibrium levels expected for lower resource input. This implies that any
observed changes in the system (e.g. lower median group size, lower pop-
ulation size, etc.) can be recreated by initialising the simulation setting K
equal to Kte+1. The gradual decline of resource input (η ≈ 2.08) does not
affect much the fitness of the agents, and hence fission-fusion dynamics are
only occasionally triggered, often with different timings in each group. From
an archaeological viewpoint, this implies that variations in the settlement
pattern will be indistinguishable from those expected from the disturbance
free model, especially if we look at narrow temporal windows. Measurable
changes will become identifiable only when a larger temporal scale of obser-
vation is adopted, but these will be confined mostly on aspects pertaining
the average group size or the total population size rather than a change in
the shape of the rank-size distribution.
• Medium and Fast disturbance events induce fission events and spatial relocation.
This is clearly a function of the group size at the moment of the disturbance
process: if the group is sufficiently small, the reduction of the available re-
sources will not affect the fitness of its individuals (eg. group GA in fig. 107),
while if the group is large (eg. group GB in fig. 107) the decrease of fit-
ness could potentially be dramatic, leading agents to fission or to migrate to
groups that in other conditions would be regarded as being too small and
suboptimal. Both processes will clearly affect the metapopulation structure,
leading to a sudden variation of theA-coefficient. In the majority of cases this
will consist of a decrease of A, indicative of a trend towards a more clumped
pattern (due to an increase in the tale of group size distribution). The only
exception (an increase of A, and a transition towards a more dispersed distri-
bution) is observed in a small region of the parameter space characterised by
the occasional presence of few largely sized groups collapsing into numerous
small offspring groups.
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• Regions of the parameter space characterised by a point attractor in the disturbance-
free model are affected by an abrupt temporary decline of A, an increase in the num-
ber of groups, and a reduction in the median group size. These changes (see an
example in figure 108) are often characterised by a recovery of the system to
either its original configuration or to those expected by a system with smaller
values of K (i.e. to equilibrium states expected with lower resource input).
However, in some instances the total number of groups could permanently be
modified, reaching values that are outside the original basin of attraction. This will
occur for systems that are highly conservative and requires a strong perturba-
tion to modify their properties: once this happens we can observe metapopu-
lation properties (in this case the number of groups) that cannot be expected
as the long-term equilibrium for lower values of K. This novel structure ef-
fectively emerges from the disturbance process, and could in certain cases
yield unexpected consequences such as an increase in the total number of
individuals.
Conclusion
The brief overview of the exogenic disturbance model offered above seems to sug-
gest similar conclusions to the ones observed for the endogenic model, indicating
how, generally speaking, disturbance processes lead to group fission, which in most
cases drives the system to a more clumped pattern. Once again, the disturbance process
determines a decrease of A, but this does not allow the system to reach a stable
clumped distribution. It is also important to highlight here that the basic proper-
ties of the system observed via a disturbance-free model in chapter 5 remain the
same. Endogenously induced decline in the resource input size (K) does trigger or
anticipate the onset of fission events, and this might enlarge the number of param-
eter combinations where fluctuations in the rank-size distributions are observed.
Large groups will be less resilient, as their members will experience a decline in
fitness even when there are no instances of immigration or internal growth. This
does not change the dynamics of a highly integrated system with higher growth
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rates, but with less integrated systems characterised by slow growth rate the in-
troduction of endogenous disturbance might lead to the emergence of dynamics
unobserved in the basic (disturbance free) model. The model also highlights two
critical aspects that are important for interpreting the archaeologically observed
data.
First, the state of the system during the onset of the disturbance could lead to
a strongly divergent outcome, especially if the system is characterised by multiple
equilibria. The scatter-plot analysis in figure 102 shows this effectively, pointing
out how the system could stay stable or show transitions from clumped to dis-
persed pattern and vice-versa. The key to understand this divergence is shown in
figure 107. In a hypothetical scenario where the system is affected by a disturbance
process after a strong fission process, groups will most likely be small enough to
sustain the decline of resources. Conversely, if the system is affected by a distur-
bance after a fusion process, groups will be less resilient, leading to their collapse
and fission.
Second, and partly as a consequence of the first point, distinguishing patterns
induced by exogenic forces and patterns emerging from purely internal dynamics
is extremely complex. If the system has a single equilibrium state, disturbance can
be measured as a deviation from its basin of attraction, but if the system has multi-
ple equilibria or can be classified as chaotic, responses to disturbance will be often
virtually identical to the normal behaviour of the system. This does not mean that
a sudden decline of resources is not having any effects, on the contrary disturbance
processes do have consequences, but often as catalysts capable of accelerating or
retarding the onset of events that will occur in any case.
The formalisation of the behavioural processes generating changes in the rank-
size distribution (chapter 5), its implementation as an agent-based model (chapter
6), and the exploration of possible responses to disturbance processes (this chap-
ter), enable us to finally review the output of the analysis conducted on the archae-
ological data (chapter 4) and put this in relation to the broader background of the
natural and socio-ecological processes presented in chapter 2. The fourth and last
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Discussion: the Pattern and Process of
Jo¯mon Settlement Change
Part II and part III of the thesis have been dedicated to the analysis of Jomon set-
tlement pattern from two different epistemological directions. Chapter 4 offered
a data-driven and pattern-oriented perspective, and sought to assess Uchiyama’s
claim of alternation between clumped and dispersed settlement distributions by
analysing the archaeological record from two case studies. Chapters 5,6, and 7
were instead theory-driven and process-oriented, and aimed to build expectations
from a combination of different ecological models within the structural framework
of agent-based simulation.
The two directions of enquiry helped to answer the first two research questions
formulated in chapter 1. The former offered empirical and statistical support for
Uchiyama’s hypothesis, showing that indeed the two case studies were charac-
terised by repeated shifts between different shapes of rank-size distributions; the
latter suggested how these changes could potentially occur in the absence of any
external forces, warning against the unquestioned assumption (see for example
Uchiyama 2006) that these transformations were caused by environmental change.
The third research question seeks to reexamine this assumption by combining the
analysis of the empirical data (chapter 4), the available proxies of environmental
change (chapter 2), and the expectations offered by the simulation model (chap-
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ter 6-7). The process will involve establishing whether variations in the settlement
pattern correlate to recorded environmental changes, and whether these are quali-
tatively similar to those observed in silico.
8.1 Empirical Data, Environmental Change, and Model
Expectations
If we lay aside the detailed variations observed across the parameter space, the
simulation output provides a broad set of expectations that are consistent in both
the disturbance-free and endogenic disturbance models. Although the exact co-
ordinates in the parameter space are different for the two models, the key axis of
variation is still defined by three variables: the spatial range of interaction (h); the
frequency of decision-making (z); and the sample proportion of observed neigh-
bour agents (k). These three parameters determine how much the groups are in-
terconnected. High values of h, z, and k will lead to a higher conformism in the
decision-making (i.e. a higher proportion of agents will make similar choices at
the same time) and higher rates of migration with a shared destination; low values
of h, z, and k will instead cause group isolation and higher diversity in the choices
made by the agents. Using this triadic axis as a guideline we can identify three
major expectations:
1. Dispersed settlement patterns (i.e. an uniform distribution of settlement
sizes) are widely found as point attractors at the lower range of the axis (low
values of h, k and z).
2. Clumped settlement patterns (i.e. a hierarchical distribution of settlement
sizes) never exist in an equilibrium state and their occurrence is always short-
termed and unstable.
3. Shifts between dispersed and clumped settlement patterns can occur without
any external force if the system is located at the higher end of the axis (high
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values of h, k, and z)
Before proceeding to compare the archaeological data and the simulation out-
put, it is useful to reassess the results of the A-coefficient analysis for Chiba and
Gunma using probability density distributions and auto-correlation functions (fig.
109). These techniques were used to examine the long-term equilibrium properties
of the simulation output in chapter 6 and 7, and can offer additional and compar-
ative insights when applied to the empirical data. The probability density shows
a bimodal curve for Chiba (fig. 109:a), with modes at ca -0.6 and -0.1, and a multi-
modal shape for Gunma (fig. 109:b), with a wide central peak between -0.1 and 0.5
and two minor peaks at -0.5 and -1.5. The results capture the ”typical” (i.e. the most
commonly found) shapes of the rank-size distribution in the two regions regard-
less of their order of occurrence. A visual comparison with the theoretical expecta-
tions illustrated in figure 61 would suggest that Chiba was possibly characterised
by a limit-cycle attractor between primate (clumped) and Zipfian distributions,
while Gunma can be classified as a toroidal or a strange attractor, with equilib-
rium points around Zipfian-convex (weakly dispersed) distributions and different
intensities of primate distributions. The combined correlogram1 provides further
insights into the temporal structure of the settlement change, helping to distin-
guish instances of chaotic oscillations as opposed to a more regular and cyclical
transitions between different values of A. The results show fairly strong signals of
positive and negative autocorrelation for both regions, suggesting the presence of
a relatively regular cycle of change in the shape of the rank-size distribution. This
pattern is particularly robust for Chiba (fig. 109:c), where two negative peaks at
lags of 400 years and 1,000 years, and two positive peaks at 100 and 600 years can
be identified. This implies that, on average, similar shapes of rank-size distribution
can be found every 600 years, and that these generally lasted for a short interval
1The combined correlogram has been created following the same procedure used for the simu-
lation outputs (see section 6.1.1). The bars depict the proportion of significant (at p ≤ 0.05) posi-
tive and negative autocorrelation within the each of the 1,000 time-series of A generated from the
Monte-Carlo simulation.
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of ca 200 years2. Comparison with the time-series depicted on figure 33 confirms
these ideas, and suggest that the correlogram of Gunma shows a weaker pattern of
positive/negative autocorrelation due to the longer initial stage of dispersed pat-
tern (which is captured by the wide central mode in the probability density plot of
figure 109:b).
If we incorrectly assume that the system was isolated from external forces, we
would classify Chiba as an instance of a limit-cycle attractor (i.e. characterised by
a regular alternation between two settlement patterns) and Gunma as a strange
attractor (i.e. characterised by chaotic and irregular fluctuations between differ-
ent patterns) with a weak basin of attraction around positive values of A. Both
patterns are similar to those observed in regions of the parameter space at the
high end of the triadic axis defined by h, k and z. While it is difficult to infer
directly whether the frequency of decision-making was high or low, the range of
spatial interaction (h) and the sample proportion of observed neighbours (k) could
be partly inferred from the topographic properties of the landscape and poten-
tial inter-accessibility between settlements. Rugged landscapes might for exam-
ple favour isolation between settlements, impeding the interaction (and hence the
potential movement) between households located in different groups. Physical
constraints in the movement between settlements can be inferred using GIS-led
analysis (e.g. cost-weighted distance; see Conolly and Lake 2006), or more sophis-
ticated techniques based on circuit-scape theory (McRae 2006). Lines of evidence
indicating the potential presence (or absence) of interaction can also be obtained
by examining the spatial distribution of stylistic traits in artefacts (see e.g. Lipo
et al. 1997). Given the same spatial setting, and with all other things being equal,
we should expect to see that periods of higher interaction exhibit higher spatial
homogeneity in the stylistic traits.
The relatively small spatial extent of the study areas (15 × 15 km) lead some
to infer that the range of spatial interaction and the sample proportion of ob-
2Notice that the duration of the time-blocks is 100 years, thus a positive autocorrelation at lag 0
indicates a positive autocorrelation within the time-block. Consequently a positive peak up to lag
1 (100 years) will suggest continuity for 200 years
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served neighbours were relatively high, especially in the case of Chiba, where the
Shimousa Tableland offers a landscape which might have facilitated the contact
between settlements. The same assumption can be made for Gunma, although
the presence of the Tone River and the slopes of the three volcanoes might have
encouraged some level of isolation between clusters of settlements. These topo-
graphic properties could explain the maintenance of a dispersed settlement system
in Gunma during the Early Jo¯mon period, when pottery styles also exhibit local
features (Ario and Kurohama styles; see Ishizaka and Daikuhara 2001 ) suggesting
potentially smaller interactions between the easter and western settlements in the
study area.
The almost regular cycle of alternation between different shapes of rank-size
distribution observed in Chiba and Gunma, the possibility that these settlements
were highly interconnected (especially in the case of Chiba), and the assumption
of a negligible role played by environmental change would suggest that transi-
tions between clumped and dispersed patterns were generated by dynamics of
fission-fusion not dissimilar from those described in the disturbance-free (chapter
6) and endogenic disturbance models (chapter 7). Clearly assuming that Jo¯mon
settlements were isolated from environmental changes described in section 2.1 is
most likely wrong. A regularity in the cycle of alternation between clumped and
dispersed patterns is not sufficient to support the hypothesis of an endogenous
change, as regular reappearance of similar exogenic forces might have driven the
system to converge to similar patterns multiple times. We cannot dismiss the idea
that both hypothesis can be true, as one shift in the settlement pattern might have
been triggered by external forces, while another one might have emerged from
internal dynamics.
In order to determine whether these changes were indeed product of internal
forces or were instead driven by exogenic disturbance, we need to re-evaluate the
co-variation of different statistical measures pertaining the settlement size distri-
bution (i.e. total number of residential units, number of settlements, median set-
tlement size and A-coefficient) and at the same time assess these in relation to the
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onset of climatic changes that could constitute disturbance events.
The simulation output provides a set of expectations for each of the two hy-
potheses and offers a rough guide for reinterpreting the analysis of the empirical
data. Notice that the following expectations do not refer to the long-term equilibria
of different models, but to the combinations of parameter co-variations at a given
transition between clumped and dispersed patterns:
I. If the alternation between clumped and dispersed settlement pattern is purely endo-
genic and independent of disturbance processes, we should expect the following set of
observations:
a) the emergence of a clumped pattern should occur independently from the
disturbance processes;
b) a clumped pattern could occur either regularly or irregularly, but in both
cases it should be unstable and last for a shorter interval of time compared
to dispersed patterns;
c) a clumped pattern should be followed by a peak in the median group size,
before a rapid transition to a dispersed pattern coupled with a sudden
decrease of the median group size;
d) transition to a clumped pattern should be associated with a decline in the
number of settlements;
e) transition to dispersed pattern should be associated with a sudden increase
in the number of settlements and smaller group size.
f) population size should show peaks during intermediate stages (Zipfian
distribution), increasing after the transition to a dispersed pattern, and de-
creasing when the system approaches a clumped pattern.
II. If the alternation between clumped and dispersed patterns is induced by an external
disturbance process, we should expect:
a) variations in the system to be correlated with the disturbance process;
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b) if during periods of no-disturbance the system is characterised by a stable
dispersed pattern, a brief transition to a more clumped pattern with:
i. a slight increase in the number of settlements;
ii. a decrease in the median group size;
iii. and a decrease in the number of pithouses.
c) if during periods of no-disturbance the settlement pattern is clumped, with
a low number of settlements and a peak in the median group size, a tran-
sition to a dispersed pattern with:
i. an increase in the number of settlements;
ii. a decrease in the median group size;
iii. and a decrease in the number of pithouses.
Before proceeding with a reassessment of the empirical data, it is important
to emphasise that this overview of the hypothesis and its associated expectations
is predicated on several model assumptions that do not necessarily hold within
the observed contexts. One of these stems from the fact that the model was de-
signed to explore the equilibrium properties of the system, and hence does not
allow deep structural changes over time. This means that the parameters of the
model remained fixed through the simulation runs, and as a result, transitions be-
tween different regions of the parameter space did not occur. This assumption
does not always hold especially if we consider a large timeframe. Technologi-
cal innovation and shifts in subsistence strategies are two typical processes that
might cause a structural change, inducing the system to transit into different re-
gions of the parameter space. Nevertheless, there are several reasons that justifies
the choice of not modelling variations of the parameters triggered by the dynamics
of the system. Firstly, such an endeavour will increase the complexity of the model
and the number of variables. This will necessitate the exploration of a larger pa-
rameter space, and more crucially the interpretation of the simulation outputs will
be strongly limited, and obscure the role played by each variable. Secondly, the
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primary aim of the simulation was to establish the reaction of the system in re-
sponse to disturbance processes, which have been indicated as the best candidate
in explaining changes in the settlement pattern (see section 2.4). Thirdly, effects of
variations in the main parameters defining the triadic axis described above (i.e. fre-
quency of decision-making, spatial range of interaction, and the sample proportion
of observed agents) can still be predicted by observing the parameter space with-
out explicitly modelling the process that generates such a change. For example, if
the archaeological evidence suggests an increase in the mobility and the range of
interaction (perhaps triggered by a stronger reliance on game resources), we can
predict that its long-term consequences is a transition from a stable dispersed pat-
tern (fig. 64) to the potential occurrence of cyclical change between clumped and
dispersed pattern (fig. 65).
Figures 110 and 111 show a summary of the analysis presented in Chapter 4,
along with the absolute dates of key environmental changes that might have trig-
gered some form of disturbance. The archaeological data include the time-series
of the A-coefficient analysis and the rate of change of settlement counts, pithouse
counts, and median group size. The choices of the environmental proxies has been
confined to those that might have decreased the productivity of key resources, and
are thus comparable to the type of exogenic disturbance modelled in chapter 7.
These include instances of cooling and weakening in the monsoon events, which
might have decreased the productivity of masts species (see Imamura 1999a, Kita-
gawa and Yasuda 2004), and episodes of rapid marine regression and cooling of
sea temperature, which caused changes in the coastal environment and its biota,
potentially leading to a decline of key maritime resources. It is mandatory to note
that these proxies simply suggests interval of times where a decline in resource
availability might have occurred. A cooling event will increase the likelihood of
extreme frost, but, as mentioned in chapter 2, its effect is not always tangible (Kita-
gawa and Yasuda 2008) and could be lagged (see Davis and Botkin 1985). Similarly,
regression events might create suitable environments where the reproductive fit-
ness of certain molluscs might be favoured. Nevertheless, a comparison between
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archaeological events and these intervals (colour shaded in figures 110 and 111)
can set the basis for building novel and more specific hypothesis of settlement
change, laying the foundation of future directions of studies.
Before proceeding, it is important to note how the temporal dimension of fig-
ures 110 and 111 are represented. In chapter 4 the labels in the x-axis represented
the beginning of each time-block (i.e. 4500 referred to the time-block t4500, starting
at 4500 cal BP and ending at 4400 cal BP), here they represent the actual time-
continuum. Consequently, the measurement points of the A-coefficient was posi-
tioned at the half of each time-block (i.e. anA-coefficient referring to t4500 will have
a point at 4450 cal BP) while for the rate of change analysis they were positioned at
the midpoint of each transition (i.e. a rate of change between blocks t5300 and t5200
will be centred at 5200 cal BP).
The climatic data in the two figures clearly show how it is difficult to define a
precise temporal window when the likelihood of disturbance processes is higher.
Different proxies point to different temporal intervals and defining when major cli-
matic changes occurred within these intervals is not possible. Consequently, the
available dataset cannot indicate whether the temporal relationship between two
distinct environmental changes is real or a product of the uncertainties in the mea-
surement of their proxies. Despite these limitations, we can still identify two pe-
riods of relative stability in the environmental conditions (between 7000 and 6000
cal BP, and between 5000 and 4600 cal BP), alternating with periods where mul-
tiple proxies suggest higher chances of exogenic disturbance (between 6100 and
5000 cal BP, and between 4600 and 3300 cal BP). Both figures 110 and 111 tries
to visualise the fuzzy nature of these arbitrarily defined stages by depicting them
with a semitransparent colour, so that periods with a high level of overlap will be
shown darker. This rather simplistic visualisation technique is sufficient to high-
light how the first cluster of disturbance proxies (7000-6100 cal BP) is characterised
by ”soft” boundaries with minor overlapping towards the beginning and the end
of the interval, while the second cluster (4600-3300 cal BP) is characterised by a
higher number of events occurring during the second half of the 5th millennium
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cal BP.
A general overview of both case studies shows how shifts between clumped
and dispersed patterns (as well as instances of notable changes in other measures
such as total number of settlements and residential units) do not always appear to
be related to environmental changes. For example, on the one hand we can identify
at Chiba a slow trend from clumped to dispersed pattern (possibly reversed by a
disturbance process at t4700 − t4600), while on the other hand, we can also detect a
similar reversion in Gunma (a trend towards clumped pattern reversed after t4800)
during an interval of environmental stasis.
The divergence of the two case studies illustrates the complexity of the situa-
tion, but nonetheless suggests that some shifts in the settlement pattern are likely
to be independent of environmental changes. At the same time, these two exam-
ples also illustrate the limit imposed by temporal uncertainty. For example, the
already-mentioned reversion observed at Chiba at the end of the Middle Jo¯mon
(from t4700 onwards) appears to be related to the cooling of Tokyo bay described
by Miyaji and colleagues (2010), but it is difficult to determine the temporal order
between the two events, and hence infer their possible causal relationship. Fur-
thermore, both cultural response and the appearance of perceivable effects to the
biota could occur much after the actual onset of climatic change, which will be
manifest as a lag between measured environmental change and the empirically
observed shift in settlement pattern.
A further aspect, which will also be addressed later, is that each transition in
settlement pattern is associated with different directions in the rate of change in
pithouse counts, number of settlements, and median group size (see figures 110
and 111 and tables 10 and 11). This strongly suggests that the generative pro-
cesses behind these changes were probably different and that the observed cyclical
pattern is either induced by exogenic forces, or by the convergent outcome of dif-
ferent dynamics. The next two sections will provide a closer inspection to the most
notable events of settlement change in both Chiba and Gunma, aiming to detect




The first transition in settlement pattern —a shift towards a primate (clumped)
rank-size distribution — is observed towards the end of the 6th millennium cal
BP in conjunction to episodes of rapid climatic changes (Mayewski et al. 2004).
This shift is associated with a fairly robust chance of increase in settlement counts
and a definite increase in the number of residential units. This combination of
patterns partially conforms to the expectation offered by the ABM, where group
fission is expected to occur when resource availability declines, leading often to
the emergence of a clumped settlement pattern (decrease of A and increase in the
number of groups). However, the strong and continuous increase in the number of
pithouses (a trend also maintained in the subsequent time-block transition) does
not conform to the prediction generated by the simulation output: according to
this, a disturbance-induced fission process should lead to an overall decline in the
total population size (see page 287).
One possible explanation for this divergence is that the steady growth in the
number of pithouses, which characterised the first part of the Middle Jo¯mon pe-
riod as a whole, and the coarse temporal resolution chosen for the aoristic analysis
might combine to obscure a short-term population decrease. The first few cen-
turies of the 5th millennium cal BP are, in fact, a period of relatively stable climatic
conditions that might have created suitable environments for population growth.
This is the hypothesis proposed by Toizumi (1999b) who suggests that the periods
of stasis in the marine regression were associated with the formation of large shell
deposits, signalling a possible increase in the availability of maritime resources.
Furthermore, multiple studies (see section 2.2.3), including the results presented
in chapter 4, have demonstrated that this period was characterised by an unusual
increase in the number of pithouses. Thus, the improved climatic conditions might
have occurred just after a declining phase at the end of the 6th millennium cal
BP, possibly also stimulated by new offspring settlements generated from fission
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events.
The clumped system observed at t5200 − t5100 was unstable and soon followed
by a transition towards a more convex (dispersed) distribution. Large settlements
might have reached unsustainable sizes due to immigration flows and internal
growth, perhaps leading to local resource depletion and fission. The increase of
the A-coefficient and settlement counts supports this idea, and the formation of
offspring groups might even have been an incentive for subsequent population
growth. This combination of patterns conforms to the expectations suggested by
the disturbance-free model (compare with fig. 85), although the simulation out-
puts suggest rapid shifts rather than gradual changes to convex rank-size distribu-
tions (dispersed pattern). A more detailed examination of the empirical time-series
shows, however, that the increase of A was characterised by a ”pulse and pause”
pattern, with a rapid increase at t5000 − t4900 and t4800 − t4700 and a relative stasis at
t4900 − t4800. The increase of settlement counts shows exactly the same dynamics,
suggesting that the transition to convex distributions was possibly characterised
by a two-stage fission process.
The onset of the subsequent reversion from a dispersed to a clumped pattern
can be summarised as follows:
1. Decline in A, associated with a strong decline in the number of settlements
but a relatively stable number of pithouses (t4700 − t4600).
2. Further decline in A, associated with both decline in the number of pithouses
and settlements, but contrasted by a sudden increase in the median group
size (t4600 − t4500).
3. No significant variation in A, coupled to an increase in the number of groups
and a decline of pithouse counts and median group size (t4500 − t4400).
4. Renewed decline in A, associated with an increase in group counts and pit-
house counts (t4400 − t4300).
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According to the expectations listed at page 287, transitions to clumped pat-
tern induced by exogenic disturbance should be associated with an increase in the
number of settlements and a decline in the number of pithouses. Neither pattern
is observed during the first stage, with opposite trends being more likely for the
former and high level of uncertainty associated with the other. The observed dy-
namics seems to be much closer to those expected from the disturbance-free model
(see fig. 85). The only notable difference from the expectations of such a model can
be found in the rate of change in the number of residential units, which despite
being positive, is characterised by wide error bars. However, the fact that the me-
dian group size also exhibits a potential increase (although similarly associated
with high levels of uncertainty) further supports this argument, which would sug-
gest that the variation in the settlement pattern was triggered by internal processes
and not by an externally induced decline of resource availability.
The second stage appears to show similar dynamics, providing additional sup-
port to this hypothesis. The A-coefficient reached negative values at t4500, and the
number of settlements showed further decline, this time coupled with a marked
decrease in the pithouse counts and a sudden increase in the median group size.
Again, this combination of patterns matches perfectly the dynamics observed on
figure 85, where small groups disappear (decrease in the number of groups) by
joining larger groups through fusion (increase of the median group size). The in-
terval between t4700 and t4500, which corresponds to the very end of the Middle
Jo¯mon period, is usually regarded as a period characterised by major changes in
the settlement pattern in conjunction with a sharp decline in the number of pit-
houses. Several authors (see for instance Imamura 1999a) have indicated that the
cooling events occurring during this stage caused a ”collapse” of the Middle Jo¯mon
economy, leading to an overall decline in population. The pattern observed here
suggests that changes towards a primate (clumped) rank-size distribution might
have occurred before such cooling events. If we hypothesise that the effects of
the disturbance process can be translated to a simple decline in resources, smaller
groups will be more resilient as the chance of local overexploitation will be min-
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imised for them (compare with Fagan 1999). The formation of large groups during
this stage is counterintuitive, unless a technological innovation allowed a more
efficient harvesting strategy or alternative staple resources (unaffected by the dis-
turbance process) have been selected for a brief period of time. However no evi-
dence of these changes have been detected in the archaeological record, and thus
an alternative hypothesis should be sought. On the one hand, the highest coinci-
dence of environmental change recorded at t4500 might have not caused a decline
in resource availability or at least not a homogenous decline. If this is the case,
then we should expect to observe — as we do — a combination of patterns similar
to those expected from the disturbance-free model. Alternatively one should con-
sider the fact that environmental change might have modified other parameters
(e.g. the average individual yield µ) that might have favoured a fusion process.
In other words, smaller settlements might have had a stronger decline in fitness
compared to larger ones. This goes beyond the scenarios described by the model,
but clearly available lines of evidence suggest that the pattern observed at the end
of the Middle Jo¯mon period is much more complex than previously thought and
cannot simply be dismissed by its apparent correlation with the climatic changes
of the mid-5th millennium cal BP.
The subsequent stage is characterised by higher levels of uncertainty associated
with the temporal variation of the A coefficient, and hence it is difficult to estab-
lish whether the shape of the rank-size distribution changed. A closer inspection
of the Monte-Carlo simulation outputs show, however, that the distribution of the
rate of change of A between t4500 and t4400 is normally shaped, with a mean of
−6.18× 10−5 and a standard deviation of 0.0018. This suggests that possible varia-
tions in A were extremely small, and hence we can assume relative stability in the
shape of the rank-size distribution. Despite the likelihood of stability, this interval
is characterised by renewed growth in the number of groups and a sharp decline
in both median group size and number of residential units. If we assume that this
third stage was also unaffected by the disturbance processes, and hence followed
the fission-fusion cycle depicted in figure 85, we can regard this combination of
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patterns as those expected when a clumped pattern shifts to a dispersed one. The
sharp decline in the median group size and the emergence of new offspring settle-
ments do indeed match the pattern expected by the simulation output when large
group fissions to smaller groups. However, the decrease in the number of residen-
tial units and the stability of A (which, during the next stage, will decrease rather
than increase) do not fully support such a hypothesis. The increase in the number
of settlements can potentially be linked to the fission of large groups, which would
also explain the decline in the median group size. This should however lead also to
an increase in A as the decline in size of large groups and the appearance of small
group should lead to a more homogenous settlement size distribution. One pos-
sible explanation can be sought in a decline in resource availability, which might
have induced a decrease in the population size, but maintained at the same time
a comparatively high mixture of differently sized groups. Furthermore, it should
be remembered that in the simulation model, the generative process behind the
rapid transition to a convex distribution is determined by the synchronic fission of
large groups into equally sized subunits. In a real world context, subunits might not
have the same size, and a disturbance process might have had different effects on
differently sized groups. The combination of these factors can easily impede the
transition to a pure dispersed pattern, with the substantial diversity in settlement
sizes maintaining a relatively lower value of A.
The last stage (t4400 − t4300) is characterised by a renewed decline of A, cou-
pled this time by an increase in the number of settlements and pithouses. This
combination does not appear in any of the simulation outputs, where transition
towards a clumped pattern is usually the consequence of a fusion process, which
is expected to lead to a decrease in the number of groups. There are multiple
hypotheses that can explain why the observed pattern does not match this ex-
pectation. For example, some fission process might have occurred (which would
explain the emergence of new settlements) but did not lead to the disappearance
of the parent group, which is instead maintained to a comparatively large size (a
pattern observed in the spatially local version of the ABM). Alternatively, fission-
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fusion and growth dynamics might have been strongly heterogeneous, with some
groups fissioning while other increased their sizes through internal growth. Both
generative processes can equally well cause a decline in the observed values of A.
The nature of a disturbance process is also difficult to define in this context. On the
one hand, this stage is characterised by the overlap of multiple proxies suggesting
a potential decline of resource availability, on the other hand, the archaeological
record suggests a renewed increase in the marine exploitation (despite a stronger
rate of marine regression recorded between 4500 and 3600 cal BP; Fukusawa et al.
1999 ), attested to by the formation of large scale shell-middens (Toizumi 1999b).
This contrasting evidence warns against a simplistic correlation between environ-
mental change and potential disturbance processes, suggesting that the same type
of event (marine regression in this case) might have generated completely different
responses in different circumstances.
After an interval of relative stability in the A coefficient, which suggests the
maintenance of a clumped distribution, a renewed shift towards a Zipfian pattern
can be observed from t4200 to t4100. The transition is characterised by a decrease in
all the settlement parameters and is associated with the disappearance of the large
shell-middens that characterised the previous centuries. Again, the relationship
with the potential onset of exogenic disturbance processes is difficult to define, as
the available data suggests they were already present in the previous time-blocks.
Perhaps their effects on resource availability were delayed in this case, but the
absence of a regrowth in the number of settlements and pithouses seems to suggest
that a profound and permanent change occurred during this stage.
Gunma
As mentioned earlier in chapter 4, the dynamics observed in Gunma (see fig. 111)
share some similarities with those examined in Chiba (e.g. the broad fluctuating
pattern of the settlement size distribution, the peak in the pithouse counts during
the Middle Jo¯mon period, etc.) but are also characterised by minor (e.g. the timing
of the decline in the number of residential units toward the mid-5th millennium
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cal BP) and major (e.g. the lack of a second increase in the residential density
during the Late Jo¯mon period and the stability of a dispersed system during the
7th cal BP) differences. The dataset is also characterised by slightly higher levels
of uncertainty, especially concerning the rate of change in the group counts and
temporal variation in the median group size.
There are several reasons why the presence of these differences in the settle-
ment history of the two regions is not unexpected. Gunma is located in the moun-
tainous regions of Northern Kanto¯, far from the flat intertidal zones of Chiba. The
absence of maritime resources might determine a different shape for the fitness
curve, which would in turn lead to different equilibrium sizes and hence divergent
group formation dynamics. In addition, I have already mentioned at the beginning
of this chapter how the geographical settings might have determined slightly dif-
ferent types of inter-group relationships. These are aspects that need to be taken in
consideration during the interpretative process.
The interval between 7000 and 6000 cal BP is characterised by a long-term per-
sistence of a convex rank-size distribution (dispersed pattern) associated with com-
paratively stable climatic conditions (fig. 111). Despite the high levels of tempo-
ral uncertainty, which characterise the archaeological record of this stage, we can
safely state that the empirically observed rank-size distribution shares similarities
with point-attractor equilibria that are typically observed in regions of the param-
eter space with small values in the range of spatial interaction (h and s), the sample
proportion of observed agents (k), and the frequency of decision-making (z).
This period of relative stasis is followed by an increase of A associated with a
gradual growth in the number of groups and residential units (at ca t6100 − t6000).
This can be associated with the cooling recorded at Lake Aoki (Adhikari et al. 2002),
but it is difficult to establish whether such a climatic event caused a decline in
resource availability and the consequent fission of large-sized settlements. The
observed patterns (which is maintained in the subsequent centuries) seem rather
to suggest an increase in the availability of resources. Nonetheless, simulation
outputs have certainly warned that disturbance processes can trigger an increase
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in the population size, so the role of resource decline should not be summarily
dismissed.
Towards the beginning of the 6th millennium cal BP, a sudden decline in the
number of settlements and pithouses, coupled with a sharp transition to a clumped
pattern is observed. This occurred during a period in which the proxies of environ-
mental change are the same as those observed during the increase in A, suggesting
again how a more precise knowledge of the timing of climatic change is necessary.
The combination of patterns matches the shift to a primate distribution identified
in the disturbance-free model when the range of spatial interaction, the frequency
of decision-making, and the proportion of observed agents are high. The under-
lying dynamic in this case would be a strong fusion process, but this should also
cause a significant increase of the median group size, which is not observed in this
case. It is difficult to explain this mismatch with the onset of a potential distur-
bance process, as this should lead to the fission of largely sized settlements, in turn
causing an increase in the number of groups and a less convex rank-size distribu-
tion. Perhaps environmental change had a higher impact on smaller settlements,
which might explain the decrease in the number of groups and residential units,
as well as a transition to a more primate distribution. If, for example, the climatic
change determined a decline in µ (the expected average yield from subsistence
tasks), rather than K (the total amount of available resources), largely sized set-
tlement would become more attractive and favour the onset of migration flows
towards them.
After a ca 200 years when a slight reprise in the residential density can be in-
ferred (although the rate of change does not show a robust pattern), the group size
distribution at Gunma saw a relatively fast return to a dispersed pattern coupled
again with an increase in the number of pithouses and a possible (the error-bars are
quite wide) increase in the median group size and settlement counts (t5600 − t5500;
fig. 111). This corresponds to a stage where numerous proxies suggest climatic
changes, including a strong weakening of the Asian monsoons (Wang et al. 2005).
Whether or not this correlation indicates a possible role of climatic change as a
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catalyst for triggering this transition, the combination of patterns suggests fission
events of large-scale settlements (increase in group counts and A-coefficient) pos-
sibly followed by a population expansion (increase in the number of pithouses).
The subsequent few centuries (from ca 5400 to 5100 cal BP) appear to be char-
acterised by a renewed dominance and maintenance of a dispersed system. The
levels of uncertainty become high again and thus it is difficult to establish whether
there were significant changes in the shape of the rank-size distribution. Generally
speaking, the same interval has been characterised by an overall increase in the
number of residential units and settlements, although a brief interval of decline
can be recognised during the transition from t5400 to t5300. The maintenance of a
convex rank-size distribution share some similarities to the patterns observed dur-
ing the 7th millennium cal BP, although the dynamics observed in other measures
(pithouse counts, number of settlements, and median group size) suggest that this
was not a period of stasis. The smaller rate of increase in settlement counts, con-
trasted by higher rates for pithouse counts and median group size, suggests that
this period was characterised by a homogenous growth of each settlement with
few episodes of fission-fusion. This would explain the maintenance of a dispersed
pattern, but at the same time would suggest that this period was not characterised
by disturbance events affecting the population growth of Jo¯mon communities, de-
spite the presence of cooling events and rapid climate changes (see fig. 111).
From t5200 to t4800 we can observe a marked decrease of theA-coefficient, similar
to the one observed in Chiba during the second half of the 5th millennium cal BP.
We can again identify four distinct stages for this interval:
1. Decline of the A-coefficient suggesting a transition from a convex to Zipfian
distribution, coupled with an increase in the pithouse counts and an increase
in the median group size (t5200 − t5100).
2. Further decline of the A-coefficient indicating the emergence of a primate
distribution, coupled again with an increase in the pithouse counts and the
median group size, but also to a possible decline in the total number of set-
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tlements (t5100 − t5000).
3. Stability of the A-coefficient, coupled with a decrease in the number of resi-
dential units and median group size, but also with a possible increase in the
total number of settlements (t5000 − t4900).
4. A renewed decline of A leading to a very strong clumped pattern, associated
with a sharp increase in the number of residential units (t4900 − t4800).
The patterns of the first two stages conforms to those observed in the simulation
model when this exhibits a limit-cycle attractor of A. If the empirical data and the
simulated data share the same generative process, the interval between t5200− t5000
would be characterised by group fusion, with an increasing flow towards large
groups contra-posed to the presence of many small scale satellite settlements. This
transition to a clumped pattern is, however, followed by a period of possible stasis
of A (the average rate of change is 0.0006 with a standard deviation of 0.0019),
during which both the total number of residential units and the median group
size appear to decline. If we look at the dynamics observed in the simulation,
this combination of patterns would suggest a fission process, although this would
require a significant increase in the number of new settlements. The rate of change
analysis does suggest such an increase, but the level of uncertainty is too high and
the error bars extend to negative values, indicating a small possibility of decrease.
Despite the lack of a robust pattern in the increase of settlement counts (which can
perhaps be influenced by recovery biases; see below), temporary fission appears
to be a plausible explanation, and the absence of disturbance proxies seems to
suggest that this short-term reversal of trend was induced by internal dynamics
of the system. Subsequently the A coefficient showed a renewed decline, reaching
at t4800 its lowest value. This transition is coupled with a sharp increase in the
number of pithouses and a relative stasis in the total number of settlements and the
median group size. This could be potentially the result of a fusion process similar
to those observed in the simulation output, but would require also a decrease in the
number of settlements and an increase in the median group size. Neither patterns
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are observed in this case, suggesting that alternative generative processes (such as
an increased rate of growth of large settlements) should be sought.
The overall trend towards an increasingly primate distribution observed dur-
ing the transition from the 6th and the 5th millennium cal BP, saw a reversal at
t4800 − t4700 (fig. 111). This paralleled by a strong decline in the number of resi-
dential units and a possible decrease in the median group size, although the latter
is associated with high levels of uncertainty. I have already discussed the possi-
bility that this sharp decline in the number of pithouse counts is comparable to
those observed at Chiba few centuries later, and chances of a bias derived from
the pottery-based chronology has already been discussed at the end of chapter 4
(section 4.3.2). If we assume that these absolute dates are correct, the observed
pattern would have occurred before the onset of climatic events that might have
triggered disturbance processes, and hence the increase of A and the decline of
the pithouse counts should be explained by internal dynamics of the system. Pre-
dictions derived from the simulation output (see fig. 85), suggest a decline of the
population size at the peak of clumped distribution, and hence one possible expla-
nation might be provided by the coarse resolution of the temporal blocks which
could have ”blended” the observed patterns. This would show a ”fake” signal
of pithouse count decrease during the transition to a less primate pattern, when
it actually occurred earlier. The comparatively high level of uncertainty does not
allow a more robust inspection of the empirical data or the choice of a finer chrono-
logical resolution, but the pithouse counts appears to further decline in the subse-
quent time-blocks, in correspondence to an A coefficient value fluctuating around
0. This last stage (from t4700 onwards) is also contemporary with the high number
of climatic events that might have triggered some disturbance processes, possibly
explaining why a low residential density is observed.
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8.2 Discussion
The review presented in the previous few pages has offered insights that can help
establish: 1) whether observed changes in the settlement pattern were induced by
exogenic forces or derived from internal dynamics of the system; and 2) whether
they followed patterns expected from the agent-based model.
Given a time-span of over 3,000 years and the choice of two distinct geograph-
ical settings, a unique answer to these questions cannot be given, as each episode
of transition might have been the convergent outcome of different generative pro-
cesses. Tables 10 and 11 offer support to this hypothesis, similar transitions in the
rank-size distribution (e.g. the primate to Zipfian distribution at t5000-t4900 and at
t4200-t4100 in Chiba; table 10) are associated with different combinations of other
measures of metapopulation dynamics (e.g. increase in the pithouse counts for the
former transition in contrast to a decline in the latter). I have already mentioned
in chapter 2 that underlying the apparent homogeneity of the Jo¯mon culture there
is in fact a substantial spatial and temporal diversity, and hence each transition
event between one settlement pattern to another was most likely characterised by
different initial conditions and different structural properties, which led to a dif-
ferent system level responses. If we use the model’s parameter space as a heuristic
metaphor, the Jo¯mon system might have continuously moved within this space,
perhaps exhibiting a dispersed point attractor at one stage and then a limit-cycle
attractor in another. Hence when we assess the whole settlement history between
Early and Late Jo¯mon periods, we need to take into consideration that each tran-
sition we are observing might be ”internal” to a single type of attractor or the
result of a deeper transition which involved the movement of the system across
the parameter space. If we observe a shift from a clumped to dispersed settlement
pattern, what we ultimately seek to know is whether this was: a) just part of a
cyclical change fostered by episodes of local resource depletion and fission-fusion
dynamics; b) a response to a decline in resource availability caused by cooling
events, leading to the collapse of large groups; c) the outcome of a deeper struc-
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tural transformation (e.g. a change in the shape of the fitness curve derived by
some technological innovation); d) or some combination of the three. Examining
the details of each settlement transition will require a much more detailed and
focused analysis, where the integration of proxies beyond the settlement data is
mandatory. This goes beyond the scope of this thesis, which aimed to explore the
long-term dynamics of the Jo¯mon settlement evolution, setting the framework and
the condition for generating more specific hypothesis for each episode of transition
between clumping and dispersion.
Despite the wide diversity of patterns observed in the empirical data, two clues
strongly suggests that transitions between clumping and dispersal were at least oc-
casionally generated by forces internal to the system similar to those predicted by
the ABM. The first line of evidence comes from the comparison between proxies
of environmental change and the analysis of settlement data. The refined chronol-
ogy based on the adoption of aoristic analysis and Monte-Carlo simulation have
improved the assessment of the temporal relationship between these two and al-
lowed us to identify episodes of transitions between clumped and dispersed pattern
during periods of environmental stasis (see table 10 and 11). The correlation between
these radical changes in the settlement pattern and possible episodes of environ-
mental degradation has been the central assumption of several models proposed
in the literature (see section 2.4), but the available evidence suggest that this is not
the case.
The natural question arising from this is whether these changes are induced by
some unknown external forces (or derived by an erroneous assessment of the tem-
poral relationship between archaeological and environmental events), or are, in
fact, emerging from internal dynamics of the system. The comparison between the
simulation outputs of the disturbance-free model and the empirical evidence can
offer insights on this regard. The transition from a convex (dispersed) to weakly
primate (clumped) distributions at t4700-t4500 in Chiba and at t5200-t5000 in Gunma,
and the shift towards a convex distribution at t4700 in Chiba all resemble the pattern
observed in the disturbance-free model. The comparison is qualitative, and some lev-
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els of uncertainty are present, but the rates of change in the median group size,
pithouse counts, and number of settlements all appear to match the dynamics ex-
pected by the ABM in regions of the parameter space where a limit-cycle attractor
has been observed. This further supports the idea that observed changes in rank-
size distribution might have been generated from the internal dynamics of the sys-
tem: migration flows, fission-fusion dynamics, and local resource depletion all
played a role causing the emergence of novel settlement patterns. These endoge-
nous changes in the settlement pattern have been predicted in other simulation
studies, which showed how these can be often characterised by sudden transitions
rather than gradual changes (e.g. Renfrew and Poston 1979, Griffin 2011, see chap-
ter 5 for discussions), and stress how we should not assume a priori that Jo¯mon
settlement systems are static point attractors.
Establishing the causes of settlement transitions during other periods, where
environmental proxies suggest higher chances of disturbance processes, is more
complex and limited by two broad sets of problems. The first one is related to the
nature of these environmental changes. Figures 110 and 111 shows how the same
type of environmental changes (e.g. regression events) occurred multiple times,
but this does not imply that their properties were identical, and more importantly
that their effect to the biota were similar. The assumption shared by the existing
literature (see sections 2.1 and 2.4) indicates that most of these events determined a
decline in resource availability. Reduced precipitation and cooling could decrease
the productivity of mast species, while regression events can alter coastal ecosys-
tems, in turn determining a change in its composition and a possible decline in
the availability of certain species of molluscs. Some of these assumptions are sup-
ported by archaeological evidences (e.g. Toizumi 1999b, Kitagawa and Yasuda
2004), but establishing a precise link between environmental proxies (e.g. possible
cooling) and the onset of a disturbance process (e.g. decline of chestnut produc-
tivity) is a complex task, and the available data can only suggest higher or lower
likelihood of their occurrence.
The second set of problems is caused by the temporal uncertainty associated
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with the archaeological and palaeoenvironmental data. The adoption of aoristic
analysis and Monte-Carlo simulation can fully exploit the available information
but does not allow us to support fine-grained sub-century temporal resolutions.
This would be a problem if variations in the settlement distribution occurred at a
comparatively higher frequency. Figure 112 shows three hypothetical time-series
with different frequencies of change and how the adoption of a coarse chronolog-
ical resolution could modify the archaeologically detectable pattern. If the under-
lying change is gradual, loss of information is minimal, but rapid changes in the
system might give false signals of staticity. The results of the agent-based simu-
lation have shown that a fast paced response of the system can be followed by a
rapid recovery (e.g. a dispersed point attractor can exhibit a brief transition to a
more clumped pattern); if such a process is comparatively fast, the pattern might
be hidden under an apparent impression of staticity (fig. 112 :c).
A corollary of this problem is the reliability of the pottery-based chronology.
Although Kobayashi’s chronology is the only one providing a reference to abso-
lute calibrated dates, the uncertainties of the radiocarbon dates from which such
a sequence has been created have been lost in the creation of his pottery phases.
As a consequence of this, the absolute temporal definition of time-blocks might be
slightly shifted, potentially altering its ”before/after” relationship to episodes of
environmental changes. As mentioned in section 2.2.1, the adoption Bayesian tech-
niques (Buck et al. 1992) could potentially improve the situation, suggesting that
a large-scale reassessment of the radiocarbon dates aimed to enhance Kobayashi’s
sequence is a priority in the future.
The problem of temporal uncertainty affects also the environmental dataset.
The chronological definition of most palaeoenvironmental datasets relies on age-
depth models, where the observation of a proxy of change (e.g. the increase in
frequency of a certain pollen type) is linked to the time-continuum by the interpo-
lation of few known dates. For example, the chronological definition of Adhikari
and colleagues’ (2002) study at Lake Aoki is inferred from an age-depth model
based on the linear interpolation of three known dates. Variation in the rate of de-
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position between these points might determine a different age-depth relationship,
altering the absolute chronology of the environmental record. This is a known is-
sue, and can occasionally lead to high levels of imprecision masked by an apparent
high resolution temporal framework. Recent studies based on Bayesian methods
(e.g. Buck et al. 2003, Parnell et al. 2008) have demonstrated how the uncertainty in
these records can be formally measured and expressed, providing a more robust
framework for comparing archaeological and palaeoenvironmental data.
Given these limitations, it is difficult to determine whether each episode of
transition in settlement pattern was actually associated with a decline in resource
availability. Nonetheless, we can still compare the observed variations in the sta-
tistical measures of the metapopulation structure (i.e. median group size, number
of pithouses, etc.; tables 10 and 11) and establish whether these conform to the
expectations of the agent-based simulation (see page II). The results do not show
any matching of patterns, suggesting that there is no clear evidence pointing to shifts
between clumped and dispersed pattern induced by a decline in resource availability, if we
assume that the predictions offered by the ABM are correct. Correlation between
environmental change and other properties of Jo¯mon settlement are however ob-
served, especially once we adopt a broader perspective. The most notable example
is the population dynamics inferred from the number of pithouses and settlements
which both appear to decline around the mid-5th millennium cal BP in Chiba (see
figure 111). This and other potential correlations do not, however, imply causa-
tion, but suggest that the broad dynamics identified by this study require further
investigation narrowed to each episode of settlement transition.
One general point that needs to be taken into consideration is the potential bias
derived by limitations in the empirical data. The extent of the window of analysis
and the potential presence of unrecovered settlements —despite the unparalleled
intensity of archaeological investigation —, can both limit the match between the
observed patterns and the simulation outputs, even when they share the same dy-
namics. For example, a lack of increase in the number of settlements might still be
generated by a fission process where the offspring settlements are simply located
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outside the study area or buried in the soil. Similarly, the appearance of a clumped
pattern might be caused by the presence of new offspring settlements that were
generated by the fission of settlements located outside the window of analysis or
perhaps in less intensively examined areas. These examples illustrate how a mis-
match between the simulation output and the empirical data does not necessarily
imply that the underlying generative process were different, a phenomena which
can be classified by an instance of multifinality driven by the limits imposed by
archaeological data.
Alternative hypotheses
The problem of equifinality and multifinality (see section 5.1) highlights the im-
portance of alternative hypotheses that could possibly explain the observed ar-
chaeological pattern. Some of these parallel models, and the reasons why the
one proposed here was preferred, have already been discussed in chapter 2 and
5. Nonetheless it is useful to review them here, discussing whether they can still
be regarded as potential alternative hypotheses or not and showing potential new
directions of research. The following list presents the most relevant ones in order
of increasing plausibility:
• The observed variation in the rank-size distribution is due to a combination of recov-
ery bias and the limited size of the window of analysis.
This hypothesis follows the argument presented above. Small settlements are
in many cases less visible in the landscape and hence less likely to be identi-
fied and investigated, and as such the tail of the rank-size distribution might
”shorten”. Similarly, primate distributions (clumped settlement patterns) are
heavily dependent on the identification of highly ranked sites, if these are
not identified or are located outside the window of analysis, the resulting A
coefficient will be biased towards higher values. The adoption of truncated
rank-size analysis and bootstrap techniques (see chapter 4) has shown how,
at least from a statistical viewpoint, the observed fluctuating pattern is ro-
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bust. Nonetheless, a more direct formal analysis of the archaeological bias
can perhaps improve the analytical output.
• Difference in settlement size reflects different length of site occupation.
This argument is mainly derived from Kobayashi’s settlement system model
(Kobayashi 1973; 1992; see section 2.2.4), which states that large-scale set-
tlements are simply the result of a longer and repeated occupation (inferred
from the presence of multiple pottery phases). Although this hypothesis can-
not be entirely dismissed, the adoption of Monte-Carlo simulations with tem-
poral blocks of 100 years has considerably reduced the possibility that the ob-
served variation in the settlement size was due to the length of occupational
history.
• Clumped and dispersed pattern emerge from direct inter-group competition and ter-
ritoriality
Territorial expansion and conflict are potential solutions that might have been
undertaken by Jo¯mon communities, and could have limited the growth of
neighbouring communities, ultimately leading to the emergence of a hierar-
chy in the rank-size distribution. Empirical evidence of territorial organisa-
tion is conflicting. Taniguchi’s (1993) suggested their existence in his study
of Middle Jo¯mon settlements in Tokyo, but the analysis has been limited
exclusively to the distribution of large-settlements and the adoption of a
coarse chronological resolution. More detailed analysis at intermediate spa-
tial scales (e.g. Crema et al. 2010) has shown how cluster of differently sized
settlements can be located in close-proximity suggesting a lack of territorial
competition between neighbouring communities. Although some evidence
of conflict does exist (see Suzuki 1999) it is too weak to support this hypoth-
esis.
• Changes in the group size distribution reflect underlying variation in the resource
availability.
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The basic prediction of the ideal free distribution model is that individuals
distribute themselves among different patches in proportion to the avail-
ability of local resources (Tregenza 1995; see section 5.2). The dominance
of a dispersed settlement pattern for large portions of the parameter space
partly conforms to this prediction, as the non-disturbance model was de-
signed with a homogenous value of K. Variations between clumped and
dispersed patterns observed in the simulation outputs were, in other words,
entirely caused by inherent spatial dependency, as induced spatial depen-
dency was held constant.
An obvious critique and extension to this model is that resource distribu-
tion can be inhomogeneous, and more importantly its spatial structure could
change over time. In such circumstances, the model expectation is that transi-
tions between clumping and dispersal could arise simply because of a changed
spatial distribution of the prey population. Instances when a dispersed pat-
tern is observed could be indicative of a homogenous distribution, and con-
versely a clumped pattern could simply be the outcome of a high proportion
of resources located in very few patches (where dominant settlements will
reside).
In both case studies, the spatial variation of resource availability could po-
tentially be determined by exogenic (e.g. marine regression will modify the
productivity of intertidal zones) or endogenic (e.g. local resource depletion)
forces. The former is difficult to support due to the relatively small size of
the window of analysis: any disturbance process will most likely affect the
region homogeneously. The implications of the latter hypothesis were ex-
plored by the endogenic disturbance model (chapter 7), which showed how
the expected dynamics are not dissimilar to the non-disturbance model, al-
though in some portions of the parameter space there is a slightly higher
likelihood of transitions between clumping and dispersal.
Establishing whether the observed variation in settlement pattern is due to
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changes in the induced spatial dependency will require further analysis. This
would need to focus on specific transitions that have been identified in the
present study, and adopt suitable techniques such as multivariate regression
(which can establish the statistical relationship between temporal changes in
the residential density and the background environment) or point-process
modelling (which offers the possibility of testing different hypotheses con-
cerning both inherent and induced spatial dependencies; Illian et al. 2008,
Bevan et al. under review).
• Clumped and dispersed patterns are results of different types of intra-annual fission-
fusion process.
If fission-fusion dynamics occurred at high frequencies (e.g. seasonally), a
clumped settlement pattern could be expected in the archaeological record as
the result of overlap between different spatial configurations (compare with
the notion of ”remnant settlement patterns” in Dewar and McBride 1992).
Large settlements could be the remnants of seasonal aggregation sites, while
smaller settlements might be the result of a short-term fission process (com-
pare with ethnographic examples in Watanabe 1986). Variations in such sea-
sonal mobility patterns will thus produce an archaeologically visible varia-
tion between clumped and dispersed pattern. For example, if households
cease to aggregate seasonally (e.g. due to change in the subsistence strategy),
the size distribution of settlements will become less diverse, leading to an
increase in the A-coefficient.
A similar argument was made by Habu (2001) in her study of the late Early
Jo¯mon collapse in southwest Kanto¯, where she suggested that observed changes
in the archaeological record could be explained by temporary transitions be-
tween collector and forager systems. The former would be characterised by
larger home-base settlements coupled with smaller task-specific sites (e.g.
stations, caches, etc.), while a forager system would be characterised by lower
levels of inter-site diversity. All other things being equal, the rank-size dis-
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tribution of the settlements would have a primate shape for the former, and
a convex shape for the latter.
In order to test this alternative hypothesis, a detailed analysis of the sea-
sonality on these settlements would be mandatory. If indeed clumping is
a result of seasonal fission-fusion dynamics, the analysis of faunal remains
should exhibit a higher inter-site diversity (mainly between large and small
settlements) in the season of occupation, and conversely a dispersed pattern
should show a lower diversity. Such an analysis would, however, be biased
towards the few settlements where such faunal remains are available (and
hence would virtually exclude the whole dataset from Gunma). The few
available datasets do not seem to support this alternative hypothesis. For
example, Koike’s analysis of the seashells recovered at Kidosaku site (1986),
in Chiba (which is part of the current dataset), provides evidence of a year-
long occupation during the early stages of the Horinouchi phase (4250-3820
cal BP). This phase is characterised by a clumped pattern first (t4300 − t4200)
followed by a stage with a comparatively high level of uncertainty (although
on average A approaches 0 between t4100 − t4000). If Kidosaku site —which is
one of the settlements with the highest rank during this stage— were the re-
sult of a seasonal aggregation, we would not observe the evidence suggested
by its malacofauna. Thus, this mismatch weakens the seasonal fission-fusion
hypothesis, at least for the Horinouchi phase in Chiba.
An additional argument against the possibility of intra-annual fission-fusion
dynamics points to the relatively small geographic variability in the study
areas (especially in the case of Chiba), which does not seem to offer an adap-
tive advantage in terms of resource variability, although the limited window
of analysis adopted here does not allow us to fully dismiss this hypothesis.3
3It should be noted that aggregation can be induced also by short-term collaborations (e.g. col-
lective hunting) that are not based on external properties of the environment but instead on the
presence of other individuals (i.e. on the basis of a short-term attractive inherent spatial depen-
dency)
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This brief review of possible alternative hypothesis allows us to place the model
introduced in this thesis in a wider perspective, showing its potential and impli-
cations on the one hand, and its limits on the other. The key assumption that
resides in the core of the model is that human groups are not fixed but modifi-
able entities characterised by multiple episodes of fission and fusion. Empirical
evidence of fission can be found in every site; whether these are the remnants of
seasonally formed task-specific subgroups or long-termed occupied settlements,
their founders previously inhabited other places, settling at the new site after leav-
ing their parent group. Evidence of group fusion is harder to find, since the simple
decrease in the number of small settlements, paralleled to the growth of the large
ones can be equally explained by the collapse of the former and increase, by in-
ternal growth, of the latter. Evidence of inter-group migration could, however, be
inferred from the analysis of human remains. For example, Kusaka and colleagues
(2011) showed, using strontium isotope analysis, that some individuals from two
Final Jo¯mon sites in Aichi prefecture (Chu¯bu) were most likely immigrants.
The most relevant outcome emerging from the analysis of the empirical data
and the simulation outputs is that shifts between different settlement patterns can
arise from internal dynamics alone, without the need of external forces. As men-
tioned earlier, this is not itself a new conclusion in the literature of settlement dy-
namics, but the empirical evidence offered in the two cases studies, and the fact
that the details of the simulation model differs from previous studies, further sup-
port this idea. The striking regularity of the transitions between clumped and
dispersed pattern in Chiba (see fig. 109) would almost suggest that these changes
were instances of a limit-cycle attractor, with environmental changes being only a
weak external force incapable to trigger the observed patterns alone. The popula-
tion dynamics inferred from the number of pithouse counts does not support this
claim: the Middle Jo¯mon peak coincides with a period of stasis, and the decline
observed at the end of the Early and Middle Jo¯mon periods appear to be broadly
correlated with environmental change. However, these correlations cannot be ro-
bustly supported (see the decline in the residential units at Gunma at the end of
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the Middle Jo¯mon period before the occurrence of any environmental change) due
to the high levels of uncertainty associated with both archaeological and palaeoen-
vironmental data.
The exploration of the model’s parameter space has shown that the key cat-
alyst inducing change in the metapopulation structure is the level of intergroup
connectivity and conformism in the decision-making. The lower is the number of
restrictions impeding individuals to make the choice they regard as optimal the
higher is the chance that the system reaches a static equilibrium. Isolated groups
with few flows of migration can then become stable, and fission-fusion dynamics
will be rare. The shape of the rank-size distribution will most likely match the
underlying distribution of the resources, conforming to the predictions provided
by the ideal free distribution models. When the opposite situation occurs, and
individuals are free to make their choices with a greater knowledge of the sur-
rounding environment, the effects derived by the relocation of the agents are not
immediately absorbed by the system. Groups regarded as optimal will be quickly
invaded, and the migration flow will inevitably lead the group itself to collapse
and fission, enabling a continuous cycle of fluctuation between primate and con-
vex distributions.
The instability of highly clumped distribution can be found in both empirical
and simulated data. The archaeological record shows how these systems did not
last for a long interval of time (contra-posed to a dispersed pattern; see the Early
Jo¯mon in Gunma) and the exploration of the parameter space did not yield any in-
stance of point-attractor with a negative equilibrium value ofA. Nonetheless, these
unstable metapopulation structure emerged multiple times during the Jo¯mon pe-
riod, either as a response to an external stimuli or emerging from the cumulative
effect of individual decision-makings. The underlying reason for this instability is
that such a metapopulation structure is essentially derived by an initially adaptive
choice (joining a group with higher expected fitness) that becomes maladaptive
in the long-term. This closely resembles evolutionary trajectories observed in the
well-known ”tragedy of commons” (Hardin 1968), where the optimal (and self-
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ish) choice of multiple individuals leads to a loss to the whole community. Similar
models are widely present in the literature of game theory, were the interdepen-
dence of multiple decision-makings (e.g. migration to a shared destination) often
leads to a system-level emergence (e.g. the formation of over-sized group) that has
negative implications to the single individual (e.g. subsequent decline in fitness).
Why do such dynamics arise? The ABM suggests that these cycles of change will
emerge when agents make similar decisions at the same time. A high proportion
of observed neighbour individuals (k) and larger spatial range of interaction (s)
will lead the agents to look at the same pool of potential model individuals, while
high frequency of decision-making (z) will induce them to reallocate spatially at
the same time to the same place. If we take a step back from the specifics of this
model, we can generalise that a decline in the diversity of choices leads the system
to grow the seed of its own ”collapse”. Although their model was designed for
completely different aims, the loss of resilience derived by excessive conformism
plays a central role in Whitehead and Richerson’s simulation model of collapse as
well (2009; see discussion in section 2.4). The ABM presented in this thesis suggests
also that this process is prone to be repeated multiple times, as the short-term ben-
efit of specific behaviours will always prevail and have a selective advantage. If no
constraints are imposed on the system, convergence in the choices will always lead
the system to become more and more brittle until a break point (fission), which
resets the cycle. Note also that clumped patterns are defined as such by the tail of
the rank-size distribution, and not by the size of the largest settlement. Hence the
instability of the system is also due to the behaviour of these settlements, which
will likely merge (fusion) into larger settlements. This alternation of fission and
fusion generate dynamics that are not dissimilar to the adaptive cycles advocated
by some scholars (see Rosen and Rivera-Collazo 2012 for a recent archaeological
application of this heuristic model) where a system repeatedly proceeds through
phases of growth (increase in settlement size), conservation (stasis), release (fission),
and reorganisation (fusion).
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If we adopt the descriptive framework provided by the ABM, clumped sys-
tems can persist only through a modification of the fitness curve, but from the
long-term perspective, their collapse and the consequent emergence of a cyclical
behaviour appears to be unavoidable. Forced isolation by means of selective entry-
rules can impede migration flows and perhaps sustain large-scale settlements, but
will lead ultimately to a homogenous size distribution. A technological innovation
might temporarily increase the positive effects derived by aggregation, and hence
allow the persistence of the largest settlements. This situation will, however, not
last long, and large groups will soon lose their supremacy in the rank-size distri-
bution, leading to a turnover of the system (Bentley et al. 2008). Batty’s analysis
(2006) of US urban systems between 1790 and 2000 shows this pattern, warning
at the same time that the maintenance of the same shape in the rank-size distri-
bution could hide a continuous change in the ranks of its settlement. In a recent
review paper on resilience theory where many of these ideas on adaptive change
are explored, Janssen and colleagues (2007) state that the key component of these
adaptive systems is change itself. Whether induced by some disturbance process or
emerging from inherent properties of the system, the alternation between clumped
and dispersed pattern is an example of adaptive process which underpinned the




This thesis took its point of departure from the convergence of two lines of en-
quiry. The first one arose from the specifics of the archaeological record of Jo¯mon
settlements while the second took shape from the broader question of how human
groups form and change over space and time. This interest in both the particular
and the general has deeply shaped the structure of the thesis, leading to the devel-
opment of two distinct epistemological frameworks. On the one hand, statistical
analysis of patterns in the empirical record aimed to test whether existing claims
about Jo¯mon settlement change could be confirmed (part II of the thesis). On the
other hand, a process-oriented approach, seeking to determine the possible gener-
ative dynamics behind the observed patterns, has been adopted through the cre-
ation a computer simulation model and a series of experiments derived from this
(part III of the thesis). Despite the existence of these apparently separate tracks of
enquiry, the two lines of research were conducted simultaneously with continuous
feedback between each other. This endeavour culminated in the previous chapter,
where the outcome from the two approaches were brought together.
In chapters 1 and 2, I illustrated how a number of studies have identified re-
peated episodes of transformations in the Jo¯mon settlement pattern. This frag-
mented body of work, often focused on narrow temporal windows, has been uni-
fied by Uchiyama’s distinction between clumped and dispersed forms (Uchiyama
2006). The distinction between these two types was based on the size distribution
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of the settlements; clumped patterns are characterised by the presence of few large
clusters of residential units and many smaller settlements; while dispersed pattern
by a more homogenous distribution of sizes. Uchiyama made two crucial points:
1) that these two forms appeared in cyclical fashion during the Jo¯mon period; and
2) that shifts between one form to another were ultimately due to changes in the
environment. Although other authors stated similar claims (see for instance contri-
butions in Suzuki and Suzuki 2010), no attempts to assess the long-term dynamics
of Jo¯mon settlement pattern in a formal and unified fashion have been offered so
far. The few exceptions are in fact in most cases semi-quantitative descriptions, and
crucially with a temporal definition exclusively based on the relative chronologi-
cal framework of pottery phases. Furthermore, Uchiyama did not made clear how
these forms emerged in the first place and how they changed from one to another
over time, with only few words pointing to possible differences in land-use.
This thesis aimed to fill this gap by combining the specific research problem
of the Jo¯mon culture with the broader question of how human groups emerge
and vary over time. This led to the formulation of three research questions: 1)
whether transitions between clumped and dispersed pattern can be quantitatively
observed; 2) whether these alternation can, at least in theory, occur without the
presence of external forces; 3) determine the possible role played by these forces in
shaping the evolution of Jo¯mon settlement pattern.
The first research question has been tackled by analysing the settlement data
from two case studies in Central Japan. The qualitative distinction between clumped
and dispersed pattern made necessary a formal redefinition. It was argued that
rank-size analysis offers the best framework, with clumped patterns being compa-
rable to primate distributions, and dispersed patterns to convex distributions. This
formalisation also offered the opportunity to use a continuous measure (the A-
coefficient, Drennan and Peterson 2004) for describing different settlement forms,
enabling a switch from an arbitrary dichotomy to a full spectrum of variation, with
the Zipfian distribution acting as a middle-point.
The application of this and other statistical measures of the settlement pattern
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required some methodological developments for overcoming the limits imposed
by the intrinsic spatial and temporal uncertainty of the archaeological record. Shift-
ing the perspective to the distribution of single residential features, rather than re-
lying on arbitrary and ambiguously defined archaeological sites tackled the former
issue. The use of aoristic analysis (Ratcliffe and McCullagh 1998) and Monte-Carlo
simulation tackled the second problem of temporal uncertainty. Aoristic analysis
allowed the conversion of the relative chronological data associated with individ-
ual pithouses to a series of probability distributions within the framework of an
absolute chronology. Monte-Carlo simulation employed such a transformed data
and generated possible temporal sequences of settlement pattern that might have
occurred on the basis of the current state of archaeological knowledge. This al-
lowed the transition from a discrete assessment of the observed patterns to a prob-
abilistic one, effectively maximising the information retrieved from the available
data and distinguishing instances of lower or higher uncertainty.
The results (chapter 4) offered a formal and statistical account of the temporal
changes in Jo¯mon settlement pattern and successfully supported Uchiyama’s hy-
pothesis by showing how shifts between clumping and dispersion did occur multiple
times in both case studies with a surprisingly regular and cyclical fashion. However,
it also made clear how the two case studies differed in their patterns, and that each
cycle of change was characterised by a different combination of other measures of
the metapopulation structure, including the total number of residential units, set-
tlement counts, median group size, and the spatial inter-distance between clusters
of pithouses. The most relevant difference between the two regions can be identi-
fied in the time-series of the residential units between the Middle and Late Jo¯mon
periods. The number of residential units in Gunma declined abruptly between
4800 and 4600 cal BP and never recovered, while in Chiba the decline occurred
later (between 4600 and 4400 cal BP) and was followed by an increase during the
early phases of the Late Jo¯mon period (between 4400 and 4200 cal BP).
The second research question, concerning the necessity of external forces, has
been tackled by looking at the existing anthropological and ecological literature
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on group formation dynamics and extending these theories by means of an agent-
based model. This was a necessary epistemological leap, aimed at building new
theories and expectations rather than testing specific hypothesis of settlement change.
The computer simulation sought to merge two leading ecological theories: the
ideal free distribution (Fretwell and Lucas 1970, Tregenza 1995) and group forag-
ing models (Sibly 1983, Clark and Mangel 1986). The former is centred on the role
of the background distribution of resources, and how this drives the locational
choice of each individual; the latter looks at the beneficial and detrimental effects
of the presence (or absence) of others individuals and how this can exercise attrac-
tive and repulsive forces in group formation dynamics. The two models have been
combined within a computational model, where multiple agents could form groups
by locating themselves on the same patch, and, more importantly, enhance their
condition by migration and fission-fusion dynamics. The spatial relocation of each
agent, a consequence of individual decision-making, undoubtedly has effects on
the other agents, triggering in turn their responses.
The simulation output showed how this cascade of actions and reactions leads
the system to diverge in two different types of dynamics. On the one hand, when
groups were spatially isolated from each other or when the frequency of decision-
making and the level of knowledge of the surrounding environment were compar-
atively low, the system reached an equilibrium state characterised by a dispersed
pattern. On the other hand, when the opposite preconditions were true (intercon-
nected groups with high frequency of decision-making and knowledge), the sys-
tem showed continuous alternation between clumped and dispersed pattern. The
simulation output has thus suggested three broad expectations: 1) that dispersed
patterns can be stable; 2) that clumped patterns are instead highly unstable; and
crucially 3) that shifts between the two can occur without external forces applied to the
system.
The results of the second research question have warned against the adoption
of unquestioned assumptions with respect to shifts in settlement pattern. Tran-
sitions between clumping and dispersal do not appear to necessarily require the
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presence of an environmental change, and concordantly the correlation between
the two phenomena does not imply the presence of a causal relationship. These
conclusions suggested that the third question, that is to determine the possible
role played by external forces, should be addressed in two steps.
First, existing hypotheses about the effects of environmental changes have been
translated in two simple models integrated into the agent-based simulation. One
explored the effect derived from a predator-prey relationship between agents and
resources, while the other focused on the consequences of a decline in resource
availability independent of the agent behaviour, mimicking scenarios of environ-
mental degradation derived for instance by cooling or decrease in rainfall. The
simulation output showed in most cases the same characteristics as the basic model,
but in some instances (especially when the decline of resource availability was
abrupt) a temporary variation in the settlement pattern was observed, in most
cases emerging from the synchronic fission of multiple groups.
Second, expectations derived from the simulation model have been compared
to the archaeological data in conjunction with the available records on environ-
mental change. The long temporal scale of analysis and the broad expectations
offered by the model did not allow a detailed evaluation of each transition but
has instead offered a general overview of the relationship between shifts in the
settlement pattern and environmental change. The most notable results were: the
identification of robust markers of transitions between clumped and dispersed pattern
during intervals of relatively stable environmental conditions; and the failure to identify
precise correspondence between the archaeologically observed pattern and the model expec-
tations when a possible decline in resource availability might have occurred.
Problems arising while tackling the last research question have highlighted the
limits and the potential new directions of enquiries suggested by this work. The
comparison between the archaeological and environmental data has first showed
the limits imposed by temporal uncertainty. Although the adoption of aoristic
analysis and Monte-Carlo simulation offered the opportunity to overcome many
of these problems, some critical problems were still apparent. A key point of the
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method applied in this thesis has been the translation of a relative chronologi-
cal framework to absolute sequences, based primarily on the works of Kobayashi
(2004, 2008). While the latter offered an exceptional starting point, there are a num-
ber of problems that emerge from this, namely the absence of uncertainty in the
absolute chronological definition of the pottery phases. The adoption of Bayesian
modelling has already showed how the definition of archaeological phases can be
formally and quantitatively modelled (see Buck et al. 1992, Ziedler et al. 1998), and
the marriage of these techniques with the methods presented in chapter 4 could
undoubtedly offer a more robust method for integrating temporal uncertainty in
the analysis of the Jo¯mon settlement pattern. Similarly, the recalibration of the ab-
solute dates of older palaeoenvironmental studies, and the quantitative treatment
of the uncertainty associated with these and more recent data (see for instance
Hegerl et al. 2007, Parnell et al. 2008) can dramatically enhance the quantitative as-
sessment of the correlation between archaeologically observed pattern and climate
data. Again the ideal framework for conducting this kind of research is Bayesian
modelling, which would allow a probabilistic assessment of the temporal relation-
ships between archaeological and climatic events.
A second crucial aspect, which needs to be addressed in order to make a more
explicit assessment of the role played by environmental change, is to build a se-
ries of formal expectations of their impact to human communities. Existing stud-
ies (section 2.4) offer broad qualitative expectations, which can be translated to
abstract models but are heavily limited if more realistic models are sought. An
increasing number of studies, where the modelling aspects focused on the high-
quality reconstruction of palaeoenvironment, have achieved some interesting re-
sults in this regard showing the great potential of these multidisciplinary works
(see for instance Axtell et al. 2002, Kohler et al. 2007).
As discussed in chapter 5, simulation models can be broadly classified in three
types depending on its primary purpose (Mithen 1994, Lake 2010). The agent-
based model presented in this thesis was explicitly designed as a theory-building
tool, apt for formally examining the consequences of our models when our param-
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eterised assumptions are changed. The necessary processes of simplification and
abstraction made, however, made the model inappropriate for formal hypothesis-
testing. This is the main reason why the third research question was tackled by
suggesting broad suggestions of possible scenarios, rather than conclusive and
definitive answers on how specific transitions occurred. While the exploration
of the parameter space and the integration of alternative assumptions and models
must be carried on, the next stage of this research should be the creation of models
capable of generating explicit and, more importantly, testable hypotheses. This will
require more realistic spatio-temporal references (e.g. the simulation should pro-
ceed by time-steps comparable to the real world, such as single seasons or years),
a precise definition of the initial conditions of the simulation runs, and the inte-
gration of a higher number of variables (e.g. different types of resources), includ-
ing those related more directly to the formation of the archaeological record (e.g.
taphonomic processes). Such a model will clearly become more complex, and will
need to sacrifice its heuristic power (e.g. the exploration range of the parame-
ter space will most likely be reduced) for enabling a sufficient level of realism in
its output. The fine-tuning between realism and explanatory power is undoubt-
edly the biggest challenge in this endeavour as in any other application of formal
and quantitative models in archaeology. One solution might be the creation of
”middle-range” models, where specific behavioural responses (inferred from ex-
isting abstract models or ethnographic analogies) are imposed —rather than being
generated through some form of emergence—, purely in order to establish their
expectation in the archaeological record. This will leave to the abstract models the
burden to answer why something happened (e.g. why a synchronic fission of large
groups could occur in the system?) and leave space for a different model designed
to answer what happened (e.g. is the observed pattern the result of the synchronic
fission of large groups?).
Adopting such a solution will be best pursued if we go back to the detailed
analysis of single transitions in settlement pattern, perhaps one of those identified
in this thesis. The ideal candidate for such an endeavour could be the interval be-
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tween the second half of the Middle Jo¯mon and the first half of the Late Jo¯mon.
The analysis of the archaeological record from Chiba and Gunma had shown that
the first few centuries of this time span (from ca. 5000 to 4500 cal BP) were charac-
terised by profound transformations in the settlement pattern, despite a palaeoen-
vironmental record suggesting relatively stable conditions. This offers an ideal lab-
oratory for determining how endogenous processes can induce changes between
a clumped and dispersed pattern, perhaps by building a hypothesis-testing model
from the foundations outlined by the computer simulation proposed in this thesis.
The second half of this interval offers instead an excellent opportunity to investi-
gate the effects derived from the environmental changes of the mid-5th millennium
cal BP. This stage is characterised by a sharp decline in the number of residential
units, observed also in other regions of central Japan (Imamura 2010, Crema 2012),
and several authors (Koyama and Sugito 1984, Imamura 1999a) have suggested
how this could have been caused by changed environmental conditions. It is un-
questionable that this period offers an invaluable context for exploring the cultural
responses of Jo¯mon hunter-gatherers to climate change.
The analysis of the empirical data presented in this thesis showed how the
adoption of quantitative and statistical methods can set the ground for these and
other venues of future research on Jo¯mon culture. At the same, the relevance of the
patterns identified in the archaeological record goes beyond the field of Japanese
prehistory and can contribute to worldwide debates on hunter-gatherer adapta-
tion. By combining these results with the theoretical framework offered by the
agent-based simulation, I believe this thesis has build new building blocks for en-
quiries on human settlement.
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Figure 1: Main political and administrative subdivision of Japan
376
Figure 2: a terrestrial ecoregions (after Olsen et al. 2001, retrieved from: http://www.
worldwildlife.org/science/ecoregions/item1267.html; b: annual mean temperature
(1950-2000, after Hijmans et al. 2005, retrieved from: http://www.worldclim.org/); c: el-
evation (CGIAR-CSI SRTM 90m Database, retrieved from: http://srtm.csi.cgiar.org);
d: annual precipitation (1950-2000, after Hijmans et al. 2005, retrieved from: http://www.
worldclim.org/) of Japan.
377
Figure 3: Major environmental changes in the Japanese archipelago (notice that studies based on
uncalibrated dates and mentioned in the text has been omitted). The dotted-square defines the


















Figure 4: Location of the two case studies in Kanto¯
379
Figure 5: Case study at Chiba with elevation profile
380
Figure 6: Case study at Gunma with elevation profile
381
Figure 7: Uchiyama’s model of clumped and dispersed settlement pattern (above) and the sug-
gested sequence in Northern and Southern Honshu¯, (after Uchiyama 2006: 140-141)
382
Figure 8: The concept of evolutionary trap. Individual a climbs the fitness landscape (1) and even-
tually reaches the global optimum (2, the highest peak), while individual b reaches a less adaptive
local peak. This divergence is determined by small differences in the initial conditions (1). When
environmental changes (3), individual b sees only a marginal decrease in its fitness, while individ-
ual a is strongly affected.
Figure 9: Abstract examples of induced (a) and inherent (b) spatial dependencies. In the former
case, the focal individual (depicted as a star) is attracted to absolute locations with higher suitability
(shown as a grey-shaded area). In the latter, he/she is attracted to locations where clusters of other
individuals are already present. Notice that if we remove all the points from the first example,
the expected behaviour of the focal individual will remain unchanged (i.e. spatial dependency is
absolute), while in the latter case the removal of the cluster of individuals in the middle will lead
to a different outcome (i.e. spatial dependency is relative).
383
Figure 10: Examples of positive (a) and negative (b) niche construction and their spatio-temporal
effects. In the former case (first row), the presence of individuals enhances the suitability of a local
patch (coloured in grey) which in turn determines positive attraction to all individuals (including
those already residing there). In the latter case (second row), the presence of individuals generates












































Figure 11: Examples of pithouse inter-distance at Jimenjinja, Mukoaraku, and Rokutsuu sites at
Chiba
385
Figure 12: Abstract representation of a spatio-temporal process (left) and the effects derived from
different temporal slicing (right top and bottom; a and b). Archaeological events are portrayed as
black bar with specific spatial location (horizontal axis) and a temporal duration (vertical axis). The
definition of temporal units are shown as differently sized dashed rectangles, from which snapshots
of the spatio-temporal pattern (horizontal line with black squares) are derived. Notice that despite
being the same process, different criteria of temporal slicing (a and b) generates different sequence
of spatial patterns (A-B-C-D and A’-B’-C’-D’).
386
Figure 13: Pithouse locations at Ariyoshi-minami site in Chiba with chronological attribution over-
lapping with Kasori EIII phase. Colours of the dots indicate their relative chronology shown in
absolute range on the bottom.
387
Figure 14: Aoristic analysis of four events (labelled a,b,c and d) with their relative time-spans shown
as grey shaded rectangle, vertical dashed lines depicting the time-blocks, and aoristic weights writ-
ten above each portion of the time-span. In a, the terminus ante quem and the terminus post quem
(vertical solid lines) are rounded to the time-block boundaries, so that the aoristic weight is uni-
formly distributed within the time-span (i.e. 0.2). In d, aoristic weights are derived from a contin-
uous uniform distribution, and hence the values will differ and be proportional to the amount of
time-span within each time block.
388
Figure 15: Examples of conversion from relative chronology to aoristic weights (compare with
figures 13 and 14). The coloured sequence on the top show the duration of three abutting archaeo-
logical phases (phase 1, 2, and 3), while the grey bar shows the time-span of each event. Event a is
attributed to phase 2, event b to both phase 2 and 3, and event c to the interval from the second half
of phase 1 to the end of phase 2. Numbers above the time-blocks within the time-spans indicate the
distribution of aoristic weights for each event.
389
Figure 16: Aoristic sum and diachronic analysis. The left time-series shows the aoristic sum of
three events (shown as yellow, green and blue rectangles), while the right four time-series shows
four possible scenarios (A,B,C, and D) with their probability of occurrence (pA, pB , pC , and pD)
obtained using the multiplication rule.
390
Figure 17: Integrating topological relationships in the Monte Carlo simulation. Event b is known to
have occurred after a, thus tb > ta. The time-spans of the two events are shown in the first row. The
second row shows a possible simulated value for the event a (t4), and the consequent updating of
the time-span of event b. The last row then shows the simulated time for event b (t6), which satisfies
the required condition tb > ta.
391
Figure 18: Different type of deviations from the theoretical Zipf’s law distribution (modified from
Savage 1997)
392













































































Figure 20: A-coefficient for Zipf’s law (a), primate/clumped (b), and convex/dispersed (c) dis-
tributions. The left column shows the standardised rank-size plot, the right column shows the
location of possible settlements with symbols proportional to their sizes.
394
Figure 21: Variation of density over a one-dimensional space portrayed as distance from a focal








































































































































































Figure 22: A coefficient and O-ring statistics for Zipf’s law (a), primate/clumped (b), and con-
vex/dispersed (c) distributions.
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Figure 23: Meta-analysis of O-ring function in relation to different spatial structures and size dis-
tributions. Each plot depicts the proportion, among 100 artificial datasets, of significant (p < 0.05)
clustering (bars above the horizontal line) and dispersion (bars below the line) for different distance
intervals: (a) primate distribution (A = −1.49) with random point pattern; (b) convex distribution
(A = 0.88) with random point pattern; (c) primate distribution (A = −1.49) with a uniform pattern
and an average inter-distance of 0.2; d convex distribution (A = −0.88) with a uniform pattern and
an average inter-distance of 0.2.
397
Figure 24: Archaeological site locations (all periods) at the study areas in Chiba and Gunma.
Figure 25: Generation of the basic unit of analysis (BUA) and aggregate unit of analysis (AUA): (a)
locations of excavation areas; (b) definition of the BUA; (c) DBSCAN clustering; and (d) definition
of the AUA.
398
Figure 26: BUA and AUA of Chiba and Gunma with different values of eps.
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Figure 27: Time-series of pithouse counts for Chiba (n=1418) and Gunma (n=1432). Grey lines























































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 28: Rate of change analysis for the pithouse counts in Chiba and Gunma. The error-bars
indicate the confidence envelope at 95%. Dates in the x-axis refer to the initial dates of each pair of
time-blocks.
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Figure 29: Time-series of group counts for Chiba and Gunma, with three different eps settings
(100, 150, and 250 meters). Grey lines indicate each run of the Monte-Carlo simulation for all three























































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 30: Rate of change analysis for the groups counts in Chiba and Gunma with eps=150 meters.
The error-bars indicate the confidence envelope at 95%. Dates in the x-axis refers to the initial dates
of each pair of time-blocks.
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Figure 31: Time-series of the median group size for Chiba and Gunma, with three different eps
settings (100, 150, and 250 meters). Grey lines indicate each run of the Monte-Carlo simulation
for all three settings, while the solid, dashed, and dotted lines show the most typical (average)
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 32: Rate of change analysis for the median group size in Chiba and Gunma with eps=150
meters. The error-bars indicate the confidence envelope at 95%. Dates in the x-axis refer to the
initial dates of each pair of time-blocks.
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Figure 33: Time-series of the A-coefficient for Chiba and Gunma, with three different eps settings
(100, 150, and 250 meters). Grey lines indicate each run of the Monte-Carlo simulation for all three



































































































































































































Figure 34: Violin plot of the bootstrapped version of the A-coefficient analysis. The fill colour
indicates the proportion of successfully computed A-coefficients, the solid red line the mean and
the dotted line the 0.1 and 0.9 quantiles.
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Figure 35: Cumulative rank-size plot and frequency distribution of A-coefficients for at Chiba for
t5000 , t4300, and t3800




























































































































Figure 36: Cumulative rank-size plot and frequency distribution of A-coefficients for at Chiba for
t5300 , t4700, and t4000
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Figure 37: Cumulative rank-size plot and frequency distribution of A-coefficients for at Gunma for
t5700, t4800, and t4300































































































































Figure 38: Cumulative rank-size plot and frequency distribution of A-coefficients for at Gunma for
t6000, t5200, and t4400
409
Figure 39: Standard, modified, and marked versions of the O-ring statistic. The density of the
neighbour point is calculated using: (a) the area of the annulus defined by d1 and d2; (b) the in-
tersection area between the annulus defined by d1 and d2, and the polygonal windows of analysis;
and (c) marked values of the area (A) associated with point locations within the annulus defined











































Figure 40: Matrix of ∆CD(d1, d2, t) for Chiba. The black vertical bars indicates transitions where












































Figure 41: Matrix of ∆CD(d1, d2, t) for Gunma. The black vertical bars indicates transitions where
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Figure 42: Comparative time-series of mean pithouse counts (brown), number of groups (red),
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Figure 43: Comparative time-series of mean pithouse counts (brown), number of groups (red),
median group size (green) and A-coefficient (blue) in Gunma.
412
Figure 44: Timing of the pithouse count decline and the relative pottery sequence in Chiba and
Gunma.

























Figure 45: Comparison of the average A-coefficients between the two case studies (with eps=150m)
413
Figure 46: Convex (a) and non-convex (b) systems. In the former case, small perturbations (solid
arrow) during the initial stages of a system (solid circle) determine a shift of the system state (hol-
low circle) which however recovers immediately returning to its original state (dashed arrow). In
the latter case, similar small fluctuations are sufficient to determine a transition of the system into
a new state (after Arthur 1988, fig.6).
414
Figure 47: Effects of density (a,b) and spatial inheritance (c,d). See text for description.
415
Figure 48: Four different types of dynamics for the change in the settlement size distribution: (a)
Asymptotically reach a convex distribution (point attractor); (b) Periodically fluctuate between con-
vex and primate distributions (limit-cycle attractor); (c) Quasi-periodically fluctuate between con-






































Figure 49: Graphical depiction of the ideal free distribution with: (a) negative frequency depen-
dence (Eq. 5.2); (b) negative frequency dependence with interference (Eq. 5.3); and (c) Allee effect
(Eq. 5.4). Further details can be found in the text.
416
Figure 50: Four different shapes of the fitness function φ(g): (a) Decreasing fitness function; (b)
Increasing fitness function; (c) Unimodal function with φ(∞) ≥ φ(m) (d) Unimodal function with
φ(∞) < φ(m); (modified from Clark and Mangel 1986)
417
Figure 51: Variations in fitness after a group fission with q = g/2 under the assumption of different
fitness curves: (a) fission provides an increase in fitness (φ(g/2) > φ(g)); (b) fission determines a















Figure 52: Variation of µ + (g − 1)b as function of the group size g and the cooperation parameter
b. When b = 1, the growth is linear, when b < 1, the rate of change of µ + (g − 1)b decreases as a
function of g, while when b > 1 the rate of change increases as the group size becomes bigger.
419
ξg
Figure 53: Box-plot showing the distribution of ξ and how this is affected by increased group size

























Figure 55: Variation of the fitness curve as function of its main parameters: (a) effect of the cooper-
ation parameter b; (b) effect of the resource input size K; and (c) effect of the basic fitness µ.
421
Figure 56: Three different values of s expressed in grid-cell size (Chebyshev distance) from the
location of the focal agent (marked with an X). The grey shaded area is within distance s. Notice
that in case of s = 3, the toroidal nature of the landscape can be observed, with the grey shaded
area appearing on the other ”side” of the grid.
422












































































Figure 57: Four types of relation between critical values of g. The grey shaded areas represent the
interval between g¯ and g˘, while the vertical line is located at the value of g when γ = 0 (g˜). In (a),
g˜ = g¯, in (b) g˘ > g˜ > g¯, in (c) g˜ = g˘ and in (d) g˜ > g˘. The net growth rate curve has been derived
from a fitness curve with the following parameters: m = 1, µ = 10, b = 0.5, K = 200 and c1 = 3.
Variation of the net growth rate curve has been conducted by fixing ρ = 0.05 and ω2 = 5 and by
sweeping ω1 through 0.8 (a), 1.0 (b) ,1.2 (c) and 1.4 (d).
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Figure 58: Probability of migration for different values of b and c, for each possible combination
of group sizes for the focal (y-axis) and model (x-axis) agent. Probabilities obtained from 10,000
simulation runs for each parameter combination with µ = 10, K = 200 and  = 1.
424



















































Figure 59: Time-series of A(t): a single run (run number=10); b combined plot of all runs; c sum-
mary statistics (solid line=mean, dotted line=0.1 and 0.9 quantiles). Sweep parameters values:
z = 0.5, k = 0.5, b = 0.3, s = 1, ω1 = 0.8. Basic parameters are the ones listed in table 9.


































Figure 60: Frequency plot and density curves of A for a single run (left) and all runs (right). Sweep
parameters values: z = 0.5, k = 0.5, b = 0.3,s = 1,ω1 = 0.8. Basic parameters are the ones listed in





























































































































































































Figure 61: Raw time series, correlograms, and frequency plots for four different types of attractors:
a point attractor; b limit-cycle attractor; c toroidal attractor; and d strange attractor.
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Figure 62: Correlogram of a single run (from the raw data depicted in fig.59a) and the combined





































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 66: A coefficient time-series with z = 1.0,k = 1.0,b = 0.3 and ω1 = 1.2. Single run (run






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 71: Cumulative time-series plot for: (a) h = 1, z = 0.1, k = 1.0, b = 0.5,ω1 = 1.0; (b) h =∞,
z = 0.1, k = 1.0, b = 0.5, ω1 = 1.4; (c) h =∞, z = 1.0, k = 1.0, b = 0.5, ω1 = 1.4;




































Figure 72: Cumulative plot (a), and single run time-series (b:run 11; c: run 31) of the median group
size with h =∞, z = 1.0, k = 0.5, ω1 = 1.0 and b = 0.5.
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Figure 73: Time-series of median group size (λ˜(t)) between t = 300 and t = 500 for a single run



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 85: Dynamics of A(t), λ˜(t), G(t), and N(t) for a single run of the simulation (run n.10).
Parameters: h = ∞, k = 1.0, z = 1.0, b = 0.5, and ω1 = 1.4. Unknown values of A(t) have been
obtained through linear interpolation and are shown as dashed line.
449















Initial probability of extreme event
New probability of extreme event
c x2 x1
Figure 87: A simple model of change in the occurrence of extreme environmental changes (modi-
fied from Jentsch et al. 2007: fig. 3). See details in the text.
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Figure 88: Effects derived by the variation of the resource resilience parameter β. The upper row
depicts the group size variation over time, while the bottom row shows the corresponding variation
of K: a) β = 0.3, b) β = 0.35; c) β = 0.4. Generated from a single run of the simulation with a
starting value of K equal to 200, µ = 10, κ = 200, ζ = 2, b = 0.5, ρ = 0.05, ω1 = 1.2, ω2 = 5. The




















































































































































































Figure 90: Emergence of chaotic shifts between clumped and dispersed pattern within a local
version of the model: a single run; b combined plot. Model parameters: h = 1,β = 0.35,























































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 94: Emergence of chaotic shifts between clumped and dispersed pattern within the global
version of the model: a single run; b combined plot. Model parameters: h = ∞,β = 0.35, b =































































































































































































































































































































Figure 97: Effect of variation of β in the local version of the model. The thick line shows the
mean, while the thin lines define the 10th and 90th percentiles. Parameters: a) h = 1, z = 0.1,












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 100: Boxplots of different types of group distribution change (A-coefficient) in response to
a fast exogenic disturbance (ts = 301, te = 304, η = 25): a) h = 100, z = 0.1, k = 10−8,b = 0.3, and
ω1 = 1.0; b) h = 100, z = 0.5, k = 1.0,b = 0.5, and ω1 = 1.0; c) h = 100, z = 1.0, k = 1.0,b = 0.3,
and ω1 = 1.0; and d) h = 100, z = 1.0, k = 1.0,b = 0.5, and ω1 = 1.2. The fill colour of the boxes
indicates the proportion of computed A-coefficients, the red dots depict the median value for each










































































































































































































































































Figure 101: Phase scatterplot of A(t) against A(t− 1) for h = 1, z = 0.1, k = 10−8, b = 0.3, ω1 = 1.0.
Black dots refer to t ranging from 280 to 300, while the red dots to t = 301.
464
Figure 102: Phase scatterplots of A(t) against A(t − 1) for a subregion of the parameter space
(h = ∞, z ≥= 0.5, k ≥= 0.5). Black dots refer to t ranging from 280 to 300, while the red dots to













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Fitness Curve before disturbance
Fitness Curve after disturbance
gA gB
Figure 107: Changes in the fitness of two differently sized groups (GA and GB) facing a reduction
in K. GA does not incur any fitness reduction, while the fitness of the members of GB are subject
to decline.
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Figure 108: Dynamics of A(t), λ˜(t), G(t), and N(t) for a single run of the simulation (run n.10).
Parameters: h =∞, k = 10−8, z = 0.1, b = 0.3, and ω1 = 1.0. The interval from ts to te is shaded in
grey.
471
































































































Figure 109: Equilibrium analysis of the empirical A-coefficient distributions: a) Probability density
(Chiba); b) Probability density (Gunma); c) Correlogram (Chiba); and d) Correlogram (Gunma).
Probability densities were obtained with a kernel bandwidth of 0.05; the correlogram plots indicates
the proportion of significant positive and negative autocorrelation for 1,000 Monte Carlo simulation
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Figure 110: Summary plot of settlement change in Chiba. Climatic events: a & b : Bond Events
(Bond et al. 1997); c & d: Kudo Events (Kudo 2007); e & f: weak Asian monsoon events (Wang
et al. 2005); g & h: strong marine regression events (Fukusawa et al. 1999); i, j & k: rapid climate
change (Mayewski et al. 2004); l cooling in Tokyo bay (Miyaji et al. 2010); m & n cooling in Aoki
Lake (Adhikari et al. 2002) (see detailed discussion in section 2.1). Settlement change data are A
coefficient time-series and rate of change of settlement counts, pithouse counts and median group
size (see figures 28, 30, 32 and 33 and chapter 4 for details). Notice that point-data for the time-
series have been shifted to the mid-century (i.e. a value observed at the time-block 4500 cal BP, will
have a point at 4450 cal BP), while the rate of change is depicted at mid-point (i.e. a rate of change
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Figure 111: Summary plot of settlement change in Gunma. Climatic events: a & b : Bond Events
(Bond et al. 1997); c & d: Kudo Events (Kudo 2007); e & f: weak Asian monsoon events (Wang et al.
2005); g, h & i: rapid climate change (Mayewski et al. 2004); j & k cooling in Aoki Lake (Adhikari
et al. 2002) (see detailed discussion in section 2.1). Settlement change data are A coefficient time-
series and rate of change of settlement counts, pithouse counts and median group size (see figures
28, 30, 32 and 33 and chapter 4 for details). Notice that point-data for the time-series have been
shifted to the mid-century (i.e. a value observed at the time-block 4500 cal BP, will have a point at
4450 cal BP), while the rate of change is depicted at mid-point (i.e. a rate of change between blocks
5300-5200 cal BP and 5200-5100 cal BP will be depicted at 5200 cal BP).























































































Figure 112: Effects of variation in the temporal resolution for different types of time-series. The
resolution ratio is 1:2:4 with the red time-series being twice the resolution of the black one, and the


































Table 1: Absolute dates of pottery phases in Kanto¯
477
a b c
ca7000- Hanazumi Kaso¯ -
? Sekiyama I Futatsuki
? Sekiyama II -
6450-6050 Kurohama Ario
6050-5950 Moroiso a Ukishima Ia
5950- Moroiso b Ukishima Ib
- | Ukishima II
-5750 | Ukishima IIII
5750-5600 Moroiso c Okitsu
5600-5470 Ju¯sanbodai |
a: cal BP
b: Southwest Kanto¯ Sequence
c: Chiba Sequence
Table 2: Comparison of Early Jo¯mon pottery sequences. The ”|” sign indicates continuity of a
pottery tradition.
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a b c d e f
5470-5440 1 Goryo¯gadai 1
5440-5420 2 Goryo¯gadai 2
5420-5400 3 |
5400-5380 4 |
5380-5360 5a Katsuzaka 1 Kakusawa Otamadai Ia
5360-5340 5b | | |
5340-5320 5c | | Otamadai Ib
5320-5300 6a | Aramichi |
5300-5280 6b | | Otamadai II
5280-5250 7a Katsuzaka 2 Fujiuchi 1 |
5250-5220 7b | | |
5220-5150 8a | Fujiuchi 2 |
5150-5080 8b | | Otamadai III
5080-5000 9a Katsuzaka 3 Idojiri 1 | Miharada-Yakemachi
5000-4920 9b | Idojiri 3 Otamadai IV |
4920-4900 9c | Nashikubo B Nakabyo¯ Miharada
4900-4870 10a Kasori E1 Sori 1 Kasori EI |
4870-4849 10b | | | |
4840-4810 10c | Sori 2 | |
4810-4780 11a Kasori E2 Sori 3 old | |
4780-4750 11b | | Kasori EII
4750-4730 11c1 | | |
4730-4710 11c2 | | |
4710-4670 12a Kasori E3 Sori 3 new |
4670-4590 12b | | |
4590-4520 12c | Sori 4 Kasori EIII
4520-4470 13a Kasori E4 Sori 5 Kasori EIV
4470-4420 13b | | |
a: cal BP
b: Shinchihei Sequence




Table 3: Comparison of Middle Jo¯mon pottery sequences. The ”|” sign indicates continuity of
a pottery tradition. Notice that where the pottery phase is not specified, the local chronological
sequence is inferred from those of other regions.
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Size Distribution Spatial Pattern Expected shape of λ¯(d)
Clumped/Primate Random Monotonic decrease.
Clumped/Primate Uniform Monotonic decrease.
Clumped/Primate Clustered Monotonic decrease.
Clumped/Primate Equal distance of small settle-
ments to S1
Initial decrease with peak at λ¯(x),
with x being the typical distance to
S1.
Clumped/Primate
(with S2 being close in
size to S1)
Random Initial decrease with peak at λ¯(x),
with x being the distance between
S1 and S2.
Dispersed/Convex Random Monotonic decrease.
Dispersed/Convex Uniform Initial decrease with peak at λ¯(x),
with x being the typical inter-
distance between settlements.
Dispersed/Convex Clustered Monotonic decrease from λ¯(x),
where x is the size of settlements
cluster.




m Minimum subunit. -
g Current group size. -
g∗ Optimal group size. φ(g < g∗) < φ(g∗) > φ(g > g∗)
g¯ Saturation group size. φ(g¯) = φ(m)
g˙ short-term equilibrium group size. Expected group size with no re-
production/death.
g˘ long-term equilibrium group size. Expected group size with repro-
duction/death.
g˜ Zero growth group size. Group size where γ = 0.
gˆ Fission size. Expected size above which fis-
sion is likely to occur
Table 5: List of critical values of g.
Scenario Condition Decision
gi > m AND gw > m
µ− c1 < φi ≥ φw No Change
φi ≤ (µ− c1) AND [φw ≤ (µ− c1) OR φi ≥ φw] Fission
[φi ≤ (φw − c2) OR φi ≤ (µ− c1)] AND φw > (µ− c1) Migration
gi > m AND gw = m
φi ≥ φw AND φ ≥ (µ− c1) No Change
φi < (φw − c1) OR φi < (µ− c1) Fission
gi = m AND gw > m
φi > (φw − c3) No Change
φi ≤ (φw − c3) Fusion
gi = m AND gw = m
φi ≥ φw No Change
φi < µ AND φw < µ Fusion
gi > m AND gw = NULL φi ≤ (µ− c1) Fission
gi = m AND gw = NULL - No Change
Table 6: Summary of decision-making criteria. NULL indicates that not other groups are located
within distance s (hence dk|U(i, s)|e = 0). Fission assumes the presence of at least one empty patch
within distance h, otherwise the agent will make no changes.
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General Settings
N(t) Number of agents at timestep t
t Time-step
T Total number of time-steps
g Group size
G(t) Total number of groups at time-step t
P Total number of patches
i Index referring to the focal agent
j Index referring to the focal group
Fitness curve related







Reproduction and death related
r Reproduction rate
d Death rate
ρ Basic reproduction rate
ω1 Death parameter 1
ω2 Death parameter 2
γ Net Growth rate of a given group
Γ Net Growth rate of the entire population
Fission/fusion/migration related
z Frequency of decision-making
k Sample proportion of observed agents
s Neighbour search distance
U(s, i) Agents within distance s from i
u(k, s, i) Randomly sampled agents from U
w Index indicating the model agent
h Fission distance
c1 Treshold of evidence for fission
c2 Treshold of evidence for migration
c3 Treshold of evidence for fusion
Table 7: Symbols and definitions of the model parameters and variables
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Constant Parameters
N(t = 0) Number of agents at time-step t 10
T Total number of time-steps 500
P Total number of patches 100
µ Basic individual payoff 10
 Payoff variance 1
K Resource input 200
ρ Basic reproduction rate 0.05
ω2 Death parameter 2 5
h Fission distance s
c1 Treshold of evidence for fission 3
c2 Treshold of evidence for migration 3
c3 Treshold of evidence for fusion 3
Sweep Parameters
z Frequency of decision-making 0.1, 0.5, and 1.0
b Cooperation benefit 0.3, 0.5, and 0.8
k Sample proportion of observed agents 10−7, 0.5, and 1.0
s Neighbour search distance 1 and∞
ω1 Death parameter 1 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, and 1.4
Table 8: Constant and sweep parameter values
Constant Parameters
κ Prey population carrying capacity 200
ζ Prey population growth rate 2
ts Starting time-step of the disturbance event 301
Sweep Parameters
β Prey population growth resilience 0.3, 0.35, and 0.4
te Ending time-step of the disturbance event 304, 308, and 348
η Abruptness of the disturbance event 25, ca 5.56, and ca 2.08














t5200−t5100 Z(0.13)-C(-0.59) Increase Increase* ? RCC
t5000−t4900 C(-0.61)-Z(-0.19) Increase* Increase ? -
t4900−t4800 Z(-0.19)-Z(-0.10) ? ? ? -
t4800−t4700 Z(-0.10)-D(0.45) Increase* Increase ? -
t4700−t4600 D(0.45)-Z(0.18) Decrease* ? ? CTB
t4600−t4500 Z(0.18)-Z(-0.11) Decrease* Decrease* Increase* CTB; MR;WM
t4500−t4400 Z(-0.11)-Z(-0.10) Increase Decrease Decrease* CTB; MR; WM
t4400−t4300 Z(-0.10)-C(-0.55) ? Increase Increase? MR; WM
t4300−t4200 C(-0.55)-C(-0.51) ? ? ? RCC; MR; WM
t4200−t4100 C(-0.51)-Z(-0.06) Decrease Decrease* ? RCC; MR; WM
a. Z: Zipf’s law rank-size distribution; C: Clumped rank-size distribution; D: Dispersed rank-size distribution. The
number in brackets refers to the mean A-coefficient.
b. The asterisk (*) indicates strongly significant case of increase/decrease; The question mark (?) refers to instance with
high uncertainty. The distinction has been based on the position of the error-bars.
c. RCC: Rapid Climate Change (Mayewski et al. 2004); CTB: Cooling in Tokyo Bay (Miyaji et al. 2010); MR: Strong marine
regression (Fukusawa et al. 1999); WM: Weak Asian monsoon events (Wang et al. 2005).














t6100−t6000 D(0.25)-D(0.56) Increase Increase ? CAL;RCC
t5800−t5700 D(0.51)-C(-0.46) Decrease* Decrease* Decrease CAL;RCC
t5600−t5500 C(-0.37)-D(0.30) Increase Increase ? CAL;RCC;WM
t5200−t5100 D(0.52)-Z(0.03) ? Increase* Increase RCC
t5100−t5000 Z(0.03)-Z(-0.48) ? Increase* Increase RCC
t5000−t4900 C(-0.48)-C(-0.54) ? ? Decrease -
t4900−t4800 C(-0.54)-C(-1.11) ? Increase* Unknown -
t4800−t4700 C(-1.11)-Z(-0.12) ? Decrease* Decrease -
t4700−t4600 Z(-0.12)-Z(-0.22) Decrease Decrease* Decrease -
a. Z: Zipf’s law rank-size distribution; C: Clumped rank-size distribution; D: Dispersed rank-size distribution. The
number in brackets refers to the mean A-coefficient.
b. The asterisk (*) indicates strongly significant case of increase/decrease; The question mark (?) refers to instance with
high uncertainty. The distinction has been based on the position of the error-bars.
c. CAL: Cooling at Aoki Lake (Adhikari et al. 2002); RCC: Rapid Climate Change (Mayewski et al. 2004); WM: Weak Asian
monsoon events (Wang et al. 2005).






This appendix provides the raw data used for the spatial analysis discussed in
chapter 4, comprising the following tables:
• Pithouse data (tables A.1 and A.2). For each pithouse, these two tables pro-
vide: an unique identifier (Pithouse ID); a linker to tables A.3 and A.4 (BUA
ID); the associated pottery phase (Period; which links to table A.6), a linker
to table A.5 (REF), and the original ID used in the published reports (when
available).
• BUA (tables A.3 and A.4). The two tables provide the following set of infor-
mation: an unique identifier which can be linked to tables A.1 and A.2 (BUA
ID); the spatial coordinates of the BUA (x and y, in UTM Zone 54N, WGS84);
and the total areal extent of the BUA in square meters (Area).
• List of excavation reports (table A.5). For each entry the table provides: an
unique identifier (REF Id, which can be linked to tables A.1 and A.2); year
of publication (Year); publishing institution (Institution(s)); title of the re-
port (Title). In few cases the pithouse data has been obtained from books or
articles, in such cases the bibliographic entry has been provided in the last
column (Other references).
• Aoristic weights for the pottery phases (table A.6) . This table provides the
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probability distribution for each pottery phase (Pottery Phase; which can
serve as a linker to tables A.1 and A.2). Columns t1,t2,t3...t37 refers to the
temporal blocks starting from 7000-6900 and ending at 3400-3300, while the
columns B. and A. provide the cumulative aoristic weights of all the time-
intervals before 7000 cal BP (B.) and after 3300 cal BP (A.).
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Table A.1: Pithouses at Gunma
BUA ID Pithouse ID Period REF original ID
348 348-001 Early Jomon HGEASR2005
348 348-002 Early Jomon HGEASR2005
348 348-003 Early Jomon HGEASR2005
348 348-004 Jomon HGEASR2005
348 348-005 Jomon HGEASR2005
348 348-006 Jomon HGEASR2005
348 348-007 Jomon HGEASR2005
348 348-008 Jomon HGEASR2005
348 348-009 Jomon HGEASR2005
348 348-010 Jomon HGEASR2005
348 348-011 Middle Jomon HGEASR2005
348 348-012 Middle Jomon HGEASR2005
348 348-013 Middle Jomon HGEASR2005
348 348-014 Middle Jomon HGEASR2005
348 348-015 Middle Jomon HGEASR2005
348 348-016 Middle Jomon HGEASR2005
348 348-017 Middle Jomon HGEASR2005
348 348-018 Middle Jomon HGEASR2005
348 348-019 Middle Jomon HGEASR2005
348 348-020 Middle Jomon HGEASR2005
348 348-021 Middle Jomon HGEASR2005
348 348-022 Middle Jomon HGEASR2005
348 348-023 Middle Jomon HGEASR2005
348 348-024 Middle Jomon HGEASR2005
348 348-025 Middle Jomon HGEASR2005
348 348-026 Middle Jomon HGEASR2005
348 348-027 Middle Jomon HGEASR2005
348 348-028 Middle Jomon HGEASR2005
348 348-029 Middle Jomon HGEASR2005
348 348-030 Middle Jomon HGEASR2005
348 348-031 Middle Jomon HGEASR2005
348 348-032 Middle Jomon HGEASR2005
348 348-033 Middle Jomon HGEASR2005
348 348-034 Middle Jomon HGEASR2005
370 370-001 Early Jomon (Final) NGKB1981
370 370-002 Kasori EIV NGKB1981
370 370-003 Kasori EII-EIII NGKB1981
370 370-004 Kasori EII-EIII NGKB1981
370 370-005 Kasori EII-EIII NGKB1981
370 370-006 Kasori EII-EIII NGKB1981
370 370-007 Kasori EII-EIII NGKB1981
Continued on next page
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Table A.1: Pithouses at Gunma
BUA ID Pithouse ID Period REF original ID
370 370-008 Kasori EII-EIII NGKB1981
370 370-009 Kasori EII-EIII NGKB1981
370 370-010 Kasori EII-EIII NGKB1981
370 370-011 Kasori EII-EIII NGKB1981
370 370-012 Kasori EII-EIII NGKB1981
370 370-013 Kasori EII-EIII NGKB1981
489 489-001 Kasori EIV - Horinouchi1 HGKMY1990 Ek-1
489 489-002 Shomyoji - Horinouchi HGKMY1990 Ek-2
489 489-003 Shomyoji - Horinouchi HGKMY1990 Ek-3
489 489-004 Shomyoji - Horinouchi HGKMY1990 Ek-4
489 489-005 Kurohama - Moroiso c HGKMY1990 1
489 489-006 Kurohama - Moroiso c HGKMY1990 2
489 489-007 Sekiyama - Kurohama HGKMY1990 5
489 489-008 Early Jomon (Early) HGKMY1990 6
489 489-009 Jomon HGKMY1990 7
489 489-010 Moroiso c HGKMY1990 8
489 489-011 Sekiyama - Kurohama HGKMY1990 9
489 489-012 Sekiyama - Kurohama HGKMY1990 10
489 489-013 Jomon HGKMY1990 11
489 489-014 Moroiso c HGKMY1990 12
489 489-015 Early Jomon HGKMY1990 13
489 489-016 Kasori EIV - Horinouchi1 HGKMY1990 14
489 489-017 Early Jomon - Late Jomon HGKMY1990 15
489 489-018 Early Jomon HGKMY1990 16
489 489-019 Early Jomon HGKMY1990 17
489 489-020 Moroiso b HGKMY1990 18
489 489-021 Moroiso HGKMY1990 19
489 489-022 Sekiyama - Moroiso c HGKMY1990 20
489 489-023 Early Jomon HGKMY1990 21
489 489-024 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji HGKMY1990 22(JH-22)
546 546-001 Horinouchi 2 NSKB1993 J-1
581 581-001 Moroiso a KWST1998 1
581 581-002 Kurohama / Ario KWST1998 2
581 581-003 Kurohama / Ario KWST1998 3
581 581-004 Kurohama / Ario KWST1998 4
581 581-005 Kurohama / Ario KWST1998 5
581 581-006 Kurohama / Ario KWST1998 6
581 581-007 Kurohama / Ario KWST1998 7
581 581-008 Moroiso b KWST1998 8
581 581-009 Moroiso b KWST1998 9
581 581-010 Kurohama / Ario KWST1998 10
Continued on next page
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Table A.1: Pithouses at Gunma
BUA ID Pithouse ID Period REF original ID
581 581-011 Kurohama / Ario KWST1998 11
581 581-012 Kurohama / Ario KWST1998 12
581 581-013 Kurohama / Ario KWST1998 13
581 581-014 Moroiso b KWST1998 14
581 581-015 Kurohama / Ario KWST1998 15
581 581-016 Moroiso b KWST1998 16
581 581-017 Kurohama / Ario KWST1998 17
581 581-018 Kurohama / Ario KWST1998 18
581 581-019 Jomon KWST1998 19
581 581-020 Kurohama / Ario KWST1998 20
581 581-021 Kurohama / Ario KWST1998 21
581 581-022 Kurohama / Ario KWST1998 22
6460 6460-001 Moroiso c RKMAN1993 1
6494 6494-001 Shomyoji MZRGO2003 J-1
6494 6494-002 Shomyoji MZRGO2003 J-2
6494 6494-003 Shomyoji MZRGO2003 J-3
6494 6494-004 Shomyoji MZRGO2003 J-4
6494 6494-005 Shomyoji MZRGO2003 J-5
6494 6494-006 Shomyoji MZRGO2003 J-6
6494 6494-007 Shomyoji MZRGO2003 J-7
6494 6494-008 Shomyoji MZRGO2003 J-8
6494 6494-009 Shomyoji MZRGO2003 J-9
6494 6494-010 Shomyoji MZRGO2003 J-10
6494 6494-011 Shomyoji MZRGO2003 J-11
6494 6494-012 Shomyoji MZRGO2003 J-12
6494 6494-013 Shomyoji MZRGO2003 J-13
6494 6494-014 Shomyoji MZRGO2003 J-14
6494 6494-015 Shomyoji MZRGO2003 J-15
6494 6494-016 Shomyoji MZRGO2003 J-16
6494 6494-017 Shomyoji MZRGO2003 J-17
6494 6494-018 Shomyoji MZRGO2003 J-18
6494 6494-019 Shomyoji MZRGO2003 J-19
6494 6494-020 Shomyoji MZRGO2003 J-20
6510 6510-001 Sekiyama I (Middle - Early) MTJS2005 J-1
6510 6510-002 Sekiyama I (Late) - II MTJS2005 J-2
6510 6510-003 Sekiyama I (Ealry - Middle) MTJS2005 J-3
6510 6510-004 Sekiyama I (Middle - Early) MTJS2005 J-4
6510 6510-005 Sekiyama I (Late) - II MTJS2005 J-5
6510 6510-006 Sekiyama II MTJS2005 J-6
6510 6510-007 Sekiyama I (Ealry - Middle) MTJS2005 J-7
6510 6510-008 Sekiyama I (Middle - Early) MTJS2005 J-8
Continued on next page
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Table A.1: Pithouses at Gunma
BUA ID Pithouse ID Period REF original ID
6510 6510-009 Sekiyama I (Ealry - Middle) MTJS2005 J-9
6510 6510-010 Sekiyama I (Middle - Early) MTJS2005 J-10
6510 6510-011 Sekiyama II MTJS2005 J-11
6510 6510-012 Kasori E2 MTJS2005 J-12
6510 6510-013 Sekiyama I (Early) MTJS2005 J-13
6511 6511-001 Sekiyama TKZYNG2005 J-1
6519 6519-001 Moroiso UMHTK2004
6519 6519-002 Moroiso UMHTK2004
6519 6519-003 Moroiso UMHTK2004
6519 6519-004 Moroiso UMHTK2004
6519 6519-005 Moroiso UMHTK2004
6519 6519-006 Moroiso UMHTK2004
6519 6519-007 Moroiso UMHTK2004
6519 6519-008 Moroiso UMHTK2004
6522 6522-001 Miharada MIHA1990 1-1
6522 6522-002 Kasori E2 MIHA1990 1-2
6522 6522-003 Kasori E3 (Early) MIHA1990 1-3
6522 6522-004 Miharada MIHA1990 1-4
6522 6522-005 Kasori E2 - E3 (Early) MIHA1990 1-5
6522 6522-006 Kasori E2 MIHA1990 1-6
6522 6522-007 Miharada MIHA1990 1-7
6522 6522-008 Miharada MIHA1990 1-8
6522 6522-009 Kasori E2 MIHA1990 1-9
6522 6522-010 Kasori E2 MIHA1990 1-10
6522 6522-011 Kasori E2 MIHA1990 1-11
6522 6522-012 Kasori E2 MIHA1990 1-12
6522 6522-013 Kasori E3 (Late) MIHA1990 1-13
6522 6522-014 Kasori E3 (Early) MIHA1990 1-14
6522 6522-015 Kasori E2 MIHA1990 1-15
6522 6522-016 Kasori E2 MIHA1990 1-16
6522 6522-017 Kasori E3 (Late) MIHA1990 1-17
6522 6522-018 Miharada MIHA1990 1-18
6522 6522-019 Miharada MIHA1990 1-19
6522 6522-020 Kasori E3 (Early) MIHA1990 1-20
6522 6522-021 Kasori E3 (Early) MIHA1990 1-21
6522 6522-022 Kasori E3 (Late) MIHA1990 1-22
6522 6522-023 Jomon MIHA1990 1-23
6522 6522-024 Kasori E3 (Middle) MIHA1990 1-25
6522 6522-025 Kasori E3 (Middle) MIHA1990 1-26
6522 6522-026 Kasori E2 MIHA1990 1-28
6522 6522-027 Kasori E2 MIHA1990 1-29
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6522 6522-028 Kasori E3 (Late) MIHA1990 1-30
6522 6522-029 Kasori E3 (Early) MIHA1990 1-31
6522 6522-030 Jomon MIHA1990 1-32
6522 6522-031 Kasori E3 (Middle) MIHA1990 1-33
6522 6522-032 Kasori E3 (Late) MIHA1990 1-34
6522 6522-033 Kasori E3 (Middle) MIHA1990 1-35
6522 6522-034 Kasori E4 MIHA1990 1-36
6522 6522-035 Miharada MIHA1990 1-37
6522 6522-036 Kasori E3 (Middle) MIHA1990 1-38
6522 6522-037 Jomon MIHA1990 1-39
6522 6522-038 Jomon MIHA1990 1-40
6522 6522-039 Kasori E3 (Middle) MIHA1990 1-42
6522 6522-040 Initial Jomon MIHA1990 1-43
6522 6522-041 Shomyoji 2 MIHA1990 1-44
6522 6522-042 Kasori E4 MIHA1990 1-45
6522 6522-043 Yakemachi MIHA1990 1-46
6522 6522-044 Kasori E3 (Early) MIHA1990 1-47
6522 6522-045 Shomyoji 1 MIHA1990 1-48
6522 6522-046 Kasori E3 (Middle) MIHA1990 1-49
6522 6522-047 Shindo MIHA1990 1-50
6522 6522-048 Kasori E3 (Early) MIHA1990 1-51
6522 6522-049 Kasori E3 (Middle) MIHA1990 1-52
6522 6522-050 Kasori E3 (Middle) MIHA1990 1-53
6522 6522-051 Kasori E4 MIHA1990 1-54
6522 6522-052 Jomon MIHA1990 1-55
6522 6522-053 Kasori E4 MIHA1990 1-56
6522 6522-054 Kasori E4 MIHA1990 1-57
6522 6522-055 Kasori E3 (Late) MIHA1990 1-58
6522 6522-056 Miharada MIHA1990 1-59
6522 6522-057 Miharada MIHA1990 1-60
6522 6522-058 Jomon MIHA1990 1-63
6522 6522-059 Jomon MIHA1990 1-64
6522 6522-060 Kasori E3 (Early) MIHA1990 1-65
6522 6522-061 Shomyoji MIHA1990 1-66
6522 6522-062 Jomon MIHA1990 1-67
6522 6522-063 Kasori E3 (Middle) MIHA1990 1-68
6522 6522-064 Jomon MIHA1990 1-69
6522 6522-065 Miharada MIHA1990 1-70
6522 6522-066 Kasori E3 (Middle) MIHA1990 1-71
6522 6522-067 Kasori E3 (Late) MIHA1990 1-73
6522 6522-068 Kasori E3 (Middle) MIHA1990 1-74
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6522 6522-069 Kasori E3 (Late) MIHA1990 1-75
6522 6522-070 Kasori E3 (Late) MIHA1990 1-76
6522 6522-071 Kasori E3 (Late) MIHA1990 1-77
6522 6522-072 Miharada MIHA1990 1-78
6522 6522-073 Kasori E3 (Middle) MIHA1990 1-79
6522 6522-074 Jomon MIHA1990 1-80
6522 6522-075 Jomon MIHA1990 1-81
6522 6522-076 Kasori E3 (Late) MIHA1990 1-82
6522 6522-077 Kasori E3 (Late) MIHA1990 1-83
6522 6522-078 Kasori E3 (Late) MIHA1990 1-84
6522 6522-079 Kasori E4 MIHA1990 1-85
6522 6522-080 Shomyoji 1 MIHA1990 2-1
6522 6522-081 Shomyoji 1 MIHA1990 2-2
6522 6522-082 Kasori E3 (Early) MIHA1990 2-3
6522 6522-083 Kasori E3 (Middle) MIHA1990 2-4
6522 6522-084 Kasori E3 (Middle) MIHA1990 2-5
6522 6522-085 Kasori E3 (Late) MIHA1990 2-6
6522 6522-086 Kasori E3 (Late) MIHA1990 2-7
6522 6522-087 Kasori E3 (Late) MIHA1990 2-8
6522 6522-088 Kasori E3 (Late) MIHA1990 2-9
6522 6522-089 Kasori E4 MIHA1990 2-10
6522 6522-090 Shomyoji 1 MIHA1990 2-11
6522 6522-091 Kasori E4 MIHA1990 2-12
6522 6522-092 Kasori E3 (Middle) MIHA1990 2-13
6522 6522-093 Shomyoji 1 MIHA1990 2-15
6522 6522-094 Kasori E3 (Late) MIHA1990 2-16
6522 6522-095 Kasori E3 (Early) MIHA1990 2-17
6522 6522-096 Kasori E4 MIHA1990 2-19
6522 6522-097 Kasori E3 (Late) MIHA1990 2-20
6522 6522-098 Kasori E3 (Late) MIHA1990 2-22
6522 6522-099 Jomon MIHA1990 2-23
6522 6522-100 Kasori E3 (Late) MIHA1990 2-24
6522 6522-101 Kasori E3 (Early) MIHA1990 2-25
6522 6522-102 Jomon MIHA1990 2-26
6522 6522-103 Kasori E3 (Late) MIHA1990 2-27
6522 6522-104 Jomon MIHA1990 2-28
6522 6522-105 Miharada MIHA1990 2-30
6522 6522-106 Miharada MIHA1990 2-33
6522 6522-107 Miharada MIHA1990 2-33’
6522 6522-108 Kasori E4 MIHA1990 2-34
6522 6522-109 Kasori E4 MIHA1990 2-35
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6522 6522-110 Kasori E2 MIHA1990 2-36
6522 6522-111 Kasori E3 (Early) MIHA1990 2-37A
6522 6522-112 Kasori E3 (Middle) MIHA1990 2-37B
6522 6522-113 Kasori E2 MIHA1990 2-38
6522 6522-114 Kasori E3 (Middle) MIHA1990 2-39
6522 6522-115 Kasori E2 MIHA1990 2-40
6522 6522-116 Kasori E3 (Early) MIHA1990 2-41
6522 6522-117 Miharada MIHA1990 2-42
6522 6522-118 Kasori E3 (Late) MIHA1990 2-43
6522 6522-119 Kasori E2 MIHA1990 2-44
6522 6522-120 Kasori E3 (Early) MIHA1990 2-45
6522 6522-121 Kasori E2 MIHA1990 2-46
6522 6522-122 Miharada MIHA1990 2-47
6522 6522-123 Kasori E3 (Middle) MIHA1990 2-48
6522 6522-124 Kasori E3 (Early) MIHA1990 2-49
6522 6522-125 Kasori E2 MIHA1990 2-50
6522 6522-126 Kasori E2 MIHA1990 2-51
6522 6522-127 Kasori E3 (Late) MIHA1990 2-52
6522 6522-128 Kasori E2 MIHA1990 2-53
6522 6522-129 Kasori E3 (Early) MIHA1990 2-54
6522 6522-130 Kasori E3 (Middle) MIHA1990 2-55
6522 6522-131 Miharada MIHA1990 2-56
6522 6522-132 Shomyoji 2 - Horinouchi 1 MIHA1990 2-57
6522 6522-133 Jomon MIHA1990 2-58
6522 6522-134 Kasori E3 (Late) MIHA1990 2-R1
6522 6522-135 Kasori E3 (Late) - E4 MIHA1990 3-1
6522 6522-136 Kasori E3 (Middle) MIHA1990 3-2
6522 6522-137 Kasori E3 (Late) MIHA1990 3-3
6522 6522-138 Kasori E3 (Middle) MIHA1990 3-4
6522 6522-139 Kasori E3 (Middle) MIHA1990 3-5
6522 6522-140 Kasori E3 (Middle) MIHA1990 3-6
6522 6522-141 Kasori E3 (Middle) MIHA1990 3-7
6522 6522-142 Kasori E3 (Middle) MIHA1990 3-8
6522 6522-143 Jomon MIHA1990 3-9
6522 6522-144 Jomon MIHA1990 3-10
6522 6522-145 Kasori E3 (Middle) MIHA1990 3-11
6522 6522-146 Kasori E3 (Middle) MIHA1990 3-12
6522 6522-147 Jomon MIHA1990 3-13A
6522 6522-148 Kasori E3 (Middle) MIHA1990 3-13B
6522 6522-149 Kasori E3 (Early) MIHA1990 3-14A
6522 6522-150 Jomon MIHA1990 3-14B
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6522 6522-151 Kasori E3 (Middle) MIHA1990 3-15
6522 6522-152 Kasori E3 (Middle) MIHA1990 3-16A
6522 6522-153 Kasori E3 (Middle) MIHA1990 3-16B
6522 6522-154 Kasori E3 (Early) MIHA1990 3-17
6522 6522-155 Yakemachi MIHA1990 3-18
6522 6522-156 Kasori E3 (Early) MIHA1990 3-19
6522 6522-157 Kasori E3 (Early) MIHA1990 3-20
6522 6522-158 Kasori E3 (Early) MIHA1990 3-21
6522 6522-159 Kasori E3 (Early) MIHA1990 3-22
6522 6522-160 Kasori E2 MIHA1990 3-23
6522 6522-161 Miharada MIHA1990 3-24
6522 6522-162 Kasori E3 (Early) MIHA1990 3-25
6522 6522-163 Kasori E2 MIHA1990 3-26
6522 6522-164 Shomyoji 2 MIHA1990 3-27
6522 6522-165 Kasori E3 (Early) MIHA1990 3-28
6522 6522-166 Horinouchi 2 MIHA1990 3-29
6522 6522-167 Kasori E3 (Early) MIHA1990 3-30
6522 6522-168 Kasori E3 (Middle) MIHA1990 3-31
6522 6522-169 Jomon MIHA1990 3-32
6522 6522-170 Kasori E3 (Middle) MIHA1990 3-33
6522 6522-171 Kasori E3 (Late) - E4 MIHA1990 3-34
6522 6522-172 Jomon MIHA1990 3-35A
6522 6522-173 Kasori E3 (Early) MIHA1990 3-35B
6522 6522-174 Kasori E3 (Early) MIHA1990 3-36
6522 6522-175 Kasori E3 (Middle) MIHA1990 3-37
6522 6522-176 Kasori E3 (Early) MIHA1990 3-38
6522 6522-177 Kasori E2 - E3 (Early) MIHA1990 3-39
6522 6522-178 Kasori E2 MIHA1990 3-40
6522 6522-179 Kasori E2 MIHA1990 3-41
6522 6522-180 Otamadai II MIHA1990 3-42
6522 6522-181 Kasori E3 (Early) MIHA1990 3-43
6522 6522-182 Kasori E2 MIHA1990 3-44
6522 6522-183 Kasori E4 MIHA1990 3-45
6522 6522-184 Kasori E2 MIHA1990 3-46
6522 6522-185 Kasori E3 (Late) MIHA1990 3-47
6522 6522-186 Kasori E3 (Early) MIHA1990 3-48
6522 6522-187 Kasori E3 (Middle) MIHA1990 3-48’
6522 6522-188 Middle Jomon (Early) MIHA1990 3-49
6522 6522-189 Kasori E2 MIHA1990 3-50
6522 6522-190 Jomon MIHA1990 3-51
6522 6522-191 Kasori E3 (Early) MIHA1990 3-52
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6522 6522-192 Jomon MIHA1990 3-53
6522 6522-193 Kasori E2 MIHA1990 3-54
6522 6522-194 Jomon MIHA1990 3-55
6522 6522-195 Jomon MIHA1990 3-56
6522 6522-196 Jomon MIHA1990 3-R1
6522 6522-197 Yakemachi MIHA1990 4-1
6522 6522-198 Jomon MIHA1990 4-2
6522 6522-199 Miharada MIHA1990 4-3
6522 6522-200 Miharada MIHA1990 4-4
6522 6522-201 Miharada MIHA1990 4-5
6522 6522-202 Kasori E4 MIHA1990 4-6
6522 6522-203 Jomon MIHA1990 4-7
6522 6522-204 Kasori E2 MIHA1990 4-8
6522 6522-205 Kasori E3 (Middle) MIHA1990 4-9
6522 6522-206 Miharada MIHA1990 4-10
6522 6522-207 Kurohama / Ario MIHA1990 4-12
6522 6522-208 Kasori E3 (Early) MIHA1990 4-13
6522 6522-209 Kurohama / Ario MIHA1990 4-14
6522 6522-210 Kasori E3 (Late) MIHA1990 4-15
6522 6522-211 Jomon MIHA1990 4-16
6522 6522-212 Kasori E1 MIHA1990 4-17
6522 6522-213 Miharada MIHA1990 4-18
6522 6522-214 Kasori E4 MIHA1990 4-19
6522 6522-215 Miharada MIHA1990 4-20
6522 6522-216 Kasori E2 MIHA1990 4-21
6522 6522-217 Miharada MIHA1990 4-22
6522 6522-218 Kasori E2 MIHA1990 4-23
6522 6522-219 Yakemachi MIHA1990 4-24
6522 6522-220 Otamadai II MIHA1990 4-25
6522 6522-221 Jomon MIHA1990 4-R1
6522 6522-222 Otamadai II MIHA1990 5-1
6522 6522-223 Kasori E3 (Middle) MIHA1990 5-2
6522 6522-224 Kasori E3 (Middle) MIHA1990 5-3
6522 6522-225 Kasori E3 (Late) MIHA1990 5-4
6522 6522-226 Kasori E3 (Middle) MIHA1990 5-5
6522 6522-227 Kasori E3 (Early) MIHA1990 5-6
6522 6522-228 Shomyoji 1 MIHA1990 5-7
6522 6522-229 Kasori E3 (Middle) MIHA1990 5-8A
6522 6522-230 Jomon MIHA1990 5-8B
6522 6522-231 Kasori E3 (Middle) MIHA1990 5-9
6522 6522-232 Kasori E3 (Middle) MIHA1990 5-10A
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6522 6522-233 Jomon MIHA1990 5-10B
6522 6522-234 Kasori E3 (Late) MIHA1990 5-11
6522 6522-235 Kasori E3 (Late) MIHA1990 5-12
6522 6522-236 Kasori E3 (Middle) MIHA1990 5-13
6522 6522-237 Kasori E3 (Early) MIHA1990 5-14
6522 6522-238 Kasori E2 MIHA1990 5-15
6522 6522-239 Kasori E3 (Early) MIHA1990 5-16
6522 6522-240 Kasori E3 (Middle) MIHA1990 5-17
6522 6522-241 Kasori E4 MIHA1990 5-19
6522 6522-242 Miharada MIHA1990 5-20
6522 6522-243 Kasori E3 (Middle) MIHA1990 5-21
6522 6522-244 Kasori E3 (Late) - E4 MIHA1990 6-1
6522 6522-245 Kasori E3 (Early) MIHA1990 6-2
6522 6522-246 Kasori E2 MIHA1990 6-3
6522 6522-247 Kasori E3 (Early) MIHA1990 6-4
6522 6522-248 Kasori E3 (Late) MIHA1990 6-6
6522 6522-249 Shomyoji 1 MIHA1990 6-7
6522 6522-250 Kasori E3 (Late) MIHA1990 6-8
6522 6522-251 Kasori E1 MIHA1990 6-9
6522 6522-252 Kasori E3 (Early) MIHA1990 6-10
6522 6522-253 Kasori E3 (Early - Middle) MIHA1990 6-11
6522 6522-254 Kasori E3 (Early) MIHA1990 6-12
6522 6522-255 Miharada MIHA1990 6-13
6522 6522-256 Miharada MIHA1990 6-14
6522 6522-257 Kasori E3 (Middle) MIHA1990 6-15
6522 6522-258 Jomon MIHA1990 6-16
6522 6522-259 Kasori E3 (Middle) MIHA1990 6-18
6522 6522-260 Jomon MIHA1990 6-19
6522 6522-261 Kasori E3 (Early) MIHA1990 6-20
6522 6522-262 Kasori E3 (Late) - E4 MIHA1990 6-26
6522 6522-263 Kasori E3 (Middle) MIHA1990 6-27
6522 6522-264 Kasori E3 (Middle) MIHA1990 6-28
6522 6522-265 Kasori E3 (Early) MIHA1990 6-29
6522 6522-266 Kasori E3 (Middle) MIHA1990 6-30
6522 6522-267 Kasori E3 (Middle) MIHA1990 6-31A
6522 6522-268 Kasori E3 (Late) - E4 MIHA1990 6-31B
6522 6522-269 Kasori E3 (Middle) MIHA1990 6-32
6522 6522-270 Jomon MIHA1990 6-33
6522 6522-271 Kasori E3 (Late) MIHA1990 6-35
6522 6522-272 Kasori E3 (Middle) MIHA1990 6-36
6522 6522-273 Kasori E3 (Late) MIHA1990 6-37
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6522 6522-274 Kasori E3 (Middle) MIHA1990 6-38A
6522 6522-275 Jomon MIHA1990 6-38B
6522 6522-276 Kasori E2 MIHA1990 6-39
6522 6522-277 Kasori E3 (Middle) MIHA1990 6-40
6522 6522-278 Kasori E3 (Middle) MIHA1990 6-41
6522 6522-279 Kasori E3 (Middle) MIHA1990 6-42
6522 6522-280 Kasori E2 MIHA1990 6-44
6522 6522-281 Kasori E4 MIHA1990 6-45
6522 6522-282 Kasori E4 MIHA1990 6-46
6522 6522-283 Jomon MIHA1990 6-47
6522 6522-284 Jomon MIHA1990 6-48
6522 6522-285 Kasori E2 MIHA1990 7-1A
6522 6522-286 Kasori E3 (Early) MIHA1990 7-1B
6522 6522-287 Kasori E2 MIHA1990 7-3
6522 6522-288 Kasori E2 MIHA1990 7-4
6522 6522-289 Kasori E1 MIHA1990 7-5
6522 6522-290 Kasori E3 (Early) MIHA1990 7-6
6522 6522-291 Kasori E3 (Early) MIHA1990 7-7
6522 6522-292 Kasori E2 - E3 (Early) MIHA1990 7-8
6522 6522-293 Kasori E2 MIHA1990 7-9
6522 6522-294 Kasori E1 MIHA1990 7-10
6522 6522-295 Kasori E3 (Late) MIHA1990 7-11
6522 6522-296 Kasori E1 MIHA1990 7-12
6522 6522-297 Kasori E2 MIHA1990 7-13
6522 6522-298 Miharada MIHA1990 7-14
6522 6522-299 Kasori E3 (Middle) MIHA1990 7-15A
6522 6522-300 Kasori E3 (Middle) MIHA1990 7-15B
6522 6522-301 Jomon MIHA1990 7-15C
6522 6522-302 Otamadai II MIHA1990 7-17
6522 6522-303 Miharada MIHA1990 7-18
6522 6522-304 Shindo MIHA1990 7-19
6522 6522-305 Miharada MIHA1990 7-20
6522 6522-306 Otamadai II MIHA1990 7-21
6522 6522-307 Jomon MIHA1990 7-22
6522 6522-308 Initial Jomon MIHA1990 7-23
6522 6522-309 Otamadai II MIHA1990 7-24
6522 6522-310 Otamadai II MIHA1990 7-25A
6522 6522-311 Otamadai II MIHA1990 7-25B
6522 6522-312 Kasori E1 MIHA1990 7-27
6522 6522-313 Kasori E4 MIHA1990 7-29
6522 6522-314 Kasori E1 MIHA1990 7-30
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6522 6522-315 Kasori E3 (Middle) MIHA1990 7-31
6522 6522-316 Kasori E3 (Late) MIHA1990 7-32
6522 6522-317 Kasori E2 MIHA1990 7-33
6522 6522-318 Kasori E2-E3 MIHA1990 7-35
6522 6522-319 Kasori E4 MIHA1990 7-36
6522 6522-320 Jomon MIHA1990 7-37
6522 6522-321 Shindo MIHA1990 7-38
6522 6522-322 Jomon MIHA1990 7-R1
6522 6522-323 Shomyoji 1 MIHA1990 7-R2
6522 6522-324 Jomon MIHA1990 7-R3
6522 6522-325 Kasori E4 MIHA1990 7-R4
6522 6522-326 Jomon MIHA1990 7-R6
6522 6522-327 Kasori E3 (Late) MIHA1990 7-R8
6522 6522-328 Jomon MIHA1990 7-R9
6522 6522-329 Miharada MIHA1990 8-1
6522 6522-330 Jomon MIHA1990 8-2
6522 6522-331 Yakemachi MIHA1990 8-4
6522 6522-332 Otamadai II MIHA1990 8-5
6522 6522-333 Shomyoji 1 MIHA1990 8-7
6522 6522-334 Yakemachi MIHA1990 8-8
6522 6522-335 Miharada MIHA1990 8-9
6522 6522-336 Yakemachi MIHA1990 8-10
6522 6522-337 Jomon MIHA1990 8-11
6522 6522-338 Miharada MIHA1990 8-13
6522 6522-339 Otamadai II MIHA1990 8-14
6522 6522-340 Jomon MIHA1990 8-15
6522 6522-341 Yakemachi MIHA1990 8-16
6522 6522-342 Otamadai II MIHA1990 8-20
6544 6544-001 Moroiso b (Middle) NAKSW1986 3
6544 6544-002 Moroiso b (Late) NAKSW1986 4
6544 6544-003 Kurohama / Ario NAKSW1986 5
6544 6544-004 Moroiso a NAKSW1986 6
6544 6544-005 Kurohama / Ario NAKSW1986 7
6544 6544-006 Early Jomon NAKSW1986 8
6523 6523-001 Shomyoji NAKSW2000 1
6523 6523-002 Moroiso b NAKSW2000 2
6513 6513-002 Jomon TKZSK2008 H10-J1
6513 6513-003 Kasori B TKZSK2008 H10-J2
6513 6513-004 Kasori E TKZSK2008 H10-J3
6513 6513-005 Kurohama / Ario TKZSK2008 H10-J4
6513 6513-006 Moroiso c TKZSK2008 H10-J5
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6513 6513-007 Kasori E TKZSK2008 H10-J6
6513 6513-008 Kasori B2 TKZSK2008 H10-J7
6513 6513-009 Angyo 3 TKZSK2008 H10-J8
6513 6513-010 Late Jomon (Middle) - Final Jomon TKZSK2008 H10-J9
6513 6513-011 Angyo 3 TKZSK2008 H10-J10
6513 6513-012 Katsuzaka TKZSK2008 H10-J11
6513 6513-013 Angyo2-3 TKZSK2008 H10-J12
6513 6513-014 Angyo 3 TKZSK2008 H10-J13
6513 6513-015 Kasori B TKZSK2008 H10-J14
6513 6513-016 Kasori E3 TKZSK2008 H11-J1
6513 6513-017 Kasori E3 TKZSK2008 H11-J2
6513 6513-018 Shomyoji TKZSK2008 H12-J1
6513 6513-019 Middle Jomon - Late Jomon (Initial) TKZSK2008 H12-J2
6513 6513-020 Middle Jomon TKZSK2008 H12-J3
6513 6513-021 Kasori E2 TKZSK2008 H13-J1
6513 6513-022 Kasori EI (Early) / Miharada TKZSK2008 H13-J2
6513 6513-023 Yakemachi / Katsuzaka / Otamadai TKZSK2008 H13-J3
6513 6513-024 Kasori E3 TKZSK2008 H13-J4
6513 6513-025 Kasori E3 TKZSK2008 H16-J1
6543 6543-001 Sekiyama NAKSW1986 1
6543 6543-002 Katsuzaka / Otamadai NAKSW1986 2
6543 6543-003 Sekiyama NAKSW1986 3
6543 6543-004 Sekiyama NAKSW1986 4
6543 6543-005 Moroiso a NAKSW1986 5
6543 6543-006 Sekiyama NAKSW1986 7
6543 6543-007 Sekiyama NAKSW1986 8
6543 6543-008 Katsuzaka / Otamadai NAKSW1986 9
6543 6543-009 Sekiyama NAKSW1986 10
6543 6543-010 Sekiyama NAKSW1986 11
6543 6543-011 Sekiyama NAKSW1986 12
6543 6543-012 Sekiyama NAKSW1986 13
6524-I-II 6524-I-II-001 Sekiyama MIHASW2004a I-J-1
6524-I-II 6524-I-II-002 Kurohama / Ario MIHASW2004a I-J-3
6524-I-II 6524-I-II-003 Kurohama / Ario MIHASW2004a I-J-4
6524-I-II 6524-I-II-004 Kurohama / Ario MIHASW2004a I-J-5
6524-I-II 6524-I-II-005 Sekiyama MIHASW2004a I-J-7
6524-I-II 6524-I-II-006 Sekiyama MIHASW2004a I-J-9
6524-I-II 6524-I-II-007 Kurohama / Ario MIHASW2004a I-J-10
6524-I-II 6524-I-II-008 Kurohama / Ario MIHASW2004a I-J-11
6524-I-II 6524-I-II-009 Kurohama / Ario MIHASW2004a II-J-1
6524-I-II 6524-I-II-010 Sekiyama MIHASW2004a II-J-3
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6524-I-II 6524-I-II-011 Sekiyama MIHASW2004a II-J-4
6524-I-II 6524-I-II-012 Sekiyama MIHASW2004a II-J-5
6524-I-II 6524-I-II-013 Kurohama / Ario MIHASW2004a II-J-6
6524-I-II 6524-I-II-014 Sekiyama MIHASW2004a II-J-7
6524-I-II 6524-I-II-015 Sekiyama MIHASW2004a II-J-8
6524-I-II 6524-I-II-016 Kurohama / Ario MIHASW2004a II-J-9
6524-I-II 6524-I-II-017 Sekiyama MIHASW2004a II-J-10
6524-I-II 6524-I-II-018 Jomon MIHASW2004a II-J-11
6524-I-II 6524-I-II-019 Kurohama / Ario MIHASW2004a II-J-12
6524-I-II 6524-I-II-020 Katsuzaka / Otamadai MIHASW2005a I-J-1
6524-I-II 6524-I-II-021 Katsuzaka / Otamadai MIHASW2005a II-J-2
6524-III 6524-III-001 Lower Hanazumi MIHASW2004a III-J-2
6524-III 6524-III-002 Katsuzaka / Otamadai MIHASW2005a III-J-1
6524-III 6524-III-003 Middle Jomon (Early) MIHASWMK2009 1
6524-III 6524-III-004 Jomon MIHASWMK2009 2
6525 6525-001 Moroiso b (Late) MHHUAN1987 1
6525 6525-002 Lower Hanazumi MHHUAN1987 2
6525 6525-003 Lower Hanazumi MHHUAN1987 3
6525 6525-004 Lower Hanazumi MHHUAN1987 4
6525 6525-005 Lower Hanazumi MHHUAN1987 6
6525 6525-006 Lower Hanazumi MHHUAN1987 7
6525 6525-007 Lower Hanazumi MHHUAN1987 8
6525 6525-008 Lower Hanazumi MHHUAN1987 9
6525 6525-009 Lower Hanazumi MHHUAN1987 10
6540 6540-001 Kurohama / Ario KAHNY1988 1
6540 6540-002 Sekiyama KAHNY1988 2
6540 6540-003 Sekiyama-Kurohama-Moroiso KAHNY1988 3
6540 6540-004 Moroiso a KAHNY1988 4
6540 6540-005 Sekiyama I KAHNY1988 5
6540 6540-006 Sekiyama KAHNY1988 6
6540 6540-007 Sekiyama KAHNY1988 7
6540 6540-008 Kurohama / Ario KAHNY1988 8
6540 6540-009 Sekiyama I KAHNY1988 9
6540 6540-010 Sekiyama II KAHNY1988 10
6540 6540-011 Sekiyama II KAHNY1988 11
6540 6540-012 Jomon KAHNY1988 12
6540 6540-013 Jomon KAHNY1988 13
6540 6540-014 Moroiso a KAHNY1988 14
6541 6541-001 Early Jomon (Middle) - Middle Jomon (Middle) MTCH1985 J1
6541 6541-002 Kurohama / Ario MTCH1985 J2
6541 6541-003 Kurohama / Ario MTCH1985 J3
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6541 6541-004 Kurohama / Ario MTCH1985 J5
6541 6541-005 Kuorhama / Ario - Moroiso MTCH1985 J6
6541 6541-006 Kurohama / Ario MTCH1985 J7
6541 6541-007 Otamadai - Kasori E MTCH1985 J8
6541 6541-008 Sekiyama MTCH1985 J9
6542 6542-001 Otamadai - Kasori E MTCH1985 1
6542 6542-002 Kasori E MTCH1985 2
6542 6542-003 Kuorhama / Ario - Otamadai MTCH1985 3
6542 6542-004 Middle Jomon (Early-Middle) MTCH1985 4
6558 6558-001 Moroiso b MHDMTD2001 9
6558 6558-002 Early Jomon (Final) MHDMTD2001 10
6558 6558-003 Early Jomon MHDMTD2001 11
6558 6558-004 Goryogadai MHDMTD2001 15
6558 6558-005 Early Jomon (Late) MHDMTD2001 26
6558 6558-006 Moroiso a - b MHDMTD2001 33
6558 6558-007 Moroiso a - b MHDMTD2001 34
6558 6558-008 Moroiso a - b MHDMTD2001 36
6558 6558-009 Moroiso a - b MHDMTD2001 39
6558 6558-010 Moroiso a MHDMTD2001 40
6559 6559-001 Moroiso b UMHM2001 J1
6559 6559-002 Moroiso b UMHM2001 J2
6559 6559-003 Moroiso b UMHM2001 J3
6559 6559-004 Moroiso b UMHM2001 J4
6563 6563-001 Kurohama / Ario UMHHONM2002 31
6563 6563-002 Kurohama / Ario UMHHONM2002 32
6563 6563-003 Sekiyama - Kurohama UMHHONM2002 33
6563 6563-004 Sekiyama - Kurohama UMHHONM2002 34
6563 6563-005 Kurohama / Ario UMHHONM2002 35
6563 6563-006 Otamadai UMHHONM2002 36
6563 6563-007 Lower Hanazumi / Futatsuki UMHHONM2002 37
6563 6563-008 Moroiso b UMHHONM2002 38
6563 6563-009 Sekiyama UMHHONM2002 39
6563 6563-010 Moroiso a - b UMHHONM2002 40
6563 6563-011 Kurohama / Ario UMHHONM2002 41
6563 6563-012 Sekiyama UMHHONM2002 42
6564 6564-001 Lower Hanazumi / Futatsuki HTMTSH2003 J-1
6564 6564-002 Middle Jomon (Early) HTMTSH2003 J-2
6564 6564-003 Futatsuki HTMTSH2003 J-3
6564 6564-004 Futatsuki HTMTSH2003 J-4
6564 6564-005 Moroiso c HTMTSH2003 J-5
6564 6564-006 Futatsuki HTMTSH2003 J-6
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6564 6564-007 Futatsuki HTMTSH2003 J-7
6564 6564-008 Futatsuki HTMTSH2003 J-8
6564 6564-009 Futatsuki HTMTSH2003 J-9
6564 6564-010 Futatsuki HTMTSH2003 J-10
6564 6564-011 Futatsuki HTMTSH2003 J-11
6564 6564-012 Futatsuki HTMTSH2003 J-12
6564 6564-013 Middle Jomon (Early) HTMTSH2003 J-13
6564 6564-014 Futatsuki HTMTSH2003 J-14
6564 6564-015 Futatsuki HTMTSH2003 J-15
6564 6564-016 Futatsuki HTMTSH2003 J-16
6567 6567-001 Katsuzaka / Otamadai HTMTSH2003 J-1
6567 6567-002 Sekiyama HTMTSH2003 J-2
6567 6567-003 Katsuzaka / Otamadai HTMTSH2003 J-3
6567 6567-004 Katsuzaka / Otamadai HTMTSH2003 J-4
6567 6567-005 Katsuzaka / Otamadai HTMTSH2003 J-5
6567 6567-006 Moroiso c HTMTSH2003 J-6
6567 6567-007 Katsuzaka / Otamadai HTMTSH2003 J-7
6567 6567-008 Moroiso c HTMTSH2003 J-8
6567 6567-009 Kasori E - Shomyoji HTMTSH2003 J-9
6567 6567-010 Jomon HTMTSH2003 J-10
6567 6567-011 Moroiso c HTMTSH2003 J-11
6569 6569-001 Moroiso b (Middle - Late) MHRNKI2004 1
6569 6569-002 Moroiso b (Middle - Late) MHRNKI2004 2
6569 6569-003 Lower Hanazumi MHRNKI2004 3
6569 6569-004 Kurohama / Ario MHRNKI2004 4
6569 6569-005 Sekiyama II MHRNKI2004 5
6569 6569-006 Sekiyama II MHRNKI2004 6
6569 6569-007 Moroiso b (Middle - Late) MHRNKI2004 7
6569 6569-008 Lower Hanazumi MHRNKI2004 8
6571 6571-001 Lower Hanazumi UMHNKTT2004 J-1
6575 6575-001 Shomyoji TZTATNH2005 1
6575 6575-002 Sekiyama TZTB2005 12
6575 6575-003 Kasori E3 - Shomyoji TZTB2005 13
6575 6575-004 Sekiyama TZTB2005 18
6575 6575-005 Moroiso c TZTCTZEDO2005 24
6576 6576-001 Early Jomon (Final) - Middle Jomon (Initial) TZTCTZEDO2005 J-1
6577-I-II 6577-I-II-001 Kurohama - Moroiso MTCAS2005 J-1
6577-III 6577-III-001 Lower Hanazumi MTCA2005b J-2
6577-III 6577-III-002 Lower Hanazumi MTCA2005b J-3
6582-I 6582-I-001 Shomyoji MTCHHACH2008 I-J-1
6582-I 6582-I-002 Shomyoji MTCHHACH2008 I-J-2
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6582-I 6582-I-003 Shomyoji MTCHHACH2008 I-J-3
6582-I 6582-I-004 Shomyoji MTCHHACH2008 I-J-4
6582-I 6582-I-005 Shomyoji MTCHHACH2008 I-J-5
6582-I 6582-I-006 Kasori E3 - Shomyoji MTCHHACH2008 I-J-6
6582-I 6582-I-007 Shomyoji MTCHHACH2008 I-J-7
6582-I 6582-I-008 Jomon MTCHHACH2008 I-J-8
6582-I 6582-I-009 Sekiyama - Kurohama MTCHHACH2008 I-J-9
6582-I 6582-I-010 Sekiyama - Kurohama MTCHHACH2008 I-J-10
6582-I 6582-I-011 Sekiyama - Kurohama MTCHHACH2008 I-J-11
6582-I 6582-I-012 Sekiyama - Kurohama MTCHHACH2008 I-J-12
6582-I 6582-I-013 Jomon MTCHHACH2008 I-J-13
6582-I 6582-I-014 Early Jomon MTCHHACH2008 I-J-14
6582-II 6582-II-001 Sekiyama - Kurohama MTCHHACH2008 II-J-1
6582-II 6582-II-002 Sekiyama - Kurohama MTCHHACH2008 II-J-2
6582-II 6582-II-003 Sekiyama - Kurohama MTCHHACH2008 II-J-3
6586 6586-001 Sekiyama I BGHS1986 1
6586 6586-002 Sekiyama I BGHS1986 2
6586 6586-003 Sekiyama I BGHS1986 3
6586 6586-004 Sekiyama I BGHS1986 4
6586 6586-005 Kurohama (Early) BGHS1986 5
6586 6586-006 Kurohama (Early) BGHS1986 7
6586 6586-007 Kurohama (Early) BGHS1986 10
6586 6586-008 Kurohama (Early) BGHS1986 6
6586 6586-009 Kurohama (Early) BGHS1986 8
6586 6586-010 Kurohama (Early) BGHS1986 9
6586 6586-011 Moroiso a BGHS1986 11
6588-1 6588-001 Katsuzaka / Otamadai BOUYT1989 1
6588-1 6588-002 Jusanboda-Gorogadai-Otamadai-Katsuzaka BOUYT1989 20
6588-1 6588-003 Otamadai I - II / Katsuzaka BOUYT1989 21
6588-1 6588-004 Otamadai I - II / Katsuzaka BOUYT1989 22
6588-1 6588-005 Katsuzaka / Otamadai BOUYT1989 23
6588-1 6588-006 Katsuzaka / Otamadai BOUYT1989 24
6588-1 6588-007 Katsuzaka / Otamadai BOUYT1989 25
6588-1 6588-008 Katsuzaka / Otamadai BOUYT1989 26
6588-1 6588-009 Katsuzaka / Otamadai BOUYT1989 27
6588-1 6588-010 Katsuzaka / Otamadai BOUYT1989 28
6588-1 6588-011 Katsuzaka / Otamadai BOUYT1989 29
6588-1 6588-012 Jomon BOUYT1989 30
6588-1 6588-013 Yakemachi BOUYT1989 31
6588-1 6588-014 Otamadai / Yakemachi BOUYT1989 32
6588-1 6588-015 Katsuzaka / Otamadai BOUYT1989 33
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6588-1 6588-016 Katsuzaka / Otamadai BOUYT1989 34
6588-1 6588-017 Katsuzaka / Otamadai BOUYT1989 35
6588-1 6588-018 Katsuzaka / Otamadai BOUYT1989 36
6588-IV 6588-019 Katsuzaka / Otamadai HOKV1997 J-1
6588-IV 6588-020 Otamadai Ia - IIa / Katsuzaka 1 HOKVIII2000 J-2
6588-IV 6588-021 Otamadai Ia - IIa / Katsuzaka 1 BOUYT2001 J-3
6590 6590-001 Sekiyama II HOKIV1996 J1
6595-kita 6595-001 Initial Jomon - Early Jomon KITTANO1996 J-1(A)
6595-kita 6595-002 Initial Jomon - Early Jomon KITTANO1996 J-2(B)
6595-kita 6595-003 Initial Jomon - Early Jomon KITTANO1996 J-3(E)
6595-kita 6595-004 Initial Jomon - Early Jomon KITTANO1996 J-4(E)
6595-kita 6595-005 Initial Jomon - Early Jomon KITTANO1996 J-5(E)
6595-kita 6595-006 Initial Jomon - Early Jomon KITTANO1996 J-6(E)
6595-kita 6595-007 Initial Jomon - Early Jomon KITTANO1996 J-7(E)
6595-kita 6595-008 Initial Jomon - Early Jomon KITTANO1996 J-1(D)
6600-lowerACDE 6600-001 Katsuzaka 3 TOTHRAC2008 J-1(A)
6600-lowerACDE 6600-002 Moroiso b TOTHRAC2008 J-2(A)
6600-lowerACDE 6600-003 Moroiso b TOTHRAC2008 J-3(A)
6600-lowerACDE 6600-004 Katsuzaka 3 TOTHRAC2008 J-4(A)
6600-lowerACDE 6600-005 Otamadai II TOTHRAC2008 J-1(C)
6600-lowerACDE 6600-006 Moroiso b TOTHRAC2008 J-2(C)
6600-lowerACDE 6600-007 Katsuzaka 2 TOTHRAC2008 J-3(C)
6600-lowerACDE 6600-008 Kasori E4 TOTHRAC2008 J-9(C)
6600-lowerACDE 6600-009 Sekiyama II TOTHRAC2008 J-16(C)
6600-lowerACDE 6600-010 Moroiso b TOTHRAC2008 J-6(C)
6600-lowerACDE 6600-011 Katsuzaka 2 TOTHRAC2008 J-7(C)
6600-lowerACDE 6600-012 Otamadai II TOTHRAC2008 J-8(C)
6600-lowerACDE 6600-013 Sekiyama II TOTHRAC2008 J-10(C)
6600-lowerACDE 6600-014 Moroiso b - Kasori E2 TOTHRAC2008 J-11(C)
6600-lowerACDE 6600-015 Jomon TOTHRAC2008 J-12(C)
6600-lowerACDE 6600-016 Moroiso b TOTHRAC2008 J-13(C)
6600-lowerACDE 6600-017 Moroiso b TOTHRAC2008 J-14(C)
6601-3 6601-001 KasoriE-3 MISOIII1999 J-1
6601-3 6601-002 Moroiso b MISOIII1999 J-2
6601-3 6601-003 Early Jomon (Final) - Middle Jomon (Middle) MISOIII1999 J-3
6602-n 6602-001 Sekiyama II - Kurohama (Early) MITCHK1990 1
6602-n 6602-002 Sekiyama II - Kurohama (Early) MITCHK1990 4
6602-n 6602-003 Moroiso b MITCHK1990 3
6602-n 6602-004 Middle Jomon MITCHK1990 2
6603-12 6603-001 Early Jomon HOKI1993
6607-edited 6607-001 Early Jomon HOK11993
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6608-edited 6608-001 Sekiyama II SHMY1990 5
6608-edited 6608-002 Sekiyama II SHMY1990 8
6608-edited 6608-003 Sekiyama II SHMY1990 1
6608-edited 6608-004 Kurohama / Ario SHMY1990 3
6608-edited 6608-005 Kurohama / Ario SHMY1990 2
6608-edited 6608-006 Moroiso SHMY1990 4
6608-edited 6608-007 Moroiso SHMY1990 6
6608-edited 6608-008 Finale-Middle Jomon SHMY1990 7
6610-edited 6610-001 Jomon TNJN1997
6611-edited1 6611-001 Kasori E3 - E4 HKD1999 J-1
6611-edited1 6611-002 Jomon HKD1999 J-2
6611-edited1 6611-003 Kasori E3 - Horinouchi HKD1999 J-3
6611-edited1 6611-004 Jomon HKD1999 J-4
6611-edited1 6611-005 Kasori E4 - Shomyoji HKD1999 J-5
6611-edited1 6611-006 Jomon HKD1999 J-6
6611-edited1 6611-007 Jomon HKD1999 J-8
6611-edited1 6611-008 Kasori E4 - Shomyoji HKD1999 J-9
6611-edited1 6611-009 Kasori E HKD1999 J-10
6611-edited1 6611-010 Kasori E3 - Shomyoji HKD1999 J-11
6611-edited1 6611-011 Moroiso b HKD1999 J-12
6611-edited1 6611-012 Jomon HKD1999 J-13
6611-edited1 6611-013 Kasori E3 - Shomyoji HKD1999 J-14
6611-edited1 6611-014 Middle Jomon HKD1999 J-15
6611-edited1 6611-015 Jomon HKD1999 J-16
6611-edited1 6611-016 Jomon HKD1999 J-17
6611-edited1 6611-017 Jomon HKD1999 J-18
6611-edited1 6611-018 Futatsuki HKD1999 J-19
6611-edited1 6611-019 Moroiso b HKD1999 J-20
6611-edited1 6611-020 Futatsuki HKD1999 J-21
6611-edited1 6611-021 Jomon HKD1999 J-22
6611-edited1 6611-022 Early Jomon - Middle Jomon HKD1999 J-23
6611-edited1 6611-023 Early Jomon - Middle Jomon HKD1999 J-25
6611-edited1 6611-024 Early Jomon - Middle Jomon HKD1999 J-26
6611-edited1 6611-025 Early Jomon - Middle Jomon HKD1999 J-27
6611-edited1 6611-026 Initial Jomon HKD1999 J-28
6611-edited1 6611-027 Moroiso a HKD1999 J-29
6611-edited1 6611-028 Moroiso a HKD1999 J-30
6613-edited 6613-001 Jomon SHBA1993 J-1
6613-edited 6613-002 Moroiso SHBA1993 J-2
6613-edited 6613-003 Moroiso SHBA1993 J-3
6613-edited 6613-004 Moroiso SHBA1993 J-4
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6613-edited 6613-005 Lower Hanazumi - Futatsuki SHBA1993 J-5
6613-edited 6613-006 Moroiso SHBA1993 J-6
6613-edited 6613-007 Moroiso SHBA1993 J-7
6613-edited 6613-008 Moroiso SHBA1993 J-8
6613-edited 6613-009 Kasori E3 - E4 SHBA1993 J-9
6613-edited 6613-010 Lower Hanazumi - Futatsuki SHBA1993 J-10
6613-edited 6613-011 Lower Hanazumi - Futatsuki SHBA1993 J-11
6613-edited 6613-012 Kurohama / Ario SHBA1993 J-12
6613-edited 6613-013 Moroiso SHBA1993 J-13
6613-edited 6613-014 Lower Hanazumi - Futatsuki SHBA1993 J-14
6613-edited 6613-015 Kurohama / Ario SHBA1993 J-15
6613-edited 6613-016 Kurohama / Ario SHBA1993 J-16
6613-edited 6613-017 Kurohama / Ario SHBA1993 J-17
6614-edited 6614-001 HOKVI1998 H-1
6616-west 6616-001 Inaridai SHYA1989 1
6616-west 6616-002 Inaridai SHYA1989 2
6616-west 6616-003 Inaridai SHYA1989 3
6616-west 6616-004 Initial Jomon SHYA1989 4
6616-west 6616-005 Inaridai SHYA1989 5
6616-west 6616-006 Inaridai SHYA1989 6
6619-edited 6619-001 Jomon HSUY1990 2
6619-edited 6619-002 Katsuzaka / Otamadai HSUY1990 1
6625-kom1 6625-001 Kasori EIII-Shomyoji KOSH1968 1
6625-kom1 6625-002 Kasori EIII-Shomyoji KOSH1968 2
6625-komtak1 6625-003 Kasori E2-E3 KOSH2005 J-9
6625-komtak1 6625-004 Katsuzaka 3 KOSH2005 J-23
6625-komtak1 6625-005 Katsuzaka 1 - 2 KOSH2005 J-24
6625-komtak1 6625-006 Kasori E1 KOSH2005 J-25
6625-komtak1 6625-007 Katsuzaka 1 / Miharada KOSH2005 J-26
6625-komtak1 6625-008 Early Jomon - Middle Jomon KOSH2005 J-28
6625-komtak1 6625-009 Kasori E1-E2 KOSH2005 J-27
6625-komtak1 6625-010 Kasori E2-E3 KOSH2005 J-29
6625-komtak1 6625-011 Kasori E2-E3 KOSH2005 J-31
6625-komtak1 6625-012 Kasori E2 KOSH2005 J-30
6625-komtak1 6625-013 Kasori E1 KOSH2006 J-1
6625-komtak1 6625-014 KasoriE-3 KOSH2006 J-2
6625-komtak1 6625-015 KasoriE-3 KOSH2006 J-3
6625-komtak1 6625-016 KasoriE-3 KOSH2006 J-21
6625-komtak1 6625-017 KasoriE-3 KOSH2006 J-4
6625-komtak1 6625-018 Kasori E KOSH2006 J-5
6625-komtak1 6625-019 Kasori E1 KOSH2006 J-6
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6625-komtak1 6625-020 Kasori E3 KOSH2006 J-7
6625-komtak1 6625-021 KasoriE-3 KOSH2006 J-8
6625-komtak1 6625-022 KasoriE-3 KOSH2006 J-10
6625-komtak1 6625-023 Kasori E2-E3 KOSH2006 J-11
6625-komtak1 6625-024 Kasori E1-E2 KOSH2006 J-12
6625-komtak1 6625-025 Kasori E1 KOSH2006 J-15
6625-komtak1 6625-026 Kasori E2 KOSH2006 J-13
6625-komtak1 6625-027 Katsuzaka 3 KOSH2006 J-14
6625-komtak1 6625-028 KasoriE-3 KOSH2006 J-16
6625-komtak1 6625-029 KasoriE-3 KOSH2006 J-17
6625-komtak1 6625-030 KasoriE-3 KOSH2006 J-18
6625-komtak1 6625-031 KasoriE-3 KOSH2006 J-19
6625-komtak1 6625-032 Kasori E3 KOSH2006 J-20
6625-komtak1 6625-033 Middle Jomon KOSH2006 J-22
6625-komtak4 6625-034 Kasori EI-EII HOKXII2005 J-1
6625-komtak4 6625-035 Kasori EI-EII HOKXII2005 J-2
6629-mak 6629-001 Initial Jomon HKD1999 J-1
6630-edited 6630-001 Sekiyama - Kurohama KAIHT1995 J-1
6630-edited 6630-002 Sekiyama - Kurohama KAIHT1995 J-2
6630-edited 6630-003 Sekiyama - Kurohama KAIHT1995 J-3
6631-edited 6631-001 Early Jomon GNMY1971 1
6631-edited 6631-002 Early Jomon GNMY1971 2
6631-edited 6631-003 Early Jomon GNMY1971 3
6633-edited 6633-001 Katsuzaka 3 - Kasori E1 HOKVII1999 J-1
6633-edited 6633-002 Middle Jomon (Middle) HOKVII1999 J-6
6633-edited 6633-003 Kasori EI-EII HOKVII1999 J-2
6633-edited 6633-004 Kasori EI-EII HOKVII1999 J-3
6633-edited 6633-005 Kasori EI-EII HOKVII1999 J-5
6633-edited 6633-006 Kasori EI-EII HOKVII1999 J-4
6633-edited 6633-007 Kasori EI-EII HOKVII1999 J-12
6633-edited 6633-008 Middle Jomon HOKVII1999 J-10
6633-edited 6633-009 Middle Jomon HOKVII1999 J-11
6633-edited 6633-010 Middle Jomon HOKVII1999 J-7
6633-edited 6633-011 Otamadai - Kasori EII HOKVII1999 J-8
6633-edited 6633-012 Middle Jomon HOKVII1999 J-9
6633-edited 6633-013 Yakemachi / Otamadai DOK2001 J-1
6633-edited 6633-014 Yakemachi - Kasori E2 DOK2001 J-17
6633-edited 6633-015 Kasori E1 DOK2001 J-2
6633-edited 6633-016 Katsuzaka 3 DOK2001 J-3
6633-edited 6633-017 Katsuzaka 3 DOK2001 J-4
6633-edited 6633-018 Kasori E1 / Miharada DOK2001 J-5
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6633-edited 6633-019 Katsuzaka 2 - 3 DOK2001 J-6
6633-edited 6633-020 Katsuzaka 2 - 3 DOK2001 J-7
6633-edited 6633-021 Otamadai III - Katsuzaka 3 DOK2001 J-8
6633-edited 6633-022 Otamadai III - Katsuzaka 3 DOK2001 J-12
6633-edited 6633-023 Kasori E1 DOK2001 J-9
6633-edited 6633-024 Miharada / Yakimachi DOK2001 J-10
6633-edited 6633-025 Katsuzaka 3 DOK2001 J-11
6633-edited 6633-026 Katsuzaka 3 - Kasori E1 / Miharada DOK2001 J-13
6633-edited 6633-027 Kasori E1 / Miharada DOK2001 J-14
6633-edited 6633-028 Katsuzaka 2 DOK2001 J-15
6633-edited 6633-029 Kasori E2 DOK2001 J-16
6633-edited 6633-030 Katsuzaka 2 - 3 DOK2001 J-18
6633-edited 6633-031 Kasori E1(Early) DOK2001 J-19
6633-edited 6633-032 Katsuzaka 2 - 3 DOK2001 J-20
6633-edited 6633-033 Kasori E2 DOK2001 J-21
6633-edited 6633-034 Kasori E1 / Miharada DOK2001 J-22
6633-edited 6633-035 Before Miharada-KasoriE-1 DOK2001 J-28
6633-edited 6633-036 Katsuzaka 3 - Yakemachi DOK2001 J-23
6633-edited 6633-037 Katsuzaka 2 - 3 DOK2001 J-25
6633-edited 6633-038 Jomon DOK2001 J-26
6633-edited 6633-039 Kasori E1-E2 DOK2001 J-27
6635-got 6635-001 Kurohama / Ario GOT2006 J-1
6639-nisw 6639-001 Kurohama / Ario NISW1992 J-1
6639-nisw 6639-002 Kurohama / Ario NISW1992 J-2
6639-nisw 6639-003 Moroiso b NISW1992 J-3
6639-nisw 6639-004 Early Jomon NISW1992 J-4
6639-shir 6639-005 Kurohama / Ario HOKIX2001
6640-edited 6640-001 Kurohama / Ario MORY1986 1
6640-edited 6640-002 Kurohama / Ario MORY1986 2
6749-edited 6749-001 Kurohama / Ario OSHT1987
6827-edited 6827-001 Jomon SHNSH1993 J1
6827-edited 6827-002 Kasori EIII (Late) - EIV SHNSH1993 J2
6827-edited 6827-003 Kasori EIII SHNSH1993 J3
6847-edited 6847-001 Moroiso c SHBSHI2008 1
6847-edited 6847-002 Kurohama / Ario - Moroiso b SHBSHI2008 2
6847-edited 6847-003 Kurohama / Ario - Moroiso b SHBSHI2008 3
6847-edited 6847-004 Katsuzaka / Otamadai SHBSHI2008 4
6847-edited 6847-005 Katsuzaka / Otamadai SHBSHI2008 5
6847-edited 6847-006 Kurohama / Ario - Moroiso b SHBSHI2008 6
6847-edited 6847-007 Katsuzaka / Otamadai SHBSHI2008 7
6847-edited 6847-008 Ealry Jomon (Middle) - Middle Jomon (Early) SHBSHI2008 8
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6847-edited 6847-009 Ealry Jomon (Middle) - Middle Jomon (Early) SHBSHI2008 9
6847-edited 6847-010 Ealry Jomon (Middle) - Middle Jomon (Early) SHBSHI2008 10
6847-edited 6847-011 Ealry Jomon (Middle) - Middle Jomon (Early) SHBSHI2008 11
6847-edited 6847-012 Katsuzaka / Otamadai SHBSHI2008 12
6847-edited 6847-013 Ealry Jomon (Middle) - Middle Jomon (Early) SHBSHI2008 13
6849-ush 6849-001 Sekiyama SHNSH1988 6
6849 6849-002 Sekiyama - Kurohama SHNSH1993 9
6849 6849-003 Sekiyama - Kurohama SHNSH1993 10
6849 6849-004 Sekiyama - Kurohama SHNSH1993 11
6849-kam 6849-005 Sekiyama II KAMMT1998 6
6849-kam 6849-006 Sekiyama II KAMMT1998 10
6849-kam 6849-007 Sekiyama II KAMMT1998 2
6909-IV 6909-001 Sekiyama - Kurohama SWNKIV2001 8
6920-12567812 6920-001 Sekiyama NAKSJ1987 JH-1
6920-12567812 6920-002 Sekiyama NAKSJ1987 JH-2
13557-I-IV 13557-001 Sekiyama FKYA2007 III-1
13557-I-IV 13557-002 Sekiyama FKYA2007 IV-1
13557-I-IV 13557-003 Sekiyama FKYA2007 IV-2
13557-I-IV 13557-004 Sekiyama FKYA2007 IV-3
13557-I-IV 13557-005 Early Jomon FKYA2007 IV-4
13557-I-IV 13557-006 Sekiyama - Moroiso b FKYA2007 IV-5
13557-V-VII 13557-007 Moroiso FKYA2007 V-1
13558-edited 13558-001 Middle Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-002 Middle Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-003 Middle Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-004 Middle Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-005 Middle Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-006 Middle Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-007 Middle Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-008 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-009 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-010 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-011 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-012 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-013 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-014 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-015 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-016 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-017 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-018 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-019 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
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13558-edited 13558-020 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-021 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-022 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-023 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-024 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-025 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-026 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-027 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-028 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-029 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-030 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-031 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-032 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-033 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-034 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-035 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-036 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-037 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-038 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-039 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-040 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-041 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-042 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-043 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-044 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-045 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-046 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-047 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-048 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-049 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-050 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-051 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-052 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-053 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-054 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-055 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-056 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-057 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-058 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-059 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-060 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
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13558-edited 13558-061 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-062 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-063 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-064 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-065 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-066 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-067 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-068 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-069 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-070 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-071 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-072 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-073 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-074 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-075 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-076 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-077 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-078 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-079 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-080 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-081 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-082 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-083 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-084 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-085 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-086 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-087 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-088 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-089 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-090 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-091 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-092 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-093 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-094 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-095 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-096 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-097 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-098 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-099 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-100 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-101 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
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13558-edited 13558-102 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-103 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-104 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-105 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-106 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-107 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-108 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-109 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-110 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-111 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-112 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-113 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-114 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-115 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-116 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-117 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-118 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-119 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-120 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-121 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-122 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-123 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-124 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-125 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-126 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-127 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-128 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-129 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-130 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-131 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-132 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-133 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-134 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-135 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-136 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-137 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13558-edited 13558-138 Early Jomon - Late Jomon NAKG2008
13559-edited 13559-001 Early Jomon (Early) GUNMA23
13559-edited 13559-002 Early Jomon (Early) GUNMA23
13559-edited 13559-003 Early Jomon (Early) GUNMA23
13560-edited 13560-001 Moroiso c SHRJN2008 1
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13560-edited 13560-002 Moroiso b SHRJN2008 2
13560-edited 13560-003 Moroiso b - c SHRJN2008 3
13560-edited 13560-004 Moroiso b SHRJN2008 7
13560-edited 13560-005 Moroiso b SHRJN2008 4A
13560-edited 13560-006 Moroiso b SHRJN2008 4B
13560-edited 13560-007 Moroiso b SHRJN2008 6
13560-edited 13560-008 Moroiso b SHRJN2008 5
13560-edited 13560-009 Moroiso b SHRJN2008 8
13560-edited 13560-010 Moroiso b - c SHRJN2008 10
13560-edited 13560-011 Moroiso c SHRJN2008 12
13560-edited 13560-012 Moroiso c SHRJN2008 11
13561-edited 13561-001 Early Jomon (Late) GUNMA23
13561-edited 13561-002 Early Jomon (Late) GUNMA23
13561-edited 13561-003 Early Jomon (Late) GUNMA23
13561-edited 13561-004 Early Jomon (Late) GUNMA23
13561-edited 13561-005 Early Jomon (Late) GUNMA23
13561-edited 13561-006 Early Jomon (Late) GUNMA23
13563-edited 13563-001 Kurohama / Ario SHFKIFKNK1998 1
13564-edited 13564-001 Kurohama (Early) SHFKIFKNK1998 1
13564-edited 13564-002 Kasori E3 SHFKIFKNK1998 2
13564-edited 13564-003 Moroiso a SHFKIFKNK1998 3
10000 10000-001 Kasori E3 (late) HKDTK2001 J-1
6964-jomon 6964-001 Goryogadai - Otamadai Ib (Early) HNDMH1994 163
6964-jomon 6964-002 Moroiso a - Goryogadai HNDMH1994 164
6964-jomon 6964-003 Sekiyama - Goryogadai HNDMH1994 165
6964-jomon 6964-004 Moroiso a - Goryogadai HNDMH1994 166
6964-jomon 6964-005 Moroiso b - Goryogadai 2 HNDMH1994 167
6964-jomon 6964-006 Sekiyama - Kurohama HNDMH1994 168
6964-jomon 6964-007 Kurohama - Moroiso b HNDMH1994 169
6964-jomon 6964-008 Jusanbodai-Goryogadai-Katsuzaka1 HNDMH1994 170
6964-jomon 6964-009 Jomon HNDMH1994 171
6964-jomon 6964-010 Jomon HNDMH1994 172
6964-jomon 6964-011 Moroiso b HNDMH1994 173
6964-jomon 6964-012 Jomon HNDMH1994 174
6964-jomon 6964-013 Jomon HNDMH1994 175
6964-jomon 6964-014 Jomon HNDMH1994 176
6964-jomon 6964-015 Jomon HNDMH1994 177
6964-jomon 6964-016 Jomon HNDMH1994 178
6964-jomon 6964-017 Daigi 7b HNDMH1994 179
6964-jomon 6964-018 Jomon HNDMH1994 180
6964-jomon 6964-019 Sekiyama - Kurohama HNDMH1994 181
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6964-jomon 6964-020 Kurohama - Moroiso a HNDMH1994 182
6964-jomon 6964-021 Kurohama - Moroiso b HNDMH1994 183
6964-jomon 6964-022 Early Jomon (Early) HNDMH1994 184
6964-jomon 6964-023 Early Jomon (Early) HNDMH1994 185
6964-jomon 6964-024 Jomon HNDMH1994 186
6964-jomon 6964-025 Early Jomon (Early) HNDMH1994 187
6964-jomon 6964-026 Early Jomon (Early) HNDMH1994 188
6964-jomon 6964-027 Early Jomon (Early) HNDMH1994 189
6964-jomon 6964-028 Jomon HNDMH1994 190
6935-AB 6935-001 Kasori E1 MYKTYM1987 1
6935-AB 6935-002 Kasori E1 MYKTYM1987 2
6935-AB 6935-003 Kasori E3 (Early) MYKTYM1987 3
6935-AB 6935-004 Katsuzaka 3 MYKTYM1987 4
6935-AB 6935-005 Kasori E1 MYKTYM1987 5
6935-AB 6935-006 Kasori E2 MYKTYM1987 6
6935-AB 6935-007 Kasori E3 (Early) MYKTYM1987 7
6935-AB 6935-008 Kasori E2 MYKTYM1987 8
6935-AB 6935-009 Kasori E1 MYKTYM1987 9
6935-AB 6935-010 Kasori E2 MYKTYM1987 10
6935-AB 6935-011 Kasori E2 MYKTYM1987 11
6935-AB 6935-012 Kasori E3 (Early) MYKTYM1987 12
6935-AB 6935-013 Kasori E1 MYKTYM1987 13
6935-AB 6935-014 Kasori E2 MYKTYM1987 14
6935-AB 6935-015 Kasori E3 (Early) MYKTYM1987 15
6935-AB 6935-016 Kasori E3 (Early) MYKTYM1987 16
6935-AB 6935-017 Katsuzaka 3 MYKTYM1987 17
6935-AB 6935-018 Kasori E3 (late) MYKTYM1987 18
6935-AB 6935-019 Kasori E2 MYKTYM1987 19
6935-AB 6935-020 Kasori E2 MYKTYM1987 20
6935-AB 6935-021 Jomon MYKTYM1987 21
6935-AB 6935-022 Katsuzaka 3 MYKTYM1987 22
6935-AB 6935-023 Kasori E1 MYKTYM1987 23
6935-AB 6935-024 Jomon MYKTYM1987 24
6935-AB 6935-025 Kasori E2 MYKTYM1987 25
6935-AB 6935-026 Jomon MYKTYM1987 26
6935-AB 6935-027 Kasori E2 MYKTYM1987 27
6935-AB 6935-028 Kasori E2 MYKTYM1987 28
6935-AB 6935-029 Kasori E2-E3 MYKTYM1987 29
6935-AB 6935-030 Katsuzaka 3 MYKTYM1987 30
6935-AB 6935-031 Kasori E2-E3 MYKTYM1987 31
6935-AB 6935-032 Kasori E3 (Early) MYKTYM1987 32
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6935-AB 6935-033 Kasori E1 MYKTYM1987 33
6935-AB 6935-034 Kasori E3 (Early) MYKTYM1987 34
6935-AB 6935-035 Kasori E3 (Early) MYKTYM1987 35
6935-AB 6935-036 Kasori E3 (Early) MYKTYM1987 36
6935-AB 6935-037 Kasori E1 MYKTYM1987 37
6935-AB 6935-038 Kasori E2 MYKTYM1987 38
6935-AB 6935-039 Kasori E3 (Early) MYKTYM1987 39
6935-AB 6935-040 Kasori E1 MYKTYM1987 40
6927 6927-001 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji KRSW1978 JH-1
6927 6927-002 Kasori EIII-EIV KRSW1978 JH-2
6927 6927-003 Kasori EIII-EIV KRSW1978 JH-3
6927 6927-004 Kasori E KRSW1980
6927 6927-005 Kasori E KRSW1980
6927 6927-006 Kasori E KRSW1980
6927 6927-007 Kasori E KRSW1980
6927 6927-008 Kasori E KRSW1980
6927 6927-009 Kasori E KRSW1980
6927 6927-010 Kasori E KRSW1980
6927 6927-011 Kasori E KRSW1980
6927 6927-012 Kasori E KRSW1980
6927 6927-013 Kasori E KRSW1980
6927 6927-014 Kasori E KRSW1980
6927 6927-015 Kasori E KRSW1980
6927 6927-016 Kasori E KRSW1980
6927 6927-017 Kasori E KRSW1980
6927 6927-018 Kasori E KRSW1980
6927 6927-019 Kasori E KRSW1980
6927 6927-020 Kasori E KRSW1980
6927 6927-021 Kasori E KRSW1980
6927 6927-022 Kasori E KRSW1980
6927 6927-023 Kasori E KRSW1980
6927 6927-024 Sekiyama KRSW1980
6927 6927-025 Kasori EIII-EIV KRSW1982 JH-24
6927 6927-026 Kasori E4 KRSW1985 JH-26
6927 6927-027 Kasori E KRSW1985 JH-27
6927 6927-028 Kasori E KRSW1985 JH-28
6927 6927-029 Kasori E KRSW1985 JH-29
6927 6927-030 Kasori E KRSW1985 JH-30
6927 6927-031 Kasori E KRSW1985 JH-31
6927 6927-032 Kasori E KRSW1985 JH-32
6927 6927-033 Kasori E KRSW1985 JH-33
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6927 6927-034 Kasori E KRSW1985 JH-34
6927 6927-035 Katsuzaka / Otamadai KRSW1985
6927 6927-036 Kasori E KRSW1985
6927 6927-037 Kasori E KRSW1985
6927 6927-038 Kasori E KRSW1985
6927 6927-039 Kasori E KRSW1985
6927 6927-040 Kasori E KRSW1985
6927 6927-041 Kasori E KRSW1986 JH-41
6927 6927-042 Middle Jomon KRSW1988
6927 6927-043 Middle Jomon KRSW1988
6927 6927-044 Middle Jomon KRSW1988
6927 6927-045 Middle Jomon KRSW1988
6927 6927-046 Middle Jomon KRSW1988
6927 6927-047 Middle Jomon KRSW1988
6927 6927-048 Middle Jomon KRSW1988
6927 6927-049 Middle Jomon KRSW1988
6927 6927-050 Middle Jomon KRSW1988
6927 6927-051 Middle Jomon KRSW1988
6927 6927-052 Middle Jomon KRSW1988
6927 6927-053 Middle Jomon (Late) KRSW1991 JH-53
6927 6927-054 Middle Jomon (Late) KRSW1991 JH-54
6927 6927-055 Middle Jomon (Late) KRSW1991 JH-55
6927 6927-056 Middle Jomon (Late) KRSW1991 JH-56
10011-nishishita 10011-001 Moroiso JNBSHJ1991
10011-nishishita 10011-002 Moroiso JNBSHJ1991
10011-nishishita 10011-003 Moroiso JNBSHJ1991
10011-nishishita 10011-004 Moroiso JNBSHJ1991
10011-higashishita 10011-005 Lower Hanazumi - Moroiso a JNBSHJ1991
10011-higashishita 10011-006 Lower Hanazumi - Moroiso a JNBSHJ1991
10011-higashishita 10011-007 Lower Hanazumi - Moroiso a JNBSHJ1991
10011-higashishita 10011-008 Lower Hanazumi - Moroiso a JNBSHJ1991
10011-higashishita 10011-009 Lower Hanazumi - Moroiso a JNBSHJ1991
10011-higashishita 10011-010 Kasori E JNBSHJ1991
10011-higashi 10011-011 Sekiyama - Moroiso b JNBSHJ1991
10011-higashi 10011-012 Sekiyama - Moroiso b JNBSHJ1991
10011-higashi 10011-013 Sekiyama - Moroiso b JNBSHJ1991
10011-higashi 10011-014 Sekiyama - Moroiso b JNBSHJ1991
10012-edited 10012-001 Sekiyama - Kurohama JNBSHJ1991
10012-edited 10012-002 Sekiyama - Kurohama JNBSHJ1991
10012-edited 10012-003 Sekiyama - Kurohama JNBSHJ1991
10012-edited 10012-004 Moroiso c (Early) JNBSHJ1991
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10012-edited 10012-005 Moroiso c (Early) JNBSHJ1991
10012-edited 10012-006 Moroiso c (Early) JNBSHJ1991
10012-edited 10012-007 Moroiso c (Early) JNBSHJ1991
10012-edited 10012-008 Kasori E JNBSHJ1991
10012-edited 10012-009 Kasori E JNBSHJ1991
10012-edited 10012-010 Kasori E JNBSHJ1991
10012-edited 10012-011 Kasori E JNBSHJ1991
10012-edited 10012-012 Kasori E JNBSHJ1991
10012-edited 10012-013 Kasori E JNBSHJ1991
10012-edited 10012-014 Kasori E JNBSHJ1991
10012-edited 10012-015 Kasori E JNBSHJ1991
10012-edited 10012-016 Kasori E JNBSHJ1991
10012-edited 10012-017 Kasori E JNBSHJ1991
10012-edited 10012-018 Kasori E JNBSHJ1991
10012-edited 10012-019 Kasori E JNBSHJ1991
10012-edited 10012-020 Kasori E JNBSHJ1991
10012-edited 10012-021 Kasori E JNBSHJ1991
10012-edited 10012-022 Kasori E JNBSHJ1991
10012-edited 10012-023 Shomyoji JNBSHJ1991
10012-edited 10012-024 Shomyoji JNBSHJ1991
10012-edited 10012-025 Jomon JNBSHJ1991
10014 10014-001 Early Jomon (Early) TNKTSM1986 J-1
10014 10014-002 Moroiso b (Early) TNKTSM1986 J-2
10015 10015-001 Moroiso c ATGYSAH1994 1
10015 10015-002 Moroiso b ATGYSAH1994 2
10015 10015-003 Kurohama / Ario ATGYSAH1994 3
10015 10015-004 Moroiso b ATGYSAH1994 4
10015 10015-005 Moroiso b ATGYSAH1994 5
10015 10015-006 Moroiso b ATGYSAH1994 6
10015 10015-007 Moroiso b ATGYSAH1994 7
10015 10015-008 Moroiso b ATGYSAH1994 8
10015 10015-009 Moroiso b ATGYSAH1994 9
10015 10015-010 Moroiso b ATGYSAH1994 10
10015 10015-011 Moroiso b ATGYSAH1994 11
10015 10015-012 Jomon ATGYSAH1994 12
10016-edited 10016-001 Early Jomon MKIWTNYI1987 1
10016-edited 10016-002 Moroiso c MKIWTNYI1987 2
10029-ABC 10029-001 Early Jomon MKIWTNYI1987 J-1
10029-DEF 10029-002 Moroiso b - c MKIWTNYI1987 J-6
10029-DEF 10029-003 Early Jomon MKIWTNYI1987 J-10
10029-DEF 10029-004 Katsuzaka / Otamadai MKIWTNYI1987 J-7
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10029-DEF 10029-005 Katsuzaka / Otamadai MKIWTNYI1987 J-12
10029-DEF 10029-006 Katsuzaka / Otamadai MKIWTNYI1987 J-9
10029-DEF 10029-007 Katsuzaka / Otamadai MKIWTNYI1987 J-8B
10029-DEF 10029-008 Katsuzaka / Otamadai MKIWTNYI1987 J-8A
10029-DEF 10029-009 Katsuzaka / Otamadai MKIWTNYI1987 J-13
10029-DEF 10029-010 Katsuzaka / Otamadai MKIWTNYI1987 J-11
10029-ABC 10029-011 Middle Jomon MKIWTNYI1987 J-2
10029-ABC 10029-012 Middle Jomon MKIWTNYI1987 J-3
10029-ABC 10029-013 Middle Jomon MKIWTNYI1987 J-4
10030-A 10030-001 Katsuzaka / Otamadai TNKTSM1986 J-1
10030-A 10030-002 Katsuzaka / Otamadai TNKTSM1986 J-2
10031-edited 10031-001 Early Jomon (Early) TNKTSM1986 J-1
10051 10051-001 Moroiso b - c HRMN1992 J-2
10051 10051-002 Moroiso b (Final) HRMN1992 J-3
10051 10051-003 Moroiso b - c HRMN1992 J-4
10051 10051-004 Moroiso b (Final) - Moroiso c HRMN1992 J-5
10051 10051-005 Moroiso b - c HRMN1992
10051 10051-006 Moroiso b - c HRMN1992
10051 10051-007 Moroiso b - c HRMN1992
10051 10051-008 Moroiso b - c HRMN1992
10051 10051-009 Moroiso b - c HRMN1992
10051 10051-010 Moroiso b - c HRMN1992
10068-J1 10068-001 Kurohama / Ario OBRM1998 1
10068-J1 10068-002 Kurohama / Ario OBRM1998 2
10068-J1 10068-003 Kurohama / Ario OBRM1998 3
10068-J1 10068-004 Kurohama / Ario OBRM1998 4
10068-J1 10068-005 Kurohama / Ario OBRM1998 5
10068-J1 10068-006 Kurohama / Ario OBRM1998 6
10068-J234 10068-007 Early Jomon OBRM1998 7
10078 10078-001 Horinouchi 2 SHKWYMKBT1989 J-1
10078 10078-002 Moroiso a SHKWYMKBT1989 J-2
10079 10079-001 Early Jomon (Initial) SHKWYMKBT1989 J-1
10079 10079-002 Early Jomon (Initial) SHKWYMKBT1989 J-2
10079 10079-003 Early Jomon (Initial) SHKWYMKBT1989 J-3
10079 10079-004 Early Jomon (Initial) SHKWYMKBT1989 J-4
10079 10079-005 Early Jomon (Initial) SHKWYMKBT1989 J-5
10079 10079-006 Early Jomon (Initial) SHKWYMKBT1989 J-6
10080 10080-001 Kurohama / Ario SHKWYMKBT1989 J-1
10080 10080-002 Kurohama / Ario SHKWYMKBT1989 J-2
10084-EF 10084-001 Early Jomon (Late) SKGM1994 1
10084-EF 10084-002 Jomon SKGM1994 2
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10085-edited 10085-001 Middle Jomon (Early) AKGCSJ1993 EJ-1
10085-edited 10085-002 Kasori EIII (Late) AKGCSJ1993 CJ-1
10088-edited 10088-001 Moroiso b (Late) - c (Ealy) KMHTERMAG1995 J-1
10088-edited 10088-002 Moroiso b (Late) KMHTERMAG1995 J-2
10088-edited 10088-003 Moroiso b (Late) - c (Ealy) KMHTERMAG1995 J-3
10088-edited 10088-004 Moroiso b (Late) - c (Ealy) KMHTERMAG1995 J-4
10088-edited 10088-005 Moroiso c (Early) KMHTERMAG1995 J-5
10088-edited 10088-006 Moroiso c (Early) KMHTERMAG1995 J-6A
10088-edited 10088-007 Moroiso c (Early) KMHTERMAG1995 J-6B
10089-edited 10089-001 Early Jomon (Middle) KMHTERMAG1995 J-1
10089-edited 10089-002 Moroiso a KMHTERMAG1995 J-2A
10089-edited 10089-003 Moroiso a KMHTERMAG1995 J-2B
10105-edited 10105-001 Early Jomon SHFJMM1997
10149 10149-001 Kasori E3 JNM1999 B-1
10149 10149-002 Kasori E3 JNM1999 C-1
10149 10149-003 Kasori E3 JNM1999 C-2
10149 10149-004 Kasori E3 JNM1999 C-3a
10149 10149-005 Kasori E3 JNM1999 C-4
10149 10149-006 Kasori E3 JNM1999 C-5
10149 10149-007 Kasori E3 JNM1999 C-3b
10149 10149-008 Kasori E3 JNM1999 C-3c
10149 10149-009 Kasori E3 JNM1999 C-6
10149 10149-010 Kasori E3 JNM1999 C-7
10149 10149-011 Kasori E3 JNM1999 C-8
10149 10149-012 Kasori E3 JNM1999 C-9
10149 10149-013 Kasori E3 JNM1999 C-10
10149 10149-014 Kasori E3 JNM1999 C-11
10149 10149-015 Kasori E3 JNM1999 D-1
10149 10149-016 Kasori E3 JNM1999 D-2
10149 10149-017 Jomon JNM1999 D-3
10149 10149-018 Kasori E3 JNM1999 E-1
10149 10149-019 Kasori E3 JNM1999 E-2
10149 10149-020 Kasori E2 JNM1999 E-3
10159 10159-001 Late Jomon - Final Jomon KYN2005 A-J1
10159 10159-002 Late Jomon (Late) - Final Jomon (Early) KYN2005 A-J2
10159 10159-003 Late Jomon (Late) - Final Jomon (Early) KYN2005 A-J3
10159 10159-004 Late Jomon (Final) - Final Jomon (Early) KYN2005 A-J4
10159 10159-005 Final Jomon (Early) KYN2005 A-J5
10159 10159-006 Jomon KYN2005 A-J6
10159 10159-007 Jomon KYN2005 A-J7
10159 10159-008 Angyo3a-3b KYN2005 A-J8A
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10159 10159-009 Horinouchi, Kasori B, Takaihigashi KYN2005 A-J8B
10159 10159-010 Jomon KYN2005 A-J8C
10159 10159-011 Late Jomon - Final Jomon KYN2005 A-J11
10159 10159-012 Jomon KYN2005 A-J12
10159 10159-013 Takaihigashi KYN2005 A-J13
10159 10159-014 Takaihigashi KYN2005 A-J14
10159 10159-015 Jomon KYN2005 A-J15A
10159 10159-016 Angyo 3a-3b KYN2005 A-J15B
10159 10159-017 Jomon KYN2005 A-J16A
10159 10159-018 Jomon KYN2005 A-J16B
10159 10159-019 Jomon KYN2005 A-J17
10159 10159-020 Jomon KYN2005 A-J18
10159 10159-021 Jomon KYN2005 B-J1
10159 10159-022 Jomon KYN2005 B-J2
10159 10159-023 Angyo1, Shinchi,Takaihigashi KYN2005 A-J9
10310-B 10310-001 Moroiso b SHTKON1986 1
10322-edited 10322-001 Otamadai II - Kasori EI (Early) NMMN1999 90
10322-edited 10322-002 Otamadai II - Kasori EI (Early) NMMN1999 91
10322-edited 10322-003 Yakemachi NMMN1999 92
10322-edited 10322-004 Otamadai II - Kasori EI (Early) NMMN1999 93
10322-edited 10322-005 Late Jomon NMMN1999 94
10322-edited 10322-006 Otamadai II - Kasori EI (Early) NMMN1999 95
10322-edited 10322-007 Kasori E NMMN1999 96
10322-edited 10322-008 Kasori E NMMN1999 97
10322-edited 10322-009 Kasori E NMMN1999 98
10322-edited 10322-010 Kasori E NMMN1999 99
10322-edited 10322-011 Kasori E NMMN1999 100
10322-edited 10322-012 Kasori E NMMN1999 101
10322-edited 10322-013 Kasori E NMMN1999 102
10322-edited 10322-014 Kasori E NMMN1999 103
10322-edited 10322-015 Kasori EI (Early) NMMN1999 104
10322-edited 10322-016 Kasori E NMMN1999 105
10322-edited 10322-017 Otamadai II - Kasori EI (Early) NMMN1999 106
10322-edited 10322-018 Otamadai II - Kasori EI (Early) NMMN1999 107
10322-edited 10322-019 Moroiso a NMMN1999 108
10322-edited 10322-020 Kasori E NMMN1999 109
10322-edited 10322-021 Otamadai II - Kasori EI (Early) NMMN1999 110
10322-edited 10322-022 Otamadai II - Kasori EI (Early) NMMN1999 111
10322-edited 10322-023 Otamadai II - Kasori EI (Early) NMMN1999 112
10322-edited 10322-024 Otamadai II - Kasori EI (Early) NMMN1999 113
10322-edited 10322-025 Otamadai II - Kasori EI (Early) NMMN1999 114
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10322-edited 10322-026 Otamadai II - Kasori EI (Early) NMMN1999 115
10322-edited 10322-027 Otamadai II - Kasori EI (Early) NMMN1999 117
10322-edited 10322-028 Otamadai II - Kasori EI (Early) NMMN1999 116
10322-edited 10322-029 Otamadai II - Kasori EI (Early) NMMN1999 118
10322-edited 10322-030 Otamadai II - Kasori EI (Early) NMMN1999 119
10322-edited 10322-031 Otamadai II - Kasori EI (Early) NMMN1999 120
10322-edited 10322-032 Otamadai II - III NMMN1999 122
10322-edited 10322-033 Otamadai II - Kasori EI (Early) NMMN1999 121
10322-edited 10322-034 Otamadai II - Kasori EI (Early) NMMN1999 123
10322-edited 10322-035 Moroiso b NMMN1999 124
10322-edited 10322-036 Otamadai II - Kasori EI (Early) NMMN1999 125
10322-edited 10322-037 Otamadai II - Kasori EI (Early) NMMN1999 126
10322-edited 10322-038 Otamadai II - Kasori EI (Early) NMMN1999 127
10322-edited 10322-039 Otamadai II - Kasori EI (Early) NMMN1999 128
10322-edited 10322-040 Kasori EI (Early) NMMN1999 129
10322-edited 10322-041 Otamadai II - III NMMN1999 130
10322-edited 10322-042 Otamadai II - Kasori EI (Early) NMMN1999 131
10322-edited 10322-043 Otamadai II - Kasori EI (Early) NMMN1999 132
10324-edited 10324-001 Late Jomon (Early) STMNGK1986 1-1
10324-edited 10324-002 Kasori EI (late) STMNGK1986 13-1
10324-edited 10324-003 Kasori EII STMNGK1986 13-2
10324-edited 10324-004 Kasori EIII STMNGK1986 13-3
10324-edited 10324-005 Kasori EII (Middle) - EIII STMNGK1986 13-4
10324-edited 10324-006 Kasori EII (Middle) - EIII STMNGK1986 13-5
10324-edited 10324-007 Kasori EIII STMNGK1986 13-6
10324-edited 10324-008 Kasori EII (Middle-Late) STMNGK1986 13-8
10324-edited 10324-009 Kasori EIII STMNGK1986 13-9
10324-edited 10324-010 Kasori EII (Middle-Late) STMNGK1986 13-10
10324-edited 10324-011 Kasori EIV STMNGK1986 13-11
13556-edited 13556-001 Moroiso b (Late) ISMR2006 I-1
13556-edited 13556-002 Moroiso b (Late) ISMR2006 I-2
13556-edited 13556-003 Moroiso b (Late) ISMR2006 I-4
13556-edited 13556-004 Moroiso b (Late) ISMR2006 I-5
13556-edited 13556-005 Moroiso b (Late) ISMR2006 I-6
6718-edited 6718-001 Kurohama / Ario GUNMAKENSHI
6718-edited 6718-002 Sekiyama GUNMAKENSHI
6718-edited 6718-003 Sekiyama GUNMAKENSHI
6718-edited 6718-004 Sekiyama GUNMAKENSHI
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2010625 edited 10010-001 Middle Jomon CHNEN1998
2010625 edited 10010-002 Otamadai BOUYS2000 1
2010625 edited 10010-003 Otamadai BOUYS2000 2
2010625 edited 10010-004 Kasori EII - EIV BOUYS2000 3
2010625 edited 10010-005 Kasori EIII - EIV BOUYS2000 4
2010625 edited 10010-006 Kasori EIII - EIV BOUYS2004 5
2010625 edited 10010-007 Kasori EIII - EIV BOUYS2004 6
2010524 edited1 10018-001 Horinouchi UNRSZ2001 3
2010524 edited1 10018-002 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji UNRSZ2001 6
2010524 edited1 10018-003 Horinouchi 1 UNRSZ2001 9
2010524 edited1 10018-004 Horinouchi 1 UNRSZ2001 11
2010524 edited1 10018-005 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji UNRSZ2001 10
2010524 edited1 10018-006 Kasori EIV UNRSZ2001 12
2010524 edited1 10018-007 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji UNRSZ2001 13
2010524 edited1 10018-008 Shomyoji 1a UNRSZ2001 5
2010524 edited1 10018-009 Kasori EIV UNRSZ2001 15
2010524 edited1 10018-010 Horinouchi UNRSZ2001 16
2010524 edited1 10018-011 Kasori EIV UNRSZ2001 17
2010524 edited1 10018-012 Shomyoji I UNRSZ2001 18
2010524 edited1 10018-013 Middle Jomon - Late Jomon UNRSZ2001 19
2010524 edited1 10018-014 Middle Jomon - Late Jomon UNRSZ2001 14
2010524 edited2 10018-015 Kasori EIV UNRSZ2004 A-002
2010524 edited2 10018-016 Kasori EIV UNRSZ2004 A-007
2010524 edited2 10018-017 Kasori EIII UNRSZ2004 A-010
2010524 edited2 10018-018 Kasori EIII UNRSZ2004 A-014
2010524 edited2 10018-019 Kasori EIII UNRSZ2004 A-015
2010524 edited2 10018-020 Kasori EIV UNRSZ2004 A-016
2010524 edited2 10018-021 Shomyoji 1 UNRSZ2004 A-017
2010524 edited2 10018-022 Kasori EIII UNRSZ2004 A-019
2010524 edited2 10018-023 Shomyoji 1 UNRSZ2004 A-020
2010524 edited2 10018-024 Kasori EIII UNRSZ2004 A-021
2010524 edited2 10018-025 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji UNRSZ2004 A-023
2010524 edited2 10018-026 Kasori EIV UNRSZ2004 A-024
2010524 edited2 10018-027 Kasori EIV UNRSZ2004 A-025
2010524 edited2 10018-028 Shomyoji 1 UNRSZ2004 A-026
2010524 edited2 10018-029 Kasori EIV UNRSZ2004 A-027
2010524 edited2 10018-030 Kasori EIV UNRSZ2004 A-028
2010524 edited2 10018-031 Kasori EIII UNRSZ2004 A-029
2010524 edited2 10018-032 Kasori EIV UNRSZ2004 A-030
2010524 edited2 10018-033 Shomyoji 1 UNRSZ2004 A-031
2010524 edited2 10018-034 Shomyoji 1 UNRSZ2004 A-033
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2010524 edited2 10018-035 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji UNRSZ2004 A-034
2010524 edited2 10018-036 Kasori EIV UNRSZ2004 A-035
2010524 edited2 10018-037 Kasori EIII UNRSZ2004 A-037
2010524 edited2 10018-038 Kasori EIII UNRSZ2004 A-038
2010524 edited2 10018-039 Kasori EIV UNRSZ2004 A-039
2010524 edited2 10018-040 Kasori EIV UNRSZ2004 A-040
2010524 edited2 10018-041 Kasori E UNRSZ2004 A-043
2010524 edited2 10018-042 Kasori EIV UNRSZ2004 A-044
2010524 edited2 10018-043 Kasori EIII UNRSZ2004 A-045
2010524 edited2 10018-044 Kasori EIV UNRSZ2004 A-046
2010524 edited2 10018-045 Shomyoji 1 UNRSZ2004 A-049
2010524 edited2 10018-046 Kasori EIV UNRSZ2004 A-054
2010524 edited2 10018-047 Shomyoji 1 UNRSZ2004 A-055
2010524 edited2 10018-048 Kasori EIII UNRSZ2004 A-057
2010524 edited2 10018-049 Kasori EIV UNRSZ2004 A-058
2010524 edited2 10018-050 Kasori EIII UNRSZ2004 A-059
2010524 edited2 10018-051 Kasori EIV UNRSZ2004 A-060
2010524 edited2 10018-052 Shomyoji 2 - Horinouchi UNRSZ2004 A-062
2010524 edited2 10018-053 Kasori EIV UNRSZ2004 A-063
2010524 edited2 10018-054 Horinouchi UNRSZ2004 A-064
2010524 edited2 10018-055 Horinouchi UNRSZ2004 A-065
2010524 edited2 10018-056 Horinouchi 1 UNRSZ2004 A-066
2010524 edited2 10018-057 Shomyoji 1 UNRSZ2004 A-067
2010524 edited2 10018-058 Shomyoji 1 - Horinouchi 1 UNRSZ2004 A-068
2010524 edited2 10018-059 Kasori EIV UNRSZ2004 A-069
2010524 edited2 10018-060 Shomyoji 1 UNRSZ2004 A-070
2010524 edited2 10018-061 Kasori EIV UNRSZ2004 A-071
2010524 edited2 10018-062 Middle Jomon - Late Jomon UNRSZ2004 A-072
2010524 edited2 10018-063 Middle Jomon - Late Jomon UNRSZ2004 A-073
2010524 edited2 10018-064 Kasori EIII UNRSZ2004 A-074
2010524 edited2 10018-065 Shomyoji 1 UNRSZ2004 A-075
2010524 edited2 10018-066 Horinouchi 1 UNRSZ2004 A-076
2010524 edited2 10018-067 Kasori EIII - Horinouchi 1 UNRSZ2004 A-078a
2010524 edited2 10018-068 Kasori EIII - Horinouchi 1 UNRSZ2004 A-078b
2010524 edited2 10018-069 Kasori EIV UNRSZ2004 A-079
2010524 edited2 10018-070 Shomyoji 1 UNRSZ2004 A-080a
2010524 edited2 10018-071 Shomyoji 1 UNRSZ2004 A-080b
2010524 edited2 10018-072 Horinouchi 1 UNRSZ2004 A-081a
2010524 edited2 10018-073 Horinouchi 1 UNRSZ2004 A-081b
2010524 edited2 10018-074 Horinouchi 1 UNRSZ2004 A-081c
2010524 edited2 10018-075 Horinouchi 1 UNRSZ2004 A-081d
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2010524 edited2 10018-076 Shomyoji 1 UNRSZ2004 A-082
2010524 edited2 10018-077 Kasori EIV UNRSZ2004 A-083
2010524 edited2 10018-078 Kasori EIV UNRSZ2004 A-084
2010524 edited2 10018-079 Shomyoji 2 UNRSZ2004 A-085
2010632 edited 10029-001 Shomyoji TBKTMG2003 A-001
2010632 edited 10029-002 Kasori EIII TBKTMG2003 A-003
2010632 edited 10029-003 Kasori EIII - EIV TBKTMG2003 A-004
2010632 edited 10029-004 Kasori B TBKTMG2003 A-007
2010632 edited 10029-005 Kasori B TBKTMG2003 A-008
2010632 edited 10029-006 Kasori B TBKTMG2003 A-009
2010632 edited 10029-007 Kasori EIV TBKTMG2003 A-010
2010632 edited 10029-008 Soya - Angyo 3a TBKTMG2003 A-012
2010632 edited 10029-009 Soya - Angyo 1 TBKTMG2003 A-013
2010632 edited 10029-010 Soya - Angyo 1 TBKTMG2003 A-014
2010632 edited 10029-011 Horinouchi 1 TBKTMG2003 A-015
2010632 edited 10029-012 Kasori EIV TBKTMG2003 A-021
2010633 edited 10030-001 Jomon CHNEN1998
2014008 edited 10038-001 Kasori EIII TBKTMG2003 A-002
2014008 edited 10038-002 Horinouchi 1 TBKTMG2003 A-008
2010239 10086-001 Kasori EIV HOMESI2003 1
2014013 10116-001 Horinouchi 1 SIM2007 1
2014013 10116-002 Kasori EIV SIM2007 2
2014013 10116-003 Kasori B1 SIM2007 3
2014013 10116-004 Kasori EIV SIM2007 4
2014014 10117-001 Kasori EIII SIM2007 2
2014015 edited 10118-001 Late Jomon SIM2007 2
2014015 edited 10118-002 Angyo 2 SIM2007 3
2014016 10119-001 Kasori EIV SIM2007 14
2014017 10120-001 Kasori EIV SIM2007 1
2014017 10120-003 Kurohama SIM2007 3
2014017 10120-004 Early Jomon SIM2007 4
2014017 10120-005 Early Jomon SIM2007 5
2014017 10120-006 Shomyoji 1 SIM2007 6
2014017 10120-007 Shomyoji 1 SIM2007 7
2014017 10120-008 Shomyoji 1 SIM2007 8
2014017 10120-009 Kasori EII (up to) SIM2007 9
2014017 10120-010 Shomyoji 1 SIM2007 10
2014017 10120-011 Shomyoji 1 SIM2007 11
2014019 10120-012 Shomyoji 1 SIM2007 12
2014019 10122-001 Kasori B3 SIM2007 1
2014019 10122-002 Kasori B1 SIM2007 2
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2014019 10122-003 Kasori B1 SIM2007 3
2014019 10122-004 Kasori B1 SIM2007 4
2014019 10122-005 Kasori B1 SIM2007 5
2014019 10122-006 Kasori B1 SIM2007 6
2014019 10122-007 Kasori EIII SIM2007 7
2014019 10122-008 Kasori B1 SIM2007 8
2010448 edited 10150-001 Jomon KWKBMN2002
2010422 edited 10159-001 Middle Jomon MAICH1996
2010422 edited 10159-002 Otamadai EAUKA1999 1
2010422 edited 10159-003 Otamadai - Kasori E EAUKA1999 2
2010427 10160-001 Kasori E CHNEN1998
2010427 10160-003 Kasori E CHNEN1999
2010427 10160-004 Kasori E CHNEN1999
2010427 10160-005 Kasori E CHNEN1999
2010427 10160-006 Horinouchi CHNEN1999
2010427 10160-007 Horinouchi CHNEN1999
2010439 edited 10177-002 Kasori EI (up to) MUKY1987 3
2010439 edited 10177-003 Otamadai MUKY1987 4
2010439 edited 10177-004 Nakabyo MUKY1987 5
2010439 edited 10177-005 Kasori EI (up to) MUKY1987 6
2010439 edited 10177-006 Kasori EII (up to) MUKY1987 7
2010439 edited 10177-007 Kasori EII (up to) MUKY1987 8
2010785 edited 10250-001 Horinouchi 1 HAG2007 1a
2010785 edited 10250-002 Horinouchi 1 HAG2007 1b
2010785 edited 10250-003 Horinouchi 1 HAG2007 4
2010785 edited 10250-004 Kasori B HAG2007 2
2010782 edited 10272-001 Horinouchi 1 KOMGM1984 15
2010782 edited 10272-002 Horinouchi 1 KOMGM1984 23
2010782 edited 10272-003 Horinouchi 1 KOMGM1984
2010782 edited 10272-004 Horinouchi 1 KOMGM1984
2010673 n 10273-001 Kasori EII HAG2007 14
2010673 sw 10273-002 Horinouchi 1 HAG2007 16a
2010673 sw 10273-003 Kasori EII -EIII HAG2007 16b
2010673 sw 10273-004 Kasori EII -EIII HAG2007 21
2010673 sw 10273-005 Kasori EII -EIII HAG2007 22
2010673 sw 10273-006 Kasori EII -EIII HAG2007 23
2010673 sw 10273-007 Kasori EII -EIII HAG2007 25
2010673 sw 10273-008 Kasori EII -EIII HAG2007 26
2010673 sw 10273-009 Kasori EIII HAG2007 27
2010673 sw 10273-010 Horinouchi 1 HAG2007 28
2010673 n 10273-011 Kasori EIII HAG2007 39
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2010673 sw 10273-012 Kasori EIII HAG2007 50
2010673 sw 10273-013 Horinouchi 1 HAG2007 57
2010673 sw 10273-014 Jomon HAG2007 58
2010673 e 10273-015 Kasori EIII HAG2007 59
2010673 e 10273-016 Kasori EIII HAG2007 60
2010673 sw 10273-017 Jomon HAG2007 61
2010673 sw 10273-018 Jomon HAG2007 62
2010673 sw 10273-019 Jomon HAG2007 63
2010673 sw 10273-020 Kasori B HAG2007 79
2010673 c 10273-021 Kasori EII -EIII HAG2007 85
2010673 c 10273-022 Kasori EII HAG2007 91
2010673 c 10273-023 Kasori EII -EIII HAG2007 99
2010673 c 10273-024 Kasori EII -EIII HAG2007 106
2010673 c 10273-025 Jomon HAG2007 108
2010673 c 10273-026 Jomon HAG2007 113
2010673 c 10273-027 Jomon HAG2007 114
2010673 n 10273-028 Nakabyo HAG2007 115
2010673 n 10273-029 Kasori EIII HAG2007 132
2010673 n 10273-030 Kasori EIII HAG2007 133
2010673 n 10273-031 Kasori EIII HAG2007 134
2010673 n 10273-032 Kasori EIV HAG2007 135
2010673 n 10273-033 Kasori EIV HAG2007 137
2010673 sw 10273-034 Kasori EII HAG2007 147
2010673 sw 10273-035 Kasori EII HAG2007 149
2010673 sw 10273-036 Kasori EII HAG2007 152
2010673 sw 10273-037 Kasori EII HAG2007 153
2010673 sw 10273-038 Kasori EII HAG2007 154
2010673 sw 10273-039 Kasori EII HAG2007 155
2010673 n 10273-040 Kasori E HAG2007 171
2014021 10308-001 Kasori EIII CHNEN1998
2014021 10308-002 Kasori EIII CHNEN1998
2014021 10308-003 Kasori EIII CHNEN1998
2014021 10308-004 Kasori EIII CHNEN1998
2010810 10315-001 Middle Jomon CHNEN1998
2010802 edited 10344-001 Kasori EIV NAKNS1976 1
2010802 edited 10344-002 Kasori EIV NAKNS1976 2
2010802 edited 10344-003 Kasori EIV NAKNS1976 3
2010802 edited 10344-004 Kasori EIV NAKNS1976 4
2010802 edited 10344-005 Kasori EIV NAKNS1976 5
2010802 edited 10344-006 Kasori EIV NAKNS1976 6
2010802 edited 10344-007 Horinouchi NAKNS1976 7
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2010802 edited 10344-008 Kasori EIV NAKNS1976 8
2010802 edited 10344-009 Kasori EIV NAKNS1976 9
2010802 edited 10344-010 Kasori EIV NAKNS1976 10
2010802 edited 10344-011 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji NAKNS1976 11
2010802 edited 10344-012 Kasori EIV NAKNS1976 12
2010475 edited 10395-001 Horinouchi 1 YHG1981 11
2010475 edited 10395-002 Horinouchi 1 YHG1981 12
2010475 edited 10395-003 Horinouchi 2 YHG1981 13
2010475 edited 10395-004 Jomon YHG1981 14
2010475 edited 10395-005 Horinouchi 1 YHG1981 15
2010475 edited 10395-006 Horinouchi 1 YHG1981 16
2010610 edited 10435-002 Kurohama YMNKM1989 59
2010596 edited 10460-001 Middle Jomon HTND1990 1
2010596 edited 10460-002 Kasori E HTND1990 2
2010596 edited 10460-003 Middle Jomon MAICHI1991
2010597 edited 10461-001 Kasori EII (up to) CHIBAKEN, NIHON4 1
2010597 edited 10461-002 Kasori EII (up to) CHIBAKEN, NIHON4 2
2010597 edited 10461-003 Kasori EII (up to) CHIBAKEN, NIHON4 3
2010597 edited 10461-004 Kasori EII (up to) CHIBAKEN, NIHON4 4
2010831 known 10488-001 Jomon OOMC1981 1
2010861 10519-001 Kasori EII (Early) CHBNEWT17 141
2010861 10519-002 Kasori EII (Early) CHBNEWT17 294
2010857 10520-001 Horinouchi 1 CHBNEWT31 W001
2010857 10520-002 Horinouchi 1 CHBNEWT31 W002
2010857 10520-003 Horinouchi 1 CHBNEWT31 E101
2010867 edited 10523-001 Kasori EI (Early) CHBNEWT22 12
2010867 edited 10523-002 Kasori EI (Early) CHBNEWT22 13
2010867 edited 10523-003 Kasori EI (Early) CHBNEWT22 16
2010867 edited 10523-004 Kasori EI (up to) CHBNEWT22 17
2010867 edited 10523-005 Nakabyo - Kasori EI CHBNEWT22 23
2010867 edited 10523-006 Transition between Kasori EI and Kasori EII CHBNEWT22 24
2010867 edited 10523-007 Nakabyo - Kasori EI CHBNEWT22 25
2010867 edited 10523-008 Kasori EII (up to) CHBNEWT22 31
2010867 edited 10523-009 Kasori EII (up to) CHBNEWT22 33
2010867 edited 10523-010 Kasori EI (Late) - EII (Early) CHBNEWT22 35
2010867 edited 10523-011 Kasori EI (up to) CHBNEWT22 36
2010867 edited 10523-012 Kasori EI (up to) CHBNEWT22 37
2010867 edited 10523-013 Kasori EI (up to) CHBNEWT22 51
2010867 edited 10523-014 Nakabyo CHBNEWT22 52
2010867 edited 10523-015 Jomon CHBNEWT22 41
2010867 edited 10523-016 Nakabyo CHBNEWT22 60
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2010867 edited 10523-017 Nakabyo - Kasori E1 KMTRB2007 10
2010867 edited 10523-018 Kasori EI KMTRB2007 11
2010867 edited 10523-019 Kasori EII KMTRB2007 12
2011222 edited 10526-001 Kasori EII (Early) CHBNEWT18 2
2011222 edited 10526-002 Kasori EIII (old) CHBNEWT18 4
2011222 edited 10526-003 Kasori EIII (old) CHBNEWT18 5
2011222 edited 10526-004 Kasori EIII (old) CHBNEWT18 6
2011222 edited 10526-005 Kasori EIII (old) CHBNEWT18 7
2011222 edited 10526-006 Kasori EII (Early) CHBNEWT18 9
2011222 edited 10526-007 Kasori EII (Early) CHBNEWT18 013A
2011222 edited 10526-008 Kasori EIII (old) CHBNEWT18 40
2011222 edited 10526-009 Kasori EIII (old) CHBNEWT18 42
2011222 edited 10526-010 Kasori E CHBNEWT18 12
2011222 edited 10526-011 Jomon CHBNEWT18 13B
2011222 edited 10526-012 Kasori E (Late) CHBNEWT18 8
2010874 edited 10528-001 Kasori EII (up to) CHBNEWT12 11
2010874 edited 10528-002 Kasori EII (Middle) CHBNEWT12 13
2010874 edited 10528-003 Kasori EII (up to) CHBNEWT12 18
2010874 edited 10528-004 Otamadai III CHBNEWT12 47
2010874 edited 10528-005 Kasori EI - EII CHBNEWT12 70
2010874 edited 10528-006 Kasori EI - EII CHBNEWT12 87
2010874 edited 10528-007 Kasori EII (up to) CHBNEWT12 88
2010874 edited 10528-008 Kurohama (Early) CHBNEWT12 48
2010865 edited 10529-001 Kasori E (Late) Nishino Pers. 8
2010865 edited 10529-002 Kasori E Nishino Pers. 12
2010865 edited 10529-003 Middle Jomon Nishino Pers. 41
2010865 edited 10529-004 Kasori EI (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB001
2010865 edited 10529-005 Otamadai III CHBNEWT19 SB004
2010865 edited 10529-006 Kasori EI - EII CHBNEWT19 SB009
2010865 edited 10529-007 Kasori EI - EII CHBNEWT19 SB010
2010865 edited 10529-008 Kasori EII (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB011
2010865 edited 10529-009 Kasori EII (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB012
2010865 edited 10529-010 Kasori EII (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB013A
2010865 edited 10529-011 Kasori EII (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB013B
2010865 edited 10529-012 Kasori EII (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB017
2010865 edited 10529-013 Otamadai II - Kasori EII CHBNEWT19 SB018A
2010865 edited 10529-014 Otamadai II - Kasori EII CHBNEWT19 SB018B
2010865 edited 10529-015 Kasori EII (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB019
2010865 edited 10529-016 Nakabyo CHBNEWT19 SB021A
2010865 edited 10529-017 Kasori EII (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB047A
2010865 edited 10529-018 Kasori EII (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB047B
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2010865 edited 10529-019 Kasori EII (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB048A
2010865 edited 10529-020 Kasori EII (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB048B
2010865 edited 10529-021 Kasori EII CHBNEWT19 SB048C
2010865 edited 10529-022 Kasori EII CHBNEWT19 SB048D
2010865 edited 10529-023 Kasori EII CHBNEWT19 SB048E
2010865 edited 10529-024 Kasori EII (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB049A
2010865 edited 10529-025 Kasori EII (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB049B
2010865 edited 10529-026 Kasori EII (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB051A
2010865 edited 10529-027 Kasori EII (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB051B
2010865 edited 10529-028 Kasori EII (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB052A
2010865 edited 10529-029 Kasori EII (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB052B
2010865 edited 10529-030 Kasori EII (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB053
2010865 edited 10529-031 Kasori EI (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB054
2010865 edited 10529-032 Kasori EII (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB056
2010865 edited 10529-033 Kasori EII (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB057
2010865 edited 10529-034 Nakabyo - Kasori EI CHBNEWT19 SB058A
2010865 edited 10529-035 Kasori EI (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB058B
2010865 edited 10529-036 Kasori EII (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB059
2010865 edited 10529-037 Kasori EII (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB060
2010865 edited 10529-038 Jomon CHBNEWT19 SB061
2010865 edited 10529-039 Kasori EII (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB062
2010865 edited 10529-040 Kasori EII (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB063
2010865 edited 10529-041 Otamadai III - Nakabyo CHBNEWT19 SB064A
2010865 edited 10529-042 Otamadai III - Nakabyo CHBNEWT19 SB064B
2010865 edited 10529-043 Kasori EII (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB065
2010865 edited 10529-044 Nakabyo - Kasori EI CHBNEWT19 SB068
2010865 edited 10529-045 Nakabyo - Kasori EI CHBNEWT19 SB070
2010865 edited 10529-046 Otamadai IV - Nakabyo CHBNEWT19 SB071
2010865 edited 10529-047 Kasori EII (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB073
2010865 edited 10529-048 Nakabyo - Kasori EI CHBNEWT19 SB074A
2010865 edited 10529-049 Nakabyo - Kasori EI CHBNEWT19 SB074B
2010865 edited 10529-050 Nakabyo - Kasori EI CHBNEWT19 SB074C
2010865 edited 10529-051 Kasori EII (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB077
2010865 edited 10529-052 Nakabyo - Kasori EI CHBNEWT19 SB079
2010865 edited 10529-053 Kasori EII (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB081A
2010865 edited 10529-054 Kasori EII (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB081B
2010865 edited 10529-055 Kasori EII (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB082
2010865 edited 10529-056 Kasori EI (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB084A
2010865 edited 10529-057 Kasori EI (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB084B
2010865 edited 10529-058 Kasori EI (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB084C
2010865 edited 10529-059 Kasori EI (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB085A
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2010865 edited 10529-060 Kasori EI (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB085B
2010865 edited 10529-061 Nakabyo - Kasori EI CHBNEWT19 SB086A
2010865 edited 10529-062 Nakabyo - Kasori EI CHBNEWT19 SB086B
2010865 edited 10529-063 Kasori EII (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB086C
2010865 edited 10529-064 Nakabyo CHBNEWT19 SB087
2010865 edited 10529-065 Kasori EI (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB088
2010865 edited 10529-066 Kasori EI (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB089A
2010865 edited 10529-067 Otamadai III - Nakabyo CHBNEWT19 SB089B
2010865 edited 10529-068 Kasori EI CHBNEWT19 SB090
2010865 edited 10529-069 Nakabyo - Kasori EI CHBNEWT19 SB091
2010865 edited 10529-070 Nakabyo - Kasori EI CHBNEWT19 SB093A
2010865 edited 10529-071 Nakabyo - Kasori EI CHBNEWT19 SB093B
2010865 edited 10529-072 Kasori EI (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB094
2010865 edited 10529-073 Otamadai IV - Nakabyo CHBNEWT19 SB095
2010865 edited 10529-074 Nakabyo CHBNEWT19 SB096A
2010865 edited 10529-075 Nakabyo CHBNEWT19 SB096B
2010865 edited 10529-076 Nakabyo - Kasori EI CHBNEWT19 SB096C
2010865 edited 10529-077 Kasori EII (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB097
2010865 edited 10529-078 Kasori EII (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB098A
2010865 edited 10529-079 Kasori EII (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB098B
2010865 edited 10529-080 Kasori EII (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB098C
2010865 edited 10529-081 Kasori EII (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB099
2010865 edited 10529-082 Nakabyo - Kasori EI CHBNEWT19 SB100
2010865 edited 10529-083 Kasori EII (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB107
2010865 edited 10529-084 Jomon CHBNEWT19 SB109
2010865 edited 10529-085 Kasori EI (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB114
2010865 edited 10529-086 Jomon CHBNEWT19 SB115
2010865 edited 10529-087 Nakabyo CHBNEWT19 SB116
2010865 edited 10529-088 Kasori EII (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB117
2010865 edited 10529-089 Jomon CHBNEWT19 SB119
2010865 edited 10529-090 Nakabyo CHBNEWT19 SB120
2010865 edited 10529-091 Kasori EII (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB121A
2010865 edited 10529-092 Kasori EII (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB121B
2010865 edited 10529-093 Kasori EII (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB122
2010865 edited 10529-094 Kasori EII CHBNEWT19 SB124
2010865 edited 10529-095 Kasori EII (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB125
2010865 edited 10529-096 Jomon CHBNEWT19 SB126
2010865 edited 10529-097 Kasori EI (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB127
2010865 edited 10529-098 Kasori EII (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB128
2010865 edited 10529-099 Kasori EI (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB130
2010865 edited 10529-100 Jomon CHBNEWT19 SB131
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2010865 edited 10529-101 Kasori EI - EII CHBNEWT19 SB132
2010865 edited 10529-102 Jomon CHBNEWT19 SB133
2010865 edited 10529-103 Jomon CHBNEWT19 SB135
2010865 edited 10529-104 Kasori EII (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB136
2010865 edited 10529-105 Kasori EII (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB137
2010865 edited 10529-106 Otamadai II - IV CHBNEWT19 SB139
2010865 edited 10529-107 Nakabyo CHBNEWT19 SB142A
2010865 edited 10529-108 Nakabyo - Kasori EI CHBNEWT19 SB142B
2010865 edited 10529-109 Nakabyo CHBNEWT19 SB167
2010865 edited 10529-110 Kasori EI (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB172A
2010865 edited 10529-111 Kasori EI (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB172B
2010865 edited 10529-112 Nakabyo CHBNEWT19 SB173
2010865 edited 10529-113 Otamadai I - II CHBNEWT19 SB174
2010865 edited 10529-114 Kasori EII (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB175A
2010865 edited 10529-115 Kasori EII (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB175B
2010865 edited 10529-116 Kasori EII (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB176
2010865 edited 10529-117 Kasori EI - EII CHBNEWT19 SB177A
2010865 edited 10529-118 Kasori EI - EII CHBNEWT19 SB177B
2010865 edited 10529-119 Kasori EI (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB178
2010865 edited 10529-120 Kasori EI - EII CHBNEWT19 SB180A
2010865 edited 10529-121 Kasori EI - EII CHBNEWT19 SB180B
2010865 edited 10529-122 Kasori EI (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB182
2010865 edited 10529-123 Kasori EII (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB184
2010865 edited 10529-124 Kasori EI (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB185A
2010865 edited 10529-125 Kasori EI (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB185B
2010865 edited 10529-126 Kasori EI (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB186A
2010865 edited 10529-127 Kasori EI (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB186B
2010865 edited 10529-128 Kasori EI (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB186C
2010865 edited 10529-129 Kasori EI (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB186D
2010865 edited 10529-130 Kasori EII (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB187
2010865 edited 10529-131 Kasori EI (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB190
2010865 edited 10529-132 Kasori EI? CHBNEWT19 SB191A
2010865 edited 10529-133 Kasori EI (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB191B
2010865 edited 10529-134 Nakabyo - Kasori EI CHBNEWT19 SB192
2010865 edited 10529-135 Kasori EI - EII CHBNEWT19 SB193
2010865 edited 10529-136 Kasori EI - EII CHBNEWT19 SB194A
2010865 edited 10529-137 Kasori EII (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB194B
2010865 edited 10529-138 Kasori EI (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB195A
2010865 edited 10529-139 Kasori EI (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB195B
2010865 edited 10529-140 Kasori EI (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB195C
2010865 edited 10529-141 Jomon CHBNEWT19 SB196
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2010865 edited 10529-142 Kasori EI (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB197
2010865 edited 10529-143 Kasori EI (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB199
2010865 edited 10529-144 Kasori EI (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB200
2010865 edited 10529-145 Kasori EI CHBNEWT19 SB203
2010865 edited 10529-146 Jomon CHBNEWT19 SB204A
2010865 edited 10529-147 Kasori EI (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB204B
2010865 edited 10529-148 Jomon CHBNEWT19 SB205
2010865 edited 10529-149 Kasori EI - EII CHBNEWT19 SB207
2010865 edited 10529-150 Otamadai III-Nakabyo CHBNEWT19 SB208
2010865 edited 10529-151 Jomon CHBNEWT19 SB209
2010865 edited 10529-152 Jomon CHBNEWT19 SB210
2010865 edited 10529-153 Kasori EI (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB211
2010865 edited 10529-154 Nakabyo CHBNEWT19 SB213
2010865 edited 10529-155 Jomon CHBNEWT19 SB216
2010865 edited 10529-156 Kasori EIII - EIV CHBNEWT19 SB225
2010865 edited 10529-157 Kasori EIII - EIV CHBNEWT19 SB226
2010865 edited 10529-158 Kasori EI (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB231
2010865 edited 10529-159 Kasori EIII - EIV CHBNEWT19 SB236
2010865 edited 10529-160 Kasori EII (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB238
2010865 edited 10529-161 Kasori EI (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB239
2010865 edited 10529-162 Kasori EI - EII CHBNEWT19 SB241
2010865 edited 10529-163 Kasori EI (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB243A
2010865 edited 10529-164 Kasori EII (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB243B
2010865 edited 10529-165 Otamadai (Late) CHBNEWT19 SB244
2010865 edited 10529-166 Kasori EI (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB245
2010865 edited 10529-167 Kasori EII (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB246
2010865 edited 10529-168 Jomon CHBNEWT19 SB247
2010865 edited 10529-169 Kasori EII (up to) CHBNEWT19 SB248
2010865 edited 10529-170 Kasori EIII CHBNEWT19 SB249A
2010865 edited 10529-171 Kasori EII (after) CHBNEWT19 SB249B
2010865 edited 10529-172 Horinouchi 1 CHBNEWT19 SB113
2010871 10531-001 Kasori EII (Late) CHBNEWT40 26
2010871 10531-002 Kasori EII (Late) CHBNEWT40 28
2010871 10531-003 Kasori E CHBNEWT40 33
2010871 10531-004 Kasori EIII CHBNEWT40 40
2010871 10531-005 Kasori EII (Late) CHBNEWT40 41
2010871 10531-006 Kasori EII (Late) - EIII CHBNEWT40 44
2010871 10531-007 Kasori EII (Late) CHBNEWT40 51
2010871 10531-008 Kasori EII - EIII CHBNEWT40 52
2010871 10531-009 Kasori EII (Early) CHBNEWT40 53
2010871 10531-010 Kasori EII (Late) - EIII CHBNEWT40 77
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2010871 10531-011 Kasori EII (Early) CHBNEWT40 78
2010871 10531-012 Kasori EII (up to) CHBNEWT40 79
2010871 10531-013 Kasori EIII CHBNEWT40 80
2010871 10531-014 Kasori EII (Late) CHBNEWT40 81
2010871 10531-015 Kasori E CHBNEWT40 82
2010871 10531-016 Kasori EI (up to) CHBNEWT40 83
2010871 10531-017 Kasori EIII CHBNEWT40 108
2010871 10531-018 Kasori EIII CHBNEWT40 110
2010871 10531-019 Kasori EII (Late) CHBNEWT40 113
2010871 10531-020 Kasori EII (Late) - EIII CHBNEWT40 116
2010871 10531-021 Kasori EII (Middle-Late) CHBNEWT40 123
2010871 10531-022 Kasori E CHBNEWT40 125
2010871 10531-023 Kasori EII (Middle-Late) CHBNEWT40 126
2010871 10531-024 Kasori EII (Early) CHBNEWT40 130
2010871 10531-025 Kasori EII (up to) CHBNEWT40 131
2010871 10531-026 Kasori EII (Middle) CHBNEWT40 133
2010871 10531-027 Kasori E CHBNEWT40 136
2010871 10531-028 Kasori EI - EII (Early) CHBNEWT40 143
2010871 10531-029 Kasori EII (Late) CHBNEWT40 169
2010871 10531-030 Kasori EII (Middle-Late) CHBNEWT40 206
2010871 10531-031 Kasori E CHBNEWT40 208
2010871 10531-032 Kasori EIII CHBNEWT40 234
2010871 10531-033 Kasori EII (Late) - EIII CHBNEWT40 235
2010871 10531-034 Kasori EIII CHBNEWT40 247
2010871 10531-035 Kasori E CHBNEWT40 269
2010871 10531-036 Kasori E CHBNEWT40 274
2010871 10531-037 Kasori EII (up to) CHBNEWT40 275
2010871 10531-038 Kasori EII (up to) CHBNEWT40 300
2010871 10531-039 Middle Jomon CHBNEWT40 301
2010871 10531-040 Kasori EII (Early) CHBNEWT40 302
2010871 10531-041 Kasori EII (Middle) CHBNEWT40 305
2010871 10531-042 Middle Jomon CHBNEWT40 318
2010871 10531-043 Kasori EI (up to) CHBNEWT40 352
2010871 10531-044 Kasori EI (up to) CHBNEWT40 354
2010871 10531-045 Kasori EI (up to) CHBNEWT40 372
2010871 10531-046 Kasori EII (Middle) CHBNEWT40 373
2010871 10531-047 Kasori EII (Late) CHBNEWT40 375
2010871 10531-048 Kasori EI - EII (Early) CHBNEWT40 378
2010871 10531-049 Kasori E CHBNEWT40 402
2010871 10531-050 Kasori EII (Middle) CHBNEWT40 407
2010871 10531-051 Kasori EII (Middle-Late) CHBNEWT40 500
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2010871 10531-052 Kasori EI (up to) CHBNEWT40 518
2010871 10531-053 Kasori EII (Late) - EIII CHBNEWT40 523
2010871 10531-054 Kasori EII (Late) - EIII CHBNEWT40 525
2010871 10531-055 Middle Jomon CHBNEWT40 578
2010871 10531-056 Middle Jomon CHBNEWT40 580
2010871 10531-057 Middle Jomon CHBNEWT40 581
2010871 10531-058 Middle Jomon CHBNEWT40 583
2010871 10531-059 Kasori EII (Late) - EIII CHBNEWT40 507B
2010875 edited 10534-001 Kasori EII (up to) CHBNEWT25 SI-11
2010875 edited 10534-002 Lower Hanazumi CHBNEWT25 SI-41
2010875 edited 10534-003 Kasori EIV CHBNEWT25 SI-42
2010985 10535-001 Moroiso b / Ukishima I CHBNEWT30 SB-049
2010995 10537-001 Horinouchi CHBNEWT7 27(011A)
2010995 10537-002 Horinouchi CHBNEWT7 28(042A)
2010995 10537-003 Horinouchi CHBNEWT7 29(042B)
2010995 10537-004 Horinouchi 1 CHBNEWT7 30(042C)
2010995 10537-005 Horinouchi CHBNEWT7 31(042E)
2010995 10537-006 Horinouchi CHBNEWT7 32(046)
2010995 10537-007 Horinouchi 1 CHBNEWT7 33(047)
2010995 10537-008 Horinouchi 1 CHBNEWT7 34(048)
2010995 10537-009 Horinouchi 1 CHBNEWT7 35(049)
2010995 10537-010 Horinouchi CHBNEWT7 36(050)
2010998 10539-001 Kasori B CHBNEWT9 1(DW03)
2010998 10539-002 Kasori B CHBNEWT9 2(DW04)
2011008 east 10544-001 Kasori EII (up to) CHBNEWT35 23
2011011 10553-001 Kasori EIV CHBNEWT10 1(136)
2011011 10553-002 Kasori EIV CHBNEWT10 2(141)
2011011 10553-003 Horinouchi 1 CHBNEWT10 3(120)
2011011 10553-004 Horinouchi 1 CHBNEWT10 4(122)
2011011 10553-005 Horinouchi 1 CHBNEWT10 5(123)
2011011 10553-006 Horinouchi 1 CHBNEWT10 6(131)
2011011 10553-007 Horinouchi 1 CHBNEWT10 7(134)
2011011 10553-008 Horinouchi 1 CHBNEWT10 8(135)
2011011 10553-009 Horinouchi 1 CHBNEWT10 9(140)
2011011 10553-010 Horinouchi 1 CHBNEWT10 10(142)
2011011 10553-011 Horinouchi 1 CHBNEWT10 11(143)
2011011 10553-012 Horinouchi 1 CHBNEWT10 12(145)
2011011 10553-013 Horinouchi 1 CHBNEWT10 13(146)
2011011 10553-014 Horinouchi 1 CHBNEWT10 14(148)
2011011 10553-015 Horinouchi 1 CHBNEWT10 15(149)
2011011 10553-016 Horinouchi 1 CHBNEWT10 16(154)
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2011011 10553-017 Horinouchi 1 CHBNEWT10 17(150)
2011011 10553-018 Horinouchi 1 CHBNEWT10 18(151)
2011011 10553-019 Horinouchi 1 CHBNEWT10 19(152)
2010992 10554-001 Shomyoji (Early) CHBNEWT37 SI001
2010992 10554-002 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji (Early) CHBNEWT37 SI002
2010992 10554-003 Middle Jomon - Late Jomon CHBNEWT37 SI003
2010992 10554-004 Jomon CHBNEWT37 SI004
2010992 10554-005 Shomyoji (Early) CHBNEWT37 SI005
2010992 10554-006 Shomyoji (Early) CHBNEWT37 SI006
2010992 10554-007 Shomyoji (Early) CHBNEWT37 SI007
2010992 10554-008 Kasori EIII CHBNEWT37 SI008
2010992 10554-014 Shomyoji (Early) CHBNEWT37 SI015
2010992 10554-016 Angyo 1 - 3b CHBNEWT37 SI017
2010992 10554-017 Angyo 1 CHBNEWT37 SI019
2010992 10554-018 Angyo 1 CHBNEWT37 SI020
2010992 10554-020 Soya CHBNEWT37 SI023
2010992 10554-021 Jomon CHBNEWT37 SI024
2010992 10554-022 Late Jomon - Final Jomon CHBNEWT37 SI025
2010992 10554-023 Jomon CHBNEWT37 SI026
2010992 10554-024 Jomon CHBNEWT37 SI027
2010992 10554-027 Jomon CHBNEWT37 SI030
2010992 10554-028 Late Jomon / Angyo CHBNEWT37 SI032
2010992 10554-029 Jomon CHBNEWT37 SI034
2010992 10554-030 Jomon CHBNEWT37 SI038
2010992 10554-031 Jomon CHBNEWT37 SI039
2010992 10554-032 Jomon CHBNEWT37 SI040
2010992 10554-033 Jomon CHBNEWT37 SI041
2010992 10554-034 Jomon CHBNEWT37 SI043
2010992 10554-036 Middle Jomon - Late Jomon CHBNEWT37 SI045
2010992 10554-037 Middle Jomon - Late Jomon CHBNEWT37 SI046
2010992 10554-038 Jomon CHBNEWT37 SI047
2010992 10554-039 Jomon CHBNEWT37 SI048
2010992 10554-040 Jomon CHBNEWT37 SI054
2010735 edited 10590-001 Kasori EI (up to) HSNA1969 1
2010735 edited 10590-002 Kasori EI (up to) HSNA1969 2
2010735 edited 10590-003 Kasori EI (up to) HSNA1969 3
2010735 edited 10590-004 Kasori EI (up to) HSNA1969 4
2010735 edited 10590-005 Kasori EI (up to) HSNA1969 5
2010735 edited 10590-006 Otamadai - Kasori EII HSNA1969 6
2010735 edited 10590-007 Otamadai - Kasori EII HSNA1969 7
2010740 edited 10594-001 Jomon HRKT2004 1
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2010740 edited 10594-001 Jomon HRKT2004 1
2010740 edited 10594-002 Otamadai HRKT2004 1(33)
2010756 edited 10601-001 Kasori EIII - EIV TKJHRK1978 1
2010756 edited 10601-002 Kasori E TKJHRK1978 2
2010756 edited 10601-004 Angyo 2 - 3a TSKJD2000 1a
2010756 edited 10601-005 Angyo 2 - 3a TSKJD2000 1b
2010756 edited 10601-006 Angyo 2 - 3a TSKJD2000 1c
2010756 edited 10601-007 Angyo 2 - 3a TSKJD2000 2a
2010756 edited 10601-008 Angyo 2 - 3a TSKJD2000 2b
2010756 edited 10601-009 Angyo 2 - 3a TSKJD2000 3
2010756 edited 10601-010 Angyo 2 - 3a TSKJD2000 4
2010756 edited 10601-011 Angyo 2 - 3a TSKJD2000 5
2010756 edited 10601-012 Late Jomon - Final Jomon TSKJD2000 6
2010756 edited 10601-013 Late Jomon - Final Jomon TSKJD2000 7
2010756 edited 10601-014 Late Jomon - Final Jomon TSKJD2000 8
2010756 edited 10601-015 Angyo 1 - 3a TSKJD2000 9
2010756 edited 10601-016 Kasori B3 TSKJD2000 10
2010756 edited 10601-017 Angyo 2 TSKJD2000 11
2010756 edited 10601-018 Kasori B TSKJD2000 12
2010756 edited 10601-019 Jomon TSKJD2000 13
2011246 edited 10621-001 Kasori EI (up to) HTSY1986 001(021)
2011246 edited 10621-002 Kasori EI (up to) HTSY1986 002(032)
2011246 edited 10621-003 Kasori EI (up to) HTSY1986 003(28)
2011246 edited 10621-004 Jomon HTSY1986 004(029)
2010882 10682-001 Kasori EII KMFKZW1993 3
2120385a 3931-001 Otamadai 3 - Kasori E3 GDBS1996 2
2120385a 3931-002 Kasori EII -EIII GDBS1996 5
2120385a 3931-003 Jomon GDBS1996 6
2120385a 3931-004 Kasori E GDBS1996 7
2120385a 3931-005 Jomon GDBS1996 8
2120385b 3931-006 Otamadai Ib GDBS1996 1
2120469 4015-001 Otamadai SKT1999 1
2120469 4015-002 Kasori E1 (Late) SKT1999 2
2120469 4015-003 Kasori EI SKT1999 3
2120469 4015-004 Kasori EI SKT1999 4
2120469 4015-005 Kasori E1 (Late) SKT1999 5
2120469 4015-006 Jomon SKT1999 setwd
2120469 4015-007 Kasori EI - EII SKT1999 7
2120469 4015-008 Kasori EI - EII SKT1999 8
2120469 4015-009 Kasori EI - EII SKT1999 9
2120531 i 4076-001 Kasori EIII MIYU1998 I-1
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2120531 rest 4076-002 Horinouchi 1 MIYU2009 II-2
2120531 rest 4076-003 Horinouchi 1 MIYU2009 II-3
2120531 rest 4076-004 Horinouchi MIYU2009 II-4
2120531 rest 4076-005 Horinouchi MIYU2009 II-6
2120531 rest 4076-006 Horinouchi 1 MIYU2009 II-8
2120531 rest 4076-007 Horinouchi 1 MIYU2009 II-9
2120531 rest 4076-008 Horinouchi 1 MIYU2009 II-10
2120531 rest 4076-009 Horinouchi 1 MIYU2009 II-11
2120531 rest 4076-010 Horinouchi 1 MIYU2009 II-12
2120531 rest 4076-011 Jomon MIYU2009 II-14
2120531 rest 4076-012 Horinouchi 1 MIYU2009 II-15
2120531 rest 4076-013 Horinouchi 1 MIYU2009 II-16A
2120531 rest 4076-014 Horinouchi 1 MIYU2009 II-16B
2120531 rest 4076-015 Horinouchi 1 MIYU2009 II-17
2120531 rest 4076-016 Horinouchi 1 MIYU2009 II-19
2120531 rest 4076-017 Horinouchi 1 MIYU2009 II-20
2120531 rest 4076-018 Horinouchi 1 MIYU2009 II-21
2120531 rest 4076-019 Horinouchi 1 MIYU2009 II-22
2120531 rest 4076-020 Horinouchi 1 MIYU2009 II-23
2120531 rest 4076-021 Horinouchi 1 MIYU2009 II-24
2120531 rest 4076-022 Horinouchi 1 MIYU2009 II-25
2120531 rest 4076-023 Horinouchi 1 MIYU2009 II-26
2120531 rest 4076-024 Horinouchi 1 MIYU2009 II-27
2120531 rest 4076-025 Horinouchi 1 MIYU2009 II-28
2120531 rest 4076-026 Jomon MIYU2009 II-29
2120531 rest 4076-027 Horinouchi 1 MIYU2009 II-31
2120531 rest 4076-028 Horinouchi 1 MIYU2009 II-32
2120531 rest 4076-029 Horinouchi 1 MIYU2009 II-33
2120531 rest 4076-030 Horinouchi 1 MIYU2009 II-34
2120531 rest 4076-031 Horinouchi 1 MIYU2009 II-35
2120531 rest 4076-032 Horinouchi 1 MIYU2009 II-36
2120531 rest 4076-033 Kasori B3 MIYU2009 II-37
2120531 rest 4076-034 Horinouchi 1 MIYU2009 II-38
2120531 rest 4076-035 Horinouchi 1 MIYU2009 II-39
2120531 rest 4076-036 Horinouchi 1 MIYU2009 II-40
2120531 rest 4076-037 Horinouchi - Kasori B MIYU2009 II-45
2120531 rest 4076-038 Kasori EIV MIYU2009 II-46
2120531 rest 4076-039 Horinouchi 1 MIYU2009 II-48
2120531 rest 4076-040 Horinouchi 1 MIYU2009 II-49
2120531 rest 4076-041 Horinouchi 1 MIYU2009 II-53
2120531 rest 4076-042 Shomyoji MIYU2009 II-57
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2120531 rest 4076-044 Kasori B MIYU2009 II-59
2120531 rest 4076-045 Kasori EIV MIYU2009 II-61
2120531 rest 4076-048 Jomon MIYU2009 II-63B
2120531 rest 4076-049 Shomyoji MIYU2009 II-66
2120531 rest 4076-050 Kasori EIV MIYU2009 II-67
2120531 rest 4076-051 Horinouchi 1 MIYU2009 II-69
2120531 rest 4076-052 Horinouchi 1 MIYU2009 II-71
2120531 rest 4076-053 Jomon MIYU2009 II-76
2120531 rest 4076-054 Jomon MIYU2009 II-77
2120531 rest 4076-055 Kasori EIV MIYU2009 II-78
2120531 rest 4076-057 Horinouchi 1 MIYU2009 II-81
2120531 rest 4076-058 Horinouchi 1 MIYU2009 II-82
2120531 rest 4076-059 Horinouchi 1 MIYU2009 II-83
2120531 rest 4076-060 Jomon MIYU2009 II-84
2120531 rest 4076-061 Jomon MIYU2009 II-85
2120531 rest 4076-062 Horinouchi 1 MIYU2009 II-87
2120531 rest 4076-063 Horinouchi 1 MIYU2009 II-88
2120531 rest 4076-064 Horinouchi 1 MIYU2009 II-91
2120531 rest 4076-065 Horinouchi 1 MIYU2009 II-95
2120531 rest 4076-066 Horinouchi 2 MIYU2009 II-96
2120531 rest 4076-067 Jomon MIYU2009 II-97
2120531 rest 4076-068 Jomon MIYU2009 II-98
2120531 rest 4076-069 Jomon MIYU2009 II-99
2120531 rest 4076-070 Kasori EIV MIYU2009 II-100
2120531 rest 4076-071 Kasori EIV MIYU2009 II-101
2120531 rest 4076-072 Angyo 1 MIYU2009 II-102
2120531 rest 4076-073 Angyo 1 MIYU2009 II-103
2120531 rest 4076-074 Shomyoji MIYU2009 II-106
2120531 rest 4076-075 Horinouchi 1 MIYU2009 II-108
2120531 rest 4076-076 Horinouchi - Kasori B MIYU2009 II-109
2120531 rest 4076-077 Horinouchi - Kasori B MIYU2009 II-110
2120531 rest 4076-078 Jomon MIYU2009 II-111
2120531 rest 4076-079 Kasori B2 MIYU2009 II-112
2120531 rest 4076-080 Kasori B2 - Soya MIYU2009 II-113
2120531 rest 4076-081 Kasori B2 - Soya MIYU2009 II-114
2120531 rest 4076-082 Jomon MIYU2009 II-115
2120531 rest 4076-083 Horinouchi 1 MIYU2009 II-117
2120531 rest 4076-085 Jomon MIYU2009 II-119
2120531 rest 4076-086 Angyo 2 MIYU2009 II-120
2120531 rest 4076-087 Horinouchi MIYU2009 II-121
2120531 rest 4076-088 Kasori EIV MIYU2009 II-122
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2120531 rest 4076-089 Jomon MIYU2009 II-123
2120531 rest 4076-090 Jomon MIYU2009 II-124A
2120531 rest 4076-091 Kasori B2 MIYU2009 II-124B
2120531 rest 4076-092 Horinouchi 1 MIYU2009 II-125
2120531 rest 4076-093 Shomyoji MIYU2009 II-126
2120531 rest 4076-094 Horinouchi 1 MIYU2009 II-127
2120531 rest 4076-095 Horinouchi 1 MIYU2009 II-128
2120531 rest 4076-096 Kasori EIV MIYU2009 II-129
2120531 rest 4076-097 Horinouchi 1 MIYU2009 II-130
2120531 rest 4076-098 Kasori B MIYU2009 II-135A
2120531 rest 4076-099 Kasori B MIYU2009 II-135B
2120531 rest 4076-100 Shomyoji MIYU2009 II2-1
2120531 rest 4076-101 Horinouchi 1 MIYU2009 II2-2
2120531 rest 4076-102 Horinouchi 1 MIYU2009 II2-6
2120531 rest 4076-103 Horinouchi 1 MIYU2009 II2-8
2120531 rest 4076-104 Jomon MIYU2009 II2-10
2120531 rest 4076-105 Kasori EIV MIYU2009 II2-12
2120531 rest 4076-106 Horinouchi 1 MIYU2009 II2-13
2120531 rest 4076-107 Kasori B2 MIYU2009 II2-14
2120531 rest 4076-108 Horinouchi 1 MIYU2009 II2-15
2120531 rest 4076-109 Horinouchi 1 MIYU2009 II2-16
2120531 rest 4076-110 Horinouchi 1 MIYU2009 II2-17
2120531 rest 4076-111 Kasori EIV MIYU2009 II2-18
2120531 rest 4076-112 Horinouchi 1 MIYU2009 II2-19
2120531 rest 4076-114 Jomon MIYU2009 II2-22
2120531 rest 4076-115 Horinouchi 1 MIYU2009 II2-23
2120531 rest 4076-116 Horinouchi 1 MIYU2009 II2-25
2120531 rest 4076-117 Horinouchi 1 MIYU2009 II2-26
2120531 rest 4076-118 Soya MIYU2009 II2-27
2120531 rest 4076-119 Horinouchi MIYU2009 II2-28
2120531 rest 4076-120 Horinouchi 1 MIYU2009 II2-30
2120531 rest 4076-121 Angyo 1 MIYU2009 II2-31
2120531 rest 4076-122 Horinouchi 1 MIYU2009 II2-32
2120531 rest 4076-123 Horinouchi 1 MIYU2009 II2-33
2120531 rest 4076-124 Horinouchi 1 MIYU2009 III-1
2120531 rest 4076-125 Horinouchi 1 MIYU2009 III-2
2120531 rest 4076-126 Kasori B1 MIYU2009 III-3
2120531 rest 4076-127 Kasori B1 MIYU2009 III-4
2120531 rest 4076-128 Kasori B MIYU2009 III-5
2120531 rest 4076-129 Horinouchi - Kasori B MIYU2009 III-6
2120531 rest 4076-130 Kasori EIII MIYU2009 III-7
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2120531 rest 4076-131 Jomon MIYU2009 III-8
2120531 rest 4076-132 Horinouchi - Kasori B MIYU2009 III-9
2120531 rest 4076-133 Horinouchi - Kasori B MIYU2009 III-10
2120531 rest 4076-134 Horinouchi - Kasori B MIYU2009 III-11
2120531 rest 4076-135 Jomon MIYU2009 III-12
2120531 rest 4076-136 Jomon MIYU2009 III-13
2120531 rest 4076-137 Jomon MIYU2009 III-14
2120531 rest 4076-138 Jomon MIYU2009 III-15
2120531 rest 4076-139 Jomon MIYU2009 III-16
2120531 rest 4076-140 Jomon MIYU2009 III-17
2120531 rest 4076-141 Jomon MIYU2009 III-18
2120531 rest 4076-142 Jomon MIYU2009 III-19
2120531 rest 4076-143 Jomon MIYU2009 III-20
2120531 rest 4076-144 Jomon MIYU2009 III-21
2120531 rest 4076-145 Jomon MIYU2009 III-22
2120531 rest 4076-146 Jomon MIYU2009 III-23
2120531 rest 4076-147 Jomon MIYU2009 III-24
2120531 rest 4076-148 Jomon MIYU2009 III-25
2120531 rest 4076-149 Jomon MIYU2009 III-26
2120531 rest 4076-150 Jomon MIYU2009 III-27
2120531 rest 4076-151 Jomon MIYU2009 III-28
2120531 rest 4076-152 Jomon MIYU2009 III-29
2120531 rest 4076-153 Jomon MIYU2009 III-30
2120531 rest 4076-154 Jomon MIYU2009 III-31
2120531 rest 4076-155 Jomon MIYU2009 III-32
2120531 rest 4076-156 Jomon MIYU2009 III-33
2120531 rest 4076-157 Jomon MIYU2009 III-34
2120531 rest 4076-158 Jomon MIYU2009 III-35
2120531 rest 4076-159 Jomon MIYU2009 III-36
2120531 rest 4076-160 Jomon MIYU2009 III-37
2120531 rest 4076-161 Jomon MIYU2009 III-38
2120531 rest 4076-162 Jomon MIYU2009 III-40
2120531 rest 4076-163 Jomon MIYU2009 III-41
2120531 rest 4076-164 Jomon MIYU2009 III-42
2120531 rest 4076-165 Jomon MIYU2009 III-43
2120531 rest 4076-166 Jomon MIYU2009 III-44
2120531 rest 4076-167 Jomon MIYU2009 III-45
2120531 rest 4076-168 Jomon MIYU2009 III-46
2120531 rest 4076-169 Jomon MIYU2009 III-47
2120531 rest 4076-170 Jomon MIYU2009 III-48
2120531 rest 4076-171 Jomon MIYU2009 III-49
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2120531 rest 4076-172 Jomon MIYU2009 III-50
2120531 rest 4076-173 Jomon MIYU2009 III-51A
2120531 rest 4076-174 Jomon MIYU2009 III-51B
2120531 rest 4076-175 Jomon MIYU2009 III-52
2120531 rest 4076-176 Jomon MIYU2009 III-53
2120531 rest 4076-177 Jomon MIYU2009 III-54
2120531 rest 4076-178 Jomon MIYU2009 III-55
2120531 rest 4076-179 Jomon MIYU2009 III-56
2120531 rest 4076-180 Jomon MIYU2009 III-57
2120531 rest 4076-181 Jomon MIYU2009 III-58
2120531 rest 4076-182 Jomon MIYU2009 III-59
2120531 rest 4076-183 Jomon MIYU2009 III-60
2120531 rest 4076-184 Angyo 1 MIYU2009 III2-1
2120531 rest 4076-185 Horinouchi 1 MIYU2009 III2-2
2120531 rest 4076-186 Horinouchi 1 MIYU2009 III2-3
2120531 rest 4076-187 Horinouchi 1 MIYU2009 III2-4
2120531 rest 4076-188 Horinouchi 1 MIYU2009 III2-5
2120531 rest 4076-189 Kasori B1 MIYU2009 III2-6
2120531 rest 4076-190 Horinouchi - Kasori B MIYU2009 III2-7
2120531 rest 4076-191 Kasori EIV MIYU2009 III2-8
2120531 rest 4076-192 Jomon MIYU2009 III2-9
2120531 rest 4076-193 Kasori B MIYU2009 III2-10
2120531 rest 4076-194 Horinouchi 1 MIYU2009 III2-11
2120531 rest 4076-195 Horinouchi 1 MIYU2009 III2-12
2120531 rest 4076-196 Horinouchi 1 MIYU2009 III2-13
2120531 rest 4076-197 Horinouchi - Kasori B MIYU2009 III2-14
2120531 rest 4076-198 Kasori B MIYU2009 III2-15A
2120531 rest 4076-199 Kasori B MIYU2009 III2-15B
2120531 rest 4076-200 Horinouchi - Kasori B MIYU2009 III2-16
2120531 rest 4076-201 Horinouchi 1 MIYU2009 III3-1
2120531 rest 4076-202 Horinouchi 1 MIYU2009 III3-2
2120531 rest 4076-203 Horinouchi 1 MIYU2009 III3-4
2120531 rest 4076-204 Horinouchi 1 MIYU2009 III3-5
2120531 rest 4076-205 Horinouchi 1 MIYU2009 III3-6
2120531 rest 4076-207 Angyo 1 MIYU2009 III3-8
2120531 rest 4076-210 Horinouchi 1 MIYU2009 III3-11
2120531 rest 4076-211 Kasori B MIYU2009 III3-12
2120531 rest 4076-212 Horinouchi 1 MIYU2009 III3-13
2120531 rest 4076-213 Jomon MIYU2009 III3-14
2120531 rest 4076-215 Kasori B - Soya MIYU2009 III3-16
2120531 rest 4076-216 Horinouchi MIYU2009 IV-1
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2120531 rest 4076-217 Jomon MIYU2009 IV-2
2120531 rest 4076-218 Jomon MIYU2009 IV-3
2120531 rest 4076-219 Jomon MIYU2009 VI-1
2120531 rest 4076-220 Horinouchi 1 MIYU2009 VI-2
2120531 rest 4076-221 Jomon MIYU2009 VI-3
2120531 rest 4076-222 Horinouchi 1 MIYU2009 VI-4
2120531 rest 4076-223 Jomon MIYU2009 VI-5
2120531 rest 4076-224 Jomon MIYU2009 VI-6
2120531 rest 4076-225 Jomon MIYU2009 VI-7
2120531 rest 4076-226 Jomon MIYU2009 VI-8
2120531 rest 4076-227 Horinouchi 1 MIYU2009 VI-9
2120531 rest 4076-228 Horinouchi 1 MIYU2009 VI-10
2120531 rest 4076-229 Horinouchi 1 MIYU2009 VI-11
2120531 rest 4076-230 Jomon MIYU2009 VI-12
2120531 rest 4076-231 Jomon MIYU2009 VI-13
2120531 rest 4076-232 Jomon MIYU2009 VI-14
2120531 rest 4076-233 Jomon MIYU2009 VI-15
2120531 rest 4076-234 Jomon MIYU2009 VI-16
2120531 rest 4076-235 Jomon MIYU2009 VI-17
2120531 rest 4076-236 Jomon MIYU2009 VI-18
2120531 rest 4076-237 Jomon MIYU2009 VI-19
2120531 rest 4076-238 Jomon MIYU2009 VI-20
2120531 rest 4076-239 Jomon MIYU2009 VI-21
2120531 rest 4076-240 Jomon MIYU2009 VI-22
2120533 3 4078-002 Middle Jomon - Late Jomon (Late) NISMIM2006 2
2120533 3 4078-003 Ukishima NISMIM2006 3
2120533 3 4078-004 Horinouchi NISMIM2006 4
2120533 3 4078-005 Horinouchi 2 - Kasori B1 NISMIM2006 5
2120533 3 4078-006 Kasori B NISMIM2006 6
2120536c 4081-001 Horinouchi NISMI2006 1
2120616 23 4161-001 Late Jomon SKHH2005 ?
2120616 23 4161-002 Late Jomon SKHH2005 ?
2120616 23 4161-003 Kasori B SKHH2005 1
2120660 4205-001 Pre-Kasori E SKHH2001 2
2120660 4205-002 Jomon SKHH2001 3
2120660 4205-003 Kasori E SKHH2001 4
2120660 4205-004 Jomon SKHH2001 5
2120881 h 4404-001 Kasori EIII UCHT2008 Area3-1
2120881 b 4404-002 Kasori EIII UCHT2008 Area4-1
2120881 b 4404-003 Kasori E UCHT2008 Area4-5
2120881 a 4404-004 Kasori EIII UCHT2008 Area7HA-3
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2120881 a 4404-005 Kasori EIII UCHT2008 Area7HA-7
2120881 a 4404-006 Jomon UCHT2008 Area7HA-10
2120881 h 4404-007 Kasori EIII UCHT2008 Clubhouse-2
2120881 h 4404-008 Kasori EIII UCHT2008 Clubhouse-3
2120881 h 4404-009 Kasori EIII UCHT2008 Clubhouse-4
2120881 h 4404-010 Kasori EIII UCHT2008 Clubhouse-37
2120881 h 4404-011 Kasori E UCHT2008 Clubhouse-38
2120881 h 4404-012 Middle Jomon UCHT2008 Clubhouse-66
2120813 edited 4414-001 Moroiso MUKH1989 1
2120813 edited 4414-002 Kasori E MUKH1989 2
2120813 edited 4414-003 Moroiso b MUKH1989 3
2120813 edited 4414-004 Moroiso b MUKH1989 4
2120813 edited 4414-005 Kasori EIII MUKH1989 5
2120813 edited 4414-006 Moroiso MUKH1989 6
2120813 edited 4414-007 Kasori EIII MUKH1989 7
2120812 4415-001 Jomon OOSK1990 1
2120813 edited 4420-001 Jomon RKSB1994 33
2120813 edited 4421-001 Kasori EIII (Late) - EIV IKMUK1995 15
2120813 edited 4421-002 Kasori EIII (Late) - EIV IKMUK1995 16
2120813 edited 4421-003 Kasori EIV IKMUK1995 17
2120813 edited 4421-004 Kasori EIV IKMUK1995 18
2120813 edited 4421-005 Kasori EIV IKMUK1995 19
2120813 edited 4421-006 Kasori EIII IKMUK1995 20
2120813 edited 4421-007 Kasori EIII (Late) - EIV IKMUK1995 21
2120813 edited 4421-008 Jomon IKMUK1995 22
2120813 edited 4421-009 Kasori E IKMUK1995 23
2120813 edited 4421-010 Jomon IKMUK1995 24
2120813 edited 4421-011 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji IKMUK1995 25
2120813 edited 4421-012 Kasori EIV IKMUK1995 26
2120813 edited 4421-013 Jomon IKMUK1995 27
2120813 edited 4421-014 Kasori EIII (Early) IKMUK1995 28
2120813 edited2 4421-015 Kasori EIV SKHH2003 1
2120813 edited2 4421-016 Kasori E SKHH2003 2
2280067 edited 4917-001 Jomon YAMAK2005
2280069 edited2 4919-001 12b - 12c YAMAK2005 1
2280070 4920-001 Jomon SHIW2004 1
2280070 4920-002 Jomon SHIW2004 2
2280116 II III 4966-007 Ukishima II (Early) WRBI1991 7
2280116 II III 4966-008 Ukishima III WRBI1991 8
2280116 II III 4966-009 Ukishima II / Moroiso b (Late) WRBI1991 9
2280116 II III 4966-010 Moroiso b (Middle - Late) WRBI1991 10
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2280116 II III 4966-011 Ukishima III / Moroiso b WRBI1991 11
2280116 II III 4966-012 Moroiso (Late) WRBI1991 12
2280116 II III 4966-013 Moroiso b (Late) WRBI1991 13
2280116 II III 4966-014 Moroiso b (Late) WRBI1991 14
2280116 II III 4966-015 Ukishima III / Moroiso b WRBI1991 15
2280116 II III 4966-016 Ukishima III WRBI1991 16
2280117 edited 4967-001 Kasori E WRBI1991 20
2280118 edited 4968-001 Kasori E WRBI1991 17
2280118 edited 4968-002 Kasori E WRBI1991 18
2280118 edited 4968-003 Middle Jomon - Late Jomon WRBI1991 19
2280122 edited 4972-001 Lower Hanazumi YYMS1987 1
2280122 edited 4972-002 Jomon YYMS1987 2
2280122 edited 4972-003 Lower Hanazumi YYMS1987 3
2280122 edited 4972-004 Jomon YYMS1987 4
2280122 edited 4972-005 Natsushima - Lower Hanazumi YYMS1987 5
2280122 edited 4972-006 Jomon YYMS1987 6
2280122 edited 4972-007 Jomon YYMS1987 7
2280122 edited 4972-008 Lower Hanazumi YYMS1987 8
2280122 edited 4972-009 Natsushima - Lower Hanazumi YYMS1987 9
2280122 edited 4972-010 Tado - Kasori EII YYMS1987 10
2280122 edited 4972-011 Jomon YYMS1987 11
2280122 edited 4972-012 Kasori EII (up to) YYMS1987 12
2280122 edited 4972-013 12b - 12c YYMS1987 13
2280122 edited 4972-014 Kasori EII (up to) YYMS1987 14
2280122 edited 4972-015 Natsushima - Lower Hanazumi YYMS1987 15
2280122 edited 4972-016 Natsushima - Lower Hanazumi YYMS1987 16
2280122 edited 4972-018 Jomon YYMS1987 18
2280122 edited 4972-019 12b - 12c YYMS1987 19
2280122 edited 4972-020 12b - 12c YYMS1987 20
2280122 edited 4972-021 12b - 12c YYMS1987 21
2280122 edited 4972-022 12b - 12c YYMS1987 22
2280122 edited 4972-023 Kasori EII (up to) YYMS1987 23
2280122 edited 4972-024 Kasori EII (up to) YYMS1987 24
2280122 edited 4972-025 12b - 12c YYMS1987 25
2280122 edited 4972-026 Kasori EII (up to) YYMS1987 26
2280122 edited 4972-027 Jomon YYMS1987 27
2280122 edited 4972-028 12b - 12c YYMS1987 28
2280124 4974-001 Otamadai III YOTSHH2005 2
2280128 4978-001 Angyo 1 - 2 SHIMYOT1986 6
2280147 edited 4997-001 Jomon WRYM1986 Area2-1
2280147 edited 4997-002 Jomon WRYM1986 Area3-1
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2280148 edited 4998-001 Otamadai UNDC1993 1
2280148 edited 4998-002 Otamadai UNDC1993 2
2280148 edited 4998-003 Otamadai UNDC1993 3
2280148 edited 4998-004 Otamadai UNDC1993 4
2280148 edited 4998-005 Shimoono UNDC1993 5
2280148 edited 4998-006 Kasori EIII UNDC1993 6
2280148 edited 4998-007 Kasori EIII UNDC1993 7
2280148 edited 4998-008 Kasori EIII UNDC1993 8
2280155 edited2 5005-001 Kasori EIII UNDC1993 1
2280160 edited2 5010-001 Middle Jomon YOTSHH2001
2280160 edited2 5010-002 Middle Jomon YOTSHH2001
2280163 1 5013-001 Kasori EIII UKY2004 16
2280164 edited 5014-001 Otamdai III - IV MNSK2007 63
2280164 edited 5014-002 Otamdai III - IV MNSK2007 64
2280164 edited 5014-003 Otamadai III (Late) - IV MNSK2007 71
2280164 edited 5014-004 Otamdai III - IV MNSK2007 72
2280164 edited 5014-005 Otamdai III - IV MNSK2007 73
2280164 edited 5014-006 Otamadai III MNSK2007 76
2280164 edited 5014-007 Otamadai III MNSK2007 77
2280164 edited 5014-008 Otamadai III (Late) - IV MNSK2007 80
2280164 edited 5014-009 Otamdai III - IV MNSK2007 92
2280164 edited 5014-010 Otamdai III - IV MNSK2007 94
2280164 edited 5014-011 Otamdai III - IV MNSK2007 95
2280164 edited 5014-012 Otamdai III - IV MNSK2007 96
2280164 edited 5014-013 Otamdai III - IV MNSK2007 97
2280164 edited 5014-014 Otamdai III - IV MNSK2007 126
2280164 edited 5014-015 Otamadai - Kasori EIII MNSK2007 128
2280164 edited 5014-016 Otamadai III (Late) - IV MNSK2007 132
2280164 edited 5014-017 Otamdai III-IV MNSK2007 136
2280164 edited 5014-018 Otamdai III-IV MNSK2007 137
2280164 edited 5014-019 Otamadai III (Late) - IV MNSK2007 142
2280164 edited 5014-020 Otamdai III-IV MNSK2007 143
2280164 edited 5014-021 Otamadai III (Late) - IV MNSK2007 152
2280164 edited 5014-022 Kasori EIII MNSK2007 160
2280193 5043-001 Kurohama YOSIG1986 3
2280193 5043-002 Kurohama YOSIG1986 5
2280193 5043-003 Ukishima I / Moroiso a YOSIG1986 10
2280193 5043-004 Ukishima I / Moroiso a YOSIG1986 20
2280193 5043-005 Ukishima I / Moroiso a YOSIG1986 21
2280196 5046-001 Kurohama YOSIG1986 1
2280196 5046-002 Jomon YOSIG1986 2
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2280196 5046-003 Kasori EIII YOSIG1986 3
2280196 5046-004 Kasori EIII YOSIG1986 4
2280199 edited 5049-001 Ukishima III YOSIG1986 1
2280199 edited 5049-002 Ukishima III YOSIG1986 2
2280199 edited 5049-003 Ukishima III (Early) / Moroiso b YOSIG1986 3
2280199 edited 5049-004 Moroiso b YOSIG1986 4
2280199 edited 5049-005 Ukishima III Kouritsu YOSIG1986 5
2280199 edited 5049-006 Ukishima II YOSIG1986 6
2280199 edited 5049-007 Okitsu YOSIG1986 7
2280199 edited 5049-008 Ukishima I (Late) / Moroiso b YOSIG1986 8
2280222 edited 5065-001 Early Jomon (Final) KDSK1994 1
2280222 edited 5065-002 Ukishima II / Moroiso a KDSK1994 2
2280222 edited 5065-003 Kurohama / Moroiso a - b / Ukishima I - II KDSK1994 3
2280222 edited 5065-004 Kurohama / Moroiso a - b / Ukishima I - II KDSK1994 4
2280222 edited 5065-005 Kurohama / Moroiso a - b / Ukishima I - II KDSK1994 5
2280222 edited 5065-006 Kurohama / Moroiso a - b / Ukishima I - II KDSK1994 6
2280222 edited 5065-007 Kurohama / Moroiso a - b / Ukishima I - II KDSK1994 7
2280222 edited 5065-008 Kurohama / Moroiso a - b / Ukishima I - II KDSK1994 8
2010105 9652-001 Kurohama - Moroiso b KWBCIM1987 1
2010105 9652-002 Ukishima I KWBCIM1987 2
2010105 9652-003 Early Jomon (Final) KWBCIM1987 3
2010105 9652-004 Early Jomon (Final) KWBCIM1987 4
2010105 9652-005 Kasori EII - EIII KWBCIM1987 5
2010105 9652-006 Early Jomon (Final) KWBCIM1987 6
2010105 9652-007 Early Jomon (Final) KWBCIM1987 7
2010105 9652-008 Kasori EII (Late) KWBCIM1987 8
2010105 9652-009 Kurohama - Ukishima KWBCIM1987 9
2010105 9652-010 Shomyoji KWBCIM1987 10
2011005 edited 9804-001 Middle Jomon - Late Jomon MONCHI1986 D-002
2010251 9808-001 Middle Jomon (Late) CHNEN1994
2010251 9808-002 Middle Jomon (Late) CHNEN1994
2010251 9808-003 Middle Jomon (Late) CHNEN1994
2010188 1 9815-003 Kasori EI (up to) CHIBAKEN Area I
2010188 1 9815-004 Kasori EII (up to) CHIBAKEN Area I
2010188 1 9815-005 Kasori EII (up to) CHIBAKEN Area I
2010188 1 9815-006 Kasori EII (up to) CHIBAKEN Area I
2010188 1 9815-007 Kasori EII (up to) CHIBAKEN Area I
2010188 1 9815-008 Kasori EII (up to) CHIBAKEN Area I
2010188 1 9815-009 Shomyoji 2 CHIBAKEN Area I
2010188 1 9815-010 Horinouchi 1 CHIBAKEN Area I
2010188 1 9815-011 Horinouchi 1 CHIBAKEN Area I
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2010188 1 9815-012 Horinouchi 1 CHIBAKEN Area I
2010188 1 9815-013 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji CHIBAKEN Area I
2010188 1 9815-014 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji CHIBAKEN Area I
2010188 1 9815-015 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji CHIBAKEN Area I
2010188 1 9815-016 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji CHIBAKEN Area I
2010188 1 9815-017 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji CHIBAKEN Area I
2010188 1 9815-018 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji CHIBAKEN Area I
2010188 1 9815-019 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji CHIBAKEN Area I
2010188 1 9815-020 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji CHIBAKEN Area I
2010188 1 9815-021 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji CHIBAKEN Area I
2010188 1 9815-022 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji CHIBAKEN Area I
2010188 1 9815-023 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji CHIBAKEN Area I
2010188 1 9815-024 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji CHIBAKEN Area I
2010188 1 9815-025 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji CHIBAKEN Area I
2010188 1 9815-026 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji CHIBAKEN Area I
2010188 1 9815-027 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji CHIBAKEN Area I
2010188 1 9815-028 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji CHIBAKEN Area I
2010188 1 9815-029 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji CHIBAKEN Area I
2010188 1 9815-030 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji CHIBAKEN Area I
2010188 1 9815-031 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji CHIBAKEN Area I
2010188 1 9815-032 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji CHIBAKEN Area I
2010188 1 9815-033 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji CHIBAKEN Area I
2010188 1 9815-034 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji CHIBAKEN Area I
2010188 1 9815-035 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji CHIBAKEN Area I
2010188 1 9815-036 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji CHIBAKEN Area I
2010188 1 9815-037 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji CHIBAKEN Area I
2010188 1 9815-038 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji CHIBAKEN Area I
2010188 1 9815-039 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji CHIBAKEN Area I
2010188 1 9815-040 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji CHIBAKEN Area I
2010188 1 9815-041 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji CHIBAKEN Area I
2010188 1 9815-042 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji CHIBAKEN Area I
2010188 1 9815-043 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji CHIBAKEN Area I
2010188 1 9815-044 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji CHIBAKEN Area I
2010188 1 9815-045 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji CHIBAKEN Area I
2010188 1 9815-046 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji CHIBAKEN Area I
2010188 1 9815-047 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji CHIBAKEN Area I
2010188 1 9815-048 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji CHIBAKEN Area I
2010188 1 9815-049 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji CHIBAKEN Area I
2010188 1 9815-050 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji CHIBAKEN Area I
2010188 1 9815-051 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji CHIBAKEN Area I
2010188 1 9815-052 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji CHIBAKEN Area I
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2010188 1 9815-053 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji CHIBAKEN Area I
2010188 1 9815-054 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji CHIBAKEN Area I
2010188 1 9815-055 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji CHIBAKEN Area I
2010188 1 9815-056 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji CHIBAKEN Area I
2010188 1 9815-057 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji CHIBAKEN Area I
2010188 1 9815-058 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji CHIBAKEN Area I
2010188 1 9815-059 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji CHIBAKEN Area I
2010188 1 9815-060 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji CHIBAKEN Area I
2010188 1 9815-061 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji CHIBAKEN Area I
2010188 1 9815-062 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji CHIBAKEN Area I
2010188 1 9815-063 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji CHIBAKEN Area I
2010188 1 9815-064 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji CHIBAKEN Area I
2010188 1 9815-065 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji CHIBAKEN Area I
2010188 1 9815-066 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji CHIBAKEN Area I
2010188 1 9815-067 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji CHIBAKEN Area I
2010188 1 9815-068 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji CHIBAKEN Area I
2010188 1 9815-069 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji CHIBAKEN Area I
2010188 1 9815-070 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji CHIBAKEN Area I
2010188 1 9815-071 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji CHIBAKEN Area I
2010188 1 9815-072 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji CHIBAKEN Area I
2010188 1 9815-073 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji CHIBAKEN Area I
2010188 1 9815-074 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji CHIBAKEN Area I
2010188 1 9815-075 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji CHIBAKEN Area I
2010188 1 9815-076 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji CHIBAKEN Area I
2010188 1 9815-077 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji CHIBAKEN Area I
2010188 1 9815-078 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji CHIBAKEN Area I
2010188 1 9815-079 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji CHIBAKEN Area I
2010188 1 9815-080 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji CHIBAKEN Area I
2010188 1 9815-081 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji CHIBAKEN Area I
2010188 1 9815-082 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji CHIBAKEN Area I
2010188 1 9815-083 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji CHIBAKEN Area I
2010188 1 9815-084 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji CHIBAKEN Area I
2010188 1 9815-085 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji CHIBAKEN Area I
2010188 3 9816-001 Kasori EIII - IV KAID1972 1
2010188 3 9816-002 Kasori EIII - IV KAID1972 2
2010189 9816-003 Kasori EIII - IV KAID1972 3
2010189 9816-004 Kasori EIII - IV KAID1972 4
2010189 9816-005 Kasori EIII - IV KAID1972 5
2010189 9816-006 Kasori EIII - IV KAID1972 6
2010189 9816-007 Kasori EIII - IV KAID1972 7
2010189 9816-008 Kasori EIII - IV KAID1972 8
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2010189 9816-009 Kasori EIII - IV KAID1972 9
2010189 9816-010 Kasori EIII - IV KAID1972 10
2010189 9816-011 Kasori EIII - IV KAID1972 11
2010189 9816-012 Kasori EIII - IV KAID1972 12
2010195 edited 9818-002 Jomon MINM2001 4
2011263 edited 9823-001 Early Jomon MINM2001 3
2011263 edited 9823-002 Jomon MINM2001 4
2011263 edited 9823-003 Jomon MINM2001 5
2011244 9825-001 Shomyoji 1 AIOI2000 1
2011244 9825-002 Shomyoji 1 AIOI2000 2
2011244 9825-003 Shomyoji 1 AIOI2000 3
2011244 9825-004 Shomyoji 1 AIOI2000 4
2011244 9825-005 Kasori EIV AIOI2000 5
2011244 9825-006 Kasori EIV AIOI2000 6
2011244 9825-007 Kasori EIV AIOI2000 7
2011244 9825-008 Shomyoji I AIOI2000 8
2011244 9825-009 Kasori EIV AIOI2000 9
2011244 9825-010 Kasori EIV AIOI2000 10
2011244 9825-011 Kasori EIV AIOI2000 11
2011244 9825-012 Kasori EIV AIOI2000 12
2011244 9825-013 Kasori EIV AIOI2000 13
2011244 9825-014 Kasori EIV AIOI2000 14
2011244 9825-015 Kasori EIV AIOI2000 15
2011244 9825-016 Kasori EIV AIOI2000 16
2011244 9825-017 Shomyoji 1 AIOI2000 17
2011244 9825-018 Shomyoji 1 AIOI2000 18
2011244 9825-019 Kasori EIV AIOI2000 19
2010271 h4h8 9832-001 Ukishima KAIR1996 8
2010271 h4h8 9832-002 Kasori EIV KAIR1996 12
2010271 h4h8 9832-003 Kasori EIV KAIR1996 23
2010271 h4h8 9832-004 Kasori EIV KAIR1996 24
2010271 h4h8 9832-005 Shomyoji (Early) KAIR1996 26
2010271 h4h8 9832-006 Shomyoji (Early) KAIR1996 29
2010271 h4h8 9832-007 Shomyoji (Early) KAIR1996 31
2010271 h4h8 9832-008 Shomyoji (Early) KAIR1996 32
2010271 h4h8 9832-009 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji KAIR1996 35
2010271 h4h8 9832-010 Shomyoji (Early) KAIR1996 36
2010271 h4h8 9832-011 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji KAIR1996 37
2010271 h4h8 9832-012 Kasori EIV KAIR1996 38
2010271 h4h8 9832-013 Shomyoji (Early) KAIR1996 39
2010271 h4h8 9832-014 Shomyoji (Early) KAIR1996 40
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2010271 h4h8 9832-015 Ukishima KAIR1996 41
2010271 h4h8 9832-016 Shomyoji (Early) KAIR1996 43
2010271 h4h8 9832-017 Shomyoji (Early) KAIR1996 44
2010271 h4h8 9832-018 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji KAIR1996 45
2010271 h4h8 9832-019 Shomyoji (Late) KAIR1996 61
2010271 h4h8 9832-020 Shomyoji (Early) KAIR1996 63
2010271 h4h8 9832-021 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji KAIR1996 64
2010271 h4h8 9832-022 Jomon KAIR1996 65
2010271 h4h8 9832-023 Shomyoji (Early) KAIR1996 66
2010271 h4h8 9832-024 Jomon KAIR1996 67
2010271 h4h8 9832-025 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji KAIR2000 69
2010271 h4h8 9832-026 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji KAIR2000 73
2010271 h4h8 9832-027 Kasori EIV - Shomyoji KAIR2000 79
2010269 1 9840-001 Kasori EIII (Renkomon) TOBS1998 183
2010289 ABDEF 9850-001 Otamadai Ib NESK1997 4
2010289 ABDEF 9850-002 Otamadai NESK1997 14
2010289 ABDEF 9850-003 Otamadai Ib NESK1997 15
2010289 ABDEF 9850-004 Otamadai Ib NESK1997 18
2010289 ABDEF 9850-005 Otamadai Ib NESK1997 20
2010289 ABDEF 9850-006 Kasori B NESK1997 26
2010289 ABDEF 9850-007 Jomon NESK1997 29
2010289 ABDEF 9850-008 Otamadai Ib NESK1997 38
2010289 ABDEF 9850-009 Otamadai Ib NESK1997 40
2010289 ABDEF 9850-010 Otamadai Ib NESK1997 42
2010289 C 9850-011 Jomon CHIBAH2
2010289 C 9850-012 Jomon CHIBAH2
2010289 C 9850-013 Jomon CHIBAH2
2010289 C 9850-014 Jomon CHIBAH2
2014001 1 9852-001 Middle Jomon DAIHT1996 1
2014001 1 9852-002 Otamadai DAIHT1996 2
2014001 1 9852-003 Middle Jomon DAIHT1996 3
2014001 2 9852-004 Otamadai Ib DAIHT2004 27
2014002 9853-001 Late Jomon CHIBAS63
2010272 B 9860-001 Middle Jomon - Late Jomon KEIO1973 B-1
2010297 edited 9885-001 Horinouchi 1 ARYTSM1986 1(008)
2010297 edited 9885-002 Kasori EIII ARYTSM1986 3 (014)
2010349 9890-001 Kasori EII (up to) CHIBAKEN
2010349 9890-002 Kasori EII (up to) CHIBAKEN
2010349 9890-003 Middle Jomon (Early) CHIBAKEN
2010355 9891-001 Jomon CHIBAH14
2010355 9891-002 Jomon CHIBAH14
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2010355 9891-003 Jomon CHIBAH14
2010355 9891-004 Jomon CHIBAH14
2010355 9891-005 Jomon CHIBAH14
2010355 9891-006 Jomon CHIBAH14
2010355 9891-007 Jomon CHIBAH14
2010355 9891-008 Jomon CHIBAH14
2010355 9891-009 Jomon CHIBAH14
2010355 9891-010 Jomon CHIBAH14
2010355 9891-011 Jomon CHIBAH14
2010355 9891-012 Jomon CHIBAH14
2010346 edited 9892-001 Kasori EIV CHNEN1998
2010346 edited 9892-002 Kasori EIV CHNEN1998
2010346 edited 9892-003 Kasori EIV CHNEN1998
2010346 edited 9892-004 Kasori EIV CHNEN1998
2010346 edited 9892-005 Kasori EIV CHNEN1998
2010346 edited 9892-006 Kasori EIV CHNEN1998
2010346 edited 9892-007 Kasori EIV CHNEN1998
2010346 edited 9892-008 Kasori EIV CHNEN1998
2010346 edited 9892-009 Kasori EIV ARYTSM1986 3(009)
2010299 east 9917-001 Otamadai KAID1981a JD No6
2010299 east 9917-002 Otamadai KAID1981a JD No15
2010299 east 9917-003 Kasori E KAID1981a JD No7
2010299 east 9917-004 Kasori E KAID1981a JD No8
2010299 east 9917-005 Kasori E KAID1981a JD No9
2010299 east 9917-006 Kasori EII (up to) KAID1981a JD No11
2010299 east 9917-007 Kasori EII (up to) KAID1981a JD No12
2010299 east 9917-008 Kasori EII (up to) KAID1981a JD No13
2010299 east 9917-009 Kasori EII (up to) KAID1981a JD No14
2010299 east 9917-010 Kasori EII (up to) KAID1981a JD No10
2010299 east 9917-011 Kasori B KAID1981a JD No3
2010299 east 9917-012 Angyo 1 KAID1981a Jd No1
2010299 east 9917-013 Kasori EII (up to) KAID1981b JD No16
2010299 east 9917-014 Kasori EIII KAID1981b JD No17
2010299 east 9917-015 Horinouchi 1 KAID1981b JD No18
2010299 east 9917-016 Kasori EII (up to) KAID1981b JD No19
2010299 east 9917-017 Kasori B KAID1982a JD No20
2010299 east 9917-018 Sekiyama KAID1981a JD No4
2010299 east 9917-019 Kurohama KAID1981a JD No5
2010299 south 9917-020 Otamadai KASM1976 17
2010299 south 9917-021 Otamadai KASM1976 22
2010299 south 9917-022 Otamadai KASM1976 23
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2010299 south 9917-023 Otamadai KASM1976 25
2010299 south 9917-024 Kasori EIII - EIV KASM1976 5
2010299 south 9917-025 Kasori EIII - Shomyoiji KASM1976 19
2010299 south 9917-026 Kasori E KASM1976 31
2010299 south 9917-027 Kasori EII - EIII KASM1976 32
2010299 south 9917-028 Shomyoji KASM1976 27
2010299 south 9917-029 Shomyoji KASM1976 29
2010299 south 9917-030 Horinouchi 1 KASM1976 1
2010299 south 9917-031 Horinouchi 1 KASM1976 2
2010299 south 9917-032 Horinouchi 1 KASM1976 3
2010299 south 9917-033 Horinouchi 1 KASM1976 6
2010299 south 9917-034 Horinouchi 1 KASM1976 7
2010299 south 9917-035 Horinouchi 1 KASM1976 8
2010299 south 9917-036 Horinouchi 1 KASM1976 9
2010299 south 9917-037 Horinouchi 1 KASM1976 10
2010299 south 9917-038 Horinouchi 1 KASM1976 11
2010299 south 9917-039 Horinouchi 1 KASM1976 12
2010299 south 9917-040 Horinouchi 1 KASM1976 16
2010299 south 9917-041 Horinouchi 1 KASM1976 21
2010299 south 9917-042 Horinouchi KASM1976 26
2010299 south 9917-043 Kasori B2 KASM1976 4
2010299 south 9917-044 Kasori B KASM1976 13
2010299 south 9917-045 Kasori B KASM1976 14
2010299 south 9917-046 Kasori B KASM1976 15
2010299 south 9917-047 Kasori B KASM1976 28
2010299 south 9917-048 Kasori B KASM1976 30
2010299 south 9917-049 Angyo 1 - 2 KASM1976 20
2010299 south 9917-051 Jomon KASM1976 18
2010299 north 9917-052 Kasori EI (up to) KASK1977 1
2010299 north 9917-053 Kasori EI (up to) KASK1977 2
2010299 north 9917-054 Kasori EII (up to) KASK1977 3
2010299 north 9917-055 Kasori EII (up to) KASK1977 4
2010299 north 9917-056 Kasori EII (up to) KASK1977 5
2010299 north 9917-057 Horinouchi 1 KASK1977 6
2010299 north 9917-058 Horinouchi 1 KASK1977 7
2010299 north 9917-059 Horinouchi 1 KASK1977 8
2010299 north 9917-060 Kasori EII (up to) KASK1977 9
2010299 north 9917-061 Horinouchi 1 KASK1977 10
2010299 north 9917-062 Kasori EII (up to) KASK1977 11
2010299 north 9917-063 Otamadai KASK1977 12
2010299 north 9917-064 Kasori EII (up to) KASK1977 13
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2010299 north 9917-065 Kasori EII (up to) KASK1977 14
2010299 north 9917-066 Otamadai KASK1977 15
2010299 north 9917-067 Otamadai KASK1977 16
2010299 north 9917-068 Kasori EII (up to) KASK1977 17
2010299 north 9917-069 Kasori EII (up to) KASK1977 18
2010299 north 9917-070 Kasori EII (up to) KASK1977 19
2010299 north 9917-071 Otamadai KASK1977 20
2010299 north 9917-072 Horinouchi 1 KASK1977 21
2010299 north 9917-073 Kasori EI (up to) KASK1977 22
2010299 north 9917-074 Kasori EII (up to) KASK1977 23
2010299 north 9917-075 Pre-Kasori E KASK1977 24
2010299 north 9917-076 Horinouchi 1 KASK1977 25
2010299 north 9917-077 Kasori EII (up to) KASK1977 26
2010299 north 9917-078 Kasori EII (up to) KASK1977 27
2010299 north 9917-079 Kasori EI (up to) KASK1977 28
2010299 north 9917-080 Katsuzaka KASK1977 29
2010299 north 9917-081 Kasori EII (up to) KASK1977 30
2010299 north 9917-082 Otamadai KASK1977 31
2010299 north 9917-083 Kasori EII KASK1977 32
2010299 north 9917-084 Otamadai - Kasori EI KASK1977 33
2010299 north 9917-085 Otamadai - Kasori EI KASK1977 34
2010299 north 9917-086 Otamadai - Kasori EI KASK1977 35
2010299 north 9917-087 Kasori EII KASK1977 36
2010299 north 9917-088 Kasori EI (up to) KASK1977 37
2010299 north 9917-089 Kasori EII (up to) KASK1977 38
2010299 north 9917-090 Kasori EII (up to) KASK1977 39
2010299 north 9917-091 Kasori EII (up to) KASK1977 40
2010299 north 9917-092 Kasori EII (up to) KASK1977 41
2010299 north 9917-093 Kasori EI - EII KASK1977 42
2010299 north 9917-094 Kasori EII (up to) KASK1977 43
2010299 north 9917-095 Pre-Kasori E KASK1977 44
2010299 north 9917-096 Kasori EI (up to) KASK1977 45
2010299 north 9917-097 Kasori EI (up to) KASK1977 46
2010299 north 9917-098 Kasori EII (up to) KASK1977 47
2010299 north 9917-099 Angyo 1 KASKIV1971 1
2010299 north 9917-100 Angyo 1 KASKIV1971 2
2010299 north 9917-101 Kasori EII (up to) KASKIV1971 3
2010299 north 9917-102 Kasori EII (up to) KASKIV1971 4
2010299 north 9917-103 Kasori EI (up to) KASKIV1971 5
2010299 north 9917-104 Kasori EI (up to) KASKIV1971 6
2010299 north 9917-105 Otamadai KASKIV1971 7
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2010299 north 9917-106 Otamadai KASKIV1971 8
2010299 north 9917-107 Otamadai KASKIV1971 9
2010299 north 9917-108 Otamadai KASKIV1971 10
2010299 north 9917-109 Otamadai KASKIV1971 11
2010299 north 9917-110 Otamadai KASKIV1971 12
2010299 north 9917-111 Otamadai KASKIV1971 13
2014004 edited 9918-001 Kasori EIV CHNEN1989
2014004 edited 9918-002 Kasori EIV CHNEN1989
2011242 edited 9922-001 Kasori EI - EII MONCHI1986
2011242 edited 9922-002 Kasori EI - EII MONCHI1986
2011242 edited 9922-003 Kasori EI - EII MONCHI1986
2011242 edited 9922-004 Kasori EI - EII MONCHI1986
2010300 edited 9925-001 Kasori EIII - EIV CHIBAKEN
2010300 edited 9925-002 Kasori EIII - EIV CHIBAKEN
2010300 edited 9925-003 Kasori EIII - EIV CHIBAKEN
2010300 edited 9925-004 Kasori EIII - EIV CHIBAKEN
2010300 edited 9925-005 Kasori EIII - EIV CHIBAKEN
2010300 edited 9925-006 Kasori EIII - EIV CHIBAKEN
2010300 edited 9925-007 Kasori EIII - EIV CHIBAKEN
2010300 edited 9925-008 Kasori EIII - EIV CHIBAKEN
2010300 edited 9925-009 Kasori EIII - EIV CHIBAKEN
2010301 edited 9926-001 Kasori EIII - EIV NAKNG1986 1
2010301 edited 9926-002 Kasori EIII - EIV NAKNG1986 3
2010301 edited 9926-003 Kasori EIII - EIV NAKNG1986 5
2010301 edited 9926-004 Kasori EIII - EIV NAKNG1986 6
2010309 9929-001 Kasori EIII - EIV HRGS1984 1
2010309 9929-002 Kasori EIII - EIV HRGS1984 2
2010309 9929-003 Kasori EIII - EIV HRGS1984 3
2010309 9929-004 Kasori EIII - EIV HRGS1984 4
2010309 9929-005 Kasori EIII - EIV HRGS1984 5
2010309 9929-006 Kasori EIV HRGS1984 6
2010309 9929-007 Kasori EIV HRGS1984 7
2010302 edited 9939-001 Middle Jomon (Early) MONCHI1986 1
2010302 edited 9939-002 Middle Jomon (Early) MONCHI1986 2
2010302 edited 9939-003 Middle Jomon (Early) MONCHI1986 3
2010359 edited 9943-001 Horinouchi HNW2006
2010359 edited 9943-002 Horinouchi HNW2006
2010359 edited 9943-003 Horinouchi HNW2006
2010359 edited 9943-004 Horinouchi HNW2006
2010359 edited 9943-005 Horinouchi HNW2006
2010359 edited 9943-006 Horinouchi HNW2006
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2010359 edited 9943-007 Horinouchi HNW2006
2010359 edited 9943-008 Horinouchi HNW2006
2010359 edited 9943-009 Horinouchi HNW2006
2010359 edited 9943-010 Horinouchi HNW2006
2010359 edited 9943-011 Horinouchi HNW2006
2010359 edited 9943-012 Horinouchi HNW2006
2010359 edited 9943-013 Horinouchi HNW2006
2010359 edited 9943-014 Horinouchi HNW2006
2010359 edited 9943-015 Horinouchi HNW2006
2010359 edited 9943-016 Horinouchi HNW2006
2010359 edited 9943-017 Horinouchi HNW2006
2010359 edited 9943-018 Horinouchi HNW2006
2010359 edited 9943-019 Horinouchi HNW2006
2010359 edited 9943-020 Horinouchi HNW2006
2010359 edited 9943-021 Horinouchi HNW2006
2010359 edited 9943-022 Horinouchi HNW2006
2010359 edited 9943-023 Horinouchi HNW2006
2010359 edited 9943-024 Horinouchi HNW2006
2010359 edited 9943-025 Horinouchi HNW2006
2010359 edited 9943-026 Horinouchi HNW2006
2010359 edited 9943-027 Horinouchi HNW2006
2010359 edited 9943-028 Horinouchi HNW2006
2010377 9948-001 Ukishima III - Okitsu FRYM1990 1
2010377 9948-002 Ukishima III - Okitsu FRYM1990 2
2010377 9948-003 Early Jomon (Late) / Kaminoki FRYM1990 3
2010377 9948-004 Otamadai Ia FRYM1990 4
2010417 edited 9981-001 Otamadai III WRBI1982 1
2010417 edited 9981-002 Otamadai I - III WRBI1982 2
2010417 edited 9981-003 Otamadai WRBI1982 9
2010417 edited 9981-004 Otamadai III WRBI1982 12
2010417 edited 9981-005 Jomon WRBI1982 14
2010417 edited 9981-006 Otamadai III WRBI1982 15
2010417 edited 9981-007 Otamadai III - IV WRBI1982 17
2010417 edited 9981-008 Otamadai III WRBI1982 18
2010417 edited 9981-009 Otamadai III WRBI1982 19
2010417 edited 9981-010 Otamadai III WRBI1982 20
2010417 edited 9981-011 Otamadai III WRBI1982 21
2010417 edited 9981-012 Otamadai III WRBI1982 24
2010417 edited 9981-013 Otamadai III - IV WRBI1982 25
2010417 edited 9981-014 Otamadai III WRBI1982 26
2010417 edited 9981-015 Otamadai III WRBI1982 29
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2010417 edited 9981-016 Otamadai III - IV WRBI1982 34
2010417 edited 9981-017 Otamadai III - IV WRBI1982 44
2010417 edited 9981-018 Jomon WRBI1982 45
2010417 edited 9981-019 Otamadai III - IV WRBI1982 47
2010417 edited 9981-020 Otamadai III WRBI1982 49
2010417 edited 9981-021 Jomon WRBI1982 50
2010417 edited 9981-022 Jomon WRBI1982 52
2010499 edited 9987-001 Otamadai III - Kasori EI SHRNKS1979 1
2010499 edited 9987-002 Otamadai III - Kasori EI SHRNKS1979 3
2010499 edited 9987-003 Otamadai III - Kasori EI SHRNKS1979 146
2010499 edited 9987-004 Otamadai III - Kasori EI SHRNKS1979 22
2010499 edited 9987-005 Otamadai III - Kasori EI SHRNKS1979 102
2010499 edited 9987-006 Otamadai III - Kasori EI SHRNKS1979 119
2010499 edited 9987-007 Otamadai III - Kasori EI SHRNKS1979 159
2010499 edited 9987-008 Otamadai III - Kasori EI SHRNKS1979 143
2010499 edited 9987-009 Otamadai III - Kasori EI SHRNKS1979 171
2010504 B 9988-001 Horinouchi CHNEN1990
2010504 B 9988-002 Jomon CHNEN1990
2120879 n 4402-003 Horinouchi NISMIS2007 6
2120879 n 4402-005 Horinouchi NISMIS2007 8
2120879 n 4402-006 Horinouchi NISMIS2007 9
2120879 n 4402-007 Horinouchi NISMIS2007 17
2120879 n 4402-008 Kasori EIV NISMIS2007 41
2120879 n 4402-009 Horinouchi NISMIS2007 42
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49 330159 4032636 320
63 330394 4034278 39
348 330456 4033256 60757
489 329940 4033187 8500
6460 324893 4046220 1500
6494 326790 4043125 11085
6516 324296 4042193 900
6522 323424 4041545 21000
6523 323662 4041994 3000
6544 323761 4042051 5797
6513-h14 324334 4042704 2295
6514-hx 324553 4042690 1959
6543 323748 4042247 8638
6524-I-II 323856 4042265 8521
6524-III 323981 4042339 1944
6525 323818 4041655 6400
6563 324645 4042224 6000
6564 324776 4042398 8371
6570 324288 4042627 2722
6575 324481 4042941 2143
6577-I-II 323342 4042298 8283
6577-III 323546 4042397 1049
6588-1 323709 4041294 16000
6588-III 323628 4041192 1400
6588-IV 323581 4041173 2988
6590-nishi 323030 4040806 130
6595-kita 323194 4040033 4290
6595-kita2 323248 4040135 360
6600-lowerB 323884 4038914 250
6600-lowerACDE 323835 4038998 1200
6601-12 324923 4039069 1100
6601-3 324666 4039316 1000
6602-n 324198 4038763 7144
6602-s 323918 4038582 10282
6603-12 324046 4038370 500
6603-5 324279 4038398 652
6603-h19 324185 4038187 419
6608-edited 324204 4037110 2800
6610-edited 324864 4037789 2212
6611-edited1 325235 4038392 74000
6612-edited 325405 4037694 1600
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6613-edited 325250 4037164 14989
6614-edited 324807 4037304 108
6616-west 324309 4036985 361
6616-east 324603 4036861 4975
6616-north 324628 4037021 235
6619-edited 325091 4036582 665
6622-edited 324421 4041119 1
6624-rok 324652 4040852 410
6624-nishi 324987 4041106 35
6624-maenaka1234 324470 4040634 7700
6624-maenaka567 324439 4040719 476
6624-maenaka8 324364 4040662 1
6625-kom1 325039 4040624 100
6625-komtak1 324894 4040610 2020
6625-komtak2 324672 4040533 4430
6625-komtak3 324688 4040441 480
6625-komtak4 325000 4040708 34
6625-ueasa 324428 4040184 50
6629-shimo2 325316 4038976 56
6629-mak 325237 4038703 1858
6630-edited 325497 4038655 2500
6631-edited 326030 4038492 24
6582-I 324221 4042869 2077
6582-II 324078 4042813 1666
6586-north 323536 4039881 12606
6586-south 323471 4039725 15416
6633-edited 326240 4039501 3415
6635-higashi 325883 4039702 22
6635-got 326514 4040342 100
6636-edited 325548 4039979 60
6637-edited 325567 4040483 10
6638-edited 325592 4040773 8
6639-nisw 325248 4040958 1686
6639-shir 325625 4041197 7
6640-edited 326072 4040651 1200
6641-edited 326615 4040997 64
6643-nak 327202 4039905 50
6643-zen 327327 4040687 5538
6645-t12 323265 4039641 6600
6717-edited 326983 4039539 266
6749-edited 320754 4044735 469
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6751-edited 321195 4045153 1618
6761-edited 321446 4044013 2688
6804-edited 321071 4043670 4638
6805-edited 321225 4043684 5063
6806-edited 321441 4043608 3569
6827-edited 320867 4039211 130
6838-edited 321399 4037502 463
6847-edited 319801 4039201 314
6849-kam 321448 4037865 150
6849-ush 321603 4037892 460
6849-ush2 321582 4037942 430
6852-edited 320675 4038228 400
6909-III 320720 4039814 500
6909-IV 320707 4040019 780
6909-V 320767 4039726 11977
6909-VI 320635 4040030 6360
6909-VII 320709 4039694 250
6909-VIII 320693 4040069 800
6913-edited 321259 4039765 2900
6917-edited 321783 4039298 1300
6920-12567812 320533 4039060 338
6920-349 320451 4039080 190
6920-1011 320452 4039167 70
6928-edited 320737 4039254 1135
13556-edited 322709 4043914 2700
6935-AB 320238 4038062 17385
6935-D 320360 4038205 588
6935-EC 320292 4038302 1766
13557-V-VII 322581 4044331 9467
13557-I-IV 322670 4044633 7921
13558-edited 322957 4045156 22286
13559-edited 323101 4045587 2614
13560-edited 322786 4043731 3688
13561-edited 322759 4043481 19025
13562-edited 322488 4043221 5600
13563-edited 322235 4043367 10200
13564-edited 321987 4043474 8200
13565-edited 322146 4041674 8200
13566-edited 322255 4042089 21825
13567-edited 322326 4042410 9145
13568-edited 322394 4042752 18535
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6964-jomon 322926 4035638 5300
10011-nishi 325813 4035834 1800
10011-kita 326003 4035995 300
10011-higashi 326141 4035914 5000
10011-higashishita 326119 4035779 6500
10011-nishishita 325966 4035674 5000
10012-edited 325754 4035502 6000
10016-edited 326474 4035348 280
10020-edited 326785 4033829 110
10029-ABC 325785 4037705 669
10029-DEF 325722 4037526 638
10030-A 326481 4037720 870
10030-B 326241 4037579 1564
10031-edited 326113 4037373 3808
10091-edited 330633 4037206 5000
10096-edited 326671 4033547 454
10100-II 329347 4037747 1537
10100-I 329249 4037645 3400
10105-edited 326660 4034054 310
10106-edited 330912 4035925 5560
10108-edited 330377 4037723 660
10111-edited 325918 4035209 110
10214-edited 319661 4036258 12
10268-edited 322014 4034275 6540
10273-edited 322018 4034415 11925
10310-A 322058 4033601 10111
10310-B 322096 4033372 16830
10312-edited 322652 4033719 2500
10313-edited 322704 4033563 1400
10317-edited 322771 4033362 8000
10322-edited 322928 4032907 4125
10324-edited 322502 4032832 8000
10333-edited 323056 4032648 1164
6718-edited 320879 4044500 983
6546-edited 325987 4045692 66
10000 327125 4036642 121
10013 326052 4035401 68
10014 325732 4035014 3971
10015 326332 4036257 7000
10023 327223 4033904 397
10044 329303 4033208 550
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10051 330153 4034849 2247
10076 326228 4035085 80
10077 325926 4034784 983
10078 327411 4035964 20293
10079 327057 4035632 10236
10080 327142 4036033 17162
10094 327027 4037200 500
10095 329212 4032965 2656
10101 328581 4034452 180
10102 327621 4035092 442
10104 327222 4034766 340
10110 331104 4037706 357
10149 319644 4033287 1750
10159 318699 4036341 8000
10332 323356 4032622 635
123 326881 4033401 3160
360 321234 4033464 4130
364 321948 4032529 1500
370 322266 4033130 8000
546 323448 4032458 420
581 331502 4033104 485
6510 325245 4042644 5747
6511 325217 4043076 3055
6515 324515 4041705 600
6519 325453 4042168 2800
6540 324513 4043860 6000
6541 323918 4042818 16000
6542 324338 4043375 1620
6550 323997 4046266 250
6558 324130 4042269 6000
6559 324713 4041794 4000
6567 324668 4042619 1500
6569 323976 4042547 3128
6571 324501 4042513 236
6572 324236 4045954 1230
6576 324823 4042674 261
6580 325274 4042139 371
6615 324836 4037037 2778
6807 321741 4043529 8874
6914 320862 4039623 1977
6919 320428 4039258 57
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6921 320623 4039278 120
6927 320846 4039347 4142
6931 320648 4039373 150
6937 318900 4038664 2692
9995 327306 4036445 213
10085-edited 327454 4036328 965
10088-edited 329382 4033655 5100
10089-edited 329884 4034313 3500
10090-edited 329536 4033962 1500
6975-edited 320985 4039430 4970
10068-J5 327745 4037716 2195
10068-J1 327589 4037828 15627
10068-J234 327627 4038108 7601
10068-J6 327757 4038038 5213
10084-AB 328685 4037775 15897
10084-EF 328847 4037937 6023
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2010105 420283 3948082 16000
2010189 421570 3944727 14000
2010226 428222 3944818 1508
2010235 428666 3944091 2600
2010239 429106 3944941 627
2010244 422038 3943014 140
2010251 420360 3942873 1650
2010263 420962 3944010 307
2010278 422090 3942681 100
2010280 422132 3943511 48
2010298 423208 3943058 1806
2010309 424633 3943335 5000
2010342 421845 3942570 535
2010349 422651 3942325 2014
2010355 422426 3942439 229
2010357 422158 3942510 1800
2010367 422940 3941334 200
2010377 424572 3942039 4000
2010383 424524 3941160 128
2010399 425597 3941871 640
2010406 426084 3941713 6059
2010427 428420 3941516 6030
2010434 429705 3941947 150
2010441 428720 3942144 200
2010483 421196 3940376 10692
2010485 422090 3939680 33900
2010490 423202 3940112 7110
2010494 423468 3941028 10000
2010503 422483 3940327 200
2010547 429759 3940036 6200
2010568 430646 3939928 2375
2010581 421701 3938966 30401
2010598 422663 3938689 12560
2010652 429182 3938110 824
2010686 430315 3938110 300
2010688 431410 3939345 1220
2010716 433159 3938823 1340
2010728 422767 3937794 800
2010742 425556 3937021 110
2010783 429406 3937735 207
2010804 432847 3937615 1300
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2010806 432512 3937734 2100
2010810 432475 3937144 7110
2010857 423822 3935405 15000
2010861 424297 3935775 51000
2010870 425329 3935333 45000
2010871 424977 3935235 10265
2010873 424644 3935423 7000
2010882 427143 3935393 1550
2010887 426878 3935130 10000
2010906 428711 3935637 200
2010943 430021 3935212 210
2010985 423879 3934476 19700
2010988 423092 3934885 616
2010992 425639 3934335 10664
2010994 424061 3934769 18000
2010995 424930 3934775 10750
2010998 425430 3934482 4000
2011006 425011 3934495 1000
2011011 425201 3934372 30000
2011020 426670 3934282 1000
2011032 428722 3934937 4050
2011036 429798 3934483 4795
2011040 428928 3934375 600
2011041 429714 3934630 5428
2011054 429869 3934265 10725
2011143 432364 3934616 9950
2011223 423846 3935003 58000
2011227 421365 3934323 825
2011244 421593 3945902 4255
2011248 426466 3937155 1000
2011258 422033 3938632 600
2011266 423118 3941355 1900
2014000 422250 3943593 8700
2014002 422075 3943693 200
2014006 424925 3941377 1450
2014010 428236 3939134 500
2014011 427989 3942449 218
2014012 431871 3942762 240
2014013 431780 3943213 2150
2014014 431280 3943262 25003
2014016 432040 3942686 21270
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2014017 432214 3942565 17000
2014018 431763 3942916 150
2014019 431433 3943405 26557
2014021 432140 3937095 5311
2014023 432147 3936663 1170
2014024 432275 3936881 1125
2016001 425556 3937237 356
2120389 429788 3948462 50
2120410 428507 3949020 1600
2120413 428229 3949112 494
2120460 430143 3947288 4505
2120469 429343 3946290 360
2120483 429794 3945857 1640
2120484 429488 3945744 24100
2120577 431524 3945148 332
2120582 430938 3945395 12100
2120584 430780 3945724 315
2120592 431438 3946281 120
2120593 431446 3945961 650
2120610 431140 3946695 496
2120660 432152 3949087 1836
2120794 431230 3947636 530
2120807 431734 3947569 1800
2120809 431271 3948036 2000
2120811 431551 3948348 33000
2120812 431769 3948225 118900
2120814 431515 3947750 4500
2120815 432012 3948292 11450
2120816 432121 3947639 30938
2120817 431803 3948540 19494
2120818 432119 3948462 18700
2120821 431379 3947849 6850
2120880 431843 3942963 3500
2120900 431831 3948692 1500
2280026 426298 3949132 341
2280064 426188 3947538 16
2280066 425315 3947293 2596
2280070 425399 3946695 1322
2280124 427070 3948299 1032
2280128 427894 3948118 2400
2280136 426562 3947683 300
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2280169 427794 3946348 322
2280190 427861 3944776 300
2280191 427996 3944624 60
2280193 427570 3944453 44900
2280196 427386 3943711 4100
2280197 427257 3943840 620
2280198 426910 3943681 1018
2280208 425650 3947452 792
2120385a 430981 3948784 350
2120385b 430859 3948614 50
2120385c 430981 3948653 2600
2120414a 428463 3949120 1320
2120494 2005 430351 3944625 4671
2120528 10ha 431285 3943861 1135
2120528 11h 431402 3943825 340
2120528 13a 431315 3943779 1255
2120528 14hb 431407 3943718 745
2120529 12h 431694 3943805 1220
2120529 1 431651 3943630 3570
2120529 2 431514 3943492 1860
2120529 14ha15ha 431542 3943679 691
2120531 i 431677 3943538 22353
2120531 rest 431577 3943361 81217
2120533 12 432092 3943493 3946
2120533 3 432032 3943323 9268
2120536a 432307 3943198 6200
2120536b 432289 3942909 9000
2120536c 432494 3942813 6640
2120536d 432443 3943111 434
2120616 1 431591 3947241 475
2120616 23 431798 3947234 376
2120638 1998 432518 3948101 340
2120661 edited 432061 3948845 385
2120677 edited 431331 3948991 7810
2120678 1 430947 3948113 81
2120678 2 431070 3948000 504
2120847 edited 430726 3948564 72
2120873 edited 432898 3948727 223
2120876 edited 432180 3944656 1376
2120879 n 432069 3942946 10346
2120879 s 431973 3942862 9625
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2120808 edited 431324 3948522 10045
2120810 edited 431495 3948114 4800
2120819 edited 431619 3948621 17700
2120820 edited 431383 3948712 10700
2120813 edited 432014 3947888 57625
2120813 edited2 431756 3947847 660
2280029 edited 427039 3948853 17000
2280030 edited 425774 3948803 70
2280067 edited 425204 3946795 1826
2280068 edited 425446 3947149 420
2280068 edited2 425477 3947349 2020
2280069 edited 425493 3947126 1400
2280069 edited2 425617 3947050 484
2280072 new 424478 3946284 362
2280079 edited 423260 3947526 938
2280110 edited 422143 3948570 47
2280116 I 423900 3946166 75
2280116 II III 424133 3946346 31525
2280116 IV 424336 3946407 20000
2280117 edited 424500 3946356 12850
2280117 edited2 424434 3946213 1350
2280118 edited 424343 3946097 6430
2280119 edited 424057 3945486 727
2280120 1 424391 3945306 2020
2280120 2 424615 3945519 632
2280122 edited 424957 3945962 11200
2280121 edited 424653 3945938 3902
2280123 edited 426701 3948417 600
2280126 edited 427396 3948676 450
2280141 edited 426258 3946155 210
2280143 edited 425591 3945879 375
2280147 edited 426796 3945856 4600
2280148 edited 426985 3945825 4815
2280155 edited 427091 3946026 7415
2280155 edited2 427179 3946218 2430
2280156 edited 428384 3947509 29830
2280160 edited 428074 3946725 364
2280160 edited2 428170 3946685 950
2280163 1 428597 3947007 13460
2280163 2 428507 3946774 686
2280164 edited 428759 3946830 27750
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2280167 edited 428180 3946373 790
2280168 edited 428006 3946576 410
2280170 edited 427664 3946247 326
2280180 edited 426873 3945051 6000
2280195 edited 427382 3943970 800
2280201 edited 426701 3943278 1200
2280222 edited 427248 3943559 1153
2300091 edited 433892 3943927 1922
2011259 edited 420208 3942802 1905
2011005 edited 420613 3944892 3100
2010249 edited 420501 3943332 20840
2010188 1 420899 3944871 24400
2010188 2 420872 3945098 5000
2010188 3 421066 3945109 6130
2010188 4 421127 3944967 5000
2010190 edited 421305 3944502 1000
2010195 edited 421123 3944445 5940
2011263 edited 421025 3944341 1090
2010271 h7h9 421352 3943419 6060
2010271 h4h8 421252 3943405 9500
2010271 s58 421070 3943455 1100
2010245 edited 421589 3943017 16800
2010269 1 421048 3943105 29889
2010269 2 421011 3943177 6743
2010269 0 421240 3943208 15184
2010289 s5859 422399 3943739 4300
2010289 IJ 422479 3943622 880
2010289 C 422331 3943727 3000
2010289 G 422492 3943747 168
2010289 ABDEF 422450 3943912 18400
2010289 K 422403 3943648 1397
2014001 1 421795 3943518 7800
2014001 2 421941 3943480 700
2010272 B 422254 3942791 690
2010272 A 422245 3942946 1573
2010277 edited 422685 3942999 2000
2010297 edited 423052 3942886 3724
2010347 edited 423090 3942417 186
2010346 edited 422729 3942614 5262
2010371 edited 422888 3941985 800
2010299 north 424343 3942631 846
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2010299 south 424285 3942437 7255
2010299 east 424507 3942400 25200
2014004 edited 424108 3942253 3134
2011242 edited 424350 3942997 1850
2010300 edited 424594 3943141 3300
2010301 edited 425715 3942698 5000
2010302 edited 424694 3942871 850
2010351 h3h5 423544 3941559 2245
2010417 edited 426134 3942111 8894
2010499 edited 423723 3939975 10187
2010504 B 425174 3940310 80
2010504 A 425403 3939958 25
2010510 edited 424169 3939726 4200
2010611 edited 425223 3939211 1073
2010625 edited 424793 3939070 3834
2010628 edited 424946 3939295 47
2010509 edited 424533 3939573 1000
2010524 edited1 427330 3939622 760
2010524 edited2 427490 3939518 32150
2010632 edited 427422 3938997 32925
2010633 edited 427899 3939413 3482
2014008 edited 427301 3939177 21000
2014009 edited 427231 3939243 1460
2010523 edited 427549 3940459 583
2010225 edited 429239 3944436 2500
2014015 edited 431550 3942938 8630
2010446 edited 431178 3941822 400
2010451 edited 430609 3941205 1065
2010448 edited 430158 3941658 405
2010422 edited 428496 3941642 3396
2010426 edited 428791 3941428 1387
2010425 edited 428332 3941450 1662
2010439 edited 429885 3941575 6000
2010647 edited 428849 3939162 556
2010785 edited 430236 3937449 250
2010782 edited 429485 3937991 7400
2010692 edited 430801 3939334 120
2010565 edited 431023 3941044 7156
2011245 edited 432545 3941480 1500
2010802 edited 433303 3936700 23000
2010951 edited 433266 3936013 23500
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2010358 edited 422819 3941484 4807
2011226 edited 423126 3934587 1150
2010475 edited 421927 3940655 2250
2010489 edited 422310 3940241 931
2010478 edited 421253 3939693 2840
2010591 edited 421884 3939105 9669
2011262 edited1 421610 3938688 475
2011262 edited2 421797 3938610 265
2010608 edited 422598 3938970 2330
2010580 edited 421934 3938968 4129
2010592 edited1 422548 3938554 7500
2010592 edited2 422378 3938554 298
2010594 edited 422119 3938786 20709
2010610 edited 422274 3938698 9300
2015000 edited 422592 3938197 130
2010595 edited 422832 3938234 13699
2010720 edited2 422830 3937561 257
2010720 edited1 422622 3937424 11145
2010723 edited 423417 3937681 5000
2010724 edited 423623 3937536 3250
2010731 edited 423688 3937458 2150
2010743 edited 424079 3937220 13055
2010596 edited 423765 3939167 1833
2010597 edited 423700 3939410 350
2010736 edited 424544 3937740 840
2010719 1992 423903 3936750 19909
2010719 200x 424439 3937019 6145
2010836 edited 423000 3936613 413
2010830 edited 421036 3935318 700
2010831 known 423307 3936234 6753
2010831 2 423256 3936122 12468
2010848 north 422866 3936206 5520
2010848 south 422633 3936020 20730
2010859 edited 423562 3936329 2876
2011286 edited 424163 3936394 8100
2010853 edited 423313 3935315 16
2010837 edited 423378 3935422 114
2010854 edited 423425 3935627 176
2010404 edited 423174 3937912 3400
2010867 edited 424780 3935885 7900
2011222 edited 425078 3935638 23000
Continued on next page
572
Table A.4: BUA at Chiba
BUA ID x y Area
2010832 1 424014 3935772 10000
2010832 2 423944 3935559 20000
2010832 3 423796 3935639 5000
2010832 4 423877 3935781 9000
2010874 edited 424592 3935755 12000
2010865 edited 424890 3935551 29030
2010875 edited 424412 3935287 56380
2010997 edited 424366 3934252 22200
2011008 west 424507 3934540 10000
2011008 east 424722 3934463 33726
2016000 edited 424876 3937240 576
2010735 edited 424996 3937292 211
2010740 edited 425819 3937193 4900
2010756 edited 426152 3937851 3718
2011246 edited 426623 3935191 27000
2016005 edited 426446 3935093 50
2011056 edited 432700 3934587 1153
2010673 sw 431002 3938605 12564
2010673 n 431006 3938857 19794
2010673 c 431105 3938716 3756
2010673 e 431297 3938603 3370
2010673 se 431183 3938376 5784
2120881 a 430301 3944119 6264
2120881 b 430563 3944155 7767
2120881 l 430436 3944026 494
2120881 d 430177 3943751 15100
2120881 c 430248 3943817 13583
2120881 e 430380 3943823 11500
2120881 f 430555 3943837 3654
2120881 g 430742 3943898 2220
2120881 h 430758 3943630 43290
2120881 i 430910 3943678 3845
2120881 j 431120 3943614 1709
2120881 k 431045 3943462 1400
2010386 425097 3941141 200
2011284 422073 3934441 2770
2120468 429031 3946206 330
2010359 edited 424078 3941612 1300
2010381 edited 424914 3941846 2262
2010402 edited 425631 3941371 366
2280199 edited 427016 3943335 9750
Continued on next page
573
Table A.4: BUA at Chiba








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ODD Protocol of the Agent Based
Simulation
The following description of the Agent Based model is based on the ODD protocol
proposed by Grimm and colleagues (2006, 2010).
B.1 PURPOSE
The purpose of the model is to:
1. combine the basic concepts of ideal free distribution (Fretwell and Lucas
1970) and several ecological models of group formation based on the notion
of fitness curves (e.g. Clark and Mangel 1986);
2. explore group fission-fusion dynamics by modelling the knowledge of indi-
vidual agents;
3. assess the rank-size distribution of the groups, and determine whether this is
characterised by a fixed equilibrium or not.
The basic model is further extended to explore the effect o two different forms
of disturbance, one generated by the behaviour of the agent themselves (endogenic
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disturbance model) and the other originating from outside the system (exogenic dis-
turbance model).
B.2 ENTITIES, STATE VARIABLES, AND SCALES
The model is structured by two scales of human aggregation: minimum aggregate
units and groups. The former are represented by the basic units of the simula-
tion model (the agents) and refer to inseparable groups of human individuals who
share the same decision-making process. This could be a household or any other
form of close-tied aggregation of individuals (e.g. kinship groups). These units are
generally inseparable unless a fission process occurs via reproduction (see below).
The second and highest scale of the model are represented by groups. They can be
defined as minimum aggregate units who reside on the same patch, a discrete portion
of a toroidal lattice representing the spatial environment of the agents. Each patch
is characterised by a single state variable, K, representing the local resource input.
Agents of the same group are characterised also by the same fitness φ, which in
turn will determine their death and reproduction rate.
Fitness is computed as a function of K, the group size g (the number of min-
imum aggregate units, i.e. agents, located on the same patch), and the fixed pa-
rameters µ (the basic fitness for g = 1), b (shape of the fitness function) and 
(stochastic component of the fitness function). Although agents of the same group
have the same fitness, the actual locus of the decision-making is in the individual
agent, and is a function of five fixed parameters: h (spatial range of movement),
s (spatial range of observation), z (frequency of decision-making), k (sample pro-
portion of observed agents), c (threshold for fitness comparison). The outcome of
the decision-making will be the potential spatial relocation of the agent to another
patch, which mimics instances of migration and group fission-fusion.
Three variants of the model are proposed. In the basic disturbance-free model K
is fixed, in the endogenic disturbance model K is modelled as prey population, and
in the exogenic disturbance model K is decreased following a set of parameters.
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Table B.1 shows the list of parameters used in the simulation.
B.3 PROCESS OVERVIEW AND SCHEDULING
The model proceeds by discrete steps t = 1, 2, 3, ...T that are not directly referable
to real-world temporal scales (i.e. they do not represent years, months, or days).
Each time-step can be defined as the amount of time sufficient for all agents to
make a decision, reproduce, and die. Within each step the following sequence of
events occur:
1. Externally induced modification ofK (only for the exogenic disturbance model).
2. Fitness evaluation.
3. Reproduction and death.
4. Resource regeneration (only for the endogenic disturbance model).
5. Migration and fission-fusion processes.
6. Data collection.
The update of the agents’ state variable is synchronic for all points expect for 5.,
where this is sequential and initialised with a different ordering at each time-step.
B.4 DESIGN CONCEPTS
B.4.1 Basic Principles
The core principle of the model is a combination between group formation models
—designed to explore the implication of positive and negative frequency depen-
dence in fitness curves (e.g. Sibly 1983, Clark and Mangel 1986), and ideal free
distribution models (e.g. Fretwell and Lucas 1970, Tregenza 1995), —designed for
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building expectation on how individual allocates in relation to resource distribution—
. By combining these two theoretical frameworks, the agent-based model seeks
to integrate induced and inherent spatial dependencies (Fortin and Dale 2005) in
metapopulation dynamics.
B.4.2 Emergence
Population and meta-population dynamics emerge from the behaviour of agents
in response to either the decision-making of other agents or to an external force to
the system, and are not imposed by the model architecture.
B.4.3 Adaptation
Agents adapt to changing condition (usually a decline in their fitness) by moving
to another group (migration) or by creating a new group (fission and fusion).
B.4.4 Objectives
The objective of each agent is to improve their fitness in a comparative (i.e. do
better than another agent) or absolute fashion (i.e. do better than a given value).
B.4.5 Learning
Agents are capable to copy the behaviour of other agents (e.g. the choice to be in a
specific group), by means of a variant of model-biased transmission (see Henrich
and McElreath 2003) coupled with a comparative threshold-based assessment of
their own condition (see Kennedy 1998, Henrich 2001).
B.4.6 Sensing
Agents are spatially constrained in their knowledge by the parameters h and s,
temporally by z, and qualitatively by k. The first two variables indicate the Cheby-
shev distance within a focal agent can observe the behaviour of the other agents
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and the spatial range where the fission process is allowed (see below), the third
refers to the frequency by which the agent gains knowledge about groups located
in the neighbourhood defined by s, and the fourth indicate the sample proportion
of other agents from which the best individual (the model) is chosen.
B.4.7 Interaction
Interactions between agents are primarily modelled by the fitness function, which
assumes that the co-presence of multiple individuals in the same patch leads to
either an increase or a decrease of an agent’s fitness. Other indirect forms of in-
teractions include the ”packing” effect, when agents are unable to fission to a new
group due to the occupation (by other agents) of all available patches.
B.4.8 Stochasticity
The following procedures includes stochastic components:
• Fitness evaluation (partly based on a random draw from a continuous nor-
mal distribution).
• Death and reproduction (bernoulli draws with function-based probability of
success).
• Scheduling order (random permutation of the order of execution).
• Choice of the model agent during the learning stage (random draw from a
discrete uniform distribution).
• Choice of the fission destination (random draw from a discrete uniform dis-
tribution).
B.4.9 Collectives
The only collectives in the model are groups, agents located on the same environ-
ment patch sharing the same fitness.
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B.4.10 Observations
Temporal variation in the metapopulation structure (group size distribution) are
calculated by computing the distribution of group sizes. This can be then used
to compute measures including the total population size and the total number of
groups, or more complex statistics such as theA-coefficient (Drennan and Peterson
2004).
B.5 INITIALISATION
The simulation is initialised by the creation of n agents randomly scattered in
space. Agents located on the same patch will automatically form groups.
B.6 INPUT DATA
The simulation does not involve the input of any external data.
B.7 SUB-MODELS
B.7.1 Fitness Evaluation
The payoff φi of a focal agent i, is computed as a function of the resource input
K and the group size g. The core assumption of the sub-model is that, with other
things being equal, increasing group size will have positive effects to the group,
until the group reaches an optimal size g∗, where φ is maximised. When g > g∗,
fitness will decrease so the frequency dependence will be reversed, with larger
group size determining smaller φ. Positive frequency dependence is modelled by
formalising two additional assumptions: (1) larger group will be less prone to ran-
dom fluctuations in the payoff; and (2) larger group will enhance the quality of
their subsistence activities by means of cooperation and specialisation. Negative
frequency dependence will be simply a function of limited resource pool size.
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The basic component of the model is the yield of the individual subsistence
task. This will be modelled with the following equation
ξi = N (µi + (g − 1)b, ) (B.1)
where N () indicates a random draw from a normal distribution, with the first
parameter indicating the mean (µi+(g−1)b) and the second indicating the standard
deviation (). Equation (B.1) predicts that, on average, individual yield will linearly
increase with increased group size, while the variance will remain constant.
Once the contribution ξi of each individual i of a group j is computed, the total





The total contribution of the group will then be shared among individuals of
the group. Thus, when g is large, the effect derived by  will become smaller. This
essentially mimics the outcome of sharing as a risk-reducing strategy. However Ξj
is constrained by K, so that when Ξj > K, Ξj is reduced to the amount of available
resources in the patch. These two concepts are combined in the following equation:
φi∈j
Ξj/g if Ξj ≤ KK/g if Ξj > K (B.3)
The sequence of equations B.1, B.2 and B.3 will determine a function where the
relation between the group size g and individual payoff φ can be depicted as a
single humped curve, on the condition that K <∞.
B.7.2 Reproduction and Death
Reproduction






where ρ is the basic reproduction rate, so that when φ = µ, r = ρ. In other
words, fitness will be linearly and positively correlated to the chance of reproduc-
tion.
Death
Death is also triggered as a bernoulli draw with a probability of success (death)





where, ω1 and ω2 are shape parameters, and e is the base of the natural loga-
rithm.
B.7.3 Fission-Fusion and Migration
Agents have the possibility improve their payoff through spatial relocation. This
will involve a two-step process. Firstly each focal agent i will evaluate the sur-
rounding environment and determine if other agents do better, subsequently the
agent will have the opportunity to leave its own group to either forage alone or to
join another group.
First we define qi(s) as the set composed by agents within a Chebyshev distance
of s from the focal agent i. Each agent, with frequency z will have the opportunity
to observe a subset of qi(s) of size dk|qi(s)|e, where k is a proportion between 0 and
1. We then define the agent with the highest fitness among such a subset w.
The focal agent’s fitness (φi) is then compared to both the model agent’s fit-
ness (φw) and the basic fitness (µ). Each comparison will be calibrated by a prede-
fined threshold of evidence (c1,c2, and c3). These value will essentially represent the
propensity of the agent to change its behaviour. When c is small, the agent will
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change its behaviour to minimal disadvantage of its behaviour compared to the
model or the individual foraging mode. When, on the other hand c is high, the
agent will be conservative and more likely persists with its own strategy.
Depending on the outcome of the comparison, the state variables of both agents,
and the presence/absence of agents in a defined neighbourhood, the following set
of decisions can be undertaken by the focal agent (see also table B.2):
No Change This occurs either because the agent is satisfied with the current situ-
ation (usually when φi > φw AND φi > µ− c1) or because the agent is unable
to make its choice. The latter condition occurs when the agent decides to
fission (see next bullet point) but no empty patches are available within a
Chebyshev distance of h.
Fission Fission allows the agent to leave and form a group composed by itself,
with the expectation to achieve an average payoff equal to µ. This occurs
when one of the following three conditions are met:
1. Both focal agent and the model agents are in a group of size > 1, the
focal agents’ payoff is smaller than µ − c1 and either the agents’ payoff
is larger than the model’s (φi > φw) or the model agent’s payoff is also
smaller than µ− c1. The agent choose to go and forage alone as: 1) being
in its own group is no longer profitable; and 2) joining the other group
will produce lower yields than being alone. Notice that in both cases the
assumption is that the agents know the amount of the basic payoff µ.
2. The focal agent is in a group and the model agent is alone, with the
agents’ payoff being smaller than φw− c1 or µ− c1. In this case the agent
decides to forage alone by imitating the model agent’s strategy.
3. The focal agent’s group is isolated (i.e. no other agents are located
within distance s) and its payoff is lower than µ− c1.
In all three cases fission is triggered only if an unoccupied patch is present
within a Chebyshev distance of h from the focal agent.
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Fusion and Migration Migration occurs when the focal agent is located in a group
and decides to move to another. This occurs when the focal agent’s fitness is
smaller than φw − c2 and the model agent’s fitness is greater than µ − c1. An
agent can also migrate to another group when its fitness is below φi − c1, but
the model agent’s fitness should be still greater than µ− c1.
Fusion occurs when the focal agent is alone (i.e. gi = m) and the model agent
is in a group. This is triggered when the fitness of the model agent minus the
threshold of evidence c3 is larger than φi.
Fusion and Group Formation If both the focal and the model agent have a group
size of 1 (i.e. when gi = gw = m), then the two agents can form a group if
both their fitness are below µ. Notice that the model agent will not be able to
make any further choice during the time-step (i.e. the decision is assumed to
be made by both agents).
B.7.4 Variation of the Resource Pool Size K
The basic setting of the model assumes a fixed value for K. By relaxing this as-
sumption, and allowing a dynamic value forK, it is possible to mimic two different
types of disturbance processes. The first models K as a function of the agents be-
haviour, and thus can be regarded as an endogenic disturbance process; the second
imposes a variation of the resource input from outside, and thus can be referred to
as exogenic disturbance process.
Verhulst model of resource growth (endogenic disturbance model)
This version of the disturbance process models K as a prey population defined by
a modified version of the Verhulst equation (Verhulst 1838):
Kt = (Kt−1 − Ξˆ) + ζ(Kt−1 − Ξˆ)
(





where κ is the theoretical maximum carrying capacity of the resource pool and ζ
is its intrinsic growth rate. Equation (B.6) models the resource pool as a population
located at each patch, with its own internal dynamics perturbed by the amount
consumed by the predator agents (Ξˆ). This will be formally defined as follows:
Ξˆ
Ξ if Ξ ≤ (Kt−1 − βKt−1)Kt−1 − βKt−1 if Ξ > (Kt−1 − βKt−1) (B.7)
Equation (B.7) assumes that the predator population (the agents in this case)
is constrained in their exploitation of the prey population. This is modelled as
function of the resource resilience parameter β, which varies between 0 and 1.
When β = 0, Ξˆ can be equal to Kt−1, and hence the predator population can drive
the prey population to extinction. However, if β > 0, Ξˆ will always be smaller than
Kt−1, ensuring the survival of the prey population (i.e. Kt can never be smaller
than βKt−1). Notice that in this scenario, equation B.3 will be updated as follows:
φi∈j = Ξˆj/g (B.8)
Linear decrease over time (exogenic disturbance model)
The exogenic disturbance will be modelled as a linear decrease of the resource
input K of all patches with the following function:
Kt = Kt−1 − δ(ts, te) (B.9)
where δ(ts, te) is defined as follows:
δ(ts, te)

0 if t < ts
0 if t > te
η if ts ≤ t ≤ te
(B.10)
K will thus have a constant value Ks until time-step ts, then it will decrease its
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value linearly and reach its final value Ke at te.
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General Settings
T Total number of time-steps
P Total number of patches
Fitness curve related




Reproduction and Death related
r Reproduction rate
d Death rate
ρ Basic reproduction rate
ω1 Death parameter 1
ω2 Death parameter 2
Fission/fusion/migration related
z Frequency of decision-making
k Sample proportion of observed agents
s Neighbour search distance
h Fission distance
c1 Treshold of evidence for fission
c2 Treshold of evidence for migration
c3 Treshold of evidence for fusion
Disturbance related
κ Prey population carrying capacity
ζ Prey population growth rate
β Prey population resilience
Ξˆ Predator consumption
ts Start time-step of disturbance process
te End time-step of disturbance process
η Resource decline rate
Table B.1: Model parameters
APPENDIX B. ODD PROTOCOL OF THE AGENT BASED SIMULATION 641
Condition 1 Condition 2 Decision
gi > 1 AND gw > 1
µ− c1 < φi ≥ φw No Change
φi ≤ (µ− c1) AND [φw ≤ (µ− c1) OR φi ≥ φw] Fission
[φi ≤ (φw − c2) OR φi ≤ (µ− c1)] AND φw > (µ− c1) Migration
gi > 1 AND gw = 1
φi ≥ φw No Change
φi < (φw − c1) OR φi < (µ− c1) Fission
gi = 1 AND gw > 1
φi ≥ φw No Change
φi ≤ (φw − c3) Migration
gi = 1 AND gw = 1
φi ≥ φw No Change
φi < µ AND φw < µ Fusion
gw = NULL φi ≤ (µ− c1) Fission





All versions of the agent-based models are written in R statistical computing lan-
guage and can be executed once all scripts are sourced. The main function FF()
will require a series of sub-functions (initialise(), evaluateFitness(),
repDeath(), fissionfusion()) for its execution.
FF()
#




# ini ... Initial Number of Agents
# P ... Square root of the number of patches
# K ... Resource Input Size
# mu ... Basic Payoff
# b ... group benefit
# sigma ... payoff uncertainty
# c1 ... cost 1 for FissionFusion
# c2 ... cost 2 for FissionFusion
# c3 ... cost 3 for FissionFusion
# c4 ... cost 4 for FissionFusion ///New Parameter///
# timesteps ... number of timesteps
# k ... Number of sampled neighbour agents for the model Biased Transmission
# z ... Frequency of Decision Making (transmission rate)
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# h ... Fission Distance (in Chebyshev distance)
# s ... Observation Distance (in Chebyshev distance)
# omega1 ... Mortality Parameter 1
# omega2 ... Mortality Parameter 2
# r ... Reproduction Rate
# run ... run number (to be used only for HPC)
#
#
FF <- function(ini = 10, P = 10, K = 200, mu = 10, c1 = 3, c2 = 3, c3 = 0, c4 = 0,
k = 1, b = 0.5, sigma = 1, timesteps = 300, r = 0.05,
omega1 = 1.0, omega2 = 5, size = P, h = 1 , s = 1,
z = 1, run = 1)
{
# The following line prints the run number for HPC
print(paste("RunNumber=",run,sep=""));
#Initialise model
tmp <- initialise(ini = ini, P = P, K = K); #initialise model
groupSpace <- tmp$groupSpace; #extract groupSpace
Raw <- cbind(groupSpace$R, groupSpace$C);
RawMat <- matrix(0, nrow=length(groupSpace$R), ncol=timesteps);
Raw <- cbind(Raw, RawMat);
for (t in seq(timesteps)){
# STEP1 Fitness Evaluation (computed by group):
groupSpace <- evaluateFitness(groupSpace, mu = mu, b = b, sigma = sigma);
# STEP2 Reproduction & Death:
groupSpace <- repDeath(groupSpace = groupSpace, mu = mu, r = r, omega1 = omega1,
omega2 = omega2);










groupSpace <- fissionfusion(groupSpace, k=k, c1=c1,
c2=c2, c3=c3, c4=c4, P=P, h=h, s=s, z=z, mu=mu);
groupSpaceAfter<-groupSpace
if (any(groupSpace$groupSize<0)){break()}







# Reads P (...square root of the Patch number), ini (... the initial number of agents),
# and K (...the resource input size)
# Ouputs:
#
# agentSet ... a data.frame with the number of rows corresponding to "ini"
# containing the following columns:
# R ... row coordinate
# C ... column coordinate
# fitness ... initial fitness (set to 0)
# contribution ... initial contribution (set to 0)
# groupID ... linker to specific groups
# groupSpace...a data.frame with row number equal to Pˆ2 with the following columns:
# R ... row coordinate
# C ... column coordinate
# occupied ... 1=occupied; 0=not occupied
# preoccupied ... 1=previously occupied; 0=previously not occupied
# groupSize ... current groupSize
# pregroupSize ... previous groupSIze
# T ... Total Group Contribution
# K ... Resource Input Size
# fit ... Individual Fitness
# world ...matrix of P by P representing the world
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initialise <- function(P, ini, K)
{
#Create World
world <- matrix(0, P, P);
#Create Agent Space
agentSet <- data.frame(R=sample(1:P, ini, TRUE), C = sample(1:P, ini, TRUE),
fitness = numeric(length=ini), contribution = numeric(length=ini),
groupID = numeric(length=ini));
groupSpace <- expand.grid(R=1:P,C=1:P);
groupSpace <- cbind(groupSpace, occupied = rep(0, length = Pˆ2),
preoccupied = rep(0, length=Pˆ2), groupSize = numeric(length=Pˆ2),
pregroupSize = numeric(length=Pˆ2), T = numeric(length = Pˆ2),
K = rep(K, length=Pˆ2),fit = numeric(length = Pˆ2));
#Define Agent’s group and update groupSpace and agentSet
for (i in seq(ini))
{
agentSet$groupID[i] = which(groupSpace$R == agentSet$R[i]&groupSpace$C == agentSet$C[i]);
groupSpace[agentSet$groupID[i], ]$groupSize = groupSpace[agentSet$groupID[i], ]$groupSize + 1;









# input: groupSpace, mu, b, sigma
# outputs:groupSpace (updated)




for (i in index)
{
g <- groupSpace[i, ]$groupSize; #collect group size
groupSpace[i, ]$T = sum(rnorm(n = g, mean = mu+(gˆb)-1, sd = sigma));
#compute group contribution
if (groupSpace[i, ]$T>groupSpace[i, ]$K){
groupSpace[i,]$T=groupSpace[i,]$K}
#In case of overexploitation use K instead of T







# Inputs: groupSpace, mu, r, omega1 and omega2
# Exports: groupSpace (updated)
#
#
repDeath <- function(groupSpace, mu, r, omega1, omega2)
{
index <- which(groupSpace$occupied == 1); #retrieve index of occupied patches
for (i in index)
{
Fit <- groupSpace[i, ]$fit; #collect fitness





deathProb <- 1/(1+exp(1)ˆ((omega1*Fit)-omega2)); #probability of death
deaths <- sum(runif(G)<deathProb); #actual number of death
#update group size
G <- G+births-deaths















# inputs ...groupSpace, k,c1,c2,c3,s,h,P,z
# outputs.... updated groupSpace
# reverse dependencies ...FF()
fissionfusion <- function(groupSpace, k, c1, c2, c3, c4, s, h, P, z, mu)
{
#utility function for finding neighbours:
matNeighbour <- function(D, myLoc, size)
{
if (size < Inf){
sizeSeq <- (-size:size)}
if (size == Inf){
sizeSeq = 1:D}
if (length(sizeSeq) < D){
L <- length(sizeSeq);
coordinates <- expand.grid(r=sizeSeq, c=sizeSeq);
rev <- D:1;
for (x in 1:Lˆ2)
{
tmpR <- coordinates[x, 1] + myLoc[1];
tmpC <- coordinates[x, 2] + myLoc[2];
if (tmpR <= 0){
tmpR <- rev[abs(tmpR)+1];
}





if (tmpR > D){
tmpR <- tmpR-D;
}
if (tmpC > D){
tmpC <- tmpC-D
}
coordinates[x, 1] <- tmpR;
coordinates[x, 2] <- tmpC;
}
}
if (length(sizeSeq) >= D){
















agentSet = data.frame(id = 1:N, R = numeric(length=N), C = numeric(length=N),
fitness = numeric(length=N), groupSize = numeric(length=N),
groupID = numeric(length=N), moved = rep(1,N));
index <- which(groupSpace$occupied == 1);
counter = 1;






agentSet[inputR, ]$R <- groupSpace[i, ]$R;
agentSet[inputR, ]$C <- groupSpace[i, ]$C;
agentSet[inputR, ]$fitness <- groupSpace[i, ]$fit;
agentSet[inputR, ]$groupSize <-G;





#Randomize Order of Execution
order <- sample(1:N)




#decisionmakers still need to make their decision (moved=0) w
#while all the other agents are treated as if they’ve already
#made their choices
agentSet[decisionmakers,]$moved=0





#Look only at other groups
#Spatially within the neighbourhood:
myLoc <- c(agentSet[x, ]$R, agentSet[x, ]$C);
destinations <- matNeighbour(D=P, myLoc=myLoc, size=s)
# the following selects agents from the agentset with the coordinates of destinations
# but without the groupID of the focal agent
others <- which(agentSet$R %in% destinations$r & agentSet$C %in% destinations$c &
agentSet$groupID != agentSet[x,]$groupID)
#if other is not empty (this could happen if the group is isolated spatially)
if (length(others) > 0){
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#evaluate empty patches
#Problem of synchronisation, as any refers to the current group space
#however if this is referred to the <spaces> object, then it will lead to
#the problem of co-occurence of agents in the same location.
#for now the emptyPatches will refer to groupSpace no to spaces
#evaluate emptypatches
tmp <- matNeighbour(D=P, myLoc=myLoc, size=h);
tmp2 <- which(groupSpace$R%in%tmp$r & groupSpace$C%in%tmp$c);












#Choose the best fit agent among k individuals
modelID <- modelIDs[which(agentSet[modelIDs, ]$fitness ==
max(agentSet[modelIDs, ]$fitness))[1]];
modelF <- agentSet[modelID, ]$fitness
modelG <- agentSet[modelID, ]$groupSize
modelGID <- agentSet[modelID, ]$groupID
myF <- agentSet[x, ]$fitness
myG <- agentSet[x, ]$groupSize




if (agentSet[x, ]$moved != 1)
{
#CASE 1: G vs G#
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agentSet[x, ]$moved <- 1
}
if (myF <= (mu-c1) & emptyPatches & ((myF>=modelF) | (modelF<=(mu-c1))))
{
#EMERGENCY FISSION
#Reduce former group Size
groupSpace[myGID, ]$groupSize <- groupSpace[myGID, ]$groupSize-1;
#set occupied to 0 if there were no more agents
if (groupSpace[myGID, ]$groupSize == 0) {
groupSpace[myGID, ]$occupied <- 0;
}
#Create a new group
if(length(which(groupSpace$occupied==0))>1)
{newPlace <- sample(x=which(groupSpace$occupied == 0),size=1);}
if(length(which(groupSpace$occupied==0))==1)
{newPlace <- which(groupSpace$occupied == 0)}
if (groupSpace[newPlace, ]$groupSize > 0) {print("ERROR line 159")}
groupSpace[newPlace, ]$groupSize <- 1
groupSpace[newPlace, ]$occupied <- 1
agentSet[x, ]$moved <- 1
}
if ((myF <= (modelF-c2) | (myF <= (mu-c1))) & modelF > (mu-c1)){
#GUIDED MIGRATION
#Change Group Sizes
groupSpace[modelGID, ]$groupSize <- groupSpace[modelGID, ]$groupSize+1;
agentSet[x, ]$moved <- 1
#ensure the new group now is occupied
groupSpace[modelGID, ]$occupied <- 1
groupSpace[myGID, ]$groupSize <- groupSpace[myGID, ]$groupSize-1;
if (groupSpace[myGID, ]$groupSize==0) {





#CASE 2: G vs L
if (myG>1 & modelG == 1){
if(myF >= modelF){
#STAY, DO NOTHING
agentSet[x, ]$moved <- 1
# print("option4")
}
if ((myF < (modelF-c1) | (myF<=(mu-c1))) & emptyPatches)
{
#FISSION & EMERGENCY FISSION
#Reduce former group Size
groupSpace[myGID, ]$groupSize <- groupSpace[myGID, ]$groupSize-1;
#handle local extinction
if (groupSpace[myGID, ]$groupSize == 0) {
groupSpace[myGID, ]$occupied <- 0}
#Create a new group
if(length(which(groupSpace$occupied==0))>1)
{newPlace <- sample(x=which(groupSpace$occupied == 0),size=1);}
if(length(which(groupSpace$occupied==0))==1)
{newPlace <-which(groupSpace$occupied == 0)}
groupSpace[newPlace, ]$groupSize <- 1;
groupSpace[newPlace, ]$occupied <- 1;
agentSet[x, ]$moved <- 1
# print("option5")
}
if ((myF > (modelF-c1) | (myF>(mu-c1))))
{
agentSet[x, ]$moved <- 1
}
}
#CASE 3: L vs G
if (myG == 1 & modelG > 1){
if(myF >= modelF){
#STAY, DO NOTHING
agentSet[x, ]$moved <- 1
}
if (myF <= (modelF-c3)){
#FUSION from SINGLE
groupSpace[modelGID, ]$groupSize <- groupSpace[modelGID, ]$groupSize+1;
groupSpace[modelGID, ]$occupied <- 1;
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groupSpace[myGID, ]$groupSize <- groupSpace[myGID, ]$groupSize-1;
groupSpace[myGID, ]$occupied <- 0;
agentSet[x, ]$moved <- 1
}
}






agentSet[x, ]$moved <- 1
}
#the third condition is to ensure that
#the other agent did not make any decision, since this step
# involves both agent making a decision.
if (myF<(mu-c4) & modelF<(mu-c4) & agentSet[modelID, ]$moved == 0){
#FUSION between SINGLES
groupSpace[myGID, ]$groupSize <- groupSpace[myGID, ]$groupSize-1;
groupSpace[myGID, ]$occupied <- 0;
groupSpace[modelGID, ]$groupSize <- groupSpace[modelGID, ]$groupSize+1;
groupSpace[modelGID, ]$occupied <- 1;
agentSet[modelID, ]$moved <- 1;





# CASE 5 : no other groups, emergency fission is still possible:
if(length(others) == 0&agentSet[x, ]$moved != 1){
myF <- agentSet[x, ]$fitness;
emptyPatches <- any(groupSpace$occupied == 0);
myGID <- agentSet[x, ]$groupID;
if (myF<(mu-c1) & emptyPatches){
#EMERGENCY FISSION
#Reduce former group Size
groupSpace[myGID, ]$groupSize <- groupSpace[myGID, ]$groupSize-1;
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if (groupSpace[myGID, ]$groupSize == 0){
groupSpace[myGID, ]$occupied <- 0;}
#Create a new group
if(length(which(groupSpace$occupied==0))>1)
{newPlace <- sample(x=which(groupSpace$occupied == 0),size=1);}
if(length(which(groupSpace$occupied==0))==1)
{newPlace <-which(groupSpace$occupied== 0)}
groupSpace[newPlace, ]$groupSize <- 1;
groupSpace[newPlace, ]$occupied <- 1;




#After the decision is taken the agent is "moved"






The predator-prey version of the model is based on a slightly modified version of
the main function FF(), along with a modified version of evaluateFitness()
and the addition of the new sub-function regenerateResources().
FF2()
#
# *Predator-prey model model*
#
#
# Additional MODEL PARAMETERS:
# Kini ... Initial prey population size
# KMax ... Prey carrying capacity (kappa)
# gR ... Prey population growth rate (zeta)
# beta ... Prey population reslience
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FF2 <- function(ini = 10, P = 10, K = 200, mu = 10, c1 = 3, c2 = 3, c3 = 0, c4 = 0,
k = 1, b = 0.5, sigma = 1, timesteps = 300, r = 0.05,
omega1 = 1.0, omega2 = 5, size = P, h = 1 , s = 1,
z = 1, run = 1, Kini=200, KMax=200, gR=2, beta=0.3)
{
# The following line prints the run number for HPC
print(paste("RunNumber=",run,sep=""));
#Initialise model
tmp <- initialise(ini = ini, P = P, K = K); #initialise model
groupSpace <- tmp$groupSpace; #extract groupSpace
Raw <- cbind(groupSpace$R, groupSpace$C);
RawMat <- matrix(0, nrow=length(groupSpace$R), ncol=timesteps);
Raw <- cbind(Raw, RawMat);
for (t in seq(timesteps)){
# STEP1 Fitness Evaluation (computed by group):
groupSpace <- evaluateFitness2(groupSpace, mu = mu, b = b, sigma = sigma, beta=beta);
# STEP2 Reproduction & Death:
groupSpace <- repDeath(groupSpace = groupSpace, mu = mu, r = r, omega1 = omega1,
omega2 = omega2);
# STEP3 Resource regeneration:
groupSpace <- regenerateResources(groupSpace=groupSpace, KMax=KMax, gR=gR);









groupSpace <- fissionfusion(groupSpace, k=k, c1=c1,
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c2=c2, c3=c3, c4=c4, P=P, h=h, s=s, z=z, mu=mu);
groupSpaceAfter<-groupSpace
if (any(groupSpace$groupSize<0)){break()}







# input: groupSpace, mu, b, sigma, baseline
# output: groupSpace (updated)
#
#
evaluateFitness <- function(groupSpace, mu, b, sigma, beta)
{
index<-which(groupSpace$occupied == 1);
for (i in index)
{
startK <- groupSpace[i, ]$K;
g <- groupSpace[i, ]$groupSize; #collect group size
groupSpace[i, ]$T = sum(rnorm(g, mean = mu+(g-1)ˆb, sd = sigma));
#compute group contribution
if (groupSpace[i, ]$T > (startK-startK*beta)){
groupSpace[i,]$T <- startK-startK*beta}
#In case of overexploitation use (K-K* beta) instead of T








# input: groupSpace, KMax, gR
# output: groupSpace (updated)
regenerateResources <- function (groupSpace, KMax, gR)
{
diff <- (groupSpace$K - groupSpace$T);
groupSpace$K <- diff + (diff * gR * (1- diff/KMax));
groupSpace$K[which(groupSpace$K<0)]=1 ;
#exit strategy in case there is complete depletion
#this should never happen, provided that beta>0
groupSpace$T <- 0 ;
return(groupSpace)
}
C.3 Exogenic Disturbance Model




# *disturbance free model*
#
#
# Additional MODEL PARAMETERS:
# Kseq ...Vector (with length timesteps) representing the change of K over time.
#
#
FF <- function(ini = 10, P = 10, K = 200, mu = 10, c1 = 3, c2 = 3, c3 = 0, c4 = 0,
k = 1, b = 0.5, sigma = 1, timesteps = 300, r = 0.05,
omega1 = 1.0, omega2 = 5, size = P, h = 1 , s = 1,
z = 1, run = 1, Kseq=c(rep(200,299),
seq(from=200,t=100,length=5),rep(100,196)))
{




tmp <- initialise(ini = ini, P = P, K = K); #initialise model
groupSpace <- tmp$groupSpace; #extract groupSpace
Raw <- cbind(groupSpace$R, groupSpace$C);
RawMat <- matrix(0, nrow=length(groupSpace$R), ncol=timesteps);
Raw <- cbind(Raw, RawMat);
for (t in seq(timesteps)){
# STEP1 Environment Change
groupSpace$K<-Kseq[t]
# STEP2 Fitness Evaluation (computed by group):
groupSpace <- evaluateFitness(groupSpace, mu = mu, b = b, sigma = sigma);
# STEP3 Reproduction & Death:
groupSpace <- repDeath(groupSpace = groupSpace, mu = mu, r = r, omega1 = omega1,
omega2 = omega2);









groupSpace <- fissionfusion(groupSpace, k=k, c1=c1,
c2=c2, c3=c3, c4=c4, P=P, h=h, s=s, z=z, mu=mu);
groupSpaceAfter<-groupSpace
if (any(groupSpace$groupSize<0)){break()}








The following pages show the simulation outputs using the parameter space visu-
alisation techniques discussed in chapter 6 (sections 6.1.1 and 6.2.1). The combined
time-series show the median value in solid line, and the envelope bounded by the
10% and 90% percentile in shaded grey. The y axes range from -1 to +1 for the
A-coefficient, 0 to 100 for the group counts (G), and 0 to 35 for the median group
size (λ˜). The y axes range of the agent counts (N ) are specified in the caption of
each figure. The x-axes of all combined time-series plots represent the time-steps
and range from 0 to 500, with the exception of exogenic disturbance models where
the interval is between 200 and 400, with the beginning and end of the disturbance
stage shown as dashed lines. The x-axes do not represent time in the probability
density plots where they instead represent the A-coefficient (from -1 to +1), the to-
tal number of groups (from 0 to 100), the median group size (from 0 to 35), and the
number of agents (with range specified for each plot). Notice that the y-axes differ
for each plot. The probability density plots ofA-coefficients are coloured in shaded
grey, with darker colours indicating higher proportion of computed A-coefficients.
Finally, the correlograms are based on 25 lags (x-axis) with the y-axis showing the
proportion of significant (with p ≤ 0.05) positive and negative autocorrelation re-
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